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Publishers
Preface

THE REVOLUTION OF NIHILISM was written mainly during the

winter of 1937-38. Though new editions of older books by Her-

mann Rauschning have in the last few weeks appeared on the

American market, this is today, May 12, 1940, his most recent

book on world affairs. It was first published in Europe shortly

after the annexation of the Sudeten territory in Czechoslovakia.

In writing the book, the author made certain predictions which

have since materialized with uncanny consistency : "Germany and

Russia, if they come together, will radically transform the world.

That alliance is Hitler's great coming stroke" "Hitler may move

against Poland herself to improve the strategic situation and to

recover the irreplaceable port of Danzig." "Denmark may suffer

prophylactic occupation, and may be forced into a close alliance

with Germany." These are three of Mr. Rauschning's most spec-

tacular predictions which have since taken place. It is interesting

to note that at the time he mentioned the impending possibility

of a Russian-German pact, the German anti-Soviet press cam-

paign was at its screaming, vilifying peak. If this book merely
served to prove Mr. Rauschning's extraordinary ability as a polit-

ical soothsayer, it would make absorbing reading. There is more

to it than that, however, for all of the author's prognostications
have been based on a sound knowledge ofJheJbackgnfcUAfLftpd the
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development of the National Socialist Regime in Germany. The

fact that so many of his appraisals and opinions have already been

substantiated beyond question by the march of events, indicates

that there is every reason to consider very seriously his more far

reaching theories, enumerated in this book, which have yet to be

realized.

First published in America in August, 1939, The Revolution of

Nihilism was immediately acclaimed by reviewers throughout the

country as an event of the utmost importance. Walter Millis in

the New York Herald Tribune called it "the most significant as

well as the most damning indictment of Nazidom." The Saturday

Evenwg Post stated that "None can understand this war who has

not read it." The Boston Transcript hailed it as "the most im-

portant book on the subject of National Socialism since Mein

Kampf." So it went throughout the entire press. From the ex-

treme conservatism of The Wall Street Journal to the radicalism

of The New Masses every review was a favorable one with the

rather obvious exception of Nazi-controlled publications.

Quite aside from its extraordinary critical reception, one of the

most significant features of this book is the identity of its author.

The Revolution of Nihilism is not the savage complaint of a

refugee, embittered by his own personal loss; it is not a super-
ficial impression prepared by a visiting journalist. It is an

honest, searching appraisal of a man who loves his country in-

tensely. In the early years of the National Socialist Regime, Her-

mann Rauschning was an important member of the government
which he sincerely believed would lead Germany on a path of peace

and prosperity. At that time he was one of Hitler's most trusted

confidential advisors and eventually rose to be president of the

Danzig Senate, in which capacity he had constant access to the

inner sanctum of Nazi ideology. When terrorism and interna-

tional blackmail became the moving spirit of this government, he

found himself more and more opposed to its policies, until his

voluntary resignation finally became a conscientious necessity.

Although he may disagree with the policies of the present German
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government, Mr. Rauschning is still a loyal German with a sincere

love for his native land. He honestly believes that the Nazi regime
is leading Germany to ultimate destruction, and his original pur-

pose in writing this book lay in the hope that it might help to

reveal to his fellow Germans before it was too late, the disastrous

course which the Nazi party was following. Perhaps he has failed

to achieve this, but he has succeeded in giving the Western na-

tions a very definite idea of what is in store for them.

In addition to its graphic, factual description of the rise of the

National Socialist party in Germany, there is another very vital

factor which should make every thinking American want to read

this book. This may be expressed in the simple statement that

the National Socialist movement is not an isolated political up-
heaval. In the words of Mr. Rauschning, "Not the ending of

revolution, but the final and complete fulfilment of revolution in

Western civilization, its extreme expression such is the essential

aim of National Socialism." There is a popular tendency to ex-

plain the rise of German National Socialism in terms of "Hitler,

the mad, inspired leader," "Prussian militarism," and the "Ger-

man love of regimentation," but as Mr. Rauschning so ably points

out in this book, there is more to it than that. For the time being,

the National Socialist ideal is caught in the toils of a murderous

war, but sooner or later we shall feel its impact here in America.

When that time comes, we must be prepared to combat it, and

to make the necessary adjustments without ever jeopardizing any
of our essential democratic prerogatives. The only way we can

hope to achieve this is by closely watching the other great nations

of the world as they pass through this era of revolutionary change

and try to profit by their experience and avoid their mistakes when

we ourselves are faced with the great crisis. That is why Hermann

Rauschning's The Revolution of Nihilism is indeed a "Warning
to the West" and particularly a warning to America.

May 12, 1940

m
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Preface

GERMANY, like the forbidden land of Tibet, has become the goal
of explorers; and it has been the subject of marvelling and also

of indignant reports. Many of these flatly contradict one an-

other, and this makes the search for truth no easier. The obscur-

ity that lies over Germany is spreading beyond her frontiers and

darkening the world. The German riddle is not only growing

sinister, it is threatening men's lives

Inadequate knowledge of what has actually been happening in

Germany could not but result in mistakes in policy. But the for-

eigner has not been alone in his ignorance: even the German

living in the Third Reich has had but the vaguest notion of what

has been happening to him. Need it be added that the writer

himself misunderstood the nature of a movement which passed

for national, when he joined it out of conviction and not out of

opportunism ?

It demands patience and rather a long-drawn-out process at

the outset to separate the husk from the true kernel of events. A
bare narration is not sufficient for an understanding of them. A
psychological estimate of the men at the head of the new Ger-

many, strange and in their way remarkable men, would be a

tempting occupation, but would lead us away from the actual

source of what has been an inevitable process. It would be sim-

plifying much too much if we were to identify that source with

the world economic depression, or with the loss of the world war,

Vll
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or with the unchanging character of Prussian imperialism. These

things played their part, but the roots of the developments in

Germany lie deeper. They lie in moral and intellectual processes,

some of them of long duration. These must not be overlooked.

Perhaps too much attention has been given by students and

observers to published doctrine and outward events in Germany
the trappings of a political movement. The functions of the

"flite" and the "masses" in the new methods of political control

have received less attention than the persecution of the Jews,

the anti-Christian activities, and the racial doctrine. The syn-

thesizing element in the political aims of the regime has not been

revealed. The main purpose of this book is that revelation the

revelation of the process underlying the ostensibly national move-

ment, a destructive process of revolution of a new and extreme

type.

This book was planned originally for the German reader, who

involuntarily and, as a rule, in perfect good faith has suffered a

tragic entanglement in that process. Much of the book was of

little interest to the non-German, and the book has accordingly

been abridged. That its prognosis was well-founded is shown by
the fact that, though it was written mainly in the winter of

1937-38, and published shortly after the annexation of the Sude-

ten territory, it has not been contradicted by subsequent events

in a single point. The pogroms of the winter of 1938 took place

as forecast ; the developments in foreign policy up to the occupa-

tion of Prague are along the lines anticipated in these pages.

(The only substantial addition in this English version is on pages

276 to 290.)

This applies above all to the interpretation of Hitler's actual

political aims and to the emphasis laid on his inability to produce

any constructive peace policy. Many non-Germans have insisted

that the characterization of his policy as revolutionary imperial-

ism is an exaggeration: that characterization has been justified

before all the world in the past year. It is to be feared that the

vm



PREFACE

analysis in this book will be justified in other points by coming

developments.

What is now going on in Germany is a transient disfigurement

of the true and permanent character of the nation. I hope, too,

that the recognition of the nature of National Socialism which

this book aims at promoting may also contribute to the exten-

sion of sympathy to a future renascent Germany, which will have

need of such sympathy in order to recover its place in a peaceful

Europe.
HERMANN RAUSCHNING

Paris, May 1939.





Introduction

THE TEMPTATION of our day is to accept the intolerable, lor fear

of still worse to come. But before considering what would convert

an intolerable situation into a better one, or possibly a worse, we

have to face another question the crucial question of what must

inevitably be the end of a process if it is left to itself and its

logical outcome. This is the subject of the remarks that follow

on the present condition of the German nation. What will be the

end of all these exhausting efforts and upheavals, what must

inevitably come of them? That is the question that occupies the

thoughts of every thinking man to-day in Germany. What must

come of this revolution, in which the present leaders of the nation

continue staunchly to profess their faith? And there is a yet more

fundamental question: what is this revolution, what is its nature?

A national "awakening," with the unmistakable features of a rad-

ical, all-embracing revolution; surface discipline and order,

beneath which the destruction of all elements of order in the

nation is plainly visible; a vast display of energy and achieve-

ment, which cannot hide the wasteful and destructive exploitation

of irreplaceable resources, material, mental, and moral, accumu-

lated through generations of fruitful labor; a boundless activ-

ity that can no longer conceal the ebbing of energies what

is this Third Reich in reality, a new order in the making or a holo-

caust, a national re-birth through the historic energies of the

nation or a progressive, permanent revolution of sheer destruc-
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tion, by means of which a dictatorship of brute force maintains

itself in power? What in all this is make-believe and what is

reality? What is deceit or delusion, and what is genuine in

this movement? This is the vital question for the nation, a

question not to be evaded with careful euphemisms or soothing

self-deception.

There can no longer be any hesitation about the answer that

must be given. And to anyone who looks beyond the present

moment, in concern for the nation's destiny, the answer can only

bring desperate anxiety. The phrase "despairing patriots" was

used at an early date in connection with the revolutionary degen-

eration of the national awakening. It was in his speech at Mar-

burg that one of them, no less a man than the former Vice-

Chancellor, Franz von Papen, pointed to the deep rift in the

German movement for national renewal, and it was his private

secretary, the unforgettable Edgar J. Jung, one of the victims

of June 30th, 1934, who revealed the abyss toward which the

nation was being irresistibly driven. No one will be able to claim

that the national criticism which had broken out in full force in

1933-34 cannot justifiably be revived because it was violently

suppressed.

Those of us who played a responsible part in what is still

busily celebrated as the "rebirth of the nation" are in duty bound

to protest against the most tremendous betrayal that perhaps
was ever committed in all history. I am entitled to make this

denunciation of the revolutionary development in the Reich in

the name of a growing number of those who shared my convic-

tion of the nation's need for a fundamental change of policy.

For the very reason that we acknowledge the eternal values of

the nation and of a political order rooted in the nation, we are

bound to turn against this revolution, whose subversive course

involves the utter destruction of all traditional spiritual stand-

ards, utter nihilism. These values are the product of the intellec-

tual and historical unity of Western civilization, of historic

intellectual and moral forces. Without these, Nationalism is not
.
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a conservative principle, but the implement of a destructive revo-

lution; and similarly Socialism ceases to be a regulative idea of

justice and equity when it sheds the Western principles of legality

and of the liberty of the person.

To-day in Germany any criticism, even from the noblest and

most genuine of patriots, is accounted one of the worst of crimes,

and placed in the same category as high treason. Twenty years

ago we used to hear similar arguments about the necessity for a

fixed resolve and unquestioning faith. Then as now the nation

was kept in ignorance of the frightful gravity of its situation.

We were told that there was no other way of maintaining the

national will to resist a bad psychology, a contemptuous be-

littlement of the moral forces of the nation. Other nations made

good because they relied on the exact opposite of this psychologi-

cal fallacy; the very fact of steadily facing the truth in all its

desperate gravity lent them strength for the utmost endeavor.

Is it a quality peculiar to the German that his readiness for sacri-

fice can only be maintained under illusions ? Either our nation is

not what it seems to think it is, and has not the grit of the others ;

or the political leaders have something to conceal.

But the nation that reveals this weakness of excessive capacity

for illusion has a greater need than any other of criticism and

plain speaking. "We have been lied to and duped" such was the

despairing exclamation, twenty years ago, of no demagogue but

of the last leader of the old Conservative Party, von Heydebrand,
when the truth about the terrible situation burst through the

clouds of pseudo-patriotic propaganda. It seems to be our destiny

to have to repeat the same mistakes with a berserker's infatuation.

The shortcomings of the present time cannot be made good by
the muzzling of criticism; nor by patient waiting. "Let things

take their course ! In five years' time nobody will want to know

about them" so an important member of the Cabinet of the

Reich, not a National Socialist, exclaimed to me in 1934, with

Olympian short-sightedness, when I expressed my concern about

the nature of the new German policy. No less out of place was

xiu
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the talk of "preservation of continuity." Only a fundamental

change in Germany's course, only the restoration of equal jus-

tice for all and of personal freedom and security, can assure

Germany's future. Yet there is no possibility of evolution in the

direction of legality; those who harbor the idea are shutting

their eyes to the essential feature of the "dynamic" revolution,

that its course is in the very opposite direction of all legality, in

the direction of the destruction of everything of value that the

past held, a course of total nihilism. The hope of any purging of

the movement from within is equally illusory, and so is that of

the penetration of conservative elements among the personnel of

the revolution. Behind such arguments lies to this day the same

inability as in 1933-34 to realize the true character of National

Socialism, and the irresolution that still cannot see that what is

needed is a definite decision, not a mere tactical deal or bargain.

It is precisely by their attitude of putting up with things as they
are in the hope of effecting "appeasement" and a slowing down

of the general course that all the leading personalities, the per-

sonalities on whom thinking people had rested their hope that

something of value might after all come out of the deal of 1933,

have thrown away the opportunities they once had of exerting

influence.

Freedom of action can be preserved in face of a continuing

process only up to a certain point. Beyond that point one

inevitably becomes the slave of events. The logic of the process

takes charge, upsetting all independent plans and calculations.

All that is left to do is to submit to force, and it will be wise to

submit with good grace. In Berlin in the autumn of 1934 I

urged the need for a decision as to the general lines of the new

policy at least for Danzig. I was anxious to resign, but was

advised by influential personages not to do so, as the course of

events could only be preserved from taking a dangerous turn if

the leadership was not left to fall into the hands of the desperate

elements of the Party. Subsequent events have shown the error of

this "wait and see" policy. If such men as von Neurath and

xiv
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Schacht, who shared responsibility under the new regime, had

put up opposition in good time, in 1934-35, and had brought to

bear the whole weight of their personal influence, they might have

still been able to do a good deal. When they fell from power

recently, their disappearance made no difference.

At the outset there were serious reasons against interrupting

the continuity of the political movement started on January

30th, 1933. (It is impossible to say as much of the optimistic

idea that National Socialism may purify itself.) It was felt that

another revolutionary upheaval would inevitably have the gravest

consequences, not only within the country but in its external

relations. Thus most of the differences that existed at the time of

the "Kombination," the deal that produced the Third Reich, have

remained unreconciled; and the principal reason for this is

undoubtedly that the new "realist" method produced amazing
"successes" in foreign policy, and there was good reason to fear

that if the slightest sign of internal weakness were allowed to

appear there would be an immediate end of concessions from

other countries. Many responsible members of the Party were

strongly of the opinion in 1933-1934 that there must be a resolute

break with the method of dictatorship and mass violence, but this

view was overridden by the consideration that no visible breach

in the progress of the movement must on any account be allowed

to develop.

The general view now is that National Socialism can only be

unseated after a sensational collapse, but this overlooks the urgent

need for a change to be effected before that happens. The ideas

at the back of this policy of waiting for a catastrophe are only

intelligible when it is recalled that one of the objects of the bar-

gain of 1933 was to give the dangerous National Socialist

movement an opportunity to exhaust itself politically. Such was

the tactical intention of the alliance of middle class nationalism

and monarchist conservatism with revolutionary "dynamism"
the restless revolutionizing energy of the National Socialists. It

has proved unsound, and equally unsound is the idea of ever

rv
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being able to guide developments once the crash comes, from

whatever side. If there were not this urgency for a change before

it is too late (and that means an early change), while the present

system still appears to be stable, it would be right to ask whether

any criticism, however disinterested its motives, would not be

likely to do more harm than good. It is a question which I have

seriously put to myself and which has imposed definite limits

and a definite character on my criticism.

Criticism of events in Germany has hitherto come mainly from

those whose general outlook and political aims were opposed from

the outset to the national effort to recast the political system

and political life in Germany. I have no desire to enter into

controversy with these critics, but it is in the nature of things

that their minds should be occupied with other matters than our

own anxieties. My purpose is one of practical politics to show

the conditions under which this revolution and its despotic dicta-

torship can be ended, and my political comments are confined to

that practical purpose. I have no intention of compiling material

for a historical work, or even of giving a final interpretation of

events. My main concern is to point to possible centers of growth
of forces which after this catharsis, this tragic upheaval, may be

able, let us hope, to restore decency and legality, order and free-

dom.

One personal remark: I must emphasize that my resignation

from the National Socialist Party and my hostility to the present

system of government are due solely to the fact that I found

myself for solid reasons increasingly in opposition to the German

policy, and was bound to oppose it if I was not prepared to act

in disregard of duty and conscience. I do not attempt to deny
the outlook that once brought me into the ranks of National

Socialism. I still hold to some of the essential considerations that

determined my past political attitude. When the Party insisted

that I should secure the Gleichschaltung of Danzig, should bring
the Free City into line with the German system, arresting incon-

venient Catholic priests, disfranchising the Jewish population,
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and suppressing all rival parties, I appealed to the decision of the

supreme leader of the Party, giving at the same time the reasons

for my own view, which was opposed to the National Socialist

aims not only in these matters, but in foreign policy and in

economic policy. The supreme leader of the Party declined to

give a decision himself, and left the decision to my opponent in

the matter, the local National Socialist leader. This made my
resignation inevitable. That is the whole story: any other that

may be told belongs to the sphere of defamation, distortion, and

deliberate invention.

Anyone who at such times as these is not prepared to bear the

burden of nation-wide vilification and political extinction had

better leave politics alone. An objection that is harder to meet

than the charge of holding treasonable opinions and of being a

renegade is the question whether an ex-National Socialist can

possibly have anything to say to the public. I must leave the

answer to this to the reader. What follows may be taken, after all,

as written to liberate the writer himself from error. Many who

have gone astray as I did, from the best of motives, did so partly,

at any rate, because they miscalculated the limits of the effective-

ness of political "realism." This error seems to be one that is not

confined to Germany.
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Part One

"THE VICTORY OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
NEW ORDER"

POLITICAL MOTIVE FORCES AND TENDENCIES
IN THE THIRD REICH





"7 have proved by my life that I am more com-

petent than the dwarfs, my predecessors, who 1
brought this country to destruction." JL

ADOLF HITLER, in Vienna, 1938.

Road to JS[iWlism

THE "ARRANGED" DICTATORSHIP

Two YEARS before the German revolution of 1933 a book was

published on the technique of the coup d'etat. Its author, Curzio

Malaparte, an Italian, developed the not unassailable but not

unexciting theory that the modern coup d'etat must be regarded

as a problem of a technical order. In pursuit of his theory he

analysed a number of coups d'etat, successful or unsuccessful,

most of them of recent date. His work was a warning. It showed

how relatively easy, given a few favoring circumstances, it was

to carry out a coup d'etat. It was a work that could lead men into

temptation. Here was displayed a means of crippling political

opponents, without any great effort, from within their own

stronghold. But this is the first dogma of the theory a coup

d'etat cannot succeed unless the political system and the social

order are already shaken by revolutionary influences. Then,

however, the coup will succeed with almost mathematical cer-

tainty, given a knowledge of the tactics of revolt. There are also,

however, tactics of defence against coups d'etat. Stalin first

employed them against Trotsky's second attempted coup, in

1927. These tactics of prevention are based on the recognition

that with squeamish police methods a revolutionary regime is not

entirely safe from overthrow. But what is to be done if the polit-

ical elements that are planning a coup find no widespread revo-
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lutionary feeling in existence? In that case there must be an

arrangement for joint action with some substitute for revolution-

ism. The book is worth reading even apart from its theory;

among other things it contains a quotation from Giolitti that is

worth recalling to-day: "I owe to Mussolini the revelation that

a state needs to defend itself not against the program but against

the tactics of a revolution." People generally take a revolution-

ary program seriously, but pay too little attention to the tactics

of the effective forces at its back.

It took three attempts in Germany to enable a coup d'etat of

nationalist forces to achieve such success that it could be given

the character of an irresistible mass movement, a national revo-

lution. All three attempts used the same tactics of "grafting

revolutionary violence on constitutional legality." The first

attempt, the Kapp "putsch," followed the revolutionary example
of Napoleon, using parts of the armed forces for the direct

attempt to change a government and to enforce a limitation of

the powers of Parliament. Since Kapp's attempt the idea of using

the army as the implement of a coup d'etat with an appearance
of legality has never been absent from the political ideas of the

parties and groups of the Right. The Stahlhelm and the followers

of Hugenberg did not discover in all their existence the funda-

mental error of this political idea. The Kapp putsch was an

absolutely perfect model of the way not to organize a modern

coup d'etat. It revealed a Complete absence of ideas of how the

attack should be carried out, left entirely out of account the

very things that Malaparte described as the technique of a coup

d'etat, and betrayed an exceedingly inadequate stock of ideas on

the subject of the seizure of power. But even apart from Kapp's
amateurishness as a putsch-maker, from his idea that the occupa-

tion of Ministries and the replacement of the police by the soldiery

were all that was needed for the reorganization of the State,

his failure shows the incurable weakness of any direct military

action in a revolutionary enterprise. The army leaders may
instigate a coup d'tat, but in order to carry it to completion they
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need political machinery* and they must not allow the army to

be dragged into direct, active participation. An undisguised

military coup remains at all times a mere episode in the political

struggle, and throws away the indispensable safeguard of the

availability of the army for use in emergency in the day-to-day

political struggles.

Accordingly, the Reichswehr took no part in the second attempt
at a nationalist putsch, the first attempt made by the National

Socialists; it remained deaf to all allurements. General Seeckt

declared that only one man could carry out a putsch and that was

he himself, and he was not going to do it. This was not out of

loyalty but because he realized that, however favorable to

success the conditions might seem, there had been inadequate

political preparation for a coup d'etat. This second attempt at

a national revolution came to grief even more quickly than the

Kapp putsch. It had been, if possible, even more amateurishly

and sketchily improvised than the earlier one, in a whirl of

romanticism ; for the most part it was not the work of adults but

of grown-up children.

Between the second and the third attempt lay years of political

and military experience of the most varied sort in the field of

coups d'6tat. It was learned that the modern coup is as far as

could be from being a romantic undertaking ; the main conditions

for success, as Malaparte had shown, are a definite tactical plan

and a special technique. It was also learned that a coup d'etat can

be carried out piecemeal, at intervals, and almost without a sound.

It was learned that the grafting of revolutionary violence on con-

stitutional legality can be facilitated by permitting constitutional

governmental power to be taken over by a safe combination of

Parliamentary forces, and then completing the seizure of power

by actual revolutionary force.

The superiority of National Socialism over its nationalist

competitors, such as the Stahlhelm and the Jungdeutscher Orden,

lay in its steady preparation and training for seizing arbitrary

power by a revolutionary coup after: securing constitutional*~~
6
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power by ParKamentarymeans^ while its rivals continued to work

out their plans in an atmosphere of romantic theorizing. Secretly,

but with the utmost energy, the National Socialists concentrated

on this two-stage plan. It was a plan that revealed a thorough

grasp of the real conditions and the shedding of every vestige of

puerile romanticism. The National Socialists refused to take

advantage of what seemed to be favorable opportunities of par-

ticipating in the government. Under their plan they were bound

to refuse participation in any government, however much injury

the refusal might do to the party, until their entry into the gov-

ernment brought them at least some of the requisites for securing

legal power. They held to this course with remarkable resolution

and discipline, even allowing their party to begin to disintegrate,

because there was no other way of gaining an assured position

from which to carry out the later revolutionary move. I think the

unswerving pursuit of this one opportunity was one of the severest

tests of the nerve and resolution of the National Socialist leaders.

On January 30th, 1933, National Socialism came into power,

and there began the process of national "renewal" which was to

lead to the recasting of all existing institutions and the appear-

ance of the German nation in a new historic guise, that of the

Third Realm. It was the third attempt at a coup d^tat, using

tactics which had manifestly been devised in the light of past

experience; and on the surface, at all events, it had succeeded.

The actual seizure of power was anything but an elemental

revolutionary act proceeding from the heart of the nation. It

was not even a homogeneous or an unambiguous event. It was

nothing if not a "deal," an enterprise in which many elements

combined from the most varied motives, elements differing rad-

ically in political outlook and character. The first question that

arises from these facts is : were there no other political means than

coup d'tat and revolution of attaining the political ends in view?

The next question is bound to be: were there any serious political

ends at all that could justify such a combination of hostile polit-

ical elements? And the crucial final question must be: was any

e
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agreement on aims of importance possible between the national

elements that had collaborated; and, if it was, could the new

governmental combination be a stable one, holding out the prom-
ise of a final recasting of the political life of the nation?

The inquiry as to the ends pursued by the national combina-

tion reveals at the outset of the earliest efforts to get to work a

divergence of aims and ideas which has determined the whole

course of subsequent events. There was certainly work to be

done definite tasks of general importance to the nation. But

each participating group had its own special interests and its

own particular aims, which it intended to promote on what it

regarded as its own entry into power, and there seemed to be little

prospect that these interests would be subordinated to the common

national objectives. This applied most of all to the National

Socialists themselves: they made no secret of the fact that they

had their own plan for a new and comprehensive organization

of the country, and that they regarded this as their main task.

On two points the partners in the new regime were clearly in

agreement the need for remedying the national distress, and the

inadequacy, in their view, Q! the past policy. They were agreed

on the necessity for taking all possible steps to end the widespread

existing destitution, and they agreed in not shrinking from the

resort to extraordinary measures and even to compulsion.

I must refrain from entering into the question of the political

course followed up to January 30th, 1933, or into that of the

national distress as it was described and as it really was, impor-

tant as the consideration of the past may be in judging the aims

and methods of the "arranged" dictatorship. The situation in

international politics, and the desperate economic outlook, were

not the only subjects of deep and urgent concern; the more

thoughtful realized also the spiritual crisis, in which the last

moral and ethical standards and certainties were being whittled

away; the tension of a deeply unsettled social order had jjyo-^

duced an atmosphere of mistrust and a violence ready at any
moment to pounce. Grave and urgent problems called insistently

7
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for solution. "We are struggling," wrote Zehrer in Die Tatf "for

three things for freedom in world policy, for reconstruction of

the State, and for a new economic constitution." More even than

this was at issue: the nation was undergoing a transformation

resulting not only from the crisis but from deep changes in its

spiritual and social structure. Its needs could not be satisfied by
the dogmas of party politics.

Nothing that had happened in Germany since the War was of

more tragic consequence than the fact that Briining was com-

pelled to abandon his great work of reform by the monarchist

agitation for a halt. Papen, who succeeded him, had no better

policy than to try to mend matters by restoring the old system,

By putting spokes in the wheel of destiny, and by evading deci-

sions that brooked no evasion. Nationalists were gratified by
his policy of making an end of party politics and of liberalism:

the State began to be authoritarian, despotic. But this did noth-

ing to solve any of the great problems outstanding. His Cabinet

was deeply divided. All that united it was the negative purpose of

breaking with the past system. Its two main sections, represent-

ing the industrialists and the big landowners, were directly op-

posed to one another on first principles: the industrialists were

for freer trade and unrestricted capitalist competition ; the land-

owners were for "autarchy," neo-mercantilism. "Enlightened

capitalism" on one side, pre-capitalist patriarchalism or post-

capitalist economic planning on the other. But the great new

forces of Nationalism and Socialism remained unrepresented.

The danger of Papen's solution degenerating in spite of him into

black reaction seemed to threaten from one side, the danger of a

revolutionary solution from the other. The responsible leaders

of the Reichswehr, especially, felt unable to accept a regime that

rejected and eliminated strong national elements instead of en-

listing them.

The testing and searching for a practicable combination of

forces that was in progress betrayed anything but a definite

aim in view. In the midst of it all Papen's second idea, that of

8
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an alliance with National Socialism, seemed the very thing that

was wanted. The new feature in Papen's plan, which remained

essentially monarchist, was the idea of securing the support of the

revolutionary mass movement of National Socialism, in the as-

sumption that it would submit to control. Did Papen really see

nothing in National Socialism but its nationalism, could he have

overlooked its revolutionary "dynamism," its restless and bound-

less revolutionary energy? That is actually what happened;

sanguine in their superficial judgment, the monarchist elements

imagined that they would easily put those attractive young men

in their place. But there was another motive also, the fear of the

masses and of a revolution of the Left, the fear that the National

Socialist masses might go over to the extreme Left. It was de-

cided to avert this by recourse to the device of a nationalist substi-

tute, even at the risk of an unavoidable interregnum of National

Socialist disorder and experiment.

If ever there was an over-subtle, over-smart solution, it was this

second one of Papen's, the summons of National Socialism to

power at a time when it was at its last gasj) ; perhaps precisely

because it was. ItEetrays the utter superficiality of judgment
of the politicians of the last year before National Socialism came

into power. It would have been impossible to make a more wildly

mistaken estimate of the political forces in the country. The

peril of revolution was seen where there certainly was none, and

it was not seen where it had flaunted itself in speech and action.

Nothing was more jremote from the future of the Reich in 1932-

1933 than a Bolshevist revolution or even a political revolt from

the Left ! The very people who to-day spread the legend that a

Bolshevist revolution was on the point of breaking out know

perfectly well, and showed that they did by their own tactics at

the time, that in Germany a coup d^tat was only possible for

those who could fall back on the possession of constitutional

power. Even if the old Republican parties had combined to carry

out a coup, making use of the constitutional power to cover a

coup by illegal parties of the Left, the Reichswehr would have
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vetoed the move and so it would have been nipped in the bud.

Only nationalist groups or elements co-opted by them, assured

of the patronage of the Reichswehr, could attempt a coup with

the slightest prospect of success.

We have to clear our minds of romantic ideas of revolution-

making. The poetic glamour of the revolution of barricades and

flying banners belongs to the past, and not even the recent past,

as certainly as does the frischfrohlicher Krieg, the "brisk and

jolly war." The power and resources of the modern State, with

its executive organs, its police and army, make civil revolution

virtually impossible. This will remain true of the future, and it

disposes of all dreams of a mass revolt in the Third Reich. All

that is possible is what happened on January 30th, 1933 coup
and revolution by arrangement, from above, under the patronage
of the constitutional powersT A civil war is possible only where

the organs of constitutional power are in the hands of groups of

divergent outlook, distributed among several parties, as in Spain.

It may be doubted whether it is to the advantage of a nation

to suffer radical changes, affecting its whole future, by arrange-

ment in this way, even though they involve little or no blood-

shed, the nation itself playing no active part. The national

revolution of January 30th was almost bloodless ; but there was

all the more bloodshed, from countless acts of terrorism, in the

period that followed, and these acts of terrorism had not the

excuse of revolutionary passion. Such terrorism produces cool,

calculated cruelty, a horrifying cynicism, much more pronounced
and harmful in its effects than such open revolutionary violence

as took place after the rising of 1918.

I recall a remarkable statement made by Hitler to some visitors,

of whom I was one, at Obersalzberg in 1932. The death sentence

had just been pronounced on the murderers at Potempa, and the

unforgotten declaration of solidarity with the murderers made

by the leader of the Party had just become publicly known. A
nation-: so ran the declaration may overlook and forget any-

thing in so disturbed a time as the present, if it happens in an

10
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open conflict between the holders of opposed views. If the Storm

Troopers were given a free hand, if it came to street fighting and

twenty to thirty thousand Germans lost their lives, the nation

would be able to recover from that. The wound would heal. It

would be like open fighting in the field. But a miscarriage of jus-

tice, a death sentence pronounced after cool reflection, and pro-

nounced and carried out against the people's unerring sense of

justice, an execution of men who had acted in national passion,

like those who had been sentenced at Potempa as common mur-

derers that would set an ineradicable stain on the nation, that

would never be forgotten.

This attitude was certainly justifiable, though hardly in con-

nection with the Potempa murders ! It is true that acts of terror-

ism, sanguinary violence proceeding from the absolute dominance

of state or semi-state executive organs, as in the concentration

camps, during house searches, or in vengeance wreaked on de-

fenceless individuals "by virtue of revolutionary law," will never

be forgotten, and will remain an ineradicable stain on the nation

to the end of German history. And it is true that for many people,

if not for the whole nation, the spectacle of revolutionary destruc-

tion would be an inestimable relief from this heavy, pestilent at-

mosphere of insidious and ubiquitous terror. The incredible thing

is that a man who was quite able, as that declaration shows, to

judge matters for himself, should for five years, with his eyes

open, have permitted the very thing which he so emphatically

condemned on the occasion of the Potempa verdicts should have

permitted and ordered it to be committed on a scale hundreds and

indeed thousands of times larger. It is appalling that he should

have permitted and ordered many sentences of death for acts

incomparably less grave than those at Potempa, or for simple

professions of faith.

Coups d'tat following the tactics of inoculating legality with

the revolutionary impulse, of manipulating this legality until it

has passed through a stage of masked revolution and has re-

emerged as a new legality, are carried out in order to prevent a

11
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period of anarchy, to keep control of developments, to prevent

being placed at the mercy of incalculable "daemonic" elements,

and to attain the revolutionary end without setting the masses

in motion. But if afterwards the revolutionary suspension of a

state of law is instituted in cold blood, that action places the

course of events at the mercy precisely of these daemonic, incal-

culable elements. This method deals a much more crippling blow

at justice and the sense of justice than when there comes a tran-

sient condition of open revolution, which all the elements of order

will combine to bring quickly to an end. All retrospective acts of

calculated reprisal dull the senses of the nation and reduce it to

lethargy. The things that are happening in the German concen-

tration camps and in the cells of the Gestapo, with the whole

modern inquisitorial technique of spying and denunciation, the

all-comprehending terrorism, are producing a nation that will be

incapable for a long time to come of any really creative effort or

of devotion to any great cause. A genuine revolution will release

creative energies, as all true revolutions have done in the past.

The revolution-by-arrangement ends in universal exhaustion. For

in its artificial combination of forces it includes irreconcilable

elements.

Irreconcilable opposites were harnessed together in the German

revolution of 1933, with the result not of mutual stimulation but

of mutual paralysis. In two respects the different outlooks coin-

cide, in the nationalist jargon indulged in by both partners, and

in their anti-Liberalism. But the anti-Liberalism is drawn from

different sources. For the Conservative-nationalist-monarchist

group Liberalism is the destroyer of all standards with its critical

analysis; for the revolutionaries, the National Socialists, this

Liberal disintegration was a mere half-measure ; their anti-

Liberalism extended to thorough-going nihilism; what they

wanted, in the true spirit of Shigalev, was a tabula rasa, complete

liberation from the past, on which to build a totalitarian des-

potism. The Conservative, national elements thought they had

created a political machine; what they had really done was to
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deliver themselves up to a revolutionary power whose creed was

action for action's sake and whose tactics were the destruction

and undermining of all that is of value in the existing order. A
clique of leaders had made themselves masters of Germany's fu-

ture, and they unscrupulously exhausted the nation's reserves

as fuel for their own "dynamic" course.

"Of all the evils of defeat, of all the consequences of the Peace

of Versailles, the most disastrous that could visit Germany would

be the loss of her civic liberties." So wrote the Italian Malaparte
in 1931. But his dictum does not give the full measure of the

evil. Worse still than the loss of civic liberties is the destruction

of the creative powers of a nation. The deepest defect of our

time is the complete unproductivity and impotence or the con-

servative forces. Stahl, the Prussian Conservative, touched on

this defect a hundred years ago ; it is not peculiar to the German

people: there is, he said, "only unproductive conservation and

inventive destruction."

CATIUNARIANS AND DESPAIRING PATRIOTS

As early as 1931 Malaparte had declared that the National

Socialist dictatorship would only be achieved by a "combing'

zione," by a deal with other elements. He based this prognosis

on Hitler's irresolution. This is one of the current undervalua-

tions. But he was right in so far as no one in Germany could

attain dictatorial power and let loose revolutionary violence ex-

cept by such a deal. But, continued Malaparte, ".dictators who

jare
the product of a combinazione are but semi-dictators. They

nave no staying-power." It remains to be seen whether this addi-

tion to his prognosis will be borne out as well as the first part.

Yet, whatever may have been the chance or fated combination

of elements in the birth of the Third Reich, it remains an arti-

ficially produced birth, and the new Reich will bear for all time

the marks of the forceps. The strong government of which men

were in search proved neither strong nor reliable, as the most

short-sighted were able later to see. It was just as artificial and

IS
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fabricated as everything else that was planned at this time. And
in most men the conception of power had already turned into

that of violence. The countenancing of violent methods, in which

the Conservatives and Nationalists should have been the last to

place their faith, entangled elements inspired by the best of inten-

tions in a "realist" policy which was anything but nationalist or

conservative.

What had the "combination" attained? A united national

front, the basis of a new and vital national union? A new form

of integration of a true State, a "realist union of wills"? Nothing
of the sort; merely the juxtaposition of two partners with dia-

metrically opposite aims, each making the secret reservation that

he must quickly get rid of the other, or at least gain the upper
hand over him. We need not enter into the question which element

in the association that brought the Third Reich into the world

had set out the more deliberately to make use of the partner in

the deal, and virtually to impose upon him. Perhaps it was the

army, which needed the civilians and their political machinery
in order to be able to remain in the background during the coup

d'etat, in the necessity for which it agreed. Perhaps it was the

tacticians of the reaction, proceeding from a totally mistaken

idea of the nature of National Socialism and imagining that they

could achieve two things by an intrigue with it, spare themselves

and let their political rivals wear themselves out. Without any

question the National Socialist leaders were perfectly clear as

to their own aims and the means of carrying them out in the

deal they had entered into. They were familiar with the tactics

and the technique of a coup d'tat not only of the Bonapartist

type but of that of Trotsky and Lenin, and they knew exactly

how they meant to proceed from a coalition government, an

authoritarian regime, to their National Socialist revolution. Sub-

sequently, that is to say, after their arrival in power on January
30th, 1933, they pursued every technical device of the Trotsky-
ist recipe for coups d'tat. By systematically occupying the key

positions in the State and in industry, they placed themselves

14
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in effective possession of power. And by the method, their

own invention, of "Gleichschaltung" or "co-ordination"* they

achieved the indispensable aim of every revolution the tabula

rasa, the clear run for the revolutionary course. This system

brought them several advantages. Not the least important of

these was that few people realized the comprehensive scope of

their activities. Here again the crucial steps were hidden from

view. When the revolution was officially staged, on January 30th,

1933, it had in reality scarcely begun; when its successes were

celebrated any sort of remonstrance had become useless: the

seizure of impregnable power was an accomplished and unalter-

able fact.

What matters politically to-day is not the rise of National

Socialism as a philosophy. Its roots lie certainly in the racial

ideas of the pan-Germans of Austria and Germany, in their rabid

anti-Semitism, their hatred of the Habsburgs and of the very

principle of the Austrian State, in the movement away from

Rome and the first beginnings of the enthusiasm for the myth
of the pagan Teutons. All this, though not all of it is still actively

pursued, may be effective to this day, it may still play an impor-

tant part in securing emotional support of decisions, it may still

be important for the platform and the show; but what is more

important than the nature of the National Socialism of the past

is what it has become. The crucial fact is that the revolution

has progressed far beyond its racialist origins and is now using

this doctrinal armory of its youth, in so far as it retains any
of it, merely as a necessary element in propaganda. Racialism

is its make-believe; the reality is the revolutionary extremism

revealed not in its philosophy but in its tactics. It is impossible

to understand the situation in Germany if this development is

not realized. The development began long before the arrival in

power. Behind it lay the unprincipled struggle for power, which

for the time being was the one and only real objective. The osten-

* A euphemism for the subordination of every public activity in the country to National

Socialist domination, usually by the simple process of placing National Socialists in

charge. Translator.
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sible aims and objectives were simply the propaganda material

employed for gaining a Parliamentary majority. Consequently

the arsenal of political objectives was filled with the most contra-

dictory and manifestly impracticable demands. And the main

objective that began to stand out from the racialist nationalism

and the moderated Socialism of the party propaganda was a

revolutionary transformation of the whole political and social

order. For the very reason that this objective was but vaguely

outlined, it worked as a recruiting element. The movement at-

tracted all those people who wanted a radical change in the exist-

ing conditions the most primitive and the most obvious of revo-

lutionary cravings.

The reasons for this development lay partly in the conditions

of the time and partly in the character of the leaders. One thing

must always be insisted on : the National Socialism that came to

power in 1933 was nolongeranationalist but a revolutionary

movement.^. The failure of the middle class to realize this was a

fatal error. It was no longer possible to rid the movement of

its revolutionary character; from its very nature it grew irre-

sistibly in extremism. This was not apparent even to the mem-

bers of the party. Even party members were startled when, in

the spring of 1933, the practical steps taken by their leaders

began to reveal the realities behind all the patriotic oratory

the unashamed pursuit of power and of key positions, and the

cynical resort to a brutality hitherto inconceivable.

This apparent change in the character of National Socialism

(in reality it was no change but simply a revelation of the true

character of the movement) was so striking that the suspicion

arose among members of the party that it was the work of ene-

mies within the party who were out to compromise the movement.

This "insidious plan*' was even ascribed to a very influential

member of the Cabinet of the Reich. The same feeling of disil-

lusion and indignation was voiced among old and trusting mem-

bers of the party as was expressed later in a leaflet issued in

Vienna by old Austrian National Socialists: "Have we accepted
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persecution and poverty and deprivation, year after year, for

this?" It was at this period also that the original preaching of

Spartan economy, and of emulating the traditional Prussian

"starvation to greatness," gave place to a grotesque extrava-

gance throughout the party.

Catilinarians and despairing patriots! Many actors on the

stage of the new Reich had something in them of each category.

The despairing patriots of Left and Right alike saw the distress

of a nation that was destroying itself, and longed to remedy it.

Some delved into the treasuries of the past for guidance. Others

placed their faith in a future that promised them an entirely new

solution of human problems in a liberated nation with an assured

existence. The Catilinarians of the Right demanded above all

a strong State under their dominance ; they confused order with

subservience^ They were for violence within limits limits de-

fined by a traditional civic morality which they were not pre-

pared to abandon. The Catilinarians of the Left were out to

absorb the whole State and to harness it to the service of their

pursuit of power. They conquered the State and destroyed it.

Their destructive, unsocial nature confined them to the aboli-

tion of the existing elements of order. They were possessed in-

curably of the devil of nihilism.

The tasks the associated elements had agreed on were the

restoration of a strong authoritarian regime, the transformation

of the State in the direction of absolutism, the reconstruction

of an economic system that was falling to pieces, and the return

to a united national, patriotic way of thinking as the first condi-

tion for rearmament and the renewal of Germany's power in the

field of foreign policy. An ordered hierarchy, clear definitions

of function, fixed and universally applicable valuations such

was the plan of the "national awakening." But behind it two

tendencies were struggling with one another for mastery. They
were represented by very unequal forces. On one side were the

forces of reaction retrogressive revision of the Constitution,

the authoritarian State, the abrogation of the social legislation
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or at least the introduction of important modifications by making
an end of the inviolability of wage scales and the freedom of asso-

ciation; an avowed return to patriarchalism, the restoration of

the old orders of nobility, and, finally, the restoration of the

monarchy. On the other side was the revolution of an "lite"

drawn from the masses, determined to conquer power and to

keep it.

THE AIMS OF NATIONAL SOCIALISM

"Our aims are perfectly clear. The world is only surprised at

our attitude because it does not know us." The German propa-

ganda leader wrote this, with his characteristic pregnancy, on

the occasion of Lord Halifax's visit to Germany in 1937. "The

aims of National Socialism are being achieved, one after an-

other. ... It will come. It is coming, bit by bit. We have

time!" he continued. It is true enough that the world still does

not know National Socialism, but it is not correct to say that

the aims of the party were clear. We have to combat two views,

one that the course followed in the Reich was carefully planned
and thought out and directed toward definite objectives fixed

once for all, and the other that National Socialism is guided
on the whole by doctrinaire program points. There are many
who will contend that National Socialism reveals a broadly

conceived, dogmatically defined philosophy, possessing absolutely

definite doctrines in regard to all human relations which must

be unreservedly accepted by every loyal citizen. Nevertheless,

we must ask: is National Socialism doctrinaire? It is, of course,

beyond question that it is the product of doctrinaire ideas and

that doctrinaire personages play a part in it to this day. Of

much greater importance is the question of the connection of

what was regarded as National Socialist doctrine with the two

elements that characterize the movement, the irrational pas-

sions that undoubtedly play an important part, and its leading

personalities. A sharp distinction must be drawn in National

Socialism between this genuinely irrational revolutionary pas-

sion, affecting not only the mass of followers but the leaders
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themselves, and the very deliberate, utterly cold and calculating

pursuit of power and dominance by the controlling group. We
may generalize : The doctrine is meant for the masses. It is not

a part of the real motive forces of the revolution. It is an instru-

ment for the control of the masses. The elite, the leaders, stand

above the doctrine. They make use of it in furtherance of their

purposes.

What, then, are the aims of National Socialism which are

being achieved one after another? Certainly not the various

points of its program; even if some of these are carried out,

this is not the thing that matters. The aim of National Social-

ism is the complete revolutionizing of the technique of govern-

ment, and complete dominance over the country by the leaders

of the movement. The two things are inseparably connected:

the revolution cannot be carried out without an lite ruling with

absolute power, and this 61ite can maintain itself in power only

through a j)roces&-ol^continual intensification gfjthe process of^

revolutionary disintegration. National Socialism is an unques-

tionably genuine revolutionary movement in the sense of a final

achievement on a vaster scale of the "mass rising" dreamed of

by Anarchists and Communists. But modern revolutions do not

take place through fighting across improvised barricades, but

in disciplined acts of destruction. They follow irrational im-

pulses, but they remain under rational guidance and command.

Their perilousness lies in their ordered destructiveness it is a

misuse on a vast scale of the human desire for order and in

the irrationality and incalculability of their pressure for the ''vic-

tory of the revolutionary new order.55 This pressure is com-

pletely uncalculated, unconsidered, the pressure of men with

no program but action, instinctive in the case of the best

troops of the movement; but the part played in it by its con-

trolling flite is most carefully and coolly considered down to

the smallest detail. There was and is no aim that National Social-

ism has not been ready for the sake of the movement to abandon

or to proclaim at any time.

The National Socialist revolution, at the outset a nationalist
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seizure of power, is viewed much too much in the light of historic

precedents. There are no criteria and no precedents for the new

revolutions of the twentieth century. The revolutionary dictator-

ship is a new type, in its cynical, unprincipled policy of violence.

The outsider overlooks above all the essential distinction between

the mass and the lite in the new revolutions. This distinction is

vital in every field. That which is intended for the mass is not

applicable to the elite. Program and official philosophy, alle-

giance and faith, are for the mass. Nothing commits the flite

no philosophy, no ethical standard. It has but one obligation,

that of absolute loyalty to comrades, to fellow-members of the

initiated elite. This fundamental distinction between lite and

mass does not seem to have been sufficiently clearly realized, but

it is just this that explains many inconsistencies, many things

done, that leave the outsider dumbfounded.

There has scarcely been a single old National Socialist who

attached any importance to the program and program-litera-

ture of the party. If any section of the party was in it for

action and nothing else, and completely uninterested in pro-

grams and ideologies, and strong for that very reason as the

real backbone of a brotherhood, it was the section of the party
that was its vital element, the Storm Troops. Their repugnance
to programs was well known, there was no success in training

them in "theories." And the National Socialist "Bible," that

remarkable book which is now accorded the sanctity of verbal

inspiration, was far from playing its present part among old

"PgV (Parteigenossen) , old members of the party; they paid
no particular attention to it. Nobody took it seriously ; nobody

could, for nobody could make head or tail of it. The mass under-

stood and understands nothing and does not want to understand.

Each individual holds to whatever he can comprehend in it,

to any particular bit that concerns }mn personally. The things

that stir most men and fire their enthusiasm are the rhythm, the

new tempo, the activity, that take them out of the humdrum

daily life: with these things much can be done, the masses can

to
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be inflamed. They are matters of emotion, with much the same

appeal as the call of the first Wandervogel movement, which

brought men away from the security of their homes and sent

them on a roving life: an emotion compounded of romance and

boredom. The initiated member, the old Pg, knew that the whole

tableau of philosophical outlook and party doctrine was only

of symbolic value, something to stir men's imagination, to divert

their thoughts from other things, to discipline them. It was a

cover for realities which must not be "given away" to the masses.

He himself, the old Pg, was a Catilinarian, a mere condottiere ;

or, if he was an idealist, in his progressive liberation from the

crude ikon-worship of the National Socialist masses he felt a pride

of partnership in the reality behind it, the heroic nihilism of

the party, inculcated in the young men as soon as they were

old enough for the senior groups of the Hitler Youth. If we

try to understand what it is that tempts Hitler again and again

to dwell on Freemasonry, on the Jesuits, or on the Teutonic

Order, we come close to the essential secret of the National Social-

ist lite, the "mystery," as the Teutonic Order called it, the

esoteric doctrine confined to the brethren who were called to

initiation. It was the piecemeal character of their initiation into

secret aims, the aims and methods of a ruling class, by stages of

discipline, enlightenment, liberation, that set the eyes of National

Socialism in envious rivalry on such organizations as Freema-

sonry.

The movement has no fixed aims, either ecnnflipfc nr political,

either in home or foreign affairs. Hitler was out even in 1932

to liberate himself from all party doctrines in economic policy,

and he did the same in all other fields ; and this "realist" attitude

was adopted, and still is, not only by the leader but by every

member holding any official position in the party, or admitted at

all into its confidence. The only objective was the victory of thg

party, and even favorite doctrines were abandoned for the sake

of this. The rise of National Socialism compelled the flite of

the movement to become realists, and when they came into power
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they made this acquired pragmatism the foundation of the fanat-

ical activity of the movement in the new, national field. It

is no doctrinaire commitment of the movement that drives Na-

tional Socialism into lines of action which from a realist and

rationalist standpoint are incomprehensible, but its revolution-

ary, irrational character, which continually prompts it to any

possible revolutionary destruction of existing institutions.

The fight against Christianity is not a matter of doctrine or

program; this is clear to any reader of Mein Kampf or of the

party program; yet it has come, simply because it lies more

than anything else precisely in that direction of the destruction

of existing institutions. For all practical purposes it should suf-

fice for the racial State and for independence from all alien,

supernational, superstate powers, if a German National Church

were started. But the revolutionary destruction of the Christian

basis goes much farther than this. A schismatic separation of

German Catholicism from Rome, inevitable as it seems to-day,

has already been put out of date by the developments in Ger-

many. It will be a brief episode on the way to the comprehen-
sive aim of destroying the Christian faith as the most deep-

seated root of Western civilization and of the social order. It

will be a stage that will assist the revolutionizing of the soul

of the masses, not the actual final aim. Similarly the fight against

Judaism, while it is beyond question a central element not only

in material considerations but in those of cultural policy, is part

of the party doctrine ; but, for all that, it is now an element in

the revolutionary unsettling of the nation, a means of destruc-

tion of past categories of thinking and valuation, of destroying

the liberalist economic system based on private initiative and

enterprise; it is also a sop to the destructive revolutionism of

the masses, a first lesson in cynicism.

This irrational element in National Socialism Is the actual

source of its strength. It is the reliance on it that accounts for

its "sleepwalker's immunity" in face of one practical problem
after another. It explains why it was possible for National Social-
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ism to attain power almost without the slightest tangible ideas

of what it was going to do. The movement was without even

vague general ideas on the subject; all it had was boundless con-

fidence : things would smooth themselves out one way or another.

Give rein to the revolutionary impulse, and the problems would

find their own solution. An open mind and no program at

all that is what enabled National Socialism to win through
in its own way with its practical problems. Its strength lay in

incessant activity and in embarking on anything so long as it

kept things moving. Conversely, it abandoned anything that

could hinder it, such as the construction of the Corporative State

and the reform of the Reich. What it needed and intuitively

took up were the opportunities of revolutionary dislocation.

Nothing is more idle than to engage in heated discussions of

the capitalistic and monopolistic character of National Socialist

economic policy, or of the question whether Socialism or Reac-

tion has been the driving force in its schemes of social reconstruc-

tion. National Socialist "anti-capitalism" is similarly just a

bargain-counter, like almost everything else. If there is one

thing that does not and cannot exist among the National Social-

ist elite, it is a genuine sense of social solidarity with the prop-

ertyless classes of the nation. One may count on finding just the

opposite, and it is easily discernible in Hitler himself an uncon-

cealed contempt of the crowd, the common people, the mob : they

are there not to be served but to be used.

National Socialism is action pure and simple, dynamics in

vacuo, revolution at a variable tempo, ready to be changed at

any moment. One thing it is not -doctrine or philosophy. Yet

it has a philosophy. It does not base its policy on a doctrine,

but pursues it with the aid of a philosophy. It makes use of its

philosophy as it makes use of all things men have, and all they

want, as fuel for its energy. Its policy is exactly what a critic

of the era of William II said of the policy of that time: it is

"opportunist policy," though in quite a different, a much more

"realist", sense. It is opportunist policy in the sense of making
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use of every opportunity of doing anything to increase the move-

ment's own power, and to add to the elements under its domina-

tion.

National Socialist policy is in the highest degree subtle and

sly, aimed at keeping to the front a system of "inflammatory

ideas," in order the more effectively and the more startlingly

to seize each opportunity. People used to say that any policy

of important scope always needs justification by a great idea.

But that was intellectual, ideological generalizing. It assumed

that there are still ideas in which men believe. To the con-

scious nihilist there are no ideas. But there are substitutes

for ideas which can be foisted on the masses by suggestion, and

he has little hesitation in imposing on them whatever they can

swallow.

The National Socialist "philosophy" is not the outcome of

any lofty intuition; it is deliberately and carefully manufac-

tured. Originally it developed out of much the same doctrines

as those which Sorel formulated in his gospel of violence : a myth
must be created to give the masses the energy for actioiL Thus

the ruling consideration in the production of the National Social-

ist philosophy is its power of influencing the masses by sugges-

tion, of instilling into them the sense of the duty of obedience.

The great paradox of this revolution
^js

that its lack of principle

is one of the main secrets of its effectiveness. It is its strength;

it is precisely in this characteristic that the actual revolutionary

power of the movement lies, and its character of a "permanent

revolution," impossible to bring to a close. The naive element

among its mercenaries has largely been removed by the decima-

tion of the Storm Troops, but the subtler and far more effectual

element, the elite under the leader's protection, has remained.

This elite keeps alive the revolutionary spirit, in spite of all an-

nouncements of the ending of the revolution. National Socialism

cannot abandon this dynamic element; in doing so it would be

abandoning itself. And the question becomes more and more
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insistent, how long can a State, a nation, a society, endure a

governing elite devoid of all principle, without disintegrating?

ERROR AND DECEPTION

Error or deliberate deception? Which was it? Was the Na-

tional Socialist party in doubt as to its own real character ; did it

genuinely regard itself as a movement of national rebirth, or did

it cleverly and deliberately adopt that disguise in order to attain

power? Undoubtedly both the one and the other. There was an

honest belief among a great number of the members of the party,

and among its followers, that they were laboring in the service

of national recovery. Even among the lite the consciousness

of the actual part they were to play came only with the first great

successes. But there were some among them who knew how mat-

ters stood, probably long before the arrival in power. Hitler

himself pursued carefully calculated tactics: he damped down

the Socialist tendencies in the movement and brought the Na-

tionalist ones into the foreground. He was out to gain powerful

patrons and friends who could help the movement into power.

The temporary veto on the anti-capitalist propaganda desired

by Gregor Strasser was due to his insistence. And this was

not because Hitler was himself a reactionary, but because at that

moment the Socialist note would have interfered with the politi-

cal developments envisaged. It was precisely at this point that

Hitler showed his real superiority over his lite: at the right

moment he took a course which was extremely awkward for him

and an extremely unpopular one, but which alone led along the

road to power the camouflage of the "dynamic" revolution

as a movement of national renewal. He put up with the dissat-

isfaction and disgust of his flite, and allowed them to abuse him

for his "inadequacy" as an "advocate," and for his supposed

idea that he could attain power by means of speeches and parades,

threats and extortion, and secret deals with bankers and soldiers,

industrialists and agrarians. Yet from the point of view of the
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movement and of its aims his course was the only possible one.

He was justified in the outcome, and encouraged to continue

in that course. He brazenly joined forces with the monarchists;

brazenly denied his own views and affected to be a reactionary.

With a technique of camouflage unprecedented in Germany, he

arranged the deal that associated his party with the national

rising which ended in the National Socialist revolution. He
succeeded in a concealment of the true facts on a scale never

before known. The deception continues to this day a presenta-

tion of the revolution as an innocent affair, middle class and

moderate. Deliberately concealing the true nature of the National

Socialist revolution, the new lite successfully occupied Ger-

many. Under its disguise it succeeded in foisting on the country,

in place of an authoritarian State, an instrument of dominance

that serves simply and purely for the maintenance of its own

absolute power. Under the mask of a movement of national

liberation, it achieved the despotic repression of the nation, with

the voluntary assistance of the middle classes and large sections

of the working class.

Only these facts provide the standpoint for a judgment of

what National Socialism regards as its creative achievements,

its work in the field of constitutional, social, and economic affairs.

The outstanding feature to-day in these fields is beyond question

their universal subjection to despotic control. A machinery of

absolute and universal dominion is being erected in an entirely

disorganized State. Nothing is more mistaken than to talk of a

"totalitarian State" or a "classless society" within the realm

of a nihilist revolution. In the place of these there is the machin-

ery of absolute dominion, recognizing independence in no sphere

at all, not even in the private life of the individual; and the

totalitarian collectivity of the Volksgemeinschaft, the "national

community," a euphemism for an atomized, structureless nation..

The retrogression from the conception of the State to that of

the party in what a German sociologist has defined as its primi-

tive sense, that of an organization for rule by violent means, is
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paralleled by the retrogression from the sphere of legality and

constitutionalism to the primeval conception of Leader and Fol-

lowers and the principle of absolute power and blind obedience.

Within this organization of dominance which has replaced the

State, there has developed as the indispensable means of rule

the segregation of a privileged flite from the totally unpro-
tected and disfranchised mass. The control of the remnants

of the State by a party ("the Party commands the State")

may be regarded as a phase in the process of the dissolution

of the old forces of order by the revolution. This process ends

with the absorption of the State and its functions by the "organi-

zation for rule by violent means." To-day the State is nothing
but an administrative machine. There is no true sphere of the

State in the Third Reich.

THE DOCTRINE OP VIOLENCE

National Socialism does not mean the crushing of the "mass

revolt" but the carrying of it to completion. The astonishing

thing is not that this could have happened, but that it could be

done under the mask of a movement in the opposite direction,

without those affected realizing the reversal of the course. To-

day, after six years, there are, to say the least, still many respect-

able people associated with German "dynamism" who have not

yet realized that their imagined national and racial rebirth

amounts to nothing more than the adoption of the revolutionary

system of "direct action" as the fundamental principle of the

carrying of the "mass revolt" to completion.

Direct action is defined as "direct integration by means of

corporativism, militarism, and myth"; this is to replace democ-

racy and parliamentarism. But the true significance of direct

action lies in its assignment of the central place in its policy to

violence, which it then surrounds with a special philosophical

interpretation of reality. Briefly this philosophical system

amounts to the belief that the use of violence in a supreme effort

liberates creative moral forces in human society which lead to
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social and national renewal. "Civilization is the endeavor to

reduce violence to the ultima ratio," writes Ortega y Gasset.

"This is now becoming all too clear to us, for direct action re-

verses the order and proclaims violence as the prvma ratio, or

rather the unica ratio. It is the standard that dispenses with

all others." Violence, says Sorel, is the basic force in life. When
all other standards have been unmasked by scepticism of all

doctrines, reason itself is robbed of all force. The anti-intellec-

tual attitude of "dynamism" is not mere chance but the neces-

sary outcome of an entire absence of standards. Man, it holds,

is not a logical being, not a creature guided by reason or intelli-

gence, but a creature following his instincts and impulses, like

any other animal. Consequently reason cannot provide a basis

for a social order or a political system. The barbaric element

of violence, which reformist Socialism and moderate Marxism

would place in safe custody under lock and key, is the one ele-

ment that can change a social order. That is why revolutionary

direct action has won the day against the responsible, non-revolu-

tionary Socialism of the working class, just as it has violently

eliminated the middle class itself as the ruling class. Hostility

to the things of the spirit, indifference to truth, indifference to

the ethical conceptions of morality, honor, and equity all the

things that arouse the indignation of the ordinary citizen in

Germany and abroad against certain National Socialist meas-

ures are not excrescences but the logical and inevitable out-

come of the National Socialist philosophy, of the doctrine of

violence. This hostility to the intellect, to individualism and

personality, to pure science and art, is not the arbitrary inven-

tion of a particularly vicious system of racial philosophy, but

the logical outcome of the political system of revolutionary

direct action with violence as its one and only historic motor.

THE NEW ELITE

The Leader-and-Followers principle simply destroys the possi-

bility of building up a State. When this principle is dominant,
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the State can no longer exist. Nor can a social order endure.

While still permeated with the idea of the "idyllic state of the rule

of responsible middle class people," the nationalists confused their

desire for the restoration of a regime of this type with the es-

sence of the doctrine of violence, the principle of personal con-

spiratorial pledges of elite to Leader, which could produce a

dictatorship ruling by violence, but never a monarchical restora-

tion. In bringing the National Socialist Party into the "com-

bination" they imagined that they had placed the reins of gov-

ernment in the hands of the aged President Hindenburg, assign-

ing to the party leader the function of whipping up the

enthusiasm of the country by his oratory. But the outcome was

not as innocent as these self-styled realists expected. The special

feature of the German development is the segregation out of the

masses of
^a special elite^

which shares the privileges of power and

the atomization of the organized nation, which is reduced to an

jamorphous mass held together in new official mass groupings. It

is the elite that actually organizes the revolutionary process ; at

the same time it controls the machinery of government. It repre-

sents the actual "Following" of the "Leader." Only in that

capacity is it privileged. This National Socialist elite is nothing
but the class that, in Pareto's phrase, is "arriving," forming,

independently of any doctrine, the real kernel of a revolution.

Pareto holds that a revolution is possible only when a ruling class

that has lost its strength of will and is physically decadent, and

no longer able to defend its hold of power by forcible means, is

faced by a new class that has set out to take its place. In any

case, the National Socialist revolution resembles the process de-

scribed by Pareto, the rise of a new class and the abdication of

an old one.

On the problem of the political flite, of the "ruling element

with a historic mission," the monarchists, proceeding from a

different starting-point, had developed much the same ideas as

those underlying the National Socialist enterprise of creating a

new upper class as an instrument of dominance. Some of the
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monarchist groups expected themselves to become the new upper
class of the National Socialist mass movement, and their antici-

pation helped in no small degree to bring into existence the

"combination" of 1933.

National Socialism, with its sharp elbows, pushed all these

lofty aspirations rudely aside. It had no need either of an intel-

lectual or of a social lite. Ulite, c'est moi, was its attitude.

The ponderous and self-conscious discussions among the nation-

alists of the problem of the lite and the political leadership

were in strong contrast with the unscrupulousness of the National

Socialists in the practical task of selecting their flite. To them

the formation of an elite was not a problem in political theory

but a practical process connected with their struggle for power.

They did not dream of introducing fresh blood into their flite

from outside their own ranks. They were not interested in the

slightest in the qualities of outside candidates, their intelligence,

their capacity, or their social standing. These outsiders were

just "pigmies," in the Propaganda Minister's phrase. What
the National Socialists did take over was the language of those

rivals. By appropriating for lip-service the ideas and standards

of genuine political and social elites, they have succeeded to

this day in deceiving a naive nation, and masking the true fact

that National Socialism brought to the top a primitive, vulgar

flite under the cover of national and social aims. The fiction

that every element associated with National Socialism in the

struggle for power proved itself by that fact to be by nature

and character a part of the elite exposes the mechanism of this

primitive but effective method of selection. But the secret of

the union of the lite is their lack of doctrine. No allegiance

to any sort of philosophy merited membership in the actual

flite, but the simple fact of having fought for its power. The

actual selection, said the National Socialists, is our affair. Neither

by intelligence nor capacity nor noble birth nor special standing

were men qualified for entry into the flite, but simply by denial

of the traditional decent citizen's outlook. Ordinary life gives

SO
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the true leader's nature no opportunity for success, only tempta-

tions, which end his respectability. To have come to grief in

ordinary life is no disqualification for revolutionary leadership

on the contrary. With the full momentum of their demagogic

resources, and with the readiness to gamble of the true des-

perado, who has nothing to lose and everything to gain, this

gutter flite were able to carry the day with ease against the

rather too cautious and anemic members of the aristocratic clubs.

Their success was facilitated by their adoption of their rivals'

political language. The National Socialist leaders concealed

their true objectives so well that many members of the lite only

realized after a considerable time that they had been drawn

into a double existence, with fictitious spiritual, national aims,

and one very real one, the pursuit of power. The actual partici-

pants in power within the National Socialist Party are a ruling

minority of super-careerists. This cream of the lite use the

power they have seized to feather their nests. The most out-

standing quality of the elite is "the accurately chosen and ruth-

less application of all the physical and material power at its

disposal." Here again the National Socialist leaders carried

into practice the new doctrine of violence, the doctrine that

spiritual assets are of value for the legitimation of political

power and for nothing else ; such things have no intrinsic author-

ity, no value in themselves: there is nothing that counts, except

force; it is by force alone that an lite comes tojthe top. Force

is applied at all times, for the one purpose of maintaining the

lite in power and applied ruthlessly, brutally, instantaneously.

But it is discreet to provide a reasoned justification for this

application of force, through a suitable ideology. The true

flite is entirely without scruples and without humanitarian

weaknesses. Where these appear, where the use of force is ham-

pered by scruples, the elite becomes decadent and opens the

way for the rise of a new flite. Thus it is virtually a duty for

every member of the lite to undergo training in brutality. It

prefers at all times the most violent means, the most violent solu-
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tion. Only in this way does it retain its position. In this way,
as Pareto points out, the simple biological struggle for existence

is transferred, in the struggle between the elites, into the sphere

of human society.

Such are the views of the National Socialists, not systemati-

cally taught in public, not collected into a system at all, but

conveyed from member to member in the actual cadres of the

lite, and made the basis of all action. This is the attitude which

is plainly adopted by the elite in actual practice. This attitude

gives them their ruthlessness in the use of their power and re-

sources, their rapidity of action, their readiness to take risks,

and through all this their notorious superiority to all earlier

ruling classes, all political groups, capitalist or Socialist. There

are those who praise the rapid and ruthless action of the National

Socialist leaders in home and foreign politics; all this implies

is that the new elite make use of their power and resources mainly
in order to maintain themselves in power and to extend their

power.

But these practical rules and maxims of political leadership,

adopted consciously or unconsciously by National Socialism, are

applicable only in the course of a revolution permanently in

progress. The revolutionary elite can maintain itself in power
in its permanently critical situation only by continually pushing
on with the revolutionary process. In its effort to hold on to

power it is compelled to destroy the old social and political insti-

tutions, since it is in these that the strength of the old ruling

class lies. When the political structure of the country has been

razed to the ground, the elite will march over the frontier, to

upset the existing international order.

The right men in the right place that is a typical rule in

civil life in peaceful times. In revolutionary times, and then only,

there is no need for the "right" man. Any man will do who will

exercise power with ruthless brutality. Only in a revolutionary

period can the difficult problem of selection of personnel be

treated with the negligence, indeed the criminal negligence,
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shown by National Socialism. But this can continue only so

long as there is little or no effort at genuinely constructive work,
little being done beyond the using up of accumulated reserves,

and revolutionary destruction. For such work, the less educa-

tion the leaders have the better.

The new elite of National Socialism is an affront to all historic

and traditional standards. It is a deliberate breach with the

past and the seal of a new order. The "ruling element with a

historic mission" is formed by the National Socialist flite, and by
them alone. This is due to their determined struggle for power
after the coup-by-arrangement of January 30th, while the flite

of the capitalist parties rested content with the externals of

leadership, with posts from which they were driven out one by
one as opportunity offered.

After all this it will surprise nobody that the National Social-

ist revolutionary elite are entirely without moral inhibitions,

and that individually they reveal so strange a mixture of extreme

nihilism with an unashamed adoption of the ways of the half-

educated lower middle class. The cool and calculating resolution

that marks the political dealings of this elite has hitherto been

associated in people's minds with outstanding intelligence or at

least versatility at all events, when not dealing simply with

criminals. In these people we find, however, a mixture of quali-

ties, a naive mixture of qualities always regarded up to now as

irreconcilable with one another. But the unusualness of the mix-

ture must not blind us to the fact that the operative part in the

duality of these natures is a hard, resolute, ruthless will, even

if their German is ungrammatical and their intellectual equip-

ment manifestly of the lowest. It is characteristic, too, of Na-

tional Socialism that it is only in exceptional cases that its leaders

are removed on account of incorrect dealings to put it euphe-

mistically under the civil code. Lack of morals in civil life is

not frowned on: it is no ground for suspicion of a member's

National Socialist orthodoxy. National Socialism demands, in-

deed, of its sworn flite that all personal moral scruples shall
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be overridden by the needs of the party. Anyone who reveals

that he is allowing himself the luxury of guidance by his own

conscience has no place in the lite and will be expelled. It is not

surprising to find that absence of moral scruples in the private

life of a member of the elite is dealt with very gently by the

party authorities. It is impossible to demand scrupulous cor-

rectness in a member's private life when any crime may be re-

quired of him in the interest of the party. Demands have actually

been made of individuals in order to have a future hold over

them, or to test their readiness to obey. In Danzig the Senator

for Public Health was required, against the clear medical evi-

dence, to declare in the case of the death of a National Socialist

"militant" that the man had been killed by a blow struck by a

political opponent. The Senator refused to make an official decla-

ration in conflict with the truth ; he was deprived of his office and

his senatorship. This is one instance of a method pursued delib-

erately in order to make the flite a following sworn to blind

obedience, a company from which every member's escape is cut

off, because he has been incriminated.

THE DIVINE INSPIRATION OF THE LEADER

In the center of the movement stands the figure of the Fiihrer,

the Leader. This central figure cannot be replaced by anything

else, a group or committee or board. Any such suggestions

overlook the essential "charismatic" element of the leader, the

element of his "divine inspiration." This element in the mass

leader, the great demagogue and revolutionary is a reality that

cannot be dismissed even by those who personally are not under

its influence. A great deal of the nimbus of the revolutionary

leader seems manufactured and is in fact manufactured; but

the root of his mesmeric influence lies, like that of the revolu-

tionary "dynamic" urge in the movement itself, in an irrational

element, in the medium-like gift of the revolutionary. Hitler is

a revolutionary and mass leader with the medium's gift of thrall,

a thrall in which he is himself caught. "Then came the great
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thrill of happiness," wrote the Arbeitsmann (organ of the Na-
tional Socialist Labor Front) of the effect of the personality

of the leader on the masses. Another impression: "I looked into

his eyes and he into mine, and at that I had only one desire, to

be at home and alone with that great, overwhelming experience."

This extravagant outburst came not from an "intense" woman

supporter but from a judge in a high position, talking to his

colleagues. I can vouch for this case from my personal knowl-

edge. "For I am among you, and ye are with me" the leader

must speak in a religious mood, in lapidary phrases that can

be used with suggestive force. "Our divine service," wrote the

newspapers of a party congress, "was a turning of the thoughts
of each one of us to the root of all things, to the Great Mother.

That was in truth divine service." In the eternal battle between

light and darkness, acceptance and rejection of life (to quote

Ley, the leader of the Labour Front), the German, with his

new faith in the leader, is faced with the great decision. He
is also faced with the lighting effects and the orders for applause,

the special platform and all the other gadgets of a glamour-
machine.

Hitler is deliberately and unceasingly held up to the masses

as a deity. One of the principal devices for securing National

Socialist dominance is this deification of the man, his raising to

the altitude of the sole savior of the nation. "We all believe

on this earth in Adolf Hitler, our leader"; "we acknowledge
that National Socialism is the faith that alone can bring blessed-

ness to our people." These are official pronouncements by the

party lite. The Messiah-figure of the leader is the indispensable

center of their propaganda, as carefully devised as the whole

of the apparatus of power. Some time before the seizure of

power a prominent National Socialist expressed to me his opin-

ion that the figure of the leader must be withdrawn more and

more into seclusion and surrounded with mystery. He must only

come visibly into the presence of the nation by means of startling

actions and rare speeches at critical moments in the national
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destiny. Except for that he must withdraw from view just

like the Creator behind creation in order to heighten his effec-

tiveness by his mysteriousness. The very rarity of his appear-
ances would make them events. No great leader should wear

out his greatness in the daily drudgery of administration. And,
declared this old "Pg," he could conceive that at a critical turn-

ing-point in the national history the leader might be more deliri-

ously effective if he were dead. He might even have to be sacri-

ficed in order to complete his work. Sacrificed by his own Pg's,

his own party comrades, and his faithful followers. Only when

Hitler had really become a mythical figure would the whole

depth of his magical influence reveal itself. All this I was told

in perfect sincerity and conviction. It was spoken out of a genu-
ine faith, which at that time still existed, in a spiritual mission

entrusted to National Socialism.

Our age, said Burckhardt, readily indulges from time to time

in the awe of adventurers and visionaries. We may add that it

permits itself to be carried away by brutality in the guise of

religious ecstasy, and by any storm over national and social

affairs if it involves hatred of some third party. The effective

principle in this is the "magic of extremism." In its presence,

Burckhardt found, argument becomes completely impossible.

Once more we may observe the degeneration that struck observers

in the age of the decay of Hellenism faces and figures grown

ugly; nowhere any nobility, either of physical heritage or of

intellect or of soul; no sign left of any inner struggle or any

genuine repose; only eyes that flash for a moment and then are

blind again; brutal expressions, sinister gestures, puffy or dis-

torted features, the -grimaces of the inane. The magic of lead-

ership is magic primarily for such types as these. They reveal

not only the "fury of partisanship" but the enviousness and the

lust for domination of the lower middle class.

But this process of the mesmerizing of the masses is only made

possible by the general revolutionary disintegration of all the

genuine elements of national welfare and public order. Thus
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neither the devotion to the leader nor the faith in him is of purely
artificial production. Their appearance is due less to the foisting

of a "Messiah" on the masses than to the loss of validity of the

old and genuine standards and allegiances. The question still

remains how such immense dynamic power could proceed from

petty and contemptible sources. It is characteristic of the pres-

ent time that an appearance of gigantic achievements can be

created with no basis in fact. The technical and organizing

resources available enable any sort of phantasmagoria to be

given for a time the semblance of reality. Politics are bound up

to-day with the existence of a specialized "machinery."

THE MACHINERY

Darr, who stands out among the national leaders of National

Socialism on account of his organizing ability, is head of the

Reichsnahrstand or National Food Estate. This agricultural

organization was created relatively late by the party ; Darr him-

self calls it the "agrarpolitischer Apparat" (political machinery
for agricultural issues), or "aA" for short. In so doing he re-

veals the nature of all National Socialist organization. He had

not the slightest intention in organizing the National Food Estate

of creating anything resembling a true guild corporation, a

real administrative body for the agricultural occupations. The

Reichsnahrstand is nothing but a machine for the complete con-

trol and direction of agricultural production and of the fanning

population itself by the party. Here, in the sector of agricul-

tural policy, there was revealed at the outset the system which,

thanks to Schacht, was extended much later, by means of cur-

rency control and the Four Year Plan, to the whole economic

system of the country the control and supervision of the whole

field of trade and industry, as a means to the control of the

population engaged in trade and industry. All the gigantic?

organizations created by the National Socialists, some during
the "period of struggle," some after the revolution, are machines

for the control of the whole life of the nation. These are not
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self-governing bodies, not organs and links in the State or the

social order: they are political machines, machines for con-

trol, for propaganda, for supervision, for terrorist dominance.

They are machinery for the influencing of opinion, never organs

of independent formation of opinion. They are machinery that

conveys a drive always in one direction, from above downwards,

from the central political control right down to the private

household, right into the most intimate elements of family life.

In this respect the National Socialist organizations differ from

all other associations. They are mainly concerned with nothing

else than the safeguarding of the resources of power with which

the dominant elite exercises its dominion. They include also a

number of checking systems which appear to the careless observer

as a senseless duplication of the organization; in reality these

are based on the principle of reciprocal supervision by rival

parallel organizations. The "struggle for power" became a train-

ing of the harshest sort for the leaders of the party ; not so much

through the conflict between Socialist and anti-Socialist as

through rivalry between groups in the elite. It has, perhaps, been

the greatest feat of the National Socialist Party that it has

preserved its organization intact and endured the load test of

eight years of ostensible legality, while in its own ranks the

rebellious revolutionists by temperament, the desperadoes and

gangsters, the despairing patriots, the ambitious, and the ideal-

ogues carried on their personal intrigues and separate moves.

In the competition for power within the party, for places and

allies, in an absolutely nerve-wracking and soul-destroying

struggle behind the scenes, the great tactical experience of the

party has developed find the ideas for the building up of its organ-
ization have been clarified, becoming then, after the arrival in

power, the principles of domination in public life.

It is unnecessary to give an elaborate description of the organ-
ization of the National Socialist Party, which to this day baffles

even the German party member. A better idea of the nature of

this truly gigantic effort may be obtained by a few reflections
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on the tasks the organizations have to fulfil as the machinery
of domination, and on the way the ruling flite protects itself

from the tendencies towards sectional independence within the

party. Such tendencies are implicit in every organization, and

might lead to dangerous splits, rivalries, cliques, and, in short, to

a new party structure and so to the crippling of the whole machin-

ery and the ending of unified control. I give here the essence

of the instructions which are "hammered" again and again into

the National Socialist officials of all grades all over the country.

The need for them is frequently enough exemplified in the short-

comings of various prominent leaders, their weaknesses and kinks,

which simply have to be put up with, and provided against by
closer collaboration between all the organizations. The personal

shortcomings of certain of the eminent members of the flite are

discussed quite openly among the higher officials. They cynically

admit the rivalries and mortal enmities between leaders ; and they

mention the tendency of leaders to form their own private

armies as an entirely natural result of the existing system. But

this admission of personal weaknesses is certainly itself no sign

of weakness. What is of prime importance is the determination, in

spite of these admitted weaknesses, under no circumstances to

allow the unity of the party to be broken and the instrument

of dominion to be thus destroyed.

Is National Socialism the "Salvation Army of German patriot-

ism," as a cynical critic maintained? There is something in the

idea. The movement has made the small traders and lower middle

class its backbone, instead of the Storm Troopers. And the

whole machinery of the party is built up put of lower middle

class elements. But it would be a great mistake to overlook the

essential feature of the organizations, their very practical and

extremely effective character as instruments of dominion, as the

machinery of continuous terrorism and repression. The tasks

the machinery of domination has to fulfil are: the permanent

revolutionizing of the mass of party followers, the keeping alive

of their will to fight, and the maintenance of the dynamic char-
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acter of the movement. The rank and file have to be kept con-

tinually on the move and continually under tension. They have

to be controlled down to the smallest detail in their whole lives.

They have to be kept entirely dependent and under supervision,

and prevented from giving way to any undisciplined impulse

of their own. Each member of the rank and file of the party

must be made to associate his whole existence with the party, and

to identify himself entirely with the party, by the continued

fear that if he does not do so he will be robbed of his livelihood.

The rank and file must be made to feel that they are continually

under observation, and must be kept in continual restlessness^,

andinsecurity, in a permanent state of uneasy conscience and

fear. These tasks yield certain principles of organization, which

amount in the end to this: the machinery must be absolutely

watertight, and it must embrace every side of life. There must

be no zones of immunity.

A further principle, that of finding as far as possible some offi-

cial duty for everybody, in order to keep everybody actively asso-

ciated with the movement, and to create a universal sense of

participation in direct action, is regarded as an "important link

in the national community." Every part of men's lives is drawn

into the field of party responsibilities, and in this way everyone's

private existence is rooted in the party, his vital interests are

bound up with the party for good or evil, and no one can do

anything in independence of the party. It is the principle of

the ubiquitousness of the party and the ending of individual

private existence. In this way the instrument of power becomes

also an eternally vigilant machinery of espionage.

A very important principle is that of twofold organization.

For every group of duties parallel bodies are trained, to cover

the same field of work from different sides, with the principal

object of watching one another and holding one another in check

by their rivalry. This principle is regarded as so important that

it is carried through right up to the top. A further principle of

organization is the delimitation and grading of the fields of work
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of all party officials by the two regulative disciplines of leader-

ship and blind obedience. The fact that every person in an offi-

cial position in the party is harnessed to the disciplinary mecha-

nism in several directions, participating both in the responsibility

of leadership and in the duty of absolute obedience, has developed

a very practical and tightly drawn system of supervision and

counter-supervision, from which no official can possibly escape.

Finally, this whole system is kept under observation by a secret

party tribunal and jurisdiction, completely independent of the

State, whose activities are supervised in turn by special inspec-

tors. The whole gigantic apparatus is centered on the single

supreme individual ; but his final decision is only needed in excep-

tional cases, the self-acting mechanism disposing of most matters

in lower stages of the hierarchy. Thus the whole machinery
remains free for all practical purposes for the transmission of

orders from above, and in critical matters from the supreme

leader, down to the extreme limits of the organized party. A
grandiose and certainly a unique instrument of the leader's

will.

Its gigantic scale and its absolute comprehensiveness are not

the products merely of an idle interest in organization, but of

a measure of necessity. Nothing in the whole machinery is

there for its own sake. With all its stages and ramifications, in

appearance a product of the German mania for organizing, the

system is really the result of no comprehensive scheme or idea;

it is simply the product of the needs of the years of struggle,

aimed at securing the personal power of the elite over their

own forces. It had the further aim of forming an all-compre-

hending instrument of dominion, of the maintenance of the power
of the dominant elite over the country, after the arrival in power.

These aims account also for the complete "co-ordination" with

the movement of all existing organizations, down to those of

the canary breeders and the stamp collectors. It would be an

altogether superficial view to regard all this as the mere out-

come of personal ambition. In order to assure its power, National
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Socialism could not afford to leave in freedom even the most

insignificant zone, even an entirely unpolitical one. It was com-

pelled for its own security to subject every sort of activity to its

machinery of control, not because there was any need, for in-

stance, for canaries to be trained on National Socialist lines,

but because it was necessary that each individual should come

up against the all-embracing party at every step, so as to be

under direction and supervision and influence even in his hobbies.

This GleicTischaltung of old organs of a rich social and cultural

life inevitably robbed them of all initiative and creative energy,

and sooner or later they were bound to wilt in their captivity;

but this did not disturb the new flite. Commercial and indus-

trial associations may retain their usefulness even if they are

organized less for the representation of the interests of their

members than for the domination of those interests by a jealous

party authority. Their practical tasks will still have to be deter-

mined on definite lines. But associations that owe their existence

not to any necessity but to free choice, all the cultural, social,

humanitarian associations which placed their wealth of creative

effort in the service of the advance of civilization, can have no

function as instruments of domination and are doomed from the

moment when they are gleichgeschaltet.*

This leads us at once to the question how any machinery of

domination of this sort can continue indefinitely to function. A
nation and society thus brought into bondage is bound with

mathematical certainty to lose its creative capacity. It is bound

to do so quite apart from the unendurability of the intense and

continuous effort demanded of every person by the party organi-

zation. Even the flite will not keep it up, and most certainly not

the mass of the population. Sooner or later after any revolu-

tion the time is bound to come when the newly arrived upper
class it has created must modify and relax the totalitarian ap-

paratus of power. The question will then arise whether it has

so accustomed the country to its rule that it no longer needs

*
Co-ordinated, or, to abandon euphemisms, made to "toe the line." Translator.
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the complete machinery. But the "dynamic" or continuing revo-

lution seems in this respect again to have its own peculiar char-

acter. It is a permanent movement for the sake of continuing

change, and it cannot abandon its revolutionary character. So

long as the movement remains, it cannot dispense with its appa-
ratus of power, cannot rely on reconciling the country to its

dominion. All hopes of any gradual abandonment in the Third

Reich of the system of compulsion, of any scrapping of the

machinery of domination, are thus illusory.

The confidence of the National Socialists in their hierarchy

is not justified. A critical situation will inevitably develop, with

a further degeneration of the dictatorship. We may at once

point to a weakness which will not be removed either by the

National Socialist groups in the factories or by the counter-revo-

lutionary cadres of the S.S. (the "Black Guards 5

'), or even by
the subtle safety device of the party judicature. The greatest

weakness in this instrument of power lies exactly where the party
sees strength in its totalitarianism and centralization. The

system might lose and replace subordinate elements, but it cer-

tainly cannot afford to lose its head. It is thus conceivable that

the whole gigantic apparatus of power might collapse in a night

in complete impotence through a single mishap, might fall into

an amorphous heap of debris, without a trace of life left in any
of its sections. The federative principle and the delegation of

power to free and independent bodies in genuine self-government

do not mean decadence; they are the indispensable condition of

any high standard of state and social life. They are also the

first condition of the permanence of any system of public order.

Such domination as that of the parvenu groups of National

Socialist leaders may be able to last for a few years with the

aid of their apparatus of violence. But the day will come when

National Socialism will reach its end, and then it will give place

to a true system of public order; or else the nation will itself

come to ruin under National Socialism. There is yet another

circumstance that must not be overlooked. Sooner or later a rule
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of this sort must come to grief owing to the character of its offi-

cials.

THE TACTICS OP DOMINATION

Next after the hierarchy in the means of dominion come the

methods of forcible disciplining and of destruction of the earlier

elements of orderly government. In this connection it would

be natural to consider all the methods of violence, old or newly

elaborated, which are used by modern revolutions concentra-

tion camps, political terrorism, the secret police system, the

employment of special cadres of the party for purposes of in-

timidation; and also the more subtle methods of spreading fear

and of breaking men's character and independence. I must

refrain, however, from pursuing this subject in detail, since

the modern methods reveal such subtlety and such inventive-

ness that it would be necessary to quote concrete cases in order

to bring conviction to readers in general. The time will not fail

to come when this part of the story becomes generally known.

After the events of June 30th, 1934, a high official of the Ges-

tapo (the secret police) horrified at what had happened, said to

me in Berlin that he wished that a happy fate might preserve

the German people from ever learning the truth. Perhaps it is

not right to wish this. In any case, merely to mention these things

is to bring oneself under the suspicion of carrying on atrocity

propaganda and consequently to destroy the value of what one

has to say. I must leave it to some experienced police official to

write the necessary specialist work on modern methods of vio-

lence, on the comprehensive system of public cruelty which has

been elaborated. I will devote only a few words to the National

Socialist tactics of domination.

National Socialism pursues in general a fairly uniform plan in

this field, but varies it in detail in relation to particular groups of

persons. The art of carrying on an interrogation, the technique
of tiring out an intellectual and upsetting his nervous balance,

the adjustment to idealists or to the characteristics of persons of
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lower middle class extraction, are already a regular tactical sys-

tem. There is no softness or urbanity or cautious leading up to

the point; the method is always to pounce on the victim, to cor-

ner him, startle him, browbeat him, and in general to rely on

roughness.

At the back of all National Socialist activities is a thoroughly

marked preference for immoral methods. The immoral course

is always more effective, because it is more violent. The immoral

course also gives the illusion of strength and daring in persons

who are merely underhand by choice. It is a fundamental prin-

ciple of National Socialist tactics to strike fear by deliberate

and pronounced incivility and violence, and by making a show

of readiness to go to any length, where the same purpose could

be achieved without difficulty by milder means. But National

Socialism is never single-mindcdly in pursuit of anything; it

always has the additional aim of further shaking the existing

order with every success it gains. Its robust methods are delib-

erately calculated. And most of the roughness of manners and

habits and of the barbaric style of government aims at produc-

ing the illusion of an elemental strength which the system does

not in reality possess, an illusion for which there is no need where

a certain reserve of strength is always in hand.

This preference for violence as the typical revolutionary

method is not inconsistent with the crafty and very successful

appeal of National Socialism to the lower middle class self-

righteousness. Its violent character is only superficially incon-

sistent with its practice of posing always as the champion of

justice, denouncing wrongs that cry aloud to heaven. Every-

thing it does is represented as done simply in the defence of a

sacred right and a moral mission. It could beat its breast, for

instance, over the detention camp in which National Socialists

were placed in Austria, as though there were no atrocities in

the German concentration camps, and could denounce the inten-

tion it alleged of falsifying the Austrian plebiscite with an as-

sumption of supreme unconsciousness of its own terrorist meth-
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ods. Every lie is adorned with a show of virtue. Always National

Socialism is defending a right, always pursuing honor and

faith. Moral indignation comes next after brutality in the

National Socialist armory of effective propaganda. It takes

the place of reasoned argument. The revolution is true to type

in its eternal moralizing, in its defence of "virtue" like the great

French Revolution, in its sentimentality and emotionality. Its

"Leader" always has sobs and tears at his command, exciting

wrathful derision in the old militants of the party. This assump-
tion of virtue and morality falls short, it is true, of the primitive

naivete of a genuine revolution. In its insincerity it is entirely

in character with the brutality and the cynical amorality re-

vealed in the everyday activities of the National Socialists.

Should terrorism produce discontent, there is always a public

enemy to be discovered. Public indignation is poured over him

from time to time, so that collective outbursts of rage may pro-

vide a diversion for accumulating private resentment. To provide

continual diversions, and never to leave the citizen to himself

with nothing to do, is another tactical rule of general applica-

tion. It is an effectual method of treatment not only for the

masses but for all opponents, including opponents abroad of

German foreign policy. Keep people busy, give them something
to think about, startle them, never allow them time for reflec-

tion ; always lie in wait, ready to pounce ; always take the initia-

tive and so maintain the lead.

Hitler's very realistic estimation of the masses was revealed

in Meln Kampf. It may be said in general that at the back of

the whole tactics and method of propaganda of National Social-

ism there is a complete contempt of humanity : the whole system
is based on taking men as they are and pandering to their weak-

ness and their bestiality. Such is its universal recipe. National

Socialism banks on human sloth and timidity just as much
in the case of the intellectuals, the middle classes, and the old

ruling classes, as with the masses. It does so especially with for-

eign countries. In Germany it yields a much more effective means
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of domination than would the exclusive dependence on terrorism.

The exploitation of envy and ill-will, of the lowest human in-

stincts, the sowing of dissension between opponents, and the ap-

peal to their ignoble qualities and notorious weaknesses have thus

far unfailingly helped National Socialism to success, incidentally

destroying the basis of a general sense of morality which was

weak enough to begin with.

The system owes its internal strength to the general voluntary

co-operation in the work of the secret police, the general ac-

ceptance of denunciation as a patriotic duty. But the completely

amoral regime of National Socialism steadily ignores the fact

that this resort to the worst of human motives, and to the ex-

treme of brutality and violence, to hatred, vengeance, envy, ill-

will, to licentiousness, to robbery, to lying on principle, its resort

to all these motives and methods has set in motion a ruin of the

national character on a scale hitherto unimaginable, which must

inevitably recoil in the end on the ruling elite themselves. The

lite are clearly untroubled by the dangers of this whole course,

because in spite of their bombastic declamations about the thou-

sand years of their "Third Reich" they have a very strong sub-

conscious sense that their furious, hysterical onward drive has

not a very long course ahead of it. In any case, the greatest

statesmanship could not set up a "revolutionary new order of this

world" on a nihilistic moral foundation of this sort.

The Reichstag fire, organised for political purposes by party
members on the instructions of German Ministers, is a thoroughly

illuminating example of the method universally adopted by the

party. It is the party's special device, applicable universally.

Crimes are arranged and attributed to opponents. The people

are kept in a state of fear, utterly intimidated. At the same

time they are stirred up into a blaze of indignation, given the

sense that they have been saved from destruction, and made to

feel thankful to a strong regime that gives them security. Hun-

dreds of times this plan is carried out on varying scales. National

Socialism is always ready to make play with its Bolshevist propa-
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ganda-bogey on a vast scale. The nation is kept in a state of

alarm, and meanwhile, in the same breath, the regime takes credit

for the maintenance of peace and order. Few things are more

characteristic of the regime than its unscrupulous, lying glori-

fication of an existing law and order which it destroys or pub-

licly insults by whatever it does.

One word, finally, on the simplest and most elementary, but

perhaps most effective and most characteristic method of domi-

nation employed by National Socialism the marching. At first

this marching seemed to be a curious whim of the National So-

cialists. These eternal night marches, this keeping of the whole

population on the march, seemed to be a senseless waste of time

and energy. Only much later was there revealed in it a subtle

intention based on a well-judged adjustment of ends and means.

Marching diverts men's thoughts. Marching kills thought.

Marching makes an end of individuality. Marching is the in-

dispensable magic stroke performed in order to accustom the

people to a mechanical, quasi-ritualistic activity until it becomes

second nature. No less an authority than the pseudo-German

Rosenberg, in his GestdLtung der Idee, has given the classic

explanation of this occupation with marching: "The German

nation is simply out to discover at last its own style of living,

a style of living that is fundamentally distinguished from what

is called British Liberalism. ... It is the style of a marching

column, no matter where or to what end this marching column

may be directed." At the back of all these night marches, marches

out, marches back, these mass demonstrations and parades, was

the consideration that the sense of primitive community through
functional integration is created and fostered by marching in

columns, military drill, military evolutions, the rhythm of a

host in step. Nothing could show more shockingly, more grimly
and indeed spectrally, the utter emptiness of a political move-

ment and its concentration on mere externals than this eleva-

tion of marching to be its motto and essential principle. We
have it here admitted that the nation is marching aimlessly, just
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for the sake of marching. It is a confession of the lack of any
sort of doctrine in this revolution for revolution's sake, this

hustling activity just to distract men's minds.

A PHILOSOPHY FOR SHOW

It is perhaps not generally known, at all events I do not remem-

ber any public mention of the feature, that Hitler has a deep

respect for the Catholic church and the Jesuit order; not be-

cause of their Christian doctrine, but because of the "machinery"

they have elaborated and controlled, their hierarchical system,

their extremely clever tactics, their knowledge of human nature,

and their wise use of human weaknesses in ruling over believers.

Hitler wants to see the points of the National Socialist pro-

gram regarded as analogous to the Church's venerable Credo,

the confession of faith. He is aware that for fifteen hundred

years the Church has withstood all assaults from logical criti-

cism on its ancient creed. He sees that anything can be done

with a creed of that sort, no matter how irrational or incon-

sistent. The flock of believers will accept anything, and will listen

to no reasoned opposition. But there is one thing that, he knows,

must never be done : no change must ever be made in a creed, even

if the creed no longer has any practical significance in men's lives,

if it is no more than an ancient monument. Any change would

only perplex and unsettle the faithful.

These considerations must be borne in mind in examining the

National Socialist philosophy. What the National Socialist

leaders require is just the opposite of what a non-revolutionary

leader needs: the more inconsistent and irrational is their doc-

trine, the better ; the more sharply defined are its outlines. Only
the inconsistent has vitality. The National Socialist leaders know

that their followers can only take in details, that the masses can

never see the wood for the trees. Anyone capable of appreciat-

ing generalizations must either be brought into the elite or fought
as an intellectual, a Liberal. Thus, in the elaboration of the

National Socialist philosophy everything that might have gone
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to the making up of a systematic, logically conceived doctrine is

dismissed as a trifle, with sovereign contempt. And anything

that seemed useful has been incorporated, whether or not it was

logically consistent with what was already in the program.

But the much-discussed "philosophy" of National Socialism

needs also to be considered in relation to historic tendencies in

men's ideas if its actual revolutionary bases and its practical aim

are to be understood. One effective element was considered to be

a real belief in a new myth that can take the place of Christian-

ity, to serve the needed rejuvenation of the nation. But it was

considered no less important to bear in mind the practical indis-

pensability of a philosophy for show. The present-day "phil-

osophy" is certainly a very diluted substitute the dilution was

very necessary for Hitler's first vague and tentative ideas for

one of stupendous grandeur. Here again Hitler felt himself

called upon to proclaim the true doctrine to the German nation

of the future. But the essential element in the philosophy of to-

day is that it is a very effective and an indispensable means of

revolutionary destruction of the old order. Consequently it has

long been no more than an instrument in the hands of the lite

of the party. This elite has passed beyond all belief even in its

own substitute for a logical system, and has fallen into complete

nihilism. It has accordingly, in the main, turned away from its

leader in his capacity of prophet. It may be that the leader is

already no more than an isolated, antiquated requisite of the

earlier period of the growth of the revolution, destined ulti-

mately to be of no further use except as a stage property.
In any case, all these things are merely things for show, means

of propaganda, doctrines foisted cynically on the nation by an

elite who are themselves completely indifferent to them. The
brilliant achievement which National Socialism managed to palm
off as its philosophy developed was the grafting of all sorts of

different fruits on the stem of the common crab-apple planted

at the time of its first meetings in the vaults of a suburban

beer-house in Munich. There were all the elements of the patriotic
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summons to the defence of the country, taken over from the

last years of the world war. Clearly associated with these were

the ideas of the pan-German, "racial" policy. These two con-

glomerates of ideas were among the earliest stock of the original

nucleus of the party. Two further ideas had to be brought in

with some difficulty, for they were diametrically opposed to one

another. One was the Socialist re-ordering of society, and the

other the return to monarchy and to the dominance of the old

ruling classes. Traditionalist and nationalist ideas had to be

brought in, such as the Prussian spirit, with which great play
was made later on, at the Potsdam congress of the party. Middle

class nationalism, with its keen interest in the traditions of the

State, had to be worked in, and attention paid to the hereditary

standards of the army officers. Finally, account had to be taken

of the outlook of the Christian churches ; room had to be found

for the ideas and aspirations of the farmers, the artisans, and the

small employers; and above all, attention had to be paid to the

youth of the country.

All these considerations formed the framework of the National

Socialist philosophy, which next had to be set out, as a matter

of the first importance, in fiery phrases that would work on the

masses and serve as the starting points for continual appeals to

the emotions, in order to produce intoxication and ecstatic re-

sponse. Everything had to be brought in that appealed to the

indignation or aroused the enthusiasm of each person present at

the meetings, each member or follower of the party, producing
a fluid, anonymous crowd, open at all times to the force of sug-

gestion. "Talk in generalities," was the continually repeated in-

struction from the National Socialist leaders in the "period of

struggle," in every field of propaganda, big and little. Talk in

generalities above all at times of threatening crisis, with signs

of unrest. And never enter into discussions, never attempt to

be informative, never appeal to good will or to sober reflection.

Speak in terms of innuendo, of menace, whip up enthusiasm by

showing it, storm, appeal, promise, talk of the great supermun-
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dane mission of National Socialism. No details, no concrete

promises. Such were the instructions. And they were justified

by results; they showed the National Socialist "philosophy"

working successfully. Concrete promises divide, generalities

unite. So effectively, so undiscriminatingly, in such elementary

terms, intelligible to the most simple-minded of propaganda cor-

porals, was the philosophical training imparted. Its supreme

purpose was the collecting of the crowd, the emptying of its

mind, the rousing of its feelings, the summons to a pretended

higher existence, on a heroic scale ; or to a happiness as one of a

herd Strength through Joy, Beauty of Labor, Enjoy Life.

Simple but effective, for it is not meant for the despised intel-

lectual, who is no more than an odd individual here and there,

but for the masses, to place them under a spell and lead them by
the nose.

There can be no denying the evidence of all these necessary

ingredients in the so-called philosophy of National Socialism. It

bears the scars of its past history in the totally contradictory

Ideas of its spiritual forefathers. In the words of Mephisto, it

collects anything and everything for stuffing into the respectable

citizen's cranium, and succeeds in "uniting great-heartedness

with guile." It is not a whole, and it is absurd to treat it as a

whole. It is of functional importance only, a means and nothing

more. It is the main element in propaganda. The question to be

asked of it is not its meaning but its purpose. It serves mainly

for the propagation, in a form assimilable by the masses, of revo-

lutionary aims which can be harbored at first hand only by a

small elite. The function of the philosophy is to keep alive the

fighting character of the movement. "Train them in the philoso-

phy," "constantly impress on the men the fighting character

of our movement," "when we have won, our real fight will be

only beginning" these were the instructions given over and

over again to the National Socialist propagandists during the

so-called Kampfzeit, the "period of struggle" (for power). "Dy-
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namism" is kept alive in the masses only in the form of perma-
nent pugnacity. The masses tend all the time to grow slack,

and need constant stimulating. Nothing is of more importance

to National Socialism than the possession of "enemies," objects

on which this pugnacity can sharpen its claws. This is the root

explanation of such senseless and horrible myths as that of the

totally evil character of the Jews. If there is no other enemy
available there is always the Jew, whose despised figure can al-

ways be made to serve as fuel for the fighting spirit, and at the

same time to keep alive the happy feeling of belonging to the com-

pany of the elect. Whenever during the "period of struggle" the

attention of the masses had to be turned away from existing prob-

lems, or simply when it was desirable to rouse the fighting spirit

of the followers of the movement, the Jew-Freemason record was

regularly set going.

All these elements, so primitive and threadbare in their psy-

chology, are nevertheless thoroughly effective in practice. It

would be a great mistake to suppose that so cunning an individual

as the German Minister of Propaganda is not perfectly well

aware that the atrocity propaganda against the Jews, including

the "Protocols of the Elders of Zion," is preposterous nonsense,

that he does not see through the racial swindle just as clearly as

those compatriots of his whom it has driven out of their country.

It would be simply foolish to imagine that any member of the

elite truly and sincerely believes in the bases of the "philosophy."

They have been deliberately concocted for their demagogic ef-

fectiveness and for the furtherance of the party's political aims.

They have also been chosen with a cunning realization of the

needs of the masses and particularly of the German masses. Other

representations of good and evil, of hero and weakling, may
"work" in other countries ; the selection for Germany was already

indicated by the experience of the pan-Germans and the anti-

Semitic "racial" parties. They had proved already the effective-

ness of anti-Semitism and of racial mystification with the masses.
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The popular attractiveness of nationalist ideas of expansion by

conquest had also been revealed even before the War. All that

National Socialism did was to work up these ideas, already

propagated among the middle classes under the past regime,

into yet more demagogically effective shape.

In recent years there have been important and growing

changes. Not only the leaders, but the masses, and the army of

minor officials, have been brought face to face with realities. The

elemental force of a revolution transforming the whole life and

outlook of the country is breaking through the papier mache

world of make-believe and semi-romanticism, and revealing to

every man, no matter how eager his desire for a secure existence,

the impossibility of reversing the engine or even of stopping it.

No one to-day can resist the impression sincere supporters of

the regime regretfully admit it in confidence that this platform

philosophy is betraying a staleness that prevents it from stirring

up revolutionary enthusiasm any longer even in the best-drilled

mass demonstration. The philosophy is beginning to reveal its

insincerity. It is losing its propaganda value as a means of sug-

gestion. It is becoming an actual stumbling block for the fol-

lowers. It is revealing, in such persons as the Jew-baiter Julius

Streicher, the lower middle class character of its origin. The

question for the future will be whether the party can survive a

gradual modification of its philosophy, whether, while retaining

essential parts of the old philosophy, it can introduce harder,

more masculine elements, closer to the kernel of the actual doc-

trine of dynamism, of direct action, of violence, and develop a

new myth, perhaps of Social Revolutionary type. Beyond ques-

tion, for the new recruits, the youthful elements, the old tune

has lost its catchiness. Party members are beginning to laugh
at the Leader's spiritual outpourings, his sermons on art, his

mediocre German, his crude economics. Party leaders are get-

ting apprehensive about his speeches : they are "dreadful." Only

among the faithful laity are they still taken seriously as revela-

tions of supreme wisdom.
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THE REVOLUTION WITHOUT A DOCTRINE

It is paradoxical, and must seem illogical, to describe a move-

ment which comes before the world in the heavy armor of a com-

prehensive and absolutely binding philosophy as a revolution

without a doctrine. Yet the recognition of this fact is the first

and most fundamental condition for the ending of the present

situation in Germany.
It is certainly difficult to liberate oneself from the popular

conception and to realize that the philosophy of National Social-

ism has not the quality of doctrine, of a rational body of princi-

ples for the German revolution. But there will be still more

objection to the view that not even the nationalist pan-German
tendencies of the movement have any longer a foremost place in

present-day German aims. It is, of course, possible to bring
forward overwhelming evidence that nationalist objectives in-

fluence the internal politics of the existing regime, as well as its

foreign policy. But the National Socialist revolution is not con-

fined to these nationalist tendencies ; they represent only the first,

preparatory phase in the struggle for power. National Socialism

has reaped the benefit of the justified national agitation for

liberation from the Treaty of Versailles and its dictated pro-

visions. It has also reaped the benefit of the militarist and pan-
German ideas and aspirations in leading circles of the army and

of the civil population. But these are not the whole of its aims.

It makes use of them for their effect as elements in the spreading

of revolutionary feeling, but its aims stretch far beyond them, and

to-day it regards them as elements of minor importance. National

Socialism is not a nationalist movement but a revolution, a process

of destruction, making an end even of nationalist conceptions and

achievements. The revolution owes its nationalist appearance

to the facts that it began as a nationalist movement and that it

achieved the first great steps in home and foreign policy under

the banner of nationalism.

It is necessary to realize the completely new character of the
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modern doctrineless revolution. It is necessary to get away
from the idea that what still attracts the principal attention both

of opponents and of adherents of National Socialism represents

the essential element in what is happening in Germany. It will

have to be realized that what is more likely is that we are at the

outset of a movement with incalculable possibilities of develop-

ment. At present it is nothing but destruction, the dissolution

and annihilation of the old elements of public order. It is destroy-

ing everything it lays its hands on. What positive qualities it

has, what sort of a function it might have in the building up of a

new order, nobody can yet say. What it calls its new order is

nothing but a vast misuse of the human aspiration for ordered

conditions. Those who still rest their hopes on the reactionary

character of National Socialist dynamism will be just as de-

luded as the genuine Socialists who fail to realize its nihilistic

and revolutionary character, and consequently are at cross-pur-

poses in their fight against it.

National Socialism has not only destroyed the achievements

and the past power of the working class, a fact that might justify

its description as a counter-revolutionary movement; it has also

destroyed the political and social power of the capitalist class

and of the former ruling classes of society. It is also proceeding
to the total and irrevocable destruction of the economic position

of those classes. The National Socialist revolution is thus at least

two things at once social revolution and counter-revolution.

This implies, however, that in the strict sense of the words it is

neither.

In our day there are no longer any revolutions in the sense of

liberation through a doctrine. In the realm of nihilism there can

be none. Nihilism, as the total rejection of any sort of doctrine,

must develop of necessity by its own logic into an absolute des-

potism. The development from Leninism, the backbone of which

was, after all, an unshaken belief in human reason, to Stalinism,

the expression of total nihilism, has been logically and historically

inevitable. In the last two decades the destruction of the last of
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human political valuations has been complete. By many of the

older generation, with their firm faith in rationalism, the process

has not been realized. But in this period the tendency to complete

moral scepticism has not only destroyed the last vestiges of hu-

man valuations in the element of theory, but has produced a

complete rejection of every sort of doctrine in practical affairs.

This fact is masked, it is true, by the fact that political nihilism

has dressed itself up in the paradox of an absolutely binding,

more or less rationally argued, "philosophy" or doctrine, which it

has raised virtually to a religion. But the variety of the doctrines

and philosophies of the revolutions that have broken out in vari-

ous countries cannot conceal their essentially uniform character

of totally despotic and totally destructive systems.

It might be tempting to demonstrate a close relationship be-

tween Fascism, Bolshevism, and National Socialism, to describe

each of them as a special type of the dynamic movement, the

doctrinelcss revolution, and to find distinctions between them

only in the degrees and shades of their revolutionary impulse, or

in the historical occasion of their initial phase. It is not long since

the leader of Fascism himself arrived at the conclusion that

Stalinism represents the development of Bolshevism into a sort of

Fascism, the Fascism, it is true, of a Genghiz Khan. This assess-

ment is justified in so far as Stalinism is nothing more than the

jettisoning of the Communist doctrine of the Russian revolution

and its development into something else. One thing is certain:

the German movement is only at the outset of its revolutionary

career, while Stalinism seems already to have come to the end

of a career. There are, at all events, essential features common

to all three of the European anti-democratic movements. But

their anti-democratic political and social order does not neces-

sarily imply a common revolutionary attitude.

There is, however, another bond of union between the three

anti-democratic dictatorships, the constantly growing belief that

a complete overthrow of all existing institutions is the indis-

pensable prelude to a national renaissance. It is especially among
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the younger generation that the new ideas are widespread and

vitally operative, the idea that all doctrines, nationalist and so-

cialist alike, have become out-of-date and meaningless, and the

idea that all that is necessary is devotion to the revolutionary

movement for its own sake, a movement that is its own meaning
and purpose, as the outlet to a new, unknown and dangerous life,

but at all costs a life of strength and energy. These young people

already see the one essential common element in the great revolu-

tionary processes in their destructive character, and they no

longer attach any importance to the doctrines that divide them.

They have already got beyond the narrow limits of nationalism

and imperialism, but they have also dismissed the dogmatic
theories of a "just" social order as the source of earthly happi-

ness. They see life's meaning in its perils, life's purpose as

domination, the means as violence, and the goal as the world-

wide totalitarian empire.
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THE RENEWAL OF THE ELITE

WHAT is the elite? Who belong to it? From what sources is it

kept up to strength? It is not surprising if the oligarchies of the

new despotic systems are seated less firmly in their positions of

power than those of the older and better balanced systems of gov-
ernment. Bolshevism is not alone in suffering the annihilation of

the whole of its old guard, all of the old and tried revolutionaries.

Hitler, in his speech of July 13th, 1934, called the elite of his

revolutionary bands, who had been destroyed by his order on

June 30th, "sons of chaos." In that speech he made the state-

ment that there were bodies of paid revolutionary troops "whose

character and purpose in life were illuminated by nothing more

effectively than by the simply appalling lists of convictions of

elements that had been admitted into them." In what respect

do the present lite differ from the standard of those personal

opponents of Hitler's? Hess, the Deputy to the Leader, thought

fit, in a speech to a soldier audience, to appeal for sympathetic

indulgence toward the weaknesses of certain of the older mem-

bers of the National Socialist lite, working up to the argument
that but for these excellent members, with all their defects, officers

and army would not be there and Germany would not be where

she then stood. Those who accepted the new Germany and

National Socialism must accept the National Socialist flite.
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They must be taken as they were : the German national revolution

stood or fell with them.

Was this true? The youth of the nation does not think so.

Nor does the working class, which still exists as a class. And the

many members of the old upper class, who entered the cadres of

the elite organizations, especially the S.S., in order to regain

within the National Socialist movement, in the upper grades of

its hierarchy, the positions they had lost as a social class they,

too, do not think so. Hess's apologia for the old elite before the

corps of officers was in consonance with the attitude of the Party

Leader, who had come very reluctantly to the decision to decimate

his Storm Troop elite. It was not, in the main, any lack of reso-

lution on Hitler's part, of determination to free himself by a

drastic but necessary move from the dross that had collected

along his upward path, that made him hesitate to remove the

Sons of Chaos until it was almost too late ; it was rather the clear

recognition that only these elements, this collection of accomplices,

would be loyal to him to the uttermost, in consequence of their

dependence on him ; that it was essentially these parvenus, bound

to him for good or evil, who buttressed the foundations of his

power, and that he might fall with them.

It is highly probable that in Germany, as in Russia, the time

will come for the total elimination of the old elite by the in-

evitable liquidator of the first phase of the revolution, or, rather,

of the second phase, if we regard the first as that in which the

masses had faith in the party, the faith which was shattered by
the events of June 30th, 1934. The party has tried to solve the

problem of the recruitment of its elite by a revival of the idea of

orders, on the lines of the old Teutonic Order. The practical out-

come has been a system of selection of leaders that at most pro-

duces officials for the less exalted positions. That is not enough
to provide for the maintenance and replenishment of the 61ite.

A revolution can only continue in being through the replacement
of its elite by revolutionary methods, and it is almost a law of

revolutionary progression from one stage to the next that it
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takes place through the entire replacement of an old flite by a

new one. No one knows that better than the youth of the party ;

but the old 61ite are not unaware of it. That is why the Leader

tried to bring the revolution to an end. In place of revolutionary

selection of the new elite he arranged for the training of young
leaders in his Ordensburgen, fortresses of a sort of new Teutonic

Order, and for a system of selection based on the old capitalist

lines of patronage and nepotism.

The revolution cannot be ended, however, by decree, but only

by the fulfilment of its purpose, by exhaustion, or by a return

to the past or, perhaps, only by all three combined. It is certain

that the initiator and first representative of a revolution cannot

be its liquidator. Meanwhile the forces that produced the revolu-

tion are still operative, but can operate only within the phase
attained and in the new revolutionary environment. That is to

say, new forces are determined to make their way ahead. No
doctrine is needed to push on the process of radicalization. Per-

sonal motives also help to keep it up. The groups who begin the

new struggle for power and for the key positions develop the

theories that serve their ends. It may be said already that there

are two sources from which factors of a revolutionary overthrow

of the old elite are beginning to collect the extremist youth and

the working class. The old elite may succeed in holding on to

power for a considerable time yet ; they may do so by themselves

appropriating the doctrine of their rivals and so robbing it of its

polemical value. Then the Opposition will produce further

slogans.

This development will be complicated or entirely interrupted

if war should come. Certainly the prospect of checking by a

war the process of radicalization within the revolution will be

one of the main considerations that will make the idea of war

attractive to the old elite. Quite different will be the situation

of the younger members of the former ruling classes, who are

entering the important cadres of the Storm Troops and by now

have won an influence that is not to be despised, and at all events
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a basis of increasing power. This retrogressive movement within

the machinery of the revolution may be of some importance to

the future. It is producing a sort of restoration of the old ruling

groups on the new revolutionary plane. These elements have a

decided tendency to retard the radicalization of the revolution.

They are conservative elements, tending to preserve and safe-

guard the existing situation in the party, to keep in power the

flite actually in possession of power. This effect has manifestly

been perceived by the more far-seeing of the National Socialist

leaders. Otherwise it would be impossible to understand the ac-

tive recruiting from among monarchist circles for the cadres of

the elite that has been plainly evident, with the result that not a

few younger sons have entered these cadres. The parvenu lite is

trying to buttress its own position in power, won against a com-

petition that remains very active, by giving the old ruling classes

a personal interest in a share of the power. The essential con-

dition imposed is lip-service to the National Socialist philosophy,

which for the initiated covers a very unprincipled form of con-

temporary realism. It will, in any case, be important to watch

this development closely. It is being steadily pushed on from

both sides, by the National Socialist leaders and by the mon-

archists. It tends towards the idea of an evolution of National

Socialism in the direction of monarchism, an idea that has not

yet been abandoned.

In this way conflicts of opinion are being generated which

might eventually split the movement, and might even lead to

something like civil war. Here everything is in flux and any
forecast is almost impossible. One thing is certain, that among
the opposition groups that are competing for power, and among
the members of the old ruling classes who are entering the flite

at the price of a declaration of loyalty to the new regime, the

pretended doctrine and philosophy of National Socialism go for

nothing. What is going on is a struggle for power, an under-

ground struggle, which one day may come into the open, between

new parties, new "organizations for rule by violent means." And
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another thing is certain, that to all appearance the old lite is

used up, helpless, absolutely incompetent and behind the times.

Only in exceptional cases are leading members of the flite equal

to their jobs. The majority are inefficient. The class of the

population from which the great bulk of the first flite sprang,
the small shopkeeper class, which is also the class from which

the bulk of the faithful came, is unequal to the task of replacing
the doomed lite.

THE YOUNG GENERATION

The young generation intend to live their own life, and not to

spend it serving as understrappers to keep the present parvenus
in power. Only the dull and spiritless ones among them are

ready to accept things as they are. The active-minded youth
are full of the sense of their opportunity and their mission ; they

consider that their part is to carry the revolution to the comple-

tion they envisage, to achieve world revolution. They are cer-

tainly anti-intellectual ; they are even more rabid anti-rationalists

than the present elite.

It is a long road but a direct one that leads from the pre-war

youth movement through the war generation and successive post-

war stages to the revolutionary youth of to-day. The "mission"

of the young generation becomes more and more radical, revolu-

tionary, and independent. Its most radical and powerful inter-

preter up to now has been Ernst Jiinger; his revolutionary

interpretation of the present time gives expression to the revolt

of youth, but at the same time it reveals a total reversal of the

outlook and purpose of the youth movement. That movement

started with the aim of returning to primordial human nature,

of living the simple life of the natural man, of preserving un-

fettered personality; it declared its essential purpose to be the

bursting of all the bonds of a mechanized order of society ; and

it is ending in the total bondage of a revolutionary despotism in

which all nature has been mechanized and every element is chained

to a technical process. But every fulfilment of a revolutionary
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instinct is blind to its final volte-face; every revolutionary instinct

feels that it is achieving fulfilment when it attains its exact

opposite.

The youth movement which we all know, the movement to

which we all belonged in our time as senior schoolboys, was the

first start of the revolutionary dynamism which to-day is cul-

minating in the doctrineless revolution and turning into its own

opposite. One is tempted to regard the years in which this move-

ment started as marking a deep and radical cleavage in the

general mental outlook. The generations which personally took

part in the youth movement are able to understand and sym-

pathize with many impulses with which the older generations,

which had no personal experience of that first escape from the

trammels of conventional existence, have no sympathy. Even the

oldest ex-members of the youth movement, now in their fifties,

are capable of a fellow-feeling for the youngest of the post-war

generations. It is their common anti-Liberalism, their more or

less radical rejection of the capitalist outlook on life, that unites

all who have passed through adolescence since the turn of the

century. The youthful restlessness of the original movement may
have turned into a revolutionary restlessness of a very brutal sort,

but there is no doubt that beneath the "hiking" for its own sake,

or the urge to get on the move in order to still the inner revolu-

tionary unrest, and to-day's random revolutionary dynamism
with its rage for marching, there are deep common elements. I

cannot pursue them, although in this very field there is sounder

instruction to be had about what is actually going on among us

than in the purely political field. Had this youth movement de-

ceived itself as to its true nature when it thought that its urge
to escape from conventionality could be satisfied by return to a

pre-Liberal era? Was it really in search of the traditions of a

class assumed to be close to nature, the peasantry, was it in search

of the virtues of guild or corporative life, or the virtues of a

genuine and national-minded Conservatism, or the concentration

on all that was essentially German? Or was the new sense of life,
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the inner restlessness and desire for fulfilment, a continual readi-

ness for change, growth, rejuvenation, a sense of life that was

consciously anti-rational, producing the organization of a new

sort of comradely association, an order based on leadership and

vassalage? In these early preliminary stages of the "awakening"
the division existed already between a pursuit of a genuine order-

ing of life out of the elements of our recent past, and a radical,

revolutionary urge that threw State and society back to the primi-

tive origins of a tribe with its headman and his followers.

After the world war, after the tremendous experience of life

in the trenches, this movement turned to politics, finding re-

newal and growth through the Bunde, or brotherhoods. The

change was confined to youths from middle class homes, and this

fact set limits to its influence, but at the same time it had a dis-

integrating effect on the middle class which a proletarian move-

ment would not have had. The revolutionary elements within

the middle class came together in the youth movement and its

Biinde, and began to destroy the middle class from within. But

it was only through political association with the National Social-

ist Storm Troops, which had but a superficial resemblance to the

Biinde, that elements of the youth movement made their contri-

bution to the spirit of the new doctrineless dynamism. It is

doubtful whether the anti-capitalist youth of middle class origin

could have entered into a fruitful association with the proletarian

youth. In any case no such association was attempted. But

the revolutionary urge that came from the ruined middle class

elements, a new social no-man's-land, from which the revolu-

tionary elite of the National Socialist movement was largely re-

cruited, had certainly something in common with the irrational

urge of the youth associations. Both groups also talked the same

nationalist language. These youths who once belonged to the

middle class had passed through a sort of national revulsion of

feeling in the war. They alone had been fighting for an ideal in

the war. When they carried their principles into politics, they

appeared to come to grief. They were uninterested in party
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concerns and party rivalries; these they regarded as typically

capitalist matters. Thus the logic of events brought the youth

movement into National Socialism, to which in turn it brought a

few genuine impulses.

One thing the youth of the Biinde had never been part and

parcel of the State. The youth of to-day are also firmly in oppo-

sition to official National Socialism. They not only despise the

methods of despotism and the crude doctrines of National So-

cialist philosophy, but feel that they are themselves destined to

carry to completion the great revolutionary movement whose first

phase they regard as ended and whose first elite they regard as

out-of-date and incompetent. Whether this new generation has

real qualities and special gifts that justify all this self-confidence

is another question. The essential point is that National Social-

ism has not won over the youth, and that in its youth it is faced

with its first important opponents, arguing not from the stand-

ards of the past but from the tasks of the future. The tendencies

among the youth are, it is true, conflicting, and it is difficult for

the outsider to assess the relative strength of the various shades

of opinion. Youth speaks its own language. But this much may
be taken for certain, that the youth are agreed that the stage

thus far attained is at best to be regarded as a preparatory

phase.

THE SECOND PHASE OF THE REVOLUTION

Perhaps there is a tendency in every revolution to a second

phase, or to the final consummation of the revolutionary pro-

gram. In the Third Reich this second phase owes its importance

to the fact that it is quietly establishing itself by carrying
out its practical tasks. As yet the army is preserving an open
attitude toward this new movement. The army leaders are over-

burdened with professional duties; the older generation among
them are undecided and divided in opinion. But the younger
ones are filled with the utmost confidence and energy, and are

equally critical of the past methods of the Third Reich and of
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the old traditions of the Prussian officers' corps. The army lead-

ers will be compelled before long to make up their minds: the

spirit of the new movement has much in common with their own

traditions, but they find everything that is utterly repulsive to

every soldier in the un-Prussian, unmilitary, hazy, rhetorical

emotionalism and dilettantism of the present regime of the

declasses. ^
It would be satisfying to be able to see in the rejection of the

National Socialist outlook a process of recovery. It would be a

relief to feel that this stage-play with its inflated verbiage and

its flapping banners was coming to an end. But the thought of

what comes next is oppressive and alarming. As it developed,

National Socialism bore the plain mark of transciency for all

thinking persons. It always held the possibility of rational modi-

fication. What now threatens to come is the resort to the last

assets of the nation, the last assets of humanity, drawing hu-

manity into a colossal adventure from which there can be no

return to normal life. If the threat of this new development of

dynamism materializes, there will be a final collapse of the Euro-

pean society of nations and of the civilization of the West. Hith-

erto dynamism has fought against Christianity, against the sanc-

tity of the home, against ethics and the intellect: for dynamism
in its new form they do not even count as things to be fought.

They are entirely irrelevant to a system concerned only with

expediency. The things that were still inviolate in the National

Socialist phase of the German revolution, amid all its brutalities,

founder amid the new dynamism. Call it what you will Bol-

shevization, State Socialism, a universal army-State : the theories

hung round it are merely decoration ; the dangerous element in it

is the gnawing away of national elements of production to the

length of total exhaustion. In no sphere of life will the new phase

of the German revolution involve a relaxation of the pressure of

the dictatorship or a return to any sort of constitutionalism. It

holds fast to all the destructive work of National Socialism, down

to its anti-Semitism. It takes over the technique and organization
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of National Socialism, and it takes over the revolutionary tend-

encies which have played a part in the movement up to now,

and which National Socialism has partly subdued, partly dis-

torted for its own purposes, and makes of them a ruthless, care-

fully thought out, rational system. Not a philosophy but a

reality. Such is this consistent dynamism the really dangerous
form of the German revolution.

We may see the new order beginning already to establish it-

self in actual practice through the system of military prepared-
ness and the requirements of the Four Year Plan. But in other

fields also the contours of the new planning begin to stand out

from the cloudy background of popular National Socialism.

Much of the new dynamism may have been the result of the

great Soviet plan of reconstruction; but the essential point is

that in the Third Reich the solution found, not by the free de-

cision of the leaders but by the actual pressure of definite prob-

lems, resembles Bolshevism, a proof of the inevitability of the

drift in that direction.

The rigidly consistent system of the new dynamism outgrows
not only capitalism but every sort of romanticism and tradi-

tionalism. It puts even the "Blood and Soil" dogma out of date.

That dogma, says Niekisch in his Die Dritte Imperlale Figur,

published in 1935, is not a natural product "but a romantic

fancy. Where natural attachment to blood and soil has come to

an end, it cannot be restored by a free decision." The future of

an "uprooted nation," and the German nation was one, like most

of the nations of Europe for that matter, exists only in so far as

it places "its own versatility in its service" in penetrating the

whole world. There is no way back to its roots. The desire to find

a way back is almost evidence in itself of a feeling of being too

spent to be able to venture on the imperial flight into the wide

world. This new versatility is dynamism.
We are at the outset of a fresh world-start. This "world

technical trend," says Niekisch, is inevitable. The capitalist

world has worked its own ruin, it has delivered itself up to the
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process of self-destruction, in complete unconsciousness up to the

moment of its fall, just like the ancien regime at the time of the

French Revolution. But if the capitalist world is lightheartedly

living for the profit of the moment, blind to the coming disaster

as was the French feudal aristocracy, the "technica ratio" is

graver and more unemotional and more inexorable than any

revolutionary tribunal. It establishes itself in indifference alike

to opposition and to its own devoted advocates.

"Progress or dominion" is the alternative offered by the in-

dustrial system in the view of the theorists of the new dynamism.
The capitalist misused industry in the service of progress. He
is incapable of putting it to the use for which it really exists. It is

the instrument not of progress but of dominion. It requires to

be used as means of dominion ; it waits for the strong hand that

will reveal its true character as an instrument of power and will

use it to that end. Such is their interpretation of the industrial

system, given without any reference to traditional theory or prac-

tice, and without any heat or resentment.

It is in the nature of things that the planning and the methods

of work of the Soviet State and the Fascist and National Social-

ist States should be growing more and more similar. They will

become identical, completing, in so doing, a necessary and irre-

sistible development, against which any sort of conscious political

effort will be in vain. The "new world order resulting from

world dominion" is rising "by means of the process of successive

wars and civil wars." Thus this new interpretation of the Ger-

man revolution ends on the note of concentration simply and

purely on war.

These doctrines are not those of hectic outsiders: their im-

portance lies in the fact that they are the anticipatory descrip-

tion of real processes which are more and more strongly setting in

in the approaching second phase of the new revolution, and not

in Germany alone. This new phase is not disposed of when we

have labelled it and filed it away under "National Bolshevism."

It is National Bolshevism ! If it is anything at all it is a genuine
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and consistent National Bolshevism, while National Socialism is

National Bolshevism plus noise and darkened counsel. It has be-

yond question a deep-seated affinity with the things that have

developed in Russia out of quite different basic elements. And it

is this fact that reveals so perilous a situation that it can no

longer be justifiable to keep silence in face of German develop-

ments. It must not be overlooked that the bridge of doctrine

exists here for an alliance with Soviet Russia, an alliance that

still has important supporters in Germany, though for quite

mistaken reasons.

This development does not proceed from the logic of economic

considerations alone. It is necessarily pursued by an army com-

mand that wishes to have a truly loyal nation at its back. This,

there can no longer be any doubt, will be possible only subject to

the pursuit of genuine Socialism. The enforced step from Papen-
monarchism to the Hitler revolution, enforced by the feeling that

popular opinion must be respected, is leading on to a system that

will steadily approach the "democracy of work" of the revolu-

tionary theorists. Socialism in this "democracy" will certainly

be no earthly paradise; it will be a harsh reality, the indispen-

sable means of military preparedness. It will be of a widely dif-

ferent stamp from that of Marxism. Far from vetoing this solu-

tion, the army will have to seek it itself. It is pure legend that

the army is reactionary. Its thinking is too realistic for that. It

will not only tolerate a re-ordering of the social system but will

make it its own task, just as with the present system of Wehrwirt-

schaft (the subordination of the whole economic system to the

requirements of military preparedness), if it regards it as the

necessary condition for preparedness. And universal mobilization

is possible only under the system of State Socialism. The army
leaders will not recoil from the logic of developments, however

far it may lead from all that seemed to them at the outset to be

desirable and possible.

The Socialism of National Socialism remained mere banal play-

acting until the strain of the economic planning involved in the
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Wehrwrtschaft that has become necessary made it an unavoid-

able element in the political system. This tendency will grow

stronger. Not only in the social and economic spheres, but also

in those of national discipline and of the moral safeguarding of

military preparedness, there lie developmental forces that lead

very close to complete State Socialism and to a new social order

that will not permit the existence of private property, unearned

income, or private enterprise. Men may refuse to contemplate

this development, may shut their eyes to it and declare at each

new point reached that that is enough; the inexorable pressure

of the logic of events takes no notice of the private arguments
and public manifestations of the will of the "leaders." It pushes
on step by step, and will provide in doing so the ideological super-

structure of its justification.

It is a grandiose, dismally gleaming picture of a rising world-

empire, an empire really embracing the whole surface of the

globe, that becomes discernible in Ernst Jiinger's prophetic

vision. Some of the younger active elements accept it with pas-

sionate enthusiasm. In this direction run the thoughts of the

many members of the younger generation who are disappointed

by the depravity of the National Socialist regime. It is the

"mission of the young generation" as it is seen to-day. This

vision has the actuality of an inescapable process and is sup-

ported by the passionate desire of the younger elements. Is there

anything that can be put in its place? This is the vital question

facing not only the German nation but the whole of Western

civilization.

THE POSSIBILITY OF A PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION AND THE

PROBLEM OP THE MASSES

Is there still any possibility of a Socialist revolution, aiming at

the classless society under the dictatorship of the proletariat?

The only possible answer is that the possibility is now beginning
to exist. Here again the actual developments are moving in

exactly the opposite direction to that which the official interpre-
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tation tries to indicate. The efforts to remove an alleged peril

of revolution have made it acute. The present situation is cer-

tainly very likely to develop in the direction of the proletarian

revolution. The regime is looking for signs of that revolution

where there are certainly none, among the illegal movements.

But they are to be found in the midst of the elite ; the proletarian

revolution has its future leaders, with their most fervent sup-

porters, in the branches of the party. It is only within the cadres

of the offic al party that that revolution has been provided with a

revolutionary instrument of power which it has never before

possessed in the Reich, either in the Communist cells or in the

Social Democratic organization or in the trade unions. The

party has trained the masses in revolutionism, a thing the Social

Democracy never tolerated. In the National Socialist formations

the S.A. (Storm Troops) the S.S., the Hitler Youth an

"elite" has been continually under training in the principles

of revolutionary tactics. We must not be deceived by the cir-

cumstance that the proletarian language of the present revolu-

tionary elite differs from that to which we were accustomed before

1933. Marxism is dead in Germany, and with it its doctrine and

language. The ?zew elite is far too primitive and of far too crude

a mentality to be able even to understand the Marxist language,
much less to elaborate its principles and doctrines. Its ideas of

the aims of the proletarian revolution are of the most elementary

sort and have proceeded from a set of conceptions on which the

class-conscious worker of the past would have looked down with

contempt. This in no way alters the fact of the existence of a

widespread revolutionary purpose, which would have the political

instrument it needs ready to hand at any time if it should be

decided to move. The former parties of the much-discussed "sys-

tem," of Social Democracy and Communism, had an intelligent

social doctrine and a theory of the class war and the Socialist

revolution, but in Germany they were entirely without any real

revolutionary purpose. In present-day Germany the new and

unschooled leaders of the workers have thrown all social theories
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overboard ; on the other hand there is a clear will to radical revo-

lution. There has been a thorough radicalization, if not of the

proletarian masses in the Reich, at all events of their National

Socialist elements. Of this there can be no doubt. This has been

the outstanding result of the National Socialist activities of the

past five years. This radicalization has proceeded, however, on

lines not hitherto usual. The active supporters of the new politi-

cal ideas fall into new categories and have formed groupings
unknown to the past. This has added to the difficulty of realizing

what has actually been going on.

On the surface the German working class has been entirely

excluded from politics. It no longer exists as a direct political

factor. The Labor Front affects to be a quasi-classless associa-

tion on the principle of the Volksgemeinschaft, the "united na-

tion." The working class has been deprived of its past organs of

political activity and economic self-help. The result has been that

the working class, which, of course, still exists, has gone over to

the pursuit of its political activities within the organizations of

the National Socialist Party. There has been going on, or is now

going on, a process of occupation of the party machinery by the

old political elements. The working class has ceased as such to

have a political will of its own, but it is exercising its political

influence indirectly through and upon the party machinery, and

in this way it is already exerting a stronger influence over the

State and the economic system than did the class-war parties of

the past. (I will not attempt to discuss the extent of the influence

of the older men, the skilled workers, the foremen and leading

men, who have considerable power in every factory or other place

of work over the younger workers. The growth of this influence

is certainly one of the few healthy developments under the ex-

isting regime. But this is another matter entirely.) The appoint-

ment of the new party officials for the representation of the inter-

ests of the workers is an important change which became inevit-

able in the internal functions of this section of the party organiza-

tion. It represents an irresistible process of internal transforma-
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tion of the party machinery by the natural social and economic

forces. This occupation of the party machinery demands the

abandonment of the old political language and the acceptance

of the new "racial" language. The political will is camouflaged.

At the same time, the influence of the new doctrines effects a sub-

stantial change in it. It becomes primitive, and, in so far as it

deals with events outside the immediate local interests, it becomes

definitely revolutionary, aiming at the achievement of the dicta-

torship of the proletariat by violent means. The exclusion of

the workers as a class from politics has destroyed reformist So-

cialism, and this fact has simply given a monopoly of political

activity to the most radical form of revolutionism. The political

medium of this revolutionism is no longer the working class.

The workers have delegated their political initiative to the party

formations, holding themselves as a necessary reserve. But this

has produced nothing more than a change in the organs of politi-

cal activity. To-day the working class, though indirectly and

not as a whole, has become the medium of a determined though
not rationally defined revolutionary movement.

Concerning these things there are both deliberate deception

and involuntary self-deception. The higher members of the

party elite, who are gradually losing touch with the people, and

to whom, as to all exalted potentates, it is no longer discreet for

their subordinates to blurt out the whole truth, are no longer

able to realize the full scope of the development. They interpret

the revolutionary will as an active spirit of National Socialism,

making the mistake of taking at its face value the language the

masses now speak in substitution for the Marxist theories of the

past. But there are also men high in the party who are deliber-

ately encouraging the radicalization of opinion in the party
formations and the idea of a Socialist dictatorship of the workers,

and who in doing so are pursuing carefully thought-out aims of

their own.

Many emigres share the failure to realize that the situation in

Germany is actually revolutionary. It must be difficult for an
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old party official to grasp what has happened in the Reich the

death of Marxism and, in spite of this, the existence of a revolu-

tionary Socialist movement in full swing. He can see the diffi-

culty of illegal work in support of the old doctrine, but he fails

to see the much more radical political work that is being done in

the new centers of political activity. Every shade of Marxism

has disappeared in Germany there is no doubt about that. But

the release of the labor movement from the cast-iron doctrine of

Marxism has given it its first chance to turn into a resolute and

uninhibited movement for out-and-out revolution. The old Social

Democratic party official, used to holding firmly to the doctrines

of the revolution, overlooks the fact that this new revolutionary

movement has dispensed with doctrine to gain what the old

movement never possessed revolutionary tactics. The Gestapo,

the secret police, must themselves share the blame for the mis-

reading of the present situation in Germany. The police are on

the watch for evidence of the illegal movement; they are color-

blind to the new shade of revolutionary opinion. Their whole

organization is sailing in ballast. Their mechanism traps all the

elements that are not really hostile to the State, elements that

need not cause serious concern. The actual reservoirs of the

revolution are beyond their reach. They squander money and

energy on the suppression of men whose opinions are entitled to

the highest respect, men who are defending a lost position, and

they fail to see the vast ramparts of the new revolutionaries.

The perilousness of the new situation in the Reich lies in the

fact that the proletarian revolution is being prepared in full view

of the Government and with its help. Never before has a revolu-

tion been able to enter into the possession of the means of power

by so direct a method as is happening to-day in the Reich. But

yet another circumstance reveals the dangerous situation. The

masses have not been effectively driven out of politics. Oppo-
nents of National Socialism especially are to be found talking of

a "stupefying" of the masses that grows more and more mani-

fest. This is too broad a generalization. There has been a steady
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loss of independence of thinking among the small shopkeepers,

artisans, clerks in business houses, and the rest of the rank and

file of the party. Among these the intellectual level has visibly

fallen. With the loss of their independent existence they have lost

the readiness to express independent judgments. The lower

middle class, hitherto a political buffer between the independent

middle class and capitalists and upper class on one side and the

working class on the other, a class of political drifters, have

to-day been depressed to lower class conditions and are vegetating

in a mental and material state inferior to that of the working

class. With no political will of their own, with no political leaders,

with no adequate political representation in economic matters,

this class has been split up into a thousand different interests.

There was nothing to give it a political character of its own. It

is this class that to-day is the basis of the social structure of the

German nation. Here is material worth the attention of the

regime at all times for the purpose of influencing national opin-

ion. But here also is the material for a sudden outburst of vio-

lent revolutionary feeling. The constantly excited enthusiasm

of this declassed element only masks its intense desperation.

The lower flite, the Storm Troops, S.S. men, Hitler Youth,

and Werkscharen or National Socialist factory groups, have also

passed through a process worth attention the development of

tactics of their own and of a new style of living. It is not sur-

prising that the political methods and the style of living of the

upper section of the elite have had an influence on the lower flite.

The secret National Socialist doctrine of total nihilism, in the

crudest of forms, has made unmistakable progress in the party

formations. No one who has secured even a superficial insight

into German conditions can have failed to realize the almost in-

credible deterioration of moral standards in the party formations.

The unscrupulousness that has developed in the ranks of the S.A.

and S.S. must sooner or later have the most fatal reactions on

the general membership. Behind a few well-worn cliches about
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loyalty to the Leader and about the German nation there is con-

cealed an outlook of undiluted materialism and a lust for every

sort of violence, which will never be drilled out of the Storm

Troops again. The simplicity and the crude conceit with which

these men flaunt their brutality, as though it were something to

be proud of, show the results of their education by example.

I will not offer instances. These processes cannot be illustrated

by mentioning particular cases ; to do so would be to invite the

reply that these were chance excesses. But I had personal ex-

perience of the degree of unscrupulousness that has been reached

among average members of the lite. While I was in office at

Danzig a party member with the gold party badge, a university

man, made proposals to me in all seriousness for the physical

removal of the Senator responsible for finance. (This Senator's

financial operations had aroused suspicion among the party, but

there was not the slightest justification for it.) These proposals

betrayed such familiarity with cunning methods of murder and

its concealment, such unscrupulousness in the resort to extremes,

that we must be prepared for anything if this elite should

really embark on revolution on its own account. There can be

no question that a revolutionary staff full of desperately danger-

ous ideas has been trained in the National Socialist machine. It

was a complete mistake to imagine that there was any ground for

relief after June 30th, 1934, any ground for supposing that the

revolutionary character of the National Socialist machine had

undergone the slightest modification. Its revolutionary charac-

ter lies not in its open declarations and propaganda, but in the

very existence of this lite and the character of its members, a

totally anti-social body of men, likely to infect the whole of the

youth of the nation with the miasma of their ideas and their

unscrupulous readiness for anything. On June 30th public revo-

lutionary talk was brought to an end. But the actual focus of a

permanent revolutionary explosiveness remained. Far from re-

straining the revolutionary movement in the party, from getting
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rid of the alleged National Bolshevism of the Storm Troops, June

30th did a great deal to revolutionize the spirit of the whole party

hierarchy.

No amount of psychological argumentation will upset that

conclusion. The lynch justice performed on June 30th, 1934,

left an indelible impression not only on the S.A. formations that

suffered but on the S.S. lynchers. And the impression was the

opposite of that which the leaders intended. Rohm's outspoken

revolutionism, with which the Storm Troops had identified them-

selves, was suppressed, but in being driven underground it was

made to fill men's minds. No one in the inner circles of the party
has any doubt that another opportunity will come for carrying

the revolution into its second phase; and no one treats seriously

the official explanation of June 30th, that it was a mere expedition

for the punishment of homo-sexuals. The brutal ruthlessness and

the utter lawlessness of the execution of Rohm were carefully

noted by the party for future guidance. I had personal experi-

ence of the helpless horror of some of the underlings in the party

hierarchy who in entire innocence, and following their local

leader in perfect faith, were craftily enticed into some sort of

apparent illegality and found themselves in the hands of the

political police. These men returned to their duties as party

officials after their interrogation, in apparent acceptance of their

position; in most cases they had no choice. But they reconciled

themselves to what had happened only by abandoning all inhibi-

tions of the past and devoting themselves to working as apostles

of the new gospel of violence. Only innocent souls soothed their

consciences with the explanation that Hitler was surrounded by
a clique of bad advisers, that he had no knowledge of what was

actually going on, that his intentions were of the best, that he

was the prisoner of his entourage and must be got out of their

hands.

The primitiveness of the revolutionism in the Storm Troops,
the Hitler Youth, or the S.S. reveal the vagueness of their revo-

lutionary ideas, but this very vagueness contains an element of
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danger and of the incalculable. This revolutionism stops at

nothing. Its tactical principle is that all things are permitted,

including disloyalty to superiors. Nobody will be so naive as to

imagine that consistent training in brutality and unscrupulous-
ness could produce a spirit of decency, or that the systematic

flouting and rejection of every principle of civilized law and

order could produce a loyal citizen. A revolutionary type is being
molded that differs radically from everything that went by the

name of revolutionism in the cause of progress, but a type that

for that very reason is the sort of henchman who alone, appar-

ently, can help to carry out revolutions in our day.

Figure the type of the class-conscious German Social Demo-

crat, upright in thought and action in all conceivable circum-

stances, dogmatic, narrow, small-minded, but decent through and

through, law-abiding, liberty-loving, firmly insisting on respect

for the individual, and detesting any sort of violence. He, too,

was a revolutionary, or at all events he thought that he was.

Alongside him stood the Communist, already accepting violence

as a legal weapon; but there were limits beyond which nothing
would induce him to go. Not fifteen years of Muscovite training

had managed more than that. But National Socialism has man-

aged it. In an astonishingly short time it has produced a revo-

lutionary type which corresponds in every detail to the type of

the unscrupulous Muscovite proletarian groups of that sanguin-

ary revolution. There was a reason for this. Social Democracy
and Communism alike came into existence as political parties of

the organized workers. The militant formations of National

Socialism grew out of the army of the dclass6s, the unorganized,

the desperadoes and the wreckage of humanity, the mercenary

professional revolutionaries. To this day the Storm Troops have

retained this hooligan character, although some of their worst

members have been ejected. It is well known in the army how

difficult it is to change the character once acquired by any unit.

Down to 1933 the "National Socialist German Labor Party"

was not a labor party in the ordinary sense. The "combina-
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tion" of 1933, instead of enlisting the support of the organized

working class, which was and is an element of order, employed the

pseudo-working class of the National Socialist party troops as

its foundation, and to-day we see the result of that false step.

The character of permanent revolution ineradicably possessed by
the Third Reich has its origin here. The foundation is revolu-

tionary because it is unsocial. What an immense work of edu-

cation of several generations of Social Democratic political activ-

ity was thus destroyed ! It cannot be replaced by any externals of

party organization, however pompous. The moral basis has been

destroyed. The older generations who once belonged to the or-

ganized workers have sunk into scepticism and have lost courage,

like the middle class. The younger generations are the militants

of a new and robust Socialism of the most extreme type.

The question whether a proletarian revolution will come in-

volves two others. One is that of the political significance of the

unorganized masses that continue to exist under the present

system. The other is whether a political situation will arise in

which the party machinery could be brought to bear in a revolu-

tionary direction.

The problem of the masses is still of central political im-

portance. The entry of the masses into a share in the conduct

of affairs has given its stamp to a whole period. No sphere of

existence has remained unaffected. It may well be asked whether

it will continue at present to have the same fundamental im-

portance as in the past. The masses remain a political factor, but

their place in direct action has entirely changed for so long as

they remain no longer organized but simply used as a political

instrument.

There is the familiar technique of the propagandist control

of the masses, developed by working on the special mass mental

processes which are psychologically recognizable. There is a

subtly elaborated technique of employment of material means of

terrorism and leadership through political formations in the

face of which the unorganized masses are helpless. The prompt
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success which both techniques have had and continue to have at

present has strengthened many despots of to-day in the assump-
tion that the masses have been rendered impotent, if not as a

political force, at all events as an independent natural element of

dangerous and incalculable power. As a natural element they can

not only, it is assumed, be guided at any time, but also made use

of as a politically valuable tool. Seen from the conductor's desk

of the modern propagandists, the masses remain a political

reality of the first importance, but only as a passive element, as

an object of control, serving only the will of others and at all

times in need of their domination.

The use of the masses as raw material is defeated by trans-

forming them into an organized nation. Fascism sought to or-

ganize the mass of the people in the Corporative State, but th&

task has been beyond it, not through any external happening but

for intrinsic reasons. In such Corporations as have so far taken

shape, the formless masses have gained a mechanized form in col-

lectivities in which they become dominant as they were not before.

The immanent tendency of a collectivity to union with others in

a comprehensive general collectivity enables the masses to gain a

new form of domination. They return as organized masses to

direct political activity. The way out is thus to atomize the

masses in every field of life, to prevent the formation of associa-

tions capable of effective political action, and to assemble the

masses only under conditions in which they can be kept passive

and receptive. This is the tactical plan of National Socialism,

which has carefully avoided moving in the direction of the Cor-

porative State.

The attempt to maintain control of the unorganized masses

by means of terrorism has revealed special dangers : the personnel

of the regime changes in character. The question remains whether

the control of the masses by propaganda through suggestion does

not also lead indirectly to a modification of the political purpose,

the will of the masses finding means of fulfilment in the course

of a growing radicalization. The suggestive force of slogans
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rapidly wears out. Up to now the attention of the flite has mainly
been paid to the fact that the masses are strongly influenced by
the continual repetition of things that have been made familiar

to them. That is true. But it is a mistake to suppose that they

can be influenced for years on end by the same sort of suggestive

propaganda. Propaganda, to remain effective, must continually

be heightened. Hence the search for effective slogans and, to

ensure that they shall be effective, the investigation of the desires

of the masses. In the course of time the leaders become more and

more dependent on the masses, at least in a negative sense, throw-

ing aside slogans which are found to have lost their attraction.

The replacing of worn-out elements in the propaganda repertoire

is an anxious matter for propagandists great and little. It is an

elementary mistake to suppose that the masses can be got to do

anything and everything, even by the wiliest of Gocbbelsian prop-

aganda. In any case, the time comes when it no longer works.

Undoubtedly the masses can for some time be led even against

their own instincts. But then the day may come, and with inex-

plicable suddenness, when the instincts will reassert themselves,

in the reverse of the direction desired. There is also a process of

overreaching in propaganda, a working of the soil to death, that

leads to complete apathy. In both cases the masses begin to

evolve slogans of their own. In this way the Socialist class-aim

of the proletarian revolution, which had been conjured out of

the minds of the masses by the racial myth and the whole philoso-

phy of National Socialism, is inevitably brought back again

as an indirect result of the increasing shrillness of slogans.

Thus the methods of propaganda and mass-suggestion come

one day to the end of their effectiveness. The separate atoms of

the nation continually fall back out of the mass into thinking in-

dependently for themselves. Suggestive slogans do not work for

ever ; they do not work when a man is alone, or when he is with

his family of friends. Propaganda does not exercise continuous

influence; it only delivers intermittent thrusts. Between these

thrusts there come into play forces of another kind. The hyp-
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nosis does not last; at all events, the commands issued during

hypnosis do not permanently retain their force. In the periods of

consciousness a resistance grows against which the suggestive

slogans ultimately prove impotent. Thus mass propaganda,

working with the means of intoxication and suggestion on the

mass mind, is an extremely dangerous instrument, very likely one

day to turn against those who have used it.

The masses are at all times the fundamental element in the

determination of the situation of a country, whether that of latent

revolution or that of stable equilibrium. Action is taken exclu-

sively by the ruling clique, but the masses give, if not the revolu-

tionary impulse, at all events the indispensable guarantee of the

permanent effect of the action.

The propagandist influencing of the masses is only too likely

to produce a growing mass extremism, the tension of which can

only be relaxed through the ecstasy of war or a Socialist revolu-

tion or a civil war. The two indispensable factors of a modern

revolution, the masses and a party lite which is itself revolution-

ary in spirit, are coming into contact in Germany, with the

resultant possibility of an explosion. It is impossible to see how,

along the path pursued up to the present, the danger of a radical

revolution could be avoided.

National Socialism makes use of the masses in its own highly

individual and significant way. It makes use of them in con-

nection with the special German situation in two directions. It

enlarges upon the importance of the masses, provides them with

a quasi-apotheosis in the conception of the Volksgemeinschaft,

the "united nation," and emphasizes from time to time the power
of this massed body, though it is a nation united only in its intoxi-

cation of spirit and is formless except on the march. In this way
National Socialism provides itself with continued evidence of its

indispensability for the purpose of mass leadership, which it alone

understands and exercises with confidence. It clothes the tech-

nique of the handling of the masses in a philosophy. This tech-

nique, which is dependent on the maintenance of gigantic party
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machinery, is treated as a secret subject. It is the essential

requisite for the maintenance of the power of the party. By its

characteristic system of glorification of the masses, of raising

them to the rank of the highest authority in life, of absolute

authority, National Socialism expects to continue to hold them

in its power. The myth of the nation is the trick by means of

which the masses can be kept in a state of exaltation and open to

influencing by suggestion at any time. The solemn rite in which

at meetings the masses are celebrated as the united nation is the

technical preparation for making them ready for influencing by

inflammatory slogans. In this atmosphere speeches addressed

never to the intelligence but only to the subconscious instincts

have their success. This alone explains the character of these

speeches, which call forth either ecstatic enthusiasm or ecstatic

fury. In this the National Socialist propaganda follows recipes

carefully thought out down to the smallest detail and many times

tested. Anyone who has had experience of the way in which a

special style of ecstatic oratory is cultivated, even by the pettiest

officials of the party, will realize the deeper purpose of this style,

with its calculated effect on the masses.

But National Socialism also operates on the masses in the

direction of keeping alive the revolutionary tendency. Only so

does it consider that the masses can be kept in the unstable con-

dition in which they can be influenced at will. Only by posing as

the counsel for the true Socialist revolution, in opposition to re-

actionaries, Jews, saboteurs, Marxists, and foreign democracies,

does it create the emotional fluidity in which political slogans

have effect.

National Socialism makes use of the masses as an instrument.

It has not the slightest intention of organizing them and bring-

ing them out of their amorphous condition. This explains its

abolition of every sort of independent administration. It also

explains the wrecking of every attempt to form a new society.

Such is the pernicious character of the treatment of the masses

elaborated by Goebbels. In his system propaganda is not a means
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of communication, with the purpose of adjusting leadership from

above under the impact of criticism and of the public reception

of proposals. It is simply and purely a means of domination,

supported by the methods of terrorism and of brutal compulsion.

As yet this propaganda has not entirely lost its effectiveness in

Germany. It has been carried on cleverly and with remarkable

psychological subtlety. It might almost be said that it has suc-

ceeded in turning burdens which in the past aroused the utmost

resentment into food for enthusiasm. The crisis of the system

will come it seems now to be coming when this propaganda no

longer works. The dictatorship cannot maintain itself by violence

alone. This was realized even before the "combination" of 1933.

And the masses are waiting. They are undoubtedly hoping for

some sort of socialization. This is the fruit of five years of Na-

tional Socialist rule, with its radicalization of the masses, and

its training of the cadres of the elite in total unscrupulousness.

It is the reality behind the make-believe of the struggle against

Bolshevism.

The Third Reich is actually bringing into operation a sort of

Socialism. We may call it Prussian Socialism, or State Socialism,

or the total mobilization of the nation, or the beginning of the

grandiose "democracy of work." Undoubtedly the masses them-

selves continue to regard Socialism as something different from

this that bit of personal happiness, that security, that bit of

fair treatment and personal dignity that a man needs in his life

as an individual. National Socialism with its heroic ideal has

clearly not ousted this eternal ideal of the masses. It would thus

be folly to expect any long-continued relaxation of tension from

the introduction of State Socialism. The revolution will proceed

on its course. And it will do so through the initiative of a revo-

lutionary elite in co-operation with masses excited into revolu-

tionism. In view of the dangerous dependence of the "Leader"

on the feeling and the purpose of these elite formations, which

under the surface are growing more and more extremist, it is easy

to foresee that at any time some trifling matter may suddenly
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turn the defenders of the new order into its most rabid opponents.

Already National Socialism is entirely in the position of the

Girondists who became incapable of withstanding the course of

events. No one who has been able to gain an insight into the

actual feeling of the members of the National Socialist forma-

tions will deny that, beneath the thin films of party proclama-

tions, the revolutionary spirit is appallingly evident. When these

men, left to themselves, come to discuss their superiors and the

supreme leaders, their ideas run in one single direction that of

the incompleteness of the revolution. What these men believe in

is action. That is the practical lesson they have learned. The

danger of revolution exists ; it will come when the almost inevitable

revolutionary situation develops.

Ochlocracy, the dictatorship of the mob, is the goal toward

which the development of the mass-democracy of Caesarism is

leading. Beyond any question there are members of the supreme

leadership who would be ready to lead a proletarian revolution.

In the years before the present regime came into power, there

was published a popular novel dealing with Sulla. It was a

favorite with Hitler's immediate entourage. These men, who

drew their ideas of the past from literature of this sort, did not

see how in their enthusiasm for that fair-haired, blue-eyed exe-

cutioner of the noblest of the Romans they were laying bare their

own character. Grants of land to legionaries and agrarian re-

form were not enough for the recreation of the greatness of Rome.

In the struggle against the ruling classes, against the old fami-

lies, in the extermination of the best of the nobility, in a dictator-

ship of the mob, even if the dictator bore all the marks of Nordic

race, Rome destroyed herself. This enthusiasm for Sulla among
the supreme party lite should be noted by those who are con-

cerned. A revolution does not rest content with agrarian reform ;

nor with the restoration of military power. Nor will the "new

nobility of blood and soil," the new form of proposed military

colonization, provide a final goal for the new social order. At the
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end of this development there stands, unless it is checked in time,

the dictatorship not of the workers of Germany but of the mob.

TABULA RASA

What is the actual revolutionary goal of National Socialist

dynamism, whether disguised by the make-believe philosophy of

the moment or by its immediate objectives? How do the present

flite themselves envisage the victory of their movement? We may
accept Hitler's reply: it is the victory of the revolutionary new

order. But what is this new order? It is simply action, whether

conceived as a German social and economic revolution or as a

world revolution or, finally, as the "eternal war" which many
men in high places in the movement consider to be the future

condition of human society.

That war, however, is not the father but the destroyer of all

things, the destroyer of all order and all the things of the mind.

There is nothing that this destruction would spare. And nothing
will be taken over from the old order into the new, neither army
nor church, neither the institutions of property nor the elements

of culture. Up to now, with a few exceptions, the German revo-

lution has spared the persons of the leaders of the old order; it

has not set them up against a wall, though in the occupation of

Austria there was a notable increase of brutality in the treatment

of the old leaders of society. But the loss of influence of these

leaders of the old order is not less than if they had been removed

by execution.

It is the essential task of every revolution to produce a tdbvla

rasa, to make a clean sweep of the past political forces; but the

nihilist revolution of National Socialism sets out to destroy

everything that it cannot itself take over and convert to its own

pattern. This explains its Gleichschaltimg or forcing into con-

formity of all elements of society and of every independent

activity, or else their total suppression. It explains why the

revolution ignores the very conceptions of a private sphere in
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life and of legality. Even national customs and traditions, which

National Socialism affects to have under its special care, contain

anti-revolutionary principles and are accordingly docked or

lopped or, if that is not considered enough, proscribed. But the

National Socialist work of revolutionary demolition goes, of ne-

cessity, yet further. It embraces the whole economic field. The

expropriation of property will inevitably follow, as well as the

complete abolition of private enterprise, and the reduction of

the workers to a serfdom which will not be lightened either by
motor cars for the masses or by "Strength through Joy." The

new social order will consist of universal and equal servitude,

a general mobilization not only for the purpose of military

preparedness but as a permanent revolutionary system a servi-

tude which will remove human labor from the sphere of eco-

nomic and social considerations and subject it to the principle

of blind obedience to an absolute despotism. The necessary con-

centration of the means of production, and of capital, in the

hands of the State, leading to "nationalization" or "socializa-

tion," a progressive economic destruction of the middle class, and

the all-pervading atmosphere of barracks and prison will be felt

to be elements in keeping with the idea the middle class have

long had of the Socialist revolution desolation, impoverishment,

regimentation, and the collapse of civilized existence.

Thus National Socialism is at issue with every independent

activity or ordering of life. It is bound to make an end of free-

dom of initiative, of all that in the past has made for creative

activity and progress : these things make its dominion incomplete.

Nothing is more intolerable to it in its revolutionary course than

originality, individuality, character, or true public spirit. What-

ever it cannot dominate it must destroy, whatever it cannot ab-

sorb and master must go. Such is the truly barbaric maxim of

National Socialism. It is the process of an enemy occupation of

all the vital elements in the nation, ending in their destruction.

This destruction is not brought to a halt before the things of

the mind. The fight against the intellectuals and against the
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freedom of science is not in the slightest degree the outcome of

any inferiority complex ; it arises from the clear recognition that

in the field of the intellect the indissoluble unity of Western civili-

zation remains active. In this field independence of thought and

resistance to the revolution are bound to show themselves sooner

or later.

For the rest, we must not suppose that the revolutionary prac-

tice of Gleichschaltimg proceeds from a clear course thought
out in detail in advance. The course of National Socialism has

been much more of a hand-to-mouth affair than might have been

expected from its early history and from the deal that preceded
its accession to power. Behind all its "creative achievements,"

which are essentially nothing more than a squandering of existing

reserves and a parasitic consumption of the organized resources

and achievements of generations of labor, was a stupendous wave

of wild mass emotion envy, hatred, vengefulness, and the hot

rivalry of small men in the pursuit of posts and power and suc-

cess. All this only became clear to the middle classes and even

to sections of the organized workers when the process was virtu-

ally completed. The absence of resistance to it shows that its true

nature was not realized, or else that the middle classes no longer

had the strength to resist. But it must be said in defence of the

middle classes, and of all of us, that few were aware of the cyni-

cism with which the demagogic means of swindling the nation

were being brought to bear. Hitler, in a sentence which has been

deleted from later editions of Mein Kampf, wrote this: "The

German has not the faintest notion of the way the nation has to

be swindled if one wants mass support."

Deliberate revolutionary advances of National Socialism have

always begun in the directions most favored by circumstances

the National Socialist leaders have revealed remarkable skill in

taking due advantage of their opportunities. They showed almost

a genius for directing, inciting, or suspending the wild course of

the Gleichschaltung movement, born of envy and hostility

always with the aim of pushing ahead the indispensable revolu-
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tionary process of clearing out of the way all existing organized

elements. In exactly the same way the leaders are taking ad-

vantage of the process now necessary of concentrating the means

of production and distribution under their own control, to take a

further step in the elimination of the controlling elements of the

past in trade and industry. What must be the end of all this is a

question they leave to the future ; the urgent task of the moment

is the tabula rasa. This again is not the outcome of any doc-

trinaire policy, but of the necessity of keeping in the saddle and

keeping things moving.

National Socialism succeeds everywhere as an element of dis-

solution, or of disturbance of the existing order, or where it

finds fresh material to consume. It fails wherever it attempts

any genuine constructive work. Naturally there must be deep-

seated causes of so destructive a movement. The causes are

social, moral, and politico-economic. Similarly complex is the

reason for the disintegration in process among the middle classes

and the ruling class of society long before the arrival of Na-

tional Socialism. One is confined to the bandying of cliches

about National Socialism and the Third Reich so long as one

leaves these deeper factors out of consideration. The first thing

to realize is that the purpose of National Socialism is actually

the deliberate and systematic destruction of the social classes that

have made history, together with the last vestiges of their estab-

lished order.

The nihilist revolution evades every spiritual impulse, and sees

in reason and the things of the spirit its mortal enemies. It robs

science of freedom and compels it to serve the progress of the

revolution. The purpose of the National Socialist fight against

Christianity is the same: the total destruction of the last and

most deep-rooted support of the forces of conservation.

The destruction of the spirit of Christianity in Germany is

certainly more far-reaching than appears on the surface. The
churches are still open. Men still have God's name in their mouths

they did, for instance, at the Nuremberg congress : "In serving
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our nation we serve God." But this Christianity is losing more

and more of its past character. Such vestiges of any living

Christianity as remain are steadily degenerating in the direction

of a superficial and unthinking deism, and are thus becoming
more and more fitted for the co-option of articles of faith drawn

from "racialist" sources and the like. Not through any open con-

troversy, but in the course of inner evolution, the Christianity

which to this day is officially professed will gradually but inevi-

tably be reinterpreted in the terms required not only for the

"seelische Geschlossenheit" of totalitarian war but for the revo-

lutionary abolition of the old forces of order.

One element of the destruction of Christianity must not be

passed over the disfranchising and destruction of German

Jewry. We may leave out of account the conception of race and

the forgeries with which National Socialist propaganda carries

on its demagogic campaign of anti-Semitism, although it will be

difficult to free the German body from this poison. But the ques-

tion has not only its economic, social, and ethical sides but

also its political side. The practical politician will be as little

able as anyone else to overlook the destruction of conceptions of

right, the training in revolutionary violence, that have been

achieved by the satisfaction of the instincts of envy and greed

througli the removal of Jewish competition in trade and industry,

the expropriation of a part of the nation without compensation,

and its brutal deprivation of all rights. The appetite of the

masses is in any case stimulated. They are given a demonstration

of the fact that legal guarantees and conceptions of property and

order are helpless in the face of violence. The anti-Semitic acts

of the Third Reich are almost a formal introduction to a coming

revolutionary upheaval. We may take it for granted that certain

members of the flite have systematically made use of anti-

Semitism in this way, as a training for the coming social upheaval,

which will be the more inescapable the longer it is delayed. In

any case it is the duty of every practical politician to think out

the problem of anti-Semitism, if not from the ethical or any other
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side, at least from the side of its practical consequences. It will

be especially the duty of a conservative politician to go into the

question whether Jewry really is an agent of disintegration, as

is the mistaken popular idea, and not in at least an equal degree

an element of conservation and order. Beyond all question there

does exist an agent of national disintegration in the vulgar type

of National Socialism itself no other than this brutal revolu-

tionary anti-Semitism. Such a method of treating a section of

the population, flouting all ideas of legality and the deep-rooted

conceptions of personal dignity, freedom, and security, simply

means opening the door to revolution and anarchy. What has

been done cannot, however, be undone, and its destructive effects

on the whole nation cannot be escaped. But a satisfactory restor-

ation of the conceptions of legality could probably bar the way to

further disintegration. From an ethical standpoint there is no

Jewish problem. No believing Christian and no humane-minded

person can be an anti-Semite.

Rosenberg and Ludendorff are right, if in nothing else, in their

claim that the New Testament is inseparably connected with the

Old, and we Christians with our Jewish heritage. But we cannot

expect the practical politician to take these facts into considera-

tion, any more than we can expect him to take humane ideals in

general into consideration. No doubt the Jewish question, espe-

cially that of the parasitic elements in the Jewish lower class,

represents a grave and difficult problem for the practical poli-

tician. But these questions are capable of solution within the

framework of European civilization. Even apart from ethical

considerations, common sense should rule out the idea of increas-

ing national prosperity by appropriating the means of livelihood

of the Jewish citizens. This is another "great illusion" of the same

sort as the idea that a conquering nation can add to its wealth by

annexing that of the conquered nation. Germany is not enriched

but impoverished by destroying the wealth of the Jews. But the

recognition of this truth will come too late, just as did that of

the truth about loss and gain in the world war.
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To-day there is one fact that stands out above all else. The

parasitism which National Socialism and the "racialists" ascribe

to the Jews is one of the main characteristics of National Social-

ism itself. National Socialism is living by the parasitic draining

of the life-blood of its host, the nation on which it has fastened.

TOTAL DEVALUATION

Even the devotee of unprincipled realism does not usually deny
that what Bismarck called the imponderabilia, the non-material

considerations in political and social affairs, are of material im-

portance. This is a banal truism, and it would not be worth

mentioning were it not that in the modern form of political realism

it seems to be held that these non-material considerations are

easily accessible to manipulation. Is this actually so? Modern

realist policy endeavors not only to influence the pull of the non-

material considerations and to pick and choose among them, but

systematically to find substitutes for them, confidently assuming
that the substitution will not be noticed. The result is plainly

visible to-day the total devaluation of all principles and stand-

ards. Among the imponderabilia are the ethical considerations.

These are not exchangeable and cannot be replaced by substitutes.

It used to be regarded as a sign of lower middle class convention-

alism to carry moral principles into political life. I think the

time has come for correcting this view. It is precisely the lower

middle class element in National Socialism that has thrown over

all moral inhibitions as conventional and contemptible. This

element has, in fact, returned to the entirely outworn and out-of-

date idea that moral conceptions have no place in politics. It

seems to me that the principle for thinking people in the genera-

tions to come is exactly the opposite one, that the most realist of

policies cannot dispense with an iron ration of genuine ethical

principles. When even the lower middle classes have become

cynics, it is high time for people of intelligence to admit the

reality of a spiritual and ethical cosmos.

The destruction of character is the great achievement of
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National Socialism. The cynicism with which everybody has been

ready to justify his capitulation before the terrorist regime

bears eloquent witness to the moral disintegration beneath the

surface of the "united nation." Obviously an increasingly un-

scrupulous cynicism is not the best soil for the growth of a "loy-

alty to the leader" (that supreme virtue for the National Social-

ist) that will stand firm in the time of real testing.

But there has been another unmistakable development in the

party: these political gamblers are dismissing any fears in this

respect with the optimistic supposition that some way out will

be discoverable by which the allegiance of their following may be

retained. It is a mistaken idea. Five years of the present course

have so entirely and so universally depreciated every standard,

have so destroyed the authority of every political principle, that

nothing remains with which to build up any better system. The

loss of principle does not apply merely to relations with National

Socialism, or merely within the realm of National Socialist do-

minion ; it is universal. The principles of nationalism, patriotism,

social duty, justice and equity, fraternity and liberty, have not

only been deposed in practice, but have been so undermined by
false use and demagogic lip-service that they have been robbed

of all effective appeal. If things are allowed to take their course

there will remain nothing but an utterly wearied, sceptical,

atomized nation, incapable for many years to come of any united

effort. The youth of the movement may desire to convert this

degenerate revolution into a genuine social revolution with con-

crete aims; but they will remain caught in the vicious circle of

progressive destruction, and incapable of any sort of creative

achievement, not only because all its slogans have been worked

to death already by National Socialism, but because even the most

resolute of these young men, with all their contempt of the brain-

less lite of National Socialism, are unable to acquire what they

themselves lack, a genuine faith in the practical importance of the

things of the spirit.

The idea of the awakening of the nation from scepticism and
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indiscipline by training in the military spirit undoubtedly has

an element of the heroic and a sort of greatness. But in Germany
it is Utopian, taking no account of realities. A nation like the

German, with its ideal of GemiLtUchkeit, of solid comfort, and its

enormous ballast of unmilitary souls, cannot be so trained. Not

the most subtle psychological technique will convert these peace-

loving "fellaheen" into warriors. The born soldier can acquire the

military virtues and can be the better for them; in the unwar-

like masses they breed only brutality. The universal concentra-

tion on military preparedness, the interpretation of all life in

terms of war, has brought the German nation near to exhaustion

both materially and morally.

National Socialism has misused nationalist feeling to suppress

Socialist ideas. It is approaching the time when nationalism is

losing its appeal and the Socialist ideals must be revived. From
these it will pass on to others, adulterating and debasing all that

it touches. Nowhere is its destructiveness more impressive than

in family life. It is loud in the praise of prolific procreation, but

its whole system is destructive of family life. It is completing in

this sphere the disintegrating tendencies of the nineteenth cen-

tury, just as it is completing the proletarization and disorganiza-

tion of the nation. The sowing of dissension within the family,

the alienation of the young from the old, the breaking up of

family life through excessive claims on the young "in the service

of the idea," is surrendering the youth of the nation to elements

which on a continually growing scale are trampling on the last

vestiges of traditional moral training. As in its policy with the

churches, National Socialism ostensibly upholds and even glorifies

existing institutions, but in practice it is destroying them from

within even more thoroughly than did Bolshevism, which at least

acted openly and from conviction.

Those who know Germany know that the nation no longer

credits itself with a will of its own. So deep has it sunk in five

years of bondage. If war comes the nation will fight, and at the

outset, perhaps, even magnificently. It will yield to every appeal
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to its passions. But of one thing, in its degradation, it seems to

be no longer capable action on its own initiative. This is the

result which the National Socialist leaders, in their wisdom,

wanted to achieve ; and they have succeeded beyond all expecta-

tion. But the day will come when they will need the creative and

regenerative energies of the nation and its spontaneous response,

and in a nation dulled by drilling they will find none. They will

find none even among the youth, on whose loyalty they have

supposed that they would always be able to count.

It is conceivable that some of the shrewder among the foreign

politicians have long foreseen this process and have built upon
it. Their submission to the political aggressiveness of National

Socialism may have been dictated partly by the consideration

that National Socialism is a process of setting Germans to en-

slave Germans, and that, left to itself, it will depress them to a

level of apathy at which in the long run they will cease to be

dangerous. In the first year of the National Socialist regime I

was twice visited by an English politician, a genuine friend of

Germany. He spoke his mind unreservedly

"till I set you up a glass

Where you may see the inmost part of you."

Like Hamlet with his mother, he urged Germany to "throw

away the worser part." Germany was making it difficult, he

said, for her friends among her ex-enemies to help her. At that

time no one imagined that anti-Semitism, concentration camps,
lawlessness and terrorism could ever secure a permanent footing

in Europe. This friend of Germany considered that a man like

Goring stood in the way of Germany's future. Could he not be

induced to retire? For, said my visitor, so long as such men held

responsible positions in Germany England could place no trust in

the new Reich. I do not know whether this English politician

remembers this conversation as well as I do. He went on to see

Hitler, as did other Englishmen whom he advised me to meet. All

of them changed their opinion : they lost their moral indignation,
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and they found Goring an imposing personality. What was it

that produced the change? Was their friendship for Germany

genuine? How can anyone be friendly to the German nation and

also ready to accept this regime? And how can a German love

his country and yet permit her to wear the livery of a regime of

violence?
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THE WEAKNESS OF THE CONSERVATIVE PARTNERS

THERE exists, or at all events existed, among certain circles of no

small political and economic importance, in Germany and abroad,

a conception of events in Germany which cannot be too strongly

repudiated. This is that a number of great capitalists, thoroughly
aware of what they are about, coolly calculating and entirely real-

ist, are deliberately guiding the course of events from behind the

scenes, or at least keeping a close watch on events, ready to come

forward at any moment if necessary and to declare and carry into

effect the actual aims underlying the whole of the developments
in Germany. Supported abroad both economically and politi-

cally, these people, it is or was supposed, are allowing the Na-

tional Socialist wave to spend itself. They have deliberately al-

lowed National Socialism to come into the foreground, convinced

that without some sort of revolutionary mass movement, in which

the accumulated tension can find an outlet, the German nation

cannot be shepherded into a genuine and lasting restoration of the

old order. These people, it is or was supposed, had the means at

any time of compelling a restoration of stability in German pub-
lic affairs, but their deliberate purpose was to allow the National

Socialist revolution to reach its climax, taking advantage of all

the confusion it might produce in the relations between foreign

powers, and only then to come forward with their own plan of a
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German proposal for a far-reaching peace settlement and at the

same time to end the revolution.

No such group exists or ever existed. What we find is a tend-

ency in the opposite direction. The very groups which have

been credited with the intention to end the revolution are prepar-

ing to legitimize the present regime. The efforts they have been

making to secure wide support for the establishment of existing

conditions on a firm footing reveal anxiety lest developments

should enter a new phase. The monarchist and reactionary groups
of the past are now devoting all their energies to two ends to

preventing new revolutionary developments and to preventing

counter-revolutionary action from any quarter, whether monarch-

ist or Liberal and democratic, lest everything that they consider

to have been achieved should be thrown once more into the melt-

ing-pot. To-day, and it seems to me to be a fact worthy of note,

certain capitalist and reactionary circles seem to be far from

desiring, still less supporting, any attempt to challenge the

legitimacy of the Third Reich. Whether the corps of officers

supports this attitude remains to be seen. But the hopes of those

who have come to terms with the new parvenu ruling class, and

who imagine that their collaboration with it implies that the new

order has the quality of permanence, are certainly mistaken. The

new legitimacy will founder beneath a new wave of revolutionism,

and the co-opted members of the old upper class will discover that

they have merely been brought in for service as temporary un-

derstrappers.

It is difficult to understand the self-deception of large numbers

of the former ruling class that still exists to-day, after five years

of continually growing radicalization of the revolutionary activi-

ties of the regime. Behind this problem stands a question which

might well drive the most patient and well-balanced to despair :

how can the whole course that led to the "deal" of January 30th,

1933, be explained? It was the work of these very classes of

society, and how could that be conceivable? How was it possible

for them to accept, and to assume the responsibility for, such a
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mutilation of their enterprise, which, in spite of its concern for

the protection of certain interests, was one of patriotism, aimed at

a national order of stability and justice and moderation? There

are various things that may be said, and much more will yet be

said, in reply ; for it is here alone that a deeper understanding of

what has happened may be gained, and that the means of over-

coming the revolution may be found.

To begin with, it must be recalled that the world of ideas of

the nationalist, conservative, and liberal middle class and aris-

tocracy, and of the intellectuals, had long been invaded by

scepticism. The whole of these "ruling" classes, no less than the

mass of the proletariat of the great towns, had been moving to-

wards nihilism. They had even been moving faster in that direc-

tion than the working class. Faith in traditions had been fading,

faith in machinery and devices and materialism had been grow-

ing, among the traditional ruling classes, and had turned them

from opponents into allies of National Socialism. The absence

of doctrine is perhaps the strength of the dynamic revolution:

the absence of tradition in the monarchist and conservative ele-

ments is certainly their weakness.

In these circles, whose scepticism did not enable them to see

through a "realism" that subsequently showed its true face as

simple unscrupulousness, all sincere attempts to find a genuine

solution were foredoomed to perversion. It should in fairness be

added that any genuine solution was impossible because of the

omissions or mistakes of past generations. German Conservatism

had been decaying and degenerating since the middle of the nine-

teenth century, and this is the chief explanation of the plunge
into a nihilist revolution. In the absence of the regulative ele-

ment of a genuine Conservatism, the path was taken under the,,

guidance of National Socialism and of the revived anti-Semitism

to a despotic system, and through that to a directionless revolu-

tion, under the illusory idea that the nation was thus being re-

juvenated.

Two weaknesses stand out as the main causes of the capitulation
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of the Nationalist and Conservative elements a superficiality

little removed from frivolity, and the development of a political

outlook that went a good part of the way in the direction of

National Socialism. The superficial view was taken that, in

Bismarck's phrase, if the nationalist German could be got into

the saddle he would ride ; the principles and methods of the right

national policy would reveal themselves in the course of actual

administration. The nationalists had too high an opinion of their

own qualities and too low an opinion of those of their lower mid-

dle class partner, with the result that they entered the deal for

a coup totally unprepared, while the National Socialists were

armed and equipped down to the last detail. The extent to which

the Conservatives had themselves become revolutionary and nihil-

istic in their views of State, social order, and legality is instanced

by the case of Carl Schmitt, a lawyer who later went over to

National Socialism. Schmitt's view appears to be that what we

call human society no longer exists in an era of control of the

masses. There remains only an upper class of ruling officials at

the head of masses usefully organized down to the smallest detail.

A revolution will thus amount simply to a change in the person-

nel of the ruling upper class; any accompanying disorders will

be immaterial. In the first steps taken by the National Socialists

after coming into power, the Nationalists and Conservatives saw

only the establishment of the officials and the ruling class in power
and an organization and control of the masses which was pro-

ceeding in an extremely chaotic way but was at least clearly des-

tined to last.

Justizrat Class, a leader of the pan-Germans and another of

the gravediggers of German conservative patriotism, saw only a

transient ill-fortune in a lost war, the possibility of which cannot

deter the brave from "longing to bring about" a war. "If we win,"

he declared, "there will be an exaltation of souls, and a national

Reichstag will be elected. That moment must be utilized for

abolishing the franchise." If we were beaten, it would still, he

said, be well. A lost war would lead of necessity to fundamental
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reforms under a dictatorship which might give a defeat of the

nation the aspect, from a higher historical standpoint, almost of

a thing to be welcomed. He saw "the discords of to-day growing
into a chaos which can only be restored to order by the powerful

will of a dictator. The dictatorship, supported by the army and

by the assent of all who are loyal to the State, will carry out the

necessary constitutional reforms." Was not this pan-German

recipe followed to the letter by the coup of January 30th? It

certainly looks like it. From this point of view the capitulation

of the nationalist and capitalist Right wing before National

Socialism is intelligible. They saw in National Socialism the

executor of the pan-German mission, even at a time when the true

revolutionary character of National Socialism had long been

patent. The Conservative partners in the deal regarded the

camouflaged dictatorship as no more than a transient phase, per-

mitting the creation of an authoritarian State and the revision

of Germany's frontiers and restoration of her power.

But even among Conservatives and Nationalists political ideas

had developed, long before 1933, which yielded much more con-

crete conceptions of the necessary dictatorship than the simple

bourgeois ones of Class's book Wenn ich der Kaiser ware. Carl

Schmitt goes beyond the retrogressive revision of the Constitu-

tion and the abolition of the franchise to the rejection of the whole

"chimera" of a State based on the laws. The revolutionary

democratic legislator who builds up the State on the basis of an

ideology gives place in his conception to the man of violence, who

by the force of his own will gives the State the stamp of a dictator-

ship. He gives place, in fact, to Fichte's "constraining lord in-

stalled by God, only formally a tyrant and usurper," a "lord

constraining to Germandom," who "constrains" the German na-

tion and all humanity "as recalcitrants by nature beneath the

dominion of the higher insight." Here are plain links with Na-

tional Socialism, the popular National Socialism of the first phase,

with its nationalist doctrine. Along these lines the middle class

man and the pan-German of the old style come to approval of
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the methods of tyranny, of the character of the new dictator,

tyrant, and usurper. In this conception his methods are only

despotic on the surface, but in reality salutary and necessary.

Terrorism included, they are necessary to constrain the nation to

unity and higher insight and Germandom.

That is how it was possible for the National Socialist dictator-

ship to develop, under the eyes of its capitalist partners, into a

plain and unmistakable despotism, maintained by all the means

of terrorism and violence. The first outstanding element in the

revolutionary development in Germany was the artificial and

arranged coup, which brought into being the confused and

unanticipated conditions that made it possible for the "national

rising" to turn into the National Socialist revolution. The

second element, equally important, was the growth of a dictator-

ship, which was envisaged as only transitory, into the permanent
institution of a despotism on the new principle of Leader and

Following.

THE REACTION

We must go back a little further in considering this develop-

ment, in order to see the full force of the fatal influences at

work. What had happened was the fading out of a spiritual

tradition among the "historic" ruling classes, among those

elements of the nation which are mainly concerned for the preser-

vation of historic continuity in State and society, and the replace-

ment of this tradition by ideas connected with power and the pro-

tection of interests. The classes which to this day are generally

described in the Reich as reactionary might contend with perfect

justice that in protecting their own interests they were protect-

ing those of the community. In the maintenance or restoration of

the old elements with which State and nation have been bound up
in the course of past history there is always a strong admixture

of the motive of the preservation of national order and security,

especially at times of such revolutionary tension as the years since

the War. The dividing lines between genuine Conservatism,
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which is an indispensable element in the life of every State, and a

reactionary policy in the service of vested interests, are not always

discernible with perfect clearness. They begin to become clear,

however, as political methods diverge, and become unmistakable

in the differences of political purpose. No one will any longer

deny that it is mainly to the monarchist elements that Germany
owes her present condition. There is no reason to doubt that the

overwhelming majority of these elements brought about what

has happened in the best of good faith and in the firm conviction

that in protecting their own existence they were also protecting

that of the whole nation, saving it from an upheaval of incalcul-

able moment. It is not their political purpose that will be con-

demned, but the political means they chose. These means were

not only discreditable but thoroughly ill-advised. Unscrupu-
lousness in the choice and the use made of political means has

frequently been characteristic of the reactionaries of the Right

wing. They have found followers in this unscrupulousness, and

they need not be surprised that in National Socialism they found

that they had to deal with a master of it.

It is still difficult at first sight to comprehend the action of the

monarchists in their final plunge into a policy the outcome of

which is almost systematic self-destruction. Over-confidence and

lack of insight are but an inadequate explanation. The deeper

reasons must be sought at the point where the real weakness of

German monarchism lies, the point that clearly distinguishes it

from genuine conservatism, its complete scepticism as to the rele-

vance of spiritual and moral forces to practical politics. Those

who regard their own policy as one of the pursuit of concrete

power in rivalry with other elements in pursuit of power, and

political life as nothing but the violent conflict, using any and

every means, between these power-seeking groups, fall necessarily

into an unscrupulous power-policy, which blinds them to the only

safe platform from which the struggle for lasting power can be

successfully carried on to-day. No doubt the total nihilism which

has been the motive force of the continuing revolution of the
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National Socialists took shape among the old ruling groups as the

unscrupulous "realism" of the systematic reactionaries. Reac-

tion and "dynamism" are daughters of one mother, however much

they may differ in appearance. This intimate relationship helps

to explain an association which at first sight seems incompre-
hensible.

The economic interests represented by the "Reaction" are

much the same in all Western countries, and have brought the

big capitalists and financiers almost everywhere into more or less

close association with political tendencies of the Fascist order.

It is not the revolutionary dynamism of Fascism that attracts

them, but the methods and political expedients of the system of

dictatorship, which are common to Fascism and National Social-

ism. And nothing is more astonishing than the blindness of Con-

servative economic and social leaders, not only in Germany but

everywhere, to the fact that dynamism, whether Fascist or Na-

tional Socialist or any other, is revolutionary, and that its con-

structive elements are only in appearance conservative, and in

reality work on the strict lines of State Socialism, leading of

necessity to the expropriation of the leaders of industry and the

deposition of the past ruling classes. To the outside observer it

is simply inexplicable how captains of industry and financiers,

used to careful and unemotional consideration and calculation,

allow themselves to be deceived as to the true nature of the

dynamic revolution, and still see in "Fascism" a patron of order

and security, which will restore the ability of trade and industry

to show profits. The restoration of "order," the disciplining of

the workers, the ending of politically fixed wages and profit-

destroying social services, the abolition of the workers' free-

dom of association, and the replacing of the continual alteration

of short-lived parliamentary governments by a stable political

system that permits long-range calculation all these things

tempt leaders of industry and finance and of society to shut their

eyes to the fundamental difference between the true motives with

which the dynamic dictatorships are set up and the motives which
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lead the conservative elements to support them. Reaction and

dynamism were at one in Germany, and apparently in other coun-

tries, in regard to methods and means, but not in motives and

aims. On this disastrous distinction the old leaders of industry

in Germany and the old ruling classes are coming to grief

through their union with the dynamism which was expected to

save them.

It may be contended that the situation in Germany in 1930-

1932 had become so disastrous that the most desperate means

seemed acceptable if only they provided a respite. The economic

situation was indeed disastrous. But the remedies offered were not

so manifestly dangerous as they can now, after the event, be seen

to have been. This is shown among other things by Schacht's

plans, which amounted almost to genius, and which, had they only

been kept within the limits their designer intended, might have

had unquestioned success. The opportunities of developing the

internal market at a time when the foreign market was becoming
more and more inaccessible ; of using the necessity of rearmament

to produce a new trade boom ; of taking advantage of a universal

spirit of national enthusiasm to impose a sharper discipline on

the masses and to induce the workers to accept a new labor

statute made palatable by the phraseology of a new Socialism, a

statute that would bring them virtually under military discipline,

ending or restricting the inviolability of wage rates, the liberty

to change from one job to another, and the freedom of association

all these seemed to their initiators to be plausible elements of a

policy that could be carried out without an uproar. What they

overlooked was the risk involved in carrying reaction to the length

of depriving larger classes of the nation of their rights, and of

letting these aims be pursued by revolutionary means. The gos-

pel of violence placed by revolutionaries and reactionaries alike

in the forefront of their policy masked the fatal contradiction be-

tween the group that desired settled order and security and the

group whose methods meant the destruction of all settled order.

The shortcomings of the leaders of the reactionary parties go far
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to explain their astonishing capitulation to the revolutionaries.

But the true explanation is to be sought at the point where con-

flict of views came over practical tasks, tasks which were purely

revolutionary in character, and, above all, the task of totalitarian

mobilization : here someone had to give way, and the reactionaries

were the weaker partner.

The social structure of the German nation has been shaken to

its foundations. There was no necessity for fatalist acceptance

of the inevitability of a plunge into social revolution. The plunge
became inevitable only when the forces of conservatism totally

misconceived their task and their choice of political means, as

they did in the deal with National Socialism. It is true that,

failing the return of the reactionaries to Conservatism, Germany
is fated to fall into the chaos of a proletarian revolution. As yet

the choice of what shall come after National Socialism is still

open. But the time is short. And the opportunities of a political

turn in the right direction, avoiding the self-immolation of all

that remains of past traditions, are exceedingly meagre. There

can be no denying that the process of the proletarian, nihilist

revolution has already set in. It has set in involuntarily, and

against the will of the leaders. It is very possible that the leaders

will nevertheless turn to the deliberate furtherance of the process.

This development cannot be countered by the mere restoration of

the old order, nor by a revolution of the Right. It can only be

stopped by a constructive process on traditional principles, but

on new foundations.

THE DEGENERATION OF CONSERVATISM

A Conservative leadership of really outstanding quality, not

merely one of tactical shrewdness, might have discovered the

lines of a bold constructive policy. Men capable of such leader-

ship were available. But they were viciously attacked and driven

off as ideologists and dreamers by the old crib-biters of the party.

From the earliest days of the Weimar Republic the actual leader-

ship of the German National Party had abandoned true con-
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structive conservatism for a reactionary determination to carry

out a coup d'etat, as the only radically effective resource. The

Conservative leaders lacked the one thing that should character-

ize all conservative policy patience. Thus they fell into the

temptation of the period to resort to conspiracy. That substitute

for a constructive policy was readily available in the existing

turbulent conditions of permanent petty revolution. Their im-

patience led them from the outset into the pursuit of short cuts.

The Kapp putsch, it is true, found little support from the

political leaders of the German Nationalists, but the much more

dangerous tendencies to enter into secret intrigues, concealed or

open terrorism, and finally a policy of naked violence, established

themselves as a new style of political realism. Advantage was

soon taken of the many adventurers, anti-social or declassed

elements, who are left stranded at the end of every war ; they were

entered as assets in the books of the new reactionary nationalism.

There began with the lynching "Feme" and the putsch organiza-

tions of the type of "Consul" the unhappy course which found its

logical development in the terrorist regime of National Socialism,

and which had produced in almost all ranks of the German Right

wing an assumption that the resort to violence was a natural

political expedient and that political gangsterdom was essential

to success.

These ideas were especially to the taste of influential elements

among the military officers, who were almost driven into con-

spiratorial tactics by the narrow limits of the new army and the

humiliating Allied army inspection tactics which came to be

used not only against the Allies but against the German Govern-

ment itself. Thus the principle of camouflaged activity became

almost second nature to the whole of the professional army, from

the High Command down to the rank and file, with a distortion

of moral ideas that profoundly influenced the whole army. Its

members remained in a world of ideas resembling that of war-

time, in which whatever served the practical purposes in mind

was considered permissible and even a national duty. The carry-
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ing of these war-time ideas into political life in time of peace de-

stroyed the distinction between legitimate and illegitimate means

and the whole basis of political morality. Here lay the roots not

only of National Socialist violence and lawlessness but of the

widespread idea of the legitimacy of violence. The personal

connections between the corps of officers and the Conservative

leaders spread the infection of lawlessness through the Conserva-

tive and reactionary parties. Thus there spread throughout the

whole field of politics a militancy which, it is true, was likely in

any case to be produced by the necessity of rearming in secret

and its effect on internal politics. The Weimar parties, however,

must bear some of the responsibility for this, since their political

passivity was wholly beyond the comprehension of the reaction-

aries. All the old revolutionary fire had died down amid the

desire of the Social Democrats in power for peace and comfort.

In proportion as the phalanx of the pseudo-revolutionary work-

ing classes showed itself to be the best of buttresses of law and

order within the capitalist system, the will to revolt against the

revolution of 1918 grew among the parties of the Right.

All these factors contributed to divert the conservative elements

in the direction of reactionism. The great industrial and agrarian

organizations were already working in the same direction. From

their justifiable self-defence against destructive economic experi-

ments and political tendencies, these associations soon went over

to aggressiveness, advocating the reversal of the policy of social

reforms. Meanwhile, under cover of the inflation, certain proper-

tied elements succeeded in increasing not only their financial but

their political power. It was amid these developments that

Hugenberg, an entirely un-Conservative politician, permeated
with the ideas of the pan-Germans, came to the head of the reac-

tionary parties, and gave them the character that made the deal

of 1933 inevitable. He inspired in the Conservatives the belief in

the ability of a suitable political machine to achieve any and every

political task the crude and unthinking materialism, in other

words, that underlay political "realism." But in their very real-
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ism the reactionaries remained unrealistic. A policy of national

renewal and reconstruction cannot grow to fruition in the absence

of the only soil in which it can thrive, loyalty and justice and

freedom.

In our day there is a sort of international understanding be-

tween reactionaries. All are proceeding along the same fatal

course of self-destruction. By their abandonment of the prin-

ciples on which their whole existence depends, they are destroying

the basis of their existence more thoroughly and more rapidly

than the extremest of their political opponents could have done.

None of them is ready to learn from his neighbor's mistakes.

The great financiers, in their support of political dynamism,
overlook the fact that they can continue to live at the expense of

that movement only so long as there still remain free democracies

to be reduced to dictatorships, and that they are assisting the

very authorities that are restricting the field of independent enter-

prise. And in the same way all the groups that profess Conserva-

tism are training and nurturing the very element that intends to

overthrow them.

Perhaps the hour has now come for a broadly planned policy

of genuine Conservatism. In Germany this was realized at the

time of the nation's worst trials, but the opportunity was missed.

Now the realization has unquestionably come again among the

Conservatives, called forth once more by the desperate situation

of the Reich. The vital question is whether the conservative,

possessing classes, the elements that have been the traditional

wielders of power, can do anything effective in the future,

whether they still have a national task. And surely they have.

But the time left is short. The foundations of national stability

have been damaged by the Four Year Plan ; if they are wrecked

there will be nothing left but the pursuit of the revolutionary

course to the bitter end, to chaos and the dictatorship of the

mob. And the old conservative elements can only render fruitful

service now if they are ready to risk their own existence. The
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struggle is one of life and death. Matters can no longer be ad*

justed by deals and tactical moves.

THE RENEWAL OF CONSERVATISM

Radowitz, the Conservative thinker and friend of Frederick

William IV, once recalled a dictum of Metternich's. Metternich,

in conversation with him, drew a distinction between principles

and doctrines. Political principles were indispensable, he said,

for every true statesman, but doctrines were the greatest of

hindrances. We need to bear this distinction in mind in relation

to a new "realism" in order to understand the decay of Conserva-

tism in Germany. Many things can be done, given a total lack of

principle, under the banner of realism, but the one thing that

cannot be done is to pursue a Conservative policy. The repug-

nance to doctrine is understandable; the dismissal of political

principles, in order to rely, in the name of realism, on violence,

is itself a political principle of the first importance, that of dyna-
mism.

In the last years of the era of William II there was scarcely

any room left in practical politics for a German of Conservative

outlook. Such alleged Conservatism as existed under the Weimar

Republic was a caricature of true Conservatism. Such Conserva-

tive elements as existed in the post-war years, and there were

plenty, wore themselves out in brotherhoods and conventicles, in

the true German fashion, with problems which led them far from

the political issues of the day into a maze of esoteric ideologies

and doctrines. No political leader appeared with the energy and

constructive ability to gather and lead these elements to the de-

fence of Conservative principles against a pseudo-Conservative

power policy. The result was that as the crisis grew more acute

some of these elements remained in the twilight and political

dogmatism of their literary clubs, others isolated themselves from

politics in military brotherhoods, and the politically active sec-

tion went over to National Socialism, imagining it to be an in-

tellectually unformed movement which they could shape in accord-
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ance with their own ideas. In spite of its manifest defects, Na-

tional Socialism offered opportunities of pursuing initiatives in

which the Young Conservatives were interested. The very name

of its general objective, "The Third Reich," was a slogan of the

Young Conservatives, the title of a book published in 1922 by
Moeller van den Bruck.

Many Conservatives who had become spiritually homeless

found their way into the ranks of National Socialism, from the

very best of motives and in perfect good faith. They certainly

did not do so for the sake of its program, which was all too

plainly a mixture of inconsistencies and simple nonsense. They

joined it for its resoluteness and its "moral energy." They put

up with its revolutionary desperadoes, thinking that the move-

ment would rid itself of its dross, and they put up with its dema-

gogic propaganda. In joining the party they felt that they were

gaining the one thing that was lacking in their own more intel-

lectual political position, the approach they wanted to the prac-

tical politics of the day and to the controlling elements in poli-

tics. The lack of tangible instruments of power, the inadequacy

of "brotherhoods" and the like, those groups of army-less leaders,

was revealed at the moment when the gravity of the general situa-

tion made action essential. They felt more or less clearly that

their ideas needed correction by touch with political realities, and

they were eager to get down to practical service. In one respect

they were profoundly in error in joining National Socialism, in

the idea that demagogy can be overthrown by demagogic means,

revolutionary disintegration ended by a revolutionary act. Our

toleration, even temporarily, even with suspended judgment, of

invasions of right and humanity and of the inviolability of the

person, was a mistake arising from fundamentally wrong concep-
tions of the nature of National Socialist realism, and created the

atmosphere in which persons of the highest character succumbed

to the temptations of the system and sank to the level of Catilina-

rians. It is just at this point that the temptation exists into which

the older Conservatives fell the temptation to capitulate to an
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unscrupulous use of power which was proving effective. And the

Young Conservatives, before they could get their own political

ideas clear, slipped into a political association destructive of every

political virtue, an association in which, instead of being service-

able recruits, they became spiritual victims.

Conservatism has beyond question a stock of ideas which are

of service in all sorts of spheres and under all sorts of conditions.

But it lacks, in Germany, the realization of its own value. It has

not definite enough political principles of its own, and above all

not the resolute will needed for tearing itself away from its alien

associations. The Young Conservatives, a product of the War
and the shock of defeat, had never attained an effective existence.

They were enthusiasts without practical experience, and capitu-

lated before the fascinating potentialities of power. The older

Conservatism had degenerated into a nationalism ready for vio-

lence within what it regarded as respectable limits.

Both old and new Conservatism had fallen victims to the error

of identifying their own principles with the slogans of an out-

and-out chauvinism. Conservatism cannot be chauvinistic. Chau-

vinism is a form of Jacobinism, a product of revolution. Conserv-

atism, in our Western civilization, is bound up with federalism,

not with the idea of a European imperium or hegemony. The

ending of the revolution and the creation of a State are essentially

tasks of an ethical and intellectual rather than a purely political

order. The continuing civil war between social groups can only

be ended by an absolutely binding agreement on a moral code.

The Conservative conceptions of order presuppose an absolutely

stable world order from which they can emanate.

But how can a Conservative philosophy be possible in a period

in which the traditional institutions of law and order, with all the

virtues which have become an organic part of them, and especially

with the whole Christian teaching, have been destroyed from

within? The catastrophe which has fallen upon us has shown us

that the past conceptions of Conservatism were too narrow and

backward-looking, and lacked fresh invigoration from the tasks
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of the future. The sacrifice of morality and natural justice in

the terrorist system of the dictatorship has now revealed vividly to

us the primary importance of things with which the new "realism"

imagined that it could dispense in its political system. The old

formulas and standards of Conservatism have been swept away

by voluntary capitulation and compulsory Gleichschaltung,

brutal destruction or terror-stricken flight. But the need for the

self-preservation of our civilization is producing a new and mod-

ernized Conservatism. It has been suggested that the Christian

standards are gone beyond revival. The confessional struggles

in the Reich, and the individual revival and strengthening they

have produced, seem evidence that that is the very opposite of the

truth.

There is no room any longer for a nationalist Conservatism,

only a European one. One of the fundamental changes in Con-

servatism is this release from narrow nationalist patriotism, since

the civilization that has to be rescued and conserved is the com-

mon possession of the West. In this sense the idea of the Third

Reich, before the National Socialist usurpation, was a Conserva-

tive idea. In Moeller van den Bruck's original conception it was

not a German idea, it had no nationalist limitation; it was a

political idea of European scope. It was a German idea of peace,

contrasted with the dictated peace of Versailles. And certainly

there was room for a great German realist policy, with a new

standard of justice, aiming at a political order that would save

from the Versailles Treaty the germs of the new and fruitful

principles which it contained, and set them against the false

as a free and just solution.

No one can doubt that in the midst of the National Socialist

regime, and in sharp opposition to its young revolutionaries, there

lives a great Christian, Western, German nation, deeply suffer-

ing, desperately biding its time. This Germany embraces all

classes in every part of the country. The old links and associa-

tions have been broken, but a truly invisible church, a great

community, is growing in their place. No concrete political aim
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has yet shown itself, and we are as yet only at the outset of the

great, decisive struggle, the issue of which is not only a political

but an ethical one. In this struggle German Conservatism finds

its summons to renewed activity.

Radowitz, a much more profound Conservative thinker than

the Conservative practical politician Bismarck, saw ninety years

ago the approach of the same dangers as those amid which we

live to-day. He saw the danger of the revolutionism that chal-

lenges the legitimacy of property, and that of the destructive

power policy which ignores the place of ethics in statecraft. The

moment the Conservatives virtually renounced ethics as an ele-

ment in policy, the resort to the only refuge from chaos, to the

material forces of army and masses, became inevitable. "Who

knows," wrote Radowitz, "whether the Socialist despotism that

will result from an accommodation between the two (army and

masses) may be destined to provide the transition stage through
which the modern State must pass, amid great sufferings and

great experiences, before it reaches a form corresponding to the

Creator's ordering of the world? Here, too, men will shut their

eyes to the coming perils until they have become inevitable,

dislocating the thousand-year-old social order of European

humanity."

DOCTRINEL.ESS RECOVERY

National Socialism must continue on its way to the end, or

until a stronger will meets it. All else is illusion or deceit. There

will be no abatement of its revolutionary fire; but it will throw

overboard all the ideological camouflage of which it makes use at

present. It will do so with such brutal openness that even the

most benevolent nationalist critic will note the fact.

The consciousness of the loss of liberty poisons and destroys

the character. A nation that falls into bondage and into the

clutches of terrorism loses all strength of character. It also loses

its productive and regenerative powers. No one can foresee what

a nation will passively accept in such conditions. We do not know
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what surprises the future may have in store for us in this respect.

The spiritual and moral forces in a nation are crippled. Every-

one knows the simple but amazing trick of fettering a fowl to a

spot by drawing a chalk line round it. A similar enchanter's

circle keeps the German nation in bondage. It is chained by auto-

suggestion, not by the power of its new rulers or the vast armory
of terrorist means in their possession. One day the German nation

will beyond doubt be startled out of the ban by some shock.

Meanwhile the poison of thraldom goes on working. It not only

destroys the character; the nation rots inwardly a tree that

will long stand in majesty, deceiving the inexpert, but rotten

within. This age, with its frantic tempo, knows nothing of cen-

tury-long processes like the decay of Hellenism or the decline of

Rome. A few years have sufficed to produce the signs of relaxing

energies and failing initiative.

And the system reveals an insuperable weakness its arti-

ficiality, which could not withstand any serious test. Not one of

the tasks of national renewal has found a genuine solution capable

of enduring. In every field substitutes for genuine solutions have

been made to serve. In some of the most elementary tasks the lead-

ers have clearly not even realized the flimsy character of their

work. The easy victories of National Socialism, which has never

had to face any powerful opposition, have not only given it a feel-

ing of irresistible strength but prevented its strength from being

effectively tested.

The weaknesses of the whole German system, which no one

capable of judgment can deny, render the future entirely un-

certain. The nation itself bears the plainest marks of its injuries.

This nation, driven, hunted, hopeless, obeying only impulses from

without, continually shaken out of its composure, robbed of its

self-reliance, in constant anxiety, losing spirit, losing elasticity,

but excited into hysterical outbreaks, has become a sick nation,

mentally unbalanced and neurotic. Such a nation is not in a con-

dition to face a new war. Its features betray panic and a danger-
ous readiness for hatred. National Socialist propaganda has
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aroused and excited its destructive natural forces. The political

role of the masses may have been reduced to insignificance, but

as a natural force they remain formidable and untamed. National

Socialism has destroyed the inhibitions that lay between their

desires and destructive outbreaks. The diminishing suggestive in-

fluence of propaganda must lead one day to violent mass action,

to slave revolts directed against all social order.

Above all, National Socialism has not welded State and nation

into a new social order. It is precisely in this omission that it

betrays the absence of doctrine in its revolution, its nihilistic

character. It fulfils neither the principle of the participation of

all in spirit nor that of national integration. A remolding on

a vast scale has begun in Germany, and the result is difficult to

foretell. The old is gone beyond possibility of recall. The con-

servative elements have delivered themselves up to destruction,

and so have destroyed their right of existence in their present

shape. The German revolution has opened the door to a complete

reconstruction of the social order.

So long as National Socialism was connected with the idea of

liberation, of freedom, it was a movement of value. To-day it

means compulsion, terrorism, suppression, humiliation, enslave-

ment. It means national self-destruction. To-day the conceptions

of freedom and liberation are connected with other political

principles.

But the conception of Socialism seems also to have lost the

significance which it had in the nineteenth century. At least in

its doctrinaire form, as a philosophy of history and a theory of

society, it belongs to the past century. It has a future in spite

of all counter-revolutionary and reactionary efforts ; but only in

so far as it is really a representative of the general interests of

the whole nation and not merely the doctrine of a militant class.

The dictatorship will be overcome without doctrine not in

the nihilist sense but the reverse, the readiness to accept and in-

corporate all that is constructive and creative. There is beginning

to grow up what I might call the ethical fronde. Against this
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fronde the totalitarian policy of National Socialism will come to

grief. A state, a society, a nation, even the smallest community,
has no lasting quality if it is without an ethical basis. A totalita-

rian dictatorship of pure violence is possible on a basis of nihilism,

but it destroys its own foundation in proportion as its principles

become general among the masses. The fronde that will become

dangerous to the dictatorship is not a monarchist or Conservative

one, one of the workers or the middle classes, one of soldiers or

patriots or of youth ; it is an ethical revulsion, common to all of

these groups, which will only proceed from the spirit of Chris-

tianity, This is certainly not a political attitude, but it is much

more. How it may grow into a political resolve, or simply a firm

spiritual conviction and power of moral resistance, depends on

many things, material and spiritual. It is easy to object that

present conditions do not in the least look favorable to the en-

trenchment of a resolute ethical fronde. Beyond doubt many
more strongholds of the ethical and religious forces of the nation,

and perhaps the most prominent ones, will be evacuated. Nothing,

indeed, can be more deeply disturbing to any non-Catholic than

the capitulation of the Catholic prelates of Austria before a sys-

tem whose hostility to Christianity is no mere chance but the

essence of its nihilist doctrine of violence, a hostility which its

leader and his satraps have voiced again and again in unmistak-

able terms. Undoubtedly the attitude of the Austrian bishops

struck a heavy blow at the slowly developing healing forces of

reason. Even the non-Catholic honors in the Catholic church one

of the strongest of the historic powers and the incorporation of

the Christian doctrine without which Europe would cease to be

what it has been and still is. But to the simplest of our fellow-

men it is a much more shocking thing that these high dignitaries

of the church, who had but recently renewed their declaration of

loyalty to the death to the principles which National Socialism

has brutally flouted, should have broken faith. That immoral

action must damage for years the confidence in an institution

which can provide the firmest of all support for the ethical re-
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generation of the nations. Scarcely ever has a Christian church

delivered such effective weapons into the hands of its enemies as

the Catholic church of Austria.

This attitude may even result in the destruction of the Catholic

church in its present form and constitution. No less fanatical

than the determination of the National Socialist leaders to unite

all Germans in a Greater Germany is their determination to

liberate the Christian confessions from all international connec-

tions and to confine them entirely within the national frontiers.

The schismatic creation of a national Catholic church is only a

question of time. And even this will only be a stage on the jour-

ney to the total abolition of Christianity, the fight against which

is not a mere philosophical fad of the National Socialists but an

iron necessity of their system. Amid this struggle of Christianity

for the most elementary rights of existence, rights which are

much more seriously jeopardized than by Bolshevism, it is an

irreparable injury to the honor and greatness of this faith, and

of the institution incorporating it, when it is made visible to all,

as happened at Vienna, that decisions are arrived at by that insti-

tution on the basis not of the principles of morality and faith but

of practical expediency and discretion. This is only a repetition

in the church of what happened among the German Nationalists

and Conservatives. National Socialism is not to be overcome

by coming to terms with it, but only by a clear, open, absolutely

unflinching struggle.

It may well be that nothing but the plain evidence of the

destructiveness of the nihilist revolution will furnish the ethical

Fronde of which I spoke with active political determination. It

may be that it will be necessary for the Catholic and Protestant

churches to lie prostrate before all men's eyes as victims of this

destructiveness. I do not myself feel that matters will come

quickly to a head in Germany, though they may. But if they can

at any time without the nation having to pass through the total

anarchy of complete nihilism, it will only be through the active

intervention of this ethical fronde. Nationalist ideas are not
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enough for the shaping and ordering of a nation ; nor are Socialist

ideas. Neither of these principles can make good the defects of

our time, and the imperialism of the nineteenth century is no

longer practical politics. Still less can revolution save us from

the sequelae of the ague that shakes Europe. What has now to

be overcome is the dictatorship of violence, which draws its de-

structive energies from the directionless revolution, a revolution

merely for revolution's sake. No longer is revolution the bringer

of freedom, of ethical progress, and of a higher social order. To-

day, in the midst of a revolution that has wrecked the social order,

overthrown every standard, and rejected every ideology, deliver-

ance lies in the forces of true Conservatism and in the healing

restoration of the spiritual and social forces of our historic past.
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From the Rational Army to the Armed

THE UNSOUND SLOGAN

"!T was a point of honor with the Prussian officer to be correct ;

it is a duty of the German officer to be crafty." This was said,

in the course of a discussion in which I took part, by the first

Field Marshal of the Third Reich.* It is doing no injury
to the prestige of our army or its leaders to touch on the really

tragic conditions implied by that statement. In the past we were

accustomed to regarding strict objectivity, unambiguousness,
and acceptance of responsibility as the mark of the corps of

officers. It was not the duty of an officer to be crafty. The very

nature of his duties and his whole training demanded of him a

crystal-clear correctness.

There was craftiness in the part played by the army in the

German awakening, and it produced the fatal degeneration of

that movement, nationalist as it was at the outset, into a nihilist

revolution. The army leaders were lacking in elementary straight-

forwardness. This must be said by way of preliminary to a

critical study of the many misjudgments and incompletely

thought-out ideas that resulted in the complicity of the army in

the production of the present German situation.

* Marshal Blomberg. Translator.
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It was the duty of the army either to lead the nation back to

the secure order resting on the forces of the past, or to make itself

the instrument of a resolute and clear-sighted revolution. In-

stead, its leaders remain to this day divided and irresolute. It

may be doubted whether the army leaders had any idea either of

the direction which the general political development in Germany

ought to take, or of the direction it was actually taking under

National Socialism. What could they expect if they approved
that direction? And if they did not approve it, why did they per-

mit it? Did they originally misjudge the trend of developments,

and realize it too late to be able to oppose it? Did they, do they

now, consider that the process must be allowed to work itself out

to the end, good or bad, because a premature interruption would

bring disaster to Germany ? Did they shut their eyes to the fact

that the revolutionary degeneration of the "awakening" into a

purely nihilistic movement was leading Germany to destruction

on an inconceivable scale? Must we not, indeed, put our question

the other way round: was not the army the actual source and

prime cause of the revolutionary development? Is not the army
itself fundamentally revolutionary in feeling, and virtually nihil-

istic? Had it not become, through its own military outlook, the

strongest revolutionizing influence in Germany?

THE DILEMMA

In the past the German army was one of the strongest bulwarks

of tradition not merely monarchist, but active in the inculcation

of patriotism in the best sense. Until the Great War it belonged

to the genuinely conservative forces, those concerned for the

preservation of a Christian and Western outlook. War and vio-

lence were the ultima ratio, the last resort, not the first. The new

conception of total concentration on preparation for war as the

condition of a nation's success in the next war is changing the

character of the army. With the conception of the permanent
mobilization of the whole nation there is developing in the army
leaders the idea of an all-comprehending militarism, in which
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war and violence must become virtually the one constituent ele-

ment in the whole life of the nation: the army must swallow up
state and society, economic and cultural and private life, every

sphere of human life that until now enjoyed an independent exis-

tence. A fatal, suicidal conception. "Peace must be subordinated

to the requirements of war. War is the secret ruler of our cen-

tury; peace no longer signifies more than a simple armistice

between two wars" so wrote the official Deutsche Wehr. This is

the same revolutionary philosophy which Ernst Jiinger elabor-

ated as the philosophy of dynamism.
There can be no compromise in the army between the tradi-

tional order of the past and this new revolutionary conception,

so that a struggle inevitably arose between traditional and

revolutionary elements in the army. Little effort was thus needed

on the part of the National Socialist leaders to revolutionize the

army by external pressure; they needed to do little more than

leave it to itself in order to make it the strongest partner in the

total and permanent revolutionizing of the nation. It was a de-

velopment which the National Socialist leaders clearly envisaged

at a time when the army leaders had no idea of the interrelation

between their own military conception and revolutionary dyna-
mism.

The great dilemma of the army leaders lies in the fact that the

experiences of the Great War and the requirements of national

security appear to impose a conception on the lines of total mobil-

ization, while this new form of national existence implies a radical

revolution which incidentally is bound to destroy the past ethical

and moral basis of the army. If, on the other hand, as the

strongest conservative force in the nation, the army proposes to

retain this former basis and, consequently, its past composition,

it must set limits to its military aims and abandon the funda-

mental conception of war as the permanent condition and normal

form of existence, with its practical corollary of the permanent

mobilization of the nation.

There can be no doubt that many leading military officers are
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aware of this dilemma. The vital question, however, goes farther

than this: can anything at all be done to bring to an end the

revolutionary process which has begun? It may be that the duty

mentioned by the first Field Marshal of ignoring certain ethical

principles may at any time be declared to be no longer incumbent

on the German officers. But it will not be so easy for the army to

return from its new revolutionary conception to its past tradi-

tional one.

REVOLUTIONARY MILITARISM

This unsound slogan of craftiness and the revolutionary char-

acter of the new militarism explain the fatal political course taken

by the army. The application of General von Schleicher's form-

ula of "dictatorship within the dictatorship," the camouflaging

of a military dictatorship by the National Socialist civil dictator-

ship, was a disastrous application of the principle of craftiness.

All that has followed was implicit in this false start. "Politics

must be subordinate to strategy." By identifying itself with this

idea of Ludendorff's, National Socialism cut off the retreat of the

army leaders to older and sounder principles, and made itself the

spokesman of the most radical strategic demands, overriding the

objections of the military leaders themselves. The civil dictator-

ship within which the military dictatorship was to have moved

freely became its prison.

There is no field into which National Socialism has carried its

disastrous activities that does not show direct connection with the

policy of military preparedness. It was only in connection with

the practical tasks of total mobilization that National Socialism

gained the resources for its revolutionary progress. It was a

cunning trick of the National Socialist leaders to appear to be

deferring to every wish of the army in releasing the revolutionary

forces of total mobilization, while in reality they were pursuing
their own aims and were dislocating the close-knit army by im-

mensely inflating it. The relationship in the deal of January,
1933 has been reversed by the clever tactics of the National
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Socialists : National Socialism is no longer the cover for the army,
but the total mobilization of the nation in the service of the grow-

ing army is the cover for the revolutionary aims of the National

Socialists, aims similar to those of the Bolshevists. By adroitly

relating its propaganda to the needs of the army, the party has

wormed its way into the life of the nation under cover of the army
until it no longer needs that camouflage. It is the services re-

quired for military purposes that have brought workers and

employers, the lower middle class and the great capitalists, alike

under a severe and levelling state control. The state machinery
created for the purpose of this control has been a welcome increase

of the party's forces. It has virtually placed the nation under

martial law, and so has provided a legal basis for National So-

cialist terrorism.

In this process a decisive part has been played by the members

of the civil government, the political leaders, who, in grotesque

contrast to all past governments, have been not a check but a

spur to the army, imposing on it their own will to war and their

readiness to stake the whole existence of the nation. Thus total

mobilization has provided the opportunity for the Gleichschal-

tung of the army, bringing it into increasing dependence on the

revolutionary dynamism of the National Socialists. Their benev-

olent compliance with every demand of the army has enabled the

party to secure the utmost possible influence over military mat-

ters. Conversely, the military leaders have found the scale of their

opportunities continually increasing, and have been correspond-

ingly tempted into adventurousness. The mobilization of the

whole nation, by making the army the controlling factor in the

life of the nation, has made it also the executor of the revolution-

ary aims of National Socialism.

THE SUMMONS TO THE RENEWAL OF THE STATE

The resolve of the army to intervene in political developments

and direct their course is to be explained simply by the recogni-

tion of its duty to guarantee the security and the military
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efficiency of the nation. There is no justification for attributing

to the heads of the army any other motives than those connected

with their professional duty, though this always included the

summons to the leadership of the nation at a time of emergency.

Some of the leaders may have been partly influenced by motives

of other sorts, connected with a restoration of the past social

and political order; but apart from these motives the internal

situation and the dangerous situation in Germany's foreign rela-

tions were sufficient to prompt the question whether the army
would be acting up to its responsibilities in merely looking on

passively. The general outlook was appalling enough to give

the military leaders ample ground for the tragic resolves which

have given Germany an unprecedentedly strong military instru-

ment at the price of the destruction of her best elements. But

did the leaders grasp the full significance of their decision?

I cannot deal here with the grave general military situation

which occasioned the decision to rearm after the demonstration

that general disarmament was a more or less Utopian idea. The

coalition of some of the smaller States was bound to imperil Ger-

many's security. In addition to the question of adequately secur-

ing her military defence there was a more comprehensive one

how was the repetition of such an internal collapse as the coun-

try had suffered in the last war to be avoided if a new war came,

a contingency which it was the duty of the army to have con-

stantly in view ? How was the response of the nation to a general

call to arms to be assured? If Germany was not to become a

nation of helots in Europe, fundamental changes were mani-

festly necessary not only in the State but in the economic struc-

ture of the nation, and, above all, in the social, spiritual, and

intellectual structure changes which seemed to be possible only

through a revolutionary upheaval.

The same considerations that had brought the Reichswehr the

responsibility for suppressing the Spartacist revolt and the

lawlessness that followed the collapse of 1918 governed its course

at all times the duty of maintaining order within the State.
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Amid the tendencies to general dissolution, the army is every-

where the last refuge of the State. And as the repository of the

ultimate moral and material resources of the State, the army
comes of necessity into the foreground in the new revolutionary

processes; even without setting up a military dictatorship or

desiring to do so, it becomes of primary importance in all func-

tions of the life of the nation. In the process of the control of

the State by the army, it is inevitable that the State should be

modified in accordance with the spirit which is native to the army.
This function cannot be fulfilled by the army in the Western

States, the victors, with their old political traditions and settled

ideas of the State. It can fall to the army only where a nation

has passed through collapse, or where the forms and ideas of the

State are new and immature.

THE POLITICAL INSTRUMENT

But the army can only serve the renewal of the State in so far

as it constitutes itself a means of integration of the State in sub-

ordination to the State. In the summer of 1932 General von

Schleicher published this statement in Vorwdrts: "The belief

that the intervention of the army in home politics must be care-

fully avoided has quite specially characterized the attitude of

the leaders of the army in recent months. ... I share their

conviction that the support of bayonets is not a sufficient founda-

tion for a Government. A Government in which the popular con-

fidence is steadily diminishing, a Government whose parliamen-

tary basis does not correspond to the actual state of popular

opinion, would gain nothing from army support. A Government

can continue usefully in office only if it does not turn against

the currents of opinion among the mass of the people, but is able

to provide itself with a broad basis of confidence in the vital and

productive elements of the people." This was a clear declaration

that the Reichswehr had no intention either of taking political

action itself or of tolerating coups of the type of the Kapp putsch

or attempts of any sort at setting up a military dictatorship. The
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army had no intention of ruling against the will of the people.

This involved the necessity of discovering a political instru-

ment that would permit the army, without coming into the open,

to control developments according to its own views by influencing

public opinion. A suitable coalition of political forces could pro-

vide this instrument. The forming of opinion could take place

under the laborious, slow, but honest method used in the countries

with long experience of democracy. But the political machinery

of a dictatorship could also serve, and there were familiar exam-

ples at hand of the way its mass propaganda could quickly whip

up public feeling.

The immediate object was a struggle for liberation, the leader-

ship of which ought to have passed openly and publicly into the

hands of the army. But the very circumstance that this struggle

for liberation implied rearmament in disregard of treaty obliga-

tions made it entirely impossible for the army to come forward

publicly. It must remain in the background in order to divert the

attention of foreign countries from the central task on which it

was engaged.

The conduct of this campaign for liberation required strict

disciplining of the nation. At this point the disastrous idea came

into play of assuring success in the leadership of the masses

through modern methods of propaganda, by placing a man of

the masses in the center of the campaign. The military leaders

had rightly intended to carry on the campaign for liberation

only with the support of the nation ; but the opinion grew that

this could be done better if in place of a genuine popular move-

ment, which had the disadvantage that it would be liable to take

charge and follow its own bent, a manufactured one were made

use of, as easier to manipulate and keep permanently under con-

trol. So the decision was made to accept National Socialism as

the propagandist instrument for the staging of the national

"awakening."
The National Socialists had more than one quality in their

favor. They were more expert than any other group in the
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technique of influencing of the masses, and their skill in this

encouraged the military leaders in the belief that with National

Socialist aid they could induce the nation to accept almost any
sacrifice. National Socialism had for years been something of a

foster-child of the army. And it seemed to have a good deal more

popular sympathy than the Stahlhelm or the Jungdeutscher

Orden, both of which were tainted with reaction. Above all, it

centered on a man of unquestionable popularity with the masses,

a popularity unprecedented in Germany. It was also recom-

mended by its ruthless determination, and by a readiness to take

risks (a quality particularly to the liking of the military leaders)

which the solid middle class members of the Stahlhelm entirely

lacked, in spite of all their military bearing. Moreover, it had

obviously obtained its great success with the masses with the very

slogans which seemed to the army heads to be of special impor-
tance. The uniting of Socialist with Nationalist principles was

just what the military leaders wanted for the creation and main-

tenance of the needed enthusiasm for national defence in the

whole of the nation. National Socialism seemed to them to have

been built up entirely in accordance with the principles evolved by
the army command in the last year of the war in order to restore

the failing spirits of the nation. It had taken over the idea of

patriotic education and the ideas of the Pan-German Union and

the belated Fatherland Party, and had developed them further

from the point of view of mass psychology. The resoluteness and

the novel "realism" of its political methods made National

Socialism the very best of political organs. It worked on the well-

tried practical principle that only violence impresses the people ;

it scorned logic and intelligence ; and it was a master of the effec-

tive device of eternal repetition. All this was a very superficial

judgment of National Socialism; and the decision to make use of

the National Socialists was a disastrous subordination of broad

policy to opportunist considerations of tactics.
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ONE of the main considerations that led to the Government "com-

bination" of 1933 was the extreme urgency of rearmament, an

urgency increased by the important assistance it would give to

the reduction of unemployment. The limits of rearmament were

at first uncertain. The army leaders and the new Government

were faced with immense difficulties in connection with its effect on

Germany's foreign relations. The whole enterprise was a vast

gamble. Would there be intervention, and how soon? That was

the most important question. It seemed fairly certain at the out-

set that the Versailles Powers would intervene. No one could fore-

see that they would confine themselves to ineffective protests. A
plan had thus to be devised which could be quickly carried out,

and which would thus, before too long, increase the risk for the

intervening Powers to such an extent that sanctions would be

unlikely to be applied. This first phase of rearmament had to be

so arranged that it would not interfere later with the main

scheme or involve too great a waste of material. As a matter of

fact, during this first stage of necessarily precipitate arming a

great deal of material was used up to no purpose.

The second difficulty lay in the possibility that strong pres-

*
Wehrwrtschaft in present-day Germany means the control of the whole economic

System of the country from the point of view of military preparedness. Translator.
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sure might be brought to compel disarmament. In case of a

treaty restriction of armaments, it would be well, at least at

first, to comply with it. But this would have had the very

important result of diminishing the opportunities for energetic

pressure against the neighboring Powers, a pressure which was

essential if the revision of the Versailles treaty was to be enforced.

The limitation of armaments might render fruitless the whole

scheme for a national Government, at all events so far as foreign

policy was concerned. Thus the political leaders were scarcely less

afraid of disarmament negotiations than of any preventive inter-

vention of the Powers with sanctions. As late as 1934 Hitler had

in view the possibility of the conclusion of an armaments pact,

and in conversation with me he expressed the opinion that a pact
which allowed Germany 400,000 or even 360,000 men should be

agreed to.

The actual process of rearmament was influenced by the un-

certainty whether the other Powers would give the Germans the

chance of determining the scope of their armament entirely with-

out interference. Nothing seemed less likely in 1933 than that

the foreign Powers would virtually deal Germany all the trump
cards and make it possible for her to emerge at once from the

first secret phase of her rearmament. It is one of the most

remarkable things in modern history that throughout the

whole course from the first precipitate defensive measures in

armament to the reintroduction of conscription and the remilita-

rizing of the Rhineland, the foreign Powers got no further than

the stage of preliminary studies of the situation created from time

to time. The whole process amounted to a great and successful

campaign won by the Third Reich, with all its risks but also with

the psychological outcome of its success. This outcome was

much more than a sceptical assessment of Germany's opponents.

As rearmament proceeded, the first objective of the army, the

defence of German territorial integrity, gave place to that of

victory over the superior opposing forces. It was the inactivity

of the European Powers themselves that gave Germany the op-
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portunity of so developing her war machine that the plan of

development began to be determined on the lines required for an

offensive, with the adoption of Wehrwirtschaft, involving the

energetic production of substitute materials for the creation of

national self-sufficiency (Autarkic). This conception, which

to-day governs not only military but political and economic pol-

icy, has been produced by the actual course of developments,

including the absence of any sort of restraining influence. Polit-

ically, of course, it offers the great opportunity of upsetting

the present European political order by the simple fact of the

possession of overwhelming military power, and of enforcing by
means of material pressure great political aims which otherwise

could only have been attained by years of persistent political

agitation and intrigue.

It is in the nature of things that every army should assess the

political situation from the point of view of possible warlike

operations, and should try to provide itself with the means of

success in face of the most unfavorable possible combination of

Powers against it. It is for the political rulers to determine

whether particular political situations rule out the possibility of

warlike operations because they would involve the nation in

excessive risks, or because they would require such an increase

of its armament as would cripple it in the long run. The National

Socialists, however, have ignored this principle; for the sake

of their aims in home and foreign policy they have induced

the army leaders to take the total mobilization of the whole nation

and of its means of production as the basis of their operations.

It has been the National Socialist leaders, not the army leaders,

who dispensed with political methods of procuring for Germany
a leading position in Europe, adopting instead methods of pure

violence.

I do not propose to criticize the German rearmament in detail.

It has been described abroad as a political, economic, and tech-

nical failure. Whether that is so or not, the tremendous pace at
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which it had to be carried out, and the difficulties involved in the

necessary camouflage, make it intelligible that it should not be

perfect at every point. An important criticism is that the effec-

tiveness of modern technical equipment seems to have been exag-

gerated, and that in the long run the trained and versatile infan-

tryman will still be the decisive element. Above all, the expecta-

tions based on the ability to make use of perfected technical equip-

ment in order to strike rapid and decisive blows at the heart of

an enemy have been disappointed by the superiority revealed by
modern defensive armament. This is an argument that must make

it especially urgent to abandon total mobilization and seek in its

place a new foreign policy. Two considerations are of exceptional

importance in connection with armament the continual increase

in the cost of technical equipment, and the growing costliness of

adequate defence. The present dimensions of armaments and the

necessity of constantly bringing them up to date almost compel
their use before they become obsolete. And technical military

equipment is being perfected at such a tremendous pace that it

becomes obsolete in a very short period.

The military leaders are becoming increasingly sceptical and

critical of the economic measures embraced in the Four Year

Plan and the whole system of Wehrmrtschaft. It cannot be de-

nied that the organization of economic readiness for war is a

very urgent task. But the organization of economic prepared-

ness which is being carried on in every country is a very different

thing from the vast maze of duplicated over-organization of the

Four Year Plan and the accompanying regimentation of private

enterprise in Germany. In any case the problem of economic

preparation for war is an extremely difficult one. Even a cautious

solution of it is bound to have quite unforeseeable revolutionizing

effects in internal politics and in economic and social life. And
if the economic preparation for war is associated with the produc-

tion of substitute materials in order to widen the basis of food

and raw material supplies, the whole enterprise is bound to have
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ruinous effects on the existing economic and social system, for the

sake of a new system of at least doubtful merit. In view of the

vast dimensions of the task, the possibility of success is open to

grave doubt: there are too many sources of error and too many

potential complications. It is another matter to restrict the use

of products containing materials of military importance or involv-

ing dependence on foreign countries: this need not have revolu-

tionizing effects if the existing industrial mechanism is used and

the character of the economic system left untouched as far as

possible. The same is true of the territorial redistribution of

industry from the point of view of military security; it is true

also of the control of trade, of state accumulation of reserve

stocks, and of the development of communications from strategic

points of view. But all these things work for revolution if they

are made a system and a universal principle as in Germany, and

if uneconomic principles necessarily involved in the reorganiza-

tion are given the authority of a new and "true" order, anti-

capitalist or whatever else it may be called.

In certain cases, of course, the economic preparation for war

requires the overriding of private interests and of considerations

of remunerative working. Questions of cost cannot always be kept

in the foreground where the purpose in view is the increase of

military efficiency. But it is one thing to make an exceptional

application of this principle and another to apply it universally.

It is not necessary in the interests of Wehrwirtschaft to declare

the principle of profit-making to be obsolete or to make the

interests of the private capitalist a subject of abuse. On the other

hand, from the subordination of profit and private interests to

military exigencies it is not so long a step to those revolutionary

conceptions, for which military exigencies may easily become

simply a pretext. In this way a revolutionizing of the outlook of

the military authorities themselves is easily produced.

This is exactly what is happening in Germany, where the

system of Wehrwirtschaft, with its extreme concentration on the
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utilization of substitutes, its radical control of trade, and its

continually tightening control of consumption and production,

is beginning to produce a totalitarian, Bolshevist system of

economic planning. This economic system is being developed,

however, not in the interest of the efficiency of national de-

fence but as a revolutionary phase in the course of the progres-

sive revolution of dynamism. It is not a necessity but a course

pursued for its own sake. It does not serve the nation but the

continued dominance of the revolutionary leaders. It does noth-

ing to raise the standard of living of the working population or

to produce a juster distribution of the products of labor, but

at least it enables such measures as the Eintopfsonntag, the

monthly "one-course dinner Sunday," to be interpreted as social

advances, and gradually prepares the way for the standardized

feeding which will be celebrated in war-time and perhaps even

earlier, as a new sign of the "classless State'
5 and the Volksge-

meinschaft, the "community of the united nation."

The cardinal question in this whole German enterprise is: is

not this a vast blunder? Does not excessive planning and prepa-
ration imply a total exhaustion of the nation before the emer-

gency arises? Is not the nation already wearied, and the economic

system breaking down ? In the Deutsche Volkswirt of July 16th,

1937, Major Beutler, of the General Staff, expressed this notable

opinion on Wehrwirtschaft: "A national economic system that

defies economic principles (die das Wirtschaftsprinzip verneint)

will very quickly be overtaken by the economic systems of other

countries, and so will be depreciated also from the point of view

of war." This is a sharp condemnation of the present efforts in

Germany to form a new economic principle out of the necessity

for rearmament and for economic preparation for war. The army
should itself have a strong interest in combating the evil of

radicalism, because the signs of the exhaustion and crippling of

private enterprise are already clearly to be seen, and a state of

things thus threatens which will be the exact opposite of the
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purpose of the economic preparation for war a thorough debili-

tation of trade and industry instead of its preparation for war-

time efficiency.

"BROADENED STRATEGY" OR GENUINE ELEMENTS OF VICTORY

Total mobilization is a logical consequence of the totalitarian

character of future war-making. The totalitarian war is not an

invention of Germany's or of Ludendorff's. It is not a thing to

be taken or left at choice : it is an outcome of the revolutionary

pace of world developments. For the German military leaders

it was essential to consider the country's future perils in the

light of the experiences of the Great War. But, it will be ob-

jected, do not the lessons of the War lie rather in foreign policy

than in military technique? Do not the experiences of the War

postulate for the only possible German strategy of the future a

fundamental limitation of political aims and of risks to be in-

curred? Is totalitarian war really essential to victory in the

future? Both questions were disposed of as far as the German

military leaders were concerned, by the emergence of a novel idea.

This was the idea of a "broadened strategy," in which "psycho-

logical weapons" (geistige Kampfmittel) play a part of the ut-

most importance as accompaniments of totalitarian strategy.

Just as the time when there was a clear distinction between peace

and war is apparently past, so war no longer consists entirely of

military movements. One thing is certain : aggression in time of

peace without preceding diplomatic tension defeats almost all nor-

mal guarantees of security, and so offers great possibilities of suc-

cess. But it may be doubted whether the element of surprise can

be carried to the length of a decisive victory. General Seeckt, how-

ever, shared the view that war by means of an attack in the midst

of peace, and the strategy of a blow straight at the heart of the

opponent, are indispensable. Each stroke should be driven so deep
that it produces political disorder within a country and makes it

ready to treat. But, after all, other things have also to be taken

into consideration. These swift actions may produce counter-
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coalitions. In order4 to anticipate them and to blunt the point of

their most dangerous potentialities, it is possible, for instance, to

seize a pledge. In surprise movements there must be a prophylac-

tic occupation of the key positions for possible strategic opera-

tions. That done, it will be possible to await the outcome and

express readiness to negotiate. These operations need not neces-

sarily take place in the territory bordering on the Reich. It is

necessary to get rid of any idea that future warlike action will

take place on lines resembling in the least those of the Great War.

Wars of long duration are beyond question impossible for Ger-

many. But in the view of the National Socialists they will not

come, even if coalitions should be formed against Germany. Cer-

tain political activities constantly going on, which may be de-

scribed as of the nature of feeling the way, reveal the effort not

only to render the tactical situation favorable to a succession of

bloodless victories, but also to determine the particular issues

which the general political situation may make ripe for settle-

ment in accordance with the aims of National Socialism. These

political activities find their explanation in the novel character of

the important moves to come pressure combined with sudden

threats, now at one point and now at another, in an unending

activity that tires out opponents, enabling particular questions

to be isolated, divisions to be created in the opposing camp, and

problems to be simplified until they become capable of solution

without complications.

It must not be forgotten that we are living amid revolutionary

subversive efforts not confined to Germany but directed against

the whole European order. The military moves of National

Socialism will at all times be simply an aspect of its revolutionary

activities. That is the essential new feature. They only become

possible when the political situation has so far ripened in the

country affected that armed aggression appears to be absolutely

certain of success and, above all, of assistance to the revolution-

ary process. The aim is not simply the expansion of frontiers

and the acquisition of new territory, but at the same time the
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extension of the totalitarian revolutionary movement into other

countries. All this is virtually the transfer of the modern tech-

nique of the coup d'tat, the technique of the formation of

revolutionary cadres, the surprise occupation of key positions in

the State, to foreign affairs. The military operations have the

same function as that of the armed revolutionaries in a coup
d'etat. Success is dependent on the prior ripening of the revolu-

tionary situation, the general situation prepared by other means.

Warlike operations require from now on such is the conviction

of the National Socialist strategists similar conditions to those

required for a coup d'etat within a State: the weakening of the

enemy by sowing dissension. The age of the segregation of war

years from peace years has passed. But it is still possible for

political changes to be enforced without bloodshed, simply by
means of the weight of armament brought to bear.

Some time before the National Socialist seizure of power, I took

part in a discussion at Obersalzberg in which Hitler, whose inter-

est in military matters and in problems of strategy are as well-

known as his high opinion of his own abilities in that field, ex-

pressed his view as to the nature of the practicable revolutionary

modifications in strategy. He rejected at the outset the idea that

technical inventions could seriously affect the basic principles of

strategy. He rejected altogether the lay conception of the pos-

sibility of revolutionary inventions of any sort, and pointed out

that in spite of the invention of firearms there had been no change
in the great fundamental idea of strategy from Cannae to Tan-

nenberg. But, he said, in a very different field from that of

technical armaments possibilities had grown up of the broadening
of strategic principles; revolutionary strategy could be carried

into the intellectual field. This might justify the risking of

military operations which in themselves could only be regarded
as senseless and disastrous. As he spoke, his words gathered the

suggestive force characteristic of him; then he abruptly broke

off. In the past year we have had practical experience in the

basic lines of this broadened strategy. The occupation of Austria
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and that of the Sudeten territory were semi-diplomatic, semi-

military operations, a mixture of war and propaganda, diplo-

macy and subversive revolutionism.

If the army leaders are working on these lines, and it almost

seems that they are, then they are making themselves the forerun-

ners of a world revolution which can no longer be stopped. The

improvisations of the Great War in the direction of spreading

revolution among the enemy are not only being systematized, but

the army, in order to weaken the enemy even before the outbreak

of war, is making itself the advance guard of revolution in other

countries. It is an extremely disturbing idea that the German

army leaders should, for reasons apparently of a military nature,

have delivered up their own nation and its neighbours in Europe
in advance, as it were by way of prophylaxis, to a radical revolu-

tion. Is this idea, after six years of the National Socialist regime,

so baseless? It would mean that here again there has been a capit-

ulation of the spirit before violence and terrorism.

It must be borne in mind that strategy may include propa-

ganda. But it is also, and in an equal degree, an element in-*

volving the ethical character of the supreme army leaders.

Can they be credited with the conscientiousness in future opera-

tions that is indispensable to success? Are they not departing

from the very foundations of the art of strategy in their pur-
suit of novel expansions of its scope? It is not only a question

of the disappearance of the distinction between military and po-

litical action or of the addition of propaganda to the military

resources. The special strategic conception of the National So-

cialist leaders consist of a readiness to gamble not hitherto usual,

a system of surprise attacks not hitherto regarded as practicable,

and an unprecedented indifference to losses of their own. Na-

tional Socialist strategy will seek to reach a decision in warfare

by a single blow of such destructiveness as has hitherto been

regarded as inconceivable. It carries to the highest pitch the

strategy advocated by Clausewitz, the direct thrust at the heart

of the enemy Power. But in the National Socialist conception
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this "direct thrust" has the resolute and reckless character that

marks all operations of the party, with everything staked on a

single card.

The danger of this new doctrine of a broadened strategy lies,

however, not only in the fact that the army accepts the principle

of a revolutionary destruction which sooner or later destroys the

army's own basis ; it diverts the minds of the political and army
heads from the essential question of operations to subsidiary

questions. The auxiliary arm of propaganda and the special

strategy of surprise operations may be effective, but they have

their dangers. The party leadership tends to make of them a

universal strategic doctrine a complete mistake. Similarly with

the broadening of strategy to embrace political disruption and

the preparation of risings. Each of these expedients is effective

and may be required in emergency. Made into a system, as a

cure-all, they are capable of producing a disastrous fiasco. The

distinction is revealed when we consider the conviction of the

party that every aim regarded as politically necessary must be

attained by military means. There are political problems which

cannot be solved by military means. That was proved in the

Great War. Many problems in foreign policy are incapable of

solution by war.

It is the characteristic of our time that the normal, laborious

method of peaceful adjustment of difficult problems is despised

and preference is shown for violent means, which, as the Great

War has demonstrated beyond cavil, provide no lasting solution.

It is in consonance with the present-day contempt of all spiritual

things in Germany that the robust technique of terrorism and

oppression which to-day takes the place of German internal pol-

itics should also have replaced German foreign policy. Ger-

many's future will depend on whether the army leaders will sub-

mit to the degradation of allowing themselves and the army to

be used in the service of this substitute for political action, as

the officials in the civil service and the law courts have permitted

the organs of administration and of justice to be used.
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The atmosphere of fanatical nationalism, in which all risks

ere ignored and prudence figures as unpatriotic cravenness, inev-

itably destroys even in the more responsible minds the clear dis-

tinction between the desired and the possible. The sound military

principle of always assuming that the opponent will take the

most logical course is no longer adhered to. The ill-understood

attitude of foreign Powers in face of arbitrary political action

on Germany's part has lent support to the view that German

political "daring" has been met everywhere abroad with "pusil-

lanimity," so that it has a good chance of succeeding. Unlimited

adventurousness and depreciation of opponents hold the field.

No one protests : to do so would be to risk the charge of unpatri-

otic behavior and civilian timorousness. No wonder that in this

atmosphere, amid universal spying and purging, nobody ven-

tures to take national problems seriously, no matter how great

their importance. Unfortunately not even military authorities

are in all cases free from this attitude. In 1934, when Austrian

affairs were more and more plainly nearing a catastrophe, I

was approached with the suggestion of mediation on the lines

of securing Austrian consent to a common foreign policy with

Germany, subject to a reciprocal engagement not to intervene

in the internal affairs or interfere with the independence of

either State. I took the opportunity to seek the support of

the officer who later became the first Field Marshal of the Third

Reich. General Blomberg gave me this unforgettable reply (a

reply characteristic of the attitude of some of the army leaders) :

"I have a sort of jester's freedom to say anything I like

to the Leader. But I shall never dream of saying anything to

him about Austria, and I strongly advise you to steer clear of

the matter. It is being decided by the Leader alone. It is a point

on which he is not quite sane."*

I retained this reply almost word for word, and made a note

of it at the time. It seemed to me to be thoroughly characteristic

* "Diese Angelegenheit wird von dem Fdhrer allein entschieden. Sie 1st etwas wie ein

ToUpunkt fUr ihn."
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of German conditions in general. Here was the supreme military

commander, a former officer of the royal Prussian army, boasting

of his "jester's freedom" in relation to a man whose political

importance had neither been confirmed by experience nor proved

by any genuine achievement. A Minister of the Reich declined,

in a question of outstanding importance, to intervene on the

strength of his joint responsibility, and yielded to a leader of

problematical qualities on a point on which the leader was not

quite sane. I must say that few things so disturbed me as this

revelation of the pass we had come to. Blomberg's reply went

far to confirm me in the conviction that the German nation was

proceeding in its National Socialist course to inevitable self-de-

struction. There was a certain analogy between the conditions

in Danzig and in Austria, and I was necessarily concerned that

a policy should be pursued in the Reich which would diminish

the risks, not gratuitously increase them. I was reduced to dis-

covering that the man in supreme command of the mightiest

instrument of State power was apparently allowed no say in

regard to the great problems of the nation, and that he was not

prepared to move even in regard to political adventures the

results of which might easily be irreparable. I found that in

Germany policy was being decided not by the question of the

important material considerations involved or of the practica-

bility of any particular aim, but by the obsessions of individuals

on points upon which they were not quite sane. A few months

later Dollfuss was murdered. It was an event the results of

which might easily have been irreparable, but it did nothing

to enlighten Hitler; it only increased the passionate obstinacy

with which he pursued his revolutionary policy.

It is impossible to understand the true situation in Germany
without a knowledge of these things. It is deeply distressing

to a German to witness this unexampled moral and intellectual

collapse. Only desperadoes could pursue such a policy as has

been pursued in Germany in these six years. The risk which

the military leaders are unwilling to face is taken by the political
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leaders. The military leaders, however, in their abandonment

of the duty of arriving at their own decision, and their capitula-

tion to a sort of idolatry, will have no control of the nature of

the victories achieved. They have succumbed in a disastrous way
to two temptations: they underestimated the strength of the

National Socialists, contenting themselves with the existence of

their own instrument of power instead of creating a political

instrument ready to strike at any time. And they incurred the

most extreme risk that could be incurred by resting the expan-
sion of the army on the basis of the dynamic revolution. After

the collapse in the Great War a Reichswehr grew up to continue

the observance of all the historic traditions of the old armies.

The expansion of the Reichswehr into the National Socialist

popular army is likely to produce a force that has thrown

overboard every tradition and every ethical principle and has

become the resolute instrument of a world revolution. Passion,

ambition, personal inadequacy mark the course of a process of

destruction from which there will not be a second recovery.

It is said that two generals, both likely to be promoted to the

supreme command, were sent a few years before 1933 to Soviet

Russia, in order to report on the situation there. One of them

gave a brief, sober, realistic account, which made an effective

end of certain illusions. The other saw what he had gone to

see. He saw in place after place what his chiefs desired and

expected him to see. Both of these generals have played a decisive

part in recent history. They represent two types of leader. They
are now in keen competition with one another for decisive influ-

ence in the supreme command. There can be no doubt that the

one who belongs to the type that is capable of illusion has the

best prospect of success. A very grave factor is beginning to

operate in Germany. The country is intellectually so cut off

from Europe in every field that reality in Germany is already

a different thing from reality in the rest of Europe. The German

honestly thinks he is a realist, and mistakes his own illusion for

reality. In the growing impatience the realization of plans is
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regarded as possible simply because it is desired. Here lies the

greatest danger to Germany's future. In spite of Cabinet meet-

ings and military discussions, nobody is able to convince the

hysterical fantasts of the country of the reality of things they

do not want to see. And hysteria is infectious. "We National

Socialists do not believe in economic laws ; we believe in the crea-

tiveness of our race, because we feel in it the dynamic will to

creativeness which exists among us." Thus the Volkischer Beo-

bachter. The National Socialist not only does not believe in

economic laws, he does not even believe in the law of cause and

effect. After the victory of National Socialism over the army

leaders, and over their deep-rooted opposition to the permanent

revolution, we must wait to see how far the capacity of the Na-

tional Socialist leaders for self-delusion is conveyed to the supreme
command.

There is no doubt that among the majority of the army leaders

a counter-movement is beginning to make effective progress, a

movement that is throwing off the dross of the present material-

ist epoch and is returning to the spiritual models of a classic

past. There is no doubt that this movement, not, as a superficial

judgment might assume, from reactionary or class motives, but

as the result of the most careful reflection upon the tasks of the

army and the conditions of their fulfilment, is taking the shape

of a total rejection of the utterly destructive ideas of National

Socialism, with its misguided policy, its belief in force, its con-

tempt for reason and for any serious examination of problems.

Yet, even among the high military leaders, there seem to be

signs that the gifted amateur has a better prospect of accept-

ance as a master of strategy than the professional soldier. Even

before the arrival of National Socialism in power, admiring
stories were told in the higher circles of the party about Hitler's

great strategic gifts: he was supposed to have made strategic

suggestions of a really epoch-making nature to the East Prus-

sian command, and to have given sound reasons for them. Such

things have happened with Cromwell centuries ago, and Trots-
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ky in our time. More than one of the supreme party leaders aspire

to the supreme command in the field, confident that strategic mas-

tery is no more difficult to acquire than the political mastery

they already possess. But the question for the professional mili-

tary leaders is this: is not the whole idea of totalitarian war,

the whole state of Germany to-day, a reckless defiance of reali-

ties? It is not the strength in armaments, so impressive to the

uncritical mass of the people, that matters: the elements of vic-

tory are strategic ability and army morale. Both of these things

are products of the training of mind and spirit.

UNITY OF SPIRIT

Among certain circles in the highest ranks of the German army
it is being said that the army cannot continue to maintain its

aloofness from the Party. The revolutionizing of the German

nation has proceeded so far that the exclusion of the revolution-

ary ideas of National Socialism from the army would destroy its

fighting quality. It is not, say these officers, for the military

leaders to decide from their point of view whether a particular

set of political ideas is suitable for the nation ; they are concerned

only with the defence of the nation. The army cannot alter the

nation or reverse the process of its revolutionizing. All, therefore,

that it can do is to make itself the instrument of the revolution.

That is the only way the fighting quality of the nation can be

maintained. Consequently, the ideas of National Socialism must

not only not be kept out of the army ; they must be actively and

energetically impressed on it. The corps of officers must regard

themselves as actually analogous to the National Socialist lite.

Only so can the army maintain its position as educator of the

nation in fighting spirit and as the guiding influence in the nation.

Just as many members of the old nobility and the leading social

classes sought admission to the S.S., the "Black Guards", without

thereby sacrificing their aristocratic character, so now the corps

of officers must enter the party. Such agitation for entering

the party has been the prelude to every past process of Gleich-
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schaltung. Behind it in this case lies also the recognition of the

actual revolutionary role of the armed forces and of the universal

and permanent mobilization they have to carry out.

But can the past type of German soldier and of German officer

continue to be trained and maintained on the basis of the National

Socialist philosophy? It is impossible for the soldier to be de-

prived of the moral basis of his existence and to confine his sense

of duty to the inferior basis of loyalty to the nation. It is absurd

for other men, but above all for the soldier, since in the last

resort his duty implies the risk of his own life, a thing which a

man will do only from one of two motives either in pure devo-

tion to a cause or out of the desire for adventure or material

gain. And the mercenary soldier acts neither out of patriotism

nor from any other ethical prompting. The mercenary type is

unquestionably beginning to develop because the progressive

loss of authority of all standards is inevitably affecting those of

patriotism and soldierliness with the rest. The growth of the

new type, less among the common soldiers than among the offi-

cers and non-commissioned officers, is steadily advancing. The

army is thus clearly at the outset of a revolutionary change at

its very centre. There is little doubt that the army leaders are

as loth to admit the extent of this revolutionizing as were the

monarchists and Conservatives in the political field. The army
maintains the illusion that it is still the essential bulwark of

tradition and of the old national standards, whereas in reality

it is undergoing the same subversive process which all other

elements associated with National Socialist dynamism have long

suffered.

The character of the soldier is affected the moment the grounds
of devotion to his duty are lost. Those grounds demand an eth-

ical foundation, and cannot exist in a realm of opportunism.

Soldierliness as we have known it in the past is possible only in

the sphere of a transcendental faith. Any religion concerned

only with this world lacks the faith that transcends egoistic
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promptings, the faith through which alone a man can be ready

to sacrifice his life. In the realm of opportunism, in which that

is right which serves the State and the nation, the step to tjae

view that that is right which serves the individual is inevitable.

On this soil the mercenary soldier may thrive, but the true soldier

is out of fashion and out of season. Herr Banse, whose subtle

processes of fundamentally irrational ratiocination are far more

dangerous than those of the power-adoring pan-German profes-

sors of pre-war days, asks how the unheroic racial elements of

the German nation can be made and kept willing to defend their

country. The real question, overlooked by Banse but vital to our

country to-day, is: how can we preserve the fighting spirit of a

whole nation when its moral and religious foundations are being

systematically destroyed, and replaced by a concocted philosophy

brutally forced on it, a philosophy compounded of scepticism,

nihilism, misanthropy, and materialism, with a pretended national

movement of renewal revealing itself as nothing but the will to

power of new leaders?

If I am rightly informed, it is in this vital question for our

nation that the anxieties of not a few of the responsible military

leaders have culminated in recent years. Those who were in close

touch with the corps of officers in Germany before the War know

that it largely included elements of genuine piety. These, ad-

mittedly, were not universal. The current materialism and the

new doctrines of violence and unprincipled "realism" were begin-

ning to appear not only at the top but lower down in the scale

of seniority. Among the leading generals, Christianity was be-

yond question the accepted foundation, not because the Emperor
himself desired it but on account of a genuine faith. It is diffi-

cult to convey a convincing impression of these matters to the

outsider, because this Christian element in the corps of officers

was never obtruded, owing to the easily understood manly repug-

nance to the display of feelings deeply and genuinely entertained.

With this Christian basis stands or falls the character of
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the German officer. If the Christian basis disappears, the officer

loses with it the essential validity of his other principles. In the

past, realism and the harshness of his profession were compatible

with a high spirituality which characterized the best men in the

General Staff, and with a loyalty to the tradition of the ruling

house which was natural to the nobility. The element that gave

these characteristics their binding nature in the life of the officer

was the Christian heritage of our Western world. Only in the

Christian sphere lay the character-forming elements which pro-

duced amid the conflicting calls of an officer's profession and the

temptations of a life of external splendor, the great personali-

ties in which the German armies of the nineteenth century were

not poor.

Mehr sein als scheinen, "Be more than you look" this motto

of Schlieffen's is no motto for a mercenary, but indisputably a

bit of the Christian ethic. It is not surprising that mottoes of

another type are gaining currency among the corps of officers,

when one of their best figures is tilting against Christianity

with the violence of a quixotic berserker. With this truly tragic

figure of our recent history, with Ludendorff's furious campaign
and his secession, obviously painful to himself, from the world

of Christendom, the spiritual doubts of the corps of officers in

the German army to-day become evident. Here are plainly to be

seen the spiritual processes of disintegration which are destroy-

ing even the firm traditional foothold of the officer class. In the

absence of spiritual directives from which the officers are suffer-

ing at the moment, with their two main elements of guidance, the

crown and the Christian church, taken from them, they are re-

duced to spiritual Ersatz, cheap substitutes of doubtful origin

and efficacy.

Unquestionably, in spite of notable exceptions, the Christian

spirit has largely disappeared in the present-day corps of offi-

cers. Even in the generation at present in command it is no longer

so firmly rooted as in the past generation, the generation of Lu-

dendorff and Seeckt, or the still older one of Hindenburg and
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Mackensen, of the pre-war generals, who were firm believers.

The generation with whom I sat on the benches of the cadets'

college, and who to-day occupy the chief army commands, still

possess so much of the essentials of the Christian faith as to

recognize the perilousness of the whole course taken by the nation-

alist movement in Germany, though the careerists among them

may have dispensed with scruples and look on with indifference.

But the case is different with the younger generations, the young
men who are now entering the corps of officers and working
their way up in a new and unscrupulous spirit of revolutionism.

With their advance, and with such destructive teachings as those

of Professor Banse, the total revolutionizing of the corps of

officers is inevitably approaching, and with it the destruction of

the last firm foothold still left for the historic spiritual and reli-

gious elements in the German nation.

I have discussed this question of the spiritual and religious

change in the German corps of officers at some length, though
still inadequately, because it is only from this point that it is

possible to understand developments which at a casual glance

seem mysterious and full of contradictions. An elite of officers

who showed nothing but contempt for the capable and honor-

able, if limited, President Ebert, are now yielding to the fascina-

tion of a revolutionary fanatic and capitulating at once to the

elements of their own destruction. Between 1918 and 1938 lie

two decades of a spiritual disintegration which is only now being

realized. The last stronghold of the old order has, to all appear-

ance, been surrendered by its garrison.

This leads to the grave and, indeed, critical question is there

still a uniform type of Prussian or German officer? The very

fact that this question has to be asked reveals one of the most

fatal weaknesses in the structure of the nation. A lack of uni-

formity in the corps of officers would lead of necessity to a lack

of unity in the command. Until the War one of the principal

elements of the strength of the German armies was the indissolu-

ble unity of the corps of officers, as a body with firm conceptions
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of honor, identical ethical and spiritual standards, and the uni-

form outlook on life of a fully developed professional class. The

corps of officers of the Reichswehr, the army of the Republic,

remained essentially a uniform body as before the War, though
it was inevitable that elements of ambition and materialism should

begin to make their influence felt. Since January, 1933, all has

changed. The spiritual training in the corps of officers is begin-

ning to lose its unifying and formative influence, and alien ele-

ments of thought are showing themselves, producing sharp divi-

sions of opinion. To-day the corps of officers is already broken

up into several groups of conflicting outlook and purpose, and

it is difficult to see how under present conditions unity could be

restored. The corps can thus no longer exert its unifying forma-

tive influence upon new arrivals. It is no longer able to preserve

the traditional standards intact even among the older officers.

Comradeship demands the uniformity of tone produced by a

common general outlook, and this uniformity is disappearing.

The ethic of the officer is becoming in general what it was only

in individual cases of degeneration in the past, a matter merely

of outward conformity.

Rearmament, with the resulting rapid promotion, has dissolved

some of the old mutual loyalties. It has unmistakably let loose a

mass of ambition, produced jealousies, aroused resentment at

favoritism in promotion, and, above all, provided opportunities

for the exertion of influence upon promotion by elements out-

side the corps of officers. Not every officer has resisted the tempta-

tion to make use of these elements in the interest of his own career.

Careerism and unconscientiousness were not entirely absent from

the old army. Connections play their part in every army. But

in the past this defect was kept within bounds by the unques-

tioned authority of the Crown. At this point the process of

Gleichschaltung, completed years ago in civilian life, is begin-

ning to show its unhappy disintegrating effects among the corps

of officers.
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All this is as yet in the initial stage. But for those who have

eyes to see, and who have watched the process of dissolution amid

the civil community, the corresponding process is unmistakably

recognizable to-day in the army. It is taking special forms, but

these cannot conceal the essential parallel with civilian Gleich-

schaltung.

Thus we have now to reckon with more or less sharply divided

groups in the corps of officers. Relatively strong in influence, but

certainly no longer predominant in number, is the group whose

members hold to the army's traditional social and professional

conceptions, a group monarchist and Christian in outlook. They

joined in the adventure with National Socialism only with the

purpose of laying a firm foundation for the restoration of a

Christian monarchy, by means of rearmament. There is a large

second group of officers concerned with little beyond their pro-

fessional duties. They stick rigidly to their work, and hold aloof

from anything calculated to unsettle men's minds, especially

anything of the nature of adventurousness. Yet neither they nor

the first group can fail to see the signs of the manifestly destruc-

tive nature of German developments. Both groups are alive to

the present overvaluation of material things, and see in the whole

National Socialist drive a vast mistake with incalculable poten-

tialities of evil. They have little knowledge either of politics or

of economics, but they declare that the whole work of military

reconstruction is proceeding on insecure foundations. They are

not convinced of the value of the successes achieved in foreign

affairs ; in home politics they see that the work of the Party has

produced a semblance of unity in the nation without really recon-

ciling any of the national dissensions. They see the economic

foundations for the maintenance of large-scale armament more

and more plainly dwindling. So they yield to the soporific virtues

of endless attention to their duties, which in any case are exacting

enough to absorb all their attention and leave little time for reflec-

tion on deeper issues. It is almost a flight from reality that is
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going on in army offices and clubs a rigorous concentration on

the daily growing round of duties, and withdrawal as far as pos-

sible from practical political life.

A very different group is the third. It is at present a small

one, but it has every chance of a great career. It has much the

same prospects in the army as the old party members had in the

administration. These are men of the new condottiere type. This

type is not the creation of National Socialism, but National

Socialism gives it a chance of promotion that will never recur

and also a chance of soldiering on an important scale. Here,

therefore, we find the boundlessly ambitious mercenaries, brilliant

professionally, soldiers who are soldiers to the exclusion of all

else, and who intend to show their mettle in any emergency.

They are the future type of the revolutionary army, the coming
German revolutionary generals. Ruthless, brutal, they are con-

cerned only for themselves, their career, their power and influ-

ence; they are out to play as great a part as they can, and to

make their way up to high command. For them, rearmament

and the coming war are no more than the framework for their

own careers. They are the army equivalent of the central and

local leaders of the National Socialist Party. They are ready
to make any concession whatever to the movement, without the

slightest scruple true revolutionaries, who have discarded char-

acter as useless ballast. This type of German is very common

to-day; in the corps of officers it is not yet widely represented,

but it is to be found in all ranks. It is a dangerous and unreliable

type. It will sacrifice National Socialism as readily as it has

adopted it, if ever it sees further personal advancement in so

doing. These are the most reckless of the advocates of military

adventure.

The fourth group is not yet of any great importance, but its

importance is growing. It consists of the young officers who,

secretly or openly, are resolute members of the party or have a

similar revolutionary outlook. These are the new generation,

with the doctrinaire obstinacy and unteachability of the young.
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They are dangerous because they are fanatical ; they are imbued

with the new principles of violence and determined revolutionism,

and a source of incalculable ferment. In them spiritual nihilism

has produced a positive attitude. Their contempt of the normal

standards of civil life extends to the traditional standards

of the nobility, of the soldier's profession, and of legiti-

mism. They have no more respect for Christianity than for

any other "mythology." They have their own conception of hero-

ism, the heroism of the modern mechanized army. They heartily

despise their commanding officers as respectable old gentlemen.

Theirs is a new form of National Bolshevism, a revolutionism

entirely immune to any sort of educative influence because of the

confidence and conceit of its representatives.

The development in this younger generation of a new type of

German officer, with its own standards and modes of expression,

is all the more steady and certain because the old traditions are

being passed on generally by inadequate and outmoded methods.

Moreover, even the firmest adherents of a monarchist and Chris-

tian outlook have suffered a loss of faith in the old standards

which damps their own spirit and robs them of all power of

conviction in their relations with the new generation. The newly-

acquired, would-be-humorous tone of roughness and robustness,

and the ostentatiously assumed loftiness of bearing of the older

men, cannot conceal from the observer with any insight the real

virtues underlying their deliberately adopted mask; but they

have no educative influence at all on self-sure, uncompromising

young revolutionaries with their "heroic" ideal. A certain seri-

ousness and sense of duty seems to be giving place more and

more throughout the nation, and even in the army, to other atti-

tudes, opportunist and not entirely conscientious. It is impos-

sible to escape the strong feeling that under the National Social-

ist regime some of the finest German qualities are beginning to

disappear the absolute reliability, the seriousness and honesty

of outlook, and the selfless devotion to duty. There are many

signs that justify the fear that superficiality and indifference to
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good work are bringing us down from our past technical and

intellectual standards. These are bad omens for a new war.

Is it these difficulties that are crippling the activity of the

army leaders? We have the astonishing spectacle of generals

who, in their own sphere, are hard and resolute and clear of

purpose, quickly becoming hesitant and perplexed, and ready

for concession or capitulation, in the civil and political sphere.

Are they lacking in the courage and the promptness and

resolution in action that their opponent possesses? Is there jus-

tice in the criticism levelled long ago against the corps of officers,

that they have become "civilian" in spirit? Are the German

generals no longer anything more than "professors of war," as

another critic declares doctrinaires incapable of practical polit-

ical work?

Other men are coming to the fore. They will gain control of

the army as they have already gained control of the State. It

was not for nothing that last year Dr. Dietrich, Reichspressechef

or head of the government Press department, sang the praises

of the military qualities of the Fiihrer in his article on Hitler's

49th birthday: "This tremendous achievement is the work not

only of a political but of a military genius. . . . His knowledge
is considered remarkable even by experts. And for that reason

he is not only the driving force and the soul of German military

armament, but also its spiritual creator and inspirer. In his

immeasurable labor on the military strength of the Reich, in

his care for its defences and its arms, in his anxiety for the mili-

tary protection of the German nation, he is the true soldier-

leader of his people." The party commands the State that

was the slogan under which the Gleichschaltwng of the organs
of civil government was carried out. The party leader com-

mands the army that is the keystone of the Gleichschaltung of

the army. It will be placed in position at any time now. The

generalissimo of the Great War has given place to the general-

issimo for the coming war that is what the Reichspressechef

meant in this apotheosis of the Fiihrer.
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Fatal and irreparable mistakes have been made by the army
leaders. One of the most fundamental, whatever may have been

the practical grounds for it, was the moral capitulation in face

of the murder of Generals von Schleicher and von Bredow. It

was a moral capitulation which has continued to breed capitula-

tion. It has bred the refusal especially of the higher classes of

society to "play the martyr," to expose themselves, their position,

their families, to any risks, and this refusal is of evil omen for

the attitude of the army in the coming crises. The conception

of obedience and loyalty has lost its moral basis. It was accepted

in the past even by the opponents of the regime, who were ready
to sacrifice even their lives in its service. It was bound up with

the monarch, and cannot be transferred to an institution that

lacks genuine authority and stands outside the realm of tradi-

tional loyalties. The new conception of obedience and loyalty

has been mechanized and materialized, and, like everything

National Socialism has produced in the ethical and spiritual

sphere, lacks the creative spiritual roots of free personality.

No one can deny that the army leaders are chiefly to blame

for this development in Germany, under which the army is itself

being shaken to its foundations. The army leaders fell with the

rest into the idea that it was advisable to keep the nation under

the pressure of a terrorist regime and under the influence of

intoxicating propaganda, instead of seeking a sound basis, per-

haps less obvious and more difficult to secure, but all the surer

and stronger, in the nation. The army leaders saw fit with the

rest to follow an easy path, which evaded the actual problems of

political and social, economic and spiritual renovation, instead

of wrestling with them and overcoming their difficulties. The

army leaders fell with the rest under the influence of the cult of

materialism and the pseudo-realism that underlay the whole

patched-up solution of 1932-1933. This is the only adequate

explanation of their fatally mistaken course.

The grave, perhaps the critical, question for the future of

Germany and Europe is whether the German army leaders will
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succeed in breaking the hold of the revolution over them, and

clearing their ideas in sufficient time to arrive at definite states-

man-like resolves in regard to their political course before disaster

comes. As things are now in the Reich, the only possible rebirth

of the State must come from the army, from the purified spirit of

a genuinely Christian and Western soldiery, not from revolu-

tionary mercenaries.
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ARMY AND PARTY

Is it possible to hope that the extremely critical situation in which

Germany is now placed, in spite of all her apparent "successes,"

is fully recognized, and that the army leaders, who, may I say

once more, are the proper leaders of the nation in time of emer-

gency, have the will to hold back the nation at the last moment

from self-destruction?

At the beginning of last year an event occurred which drew

public attention to the true conditions in Germany. It came just

in time to stop an open military revolt, and revealed the tension

existing beneath the surface of the nominally established order.

To attempt to explain this forestalled revolt as an attempt at a

coup by a small clique of monarchists, a desperate attempt by
members of a sinking social class to maintain their position, is

absurd. Beyond question the monarchist principle was at issue,

and beyond any question there are monarchist elements in Ger-

many who desire a restoration in order to save the nation from

unimaginable chaos and destruction.

Even to the outsider, two things became evident in connection

with the crisis of February 4th, 1938.* There is only a pseudo-

unity, unity under duress, in Germany. Deep-lying forces are

* On February 4th, 1938, Herr Hitler took over the command of the German armed
forces and the conduct of foreign policy. Field Marshal Blomberg was retired from the

War Ministry and from active service, and at the same time General von Fritsch, the
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at work in the effort to end existing conditions, which are lead-

ing to the ruin of the nation. The view that the only way of

avoiding revolution and chaos is by the restoration of the mon-

archy exists to-day far beyond the narrow circle of the monarch-

ists. The opposition of military leaders to the regime is no depar-

ture from national unity but the expression of a general revulsion

of feeling in the nation, which is groaning under its present

moral and material burden. And without the assembling of the

constructive elements of the nation behind an instrument of

power there can be no liberation of the people from the present

omnipotent dictatorship.

No one will deny that there is little probability now of any
resolute intervention from the army. It has neither the spirit

nor, probably, the material strength for intervention. Many
have nevertheless rested their hopes in the generals, but only

because they are the last hope. If they fail, as the leadership

of Geheimrat Hugenberg, the grave-digger of German Conserva-

tism, and the Stahlhelm, failed, then the fate of Germany and

Europe is sealed. There must come wars, civil wars, revolutions,

a witches' sabbath compared with which the turmoil in China

and Spain will have been child's play. It may well be that reso-

lute action by the army leaders in January, 1938, would have

cost fewer lives than will have to be sacrificed one day in order

to restore the regime which Germany needs.

To-day any intelligent and unprejudiced observer can survey

the development of National Socialism and note its essential tend-

encies without the possibility of error. The events of June 30th,

1934, appeared to retard the logical process of radicalization ;

in reality the concentration of the elements making for revolu-

tion has been all the more determined. We must keep in mind

all the men on whom Rohm's Storm Troop organization conferred

the rank of Divisional Commanders and Generals Commanding

military Commander-in-Chief, was placed on the retired list. Baron von Neurath retired

from the Foreign Ministry but became Hitler's senior adviser and the head of a new se-

cret Cabinet Council. The net result was a complete defeat for the Conservatives in

Germany and the subordination of the army to the National Socialist Party. Translator.
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and Inspectors General. These were no mere decorations. These

men aspired to the creation of the true revolutionary professional

army, independent of the forces of the State and firmly in the

control of the party leaders. These personal ambitions continue

to exist, and the idea of the party's new professional army was

not quashed on that 30th of June. The strength of the party

leadership lies in its tenacious persistance in any task, once it

has recognized its necessity. And it is altogether a vital matter

for National Socialism to possess its own professional army.
Rohm was the first of the German Revolutionary Generals, but

statements by others besides Rohm in the same sense have come

to my knowledge: the innermost clique were clear and remain

clear as to the necessity of building up the new army entirely out

of the one element of National Socialism, and of giving it the

character of a mercenary army.
Rohm was acting on the strength of historic precedents. The

French Revolution produced its revolutionary armies with their

special character of propagandists of revolution. The clique in-

ferred that the German revolution similarly needs revolutionary

armies with which to fulfil its mission in the world ; these armies

must become the vital expression of the new revolutionary out-

look and its principal instrument of propaganda. It has repeat-

edly been found in the past that revolutionary campaigns can-

not be conducted with reactionary troops. Yet other historic

analogies set Hitler thinking along these lines. Spengler and

other speculative historians have developed the theory that in

the new Caesarian epoch national armies are in any case no longer

the type of instrument required, and that the army needed is one

of legionaries sworn to personal allegiance to the new Caesar;

only with these can he retain his hold of power and carry to suc-

cess his gigantic foreign adventures.

The National Socialist plan envisages a professional army on

a vast scale, selected purely from the party standpoint, a Prae-

torian Guard such as the world has never before seen, and along-

side it revolutionary mass militias with the dash and enthusiasm
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of the French popular armies of the Revolution. Rohm, as a

gifted military organizer, had thought out the possibilities of

the development of a professional army alongside a universal

armed militia. He did not propose, as was generally imagined,

that the Storm Troops should be that militia: they were grad-

ually to develop into the professional army, the existing army

being allowed to sink to the level of a militia.

I doubt whether the army leaders were fully aware of the na-

ture of Rohm's conception at the time when they were at issue

with him. Hitler, of course, knew and approved every detail. He
acted because he suspected Rohm of insubordinate activities

which would wreck everything. Hitler's characteristic capacity

for biding his time and for allowing problems to ripen, a capacity

constantly misrepresented as hesitation, has again and again

revealed his superiority over the rest of the National Socialist

clique. He was justified by the event in this case in regard to

the problem of the relations between National Socialism and the

army. In spite of June 30th, 1934, the military position of the

party is incomparably stronger to-day than at that date. Simi-

larly the events of February 4th, 1938, would have been unthink-

able not only in 1934 but even two years later.

This leads to the question how it comes that the army leaders

are now almost impotent prisoners of the revolution, whereas,

having possession of the decisive means of power, they intended

to be the "dictatorship within the dictatorship." The answer is

that the army has become revolutionary in spirit, and has also

been weakened by fatal errors in leadership at important stages

in the developments since 1933.

There is a picture of which party circles have a deep hatred:

Hitler, at the thanksgiving service at Potsdam for the coalition's

electoral victory after the Reichstag fire, demonstrating his sub-

mission to Hindenburg by a deep and reverential obeisance before

the tall, rigid figure of the President. Such was the aspect of

National Socialism in the spring of 1933 tamed and harnessed

to the monarchist forces, a constituent element in a new State of
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which Potsdam and Frederick II were to be the guiding inspira-

tion. The tacticians of the German Nationalist Party seemed

to have won complete success. Not only was the restoration of the

monarchy, which had been steadily worked for since 1929, appar-

ently approaching within reach, but anothel- Conservative objec-

tive of continually growing urgency seemed to have been attained.

The National Socialists, with their dangerous revolutionary tend-

encies, a party capable at any moment of turning over from

the extreme Right to the extreme Left, had been won over to

positive co-operation in the State.

To this day there are Germans who remain under the influence

of that occasion. The Potsdam celebrations revealed the direc-

tion in which Germany was to have moved according to the ideas

of Hugenberg and Papen, the actual progenitors of the deal of

1933. Actually those celebrations marked the end of the Con-

servative and Nationalist plans and aspirations, and the begin-

ning of a new and different movement, a revolutionary move-

ment that had nothing in common with the ideas of Potsdam.

The Potsdam ceremony was a strangely spectral occasion, full

of a deep irony that grew yet deeper with the years: its aim

was to restore the spirit of Potsdam, and it seemed triumphantly
to have done so; in reality it completely subjected Potsdam and

everything else to the new "dynamism." Some of those present

imagined that they saw their most dangerous opponents, the

young men of National Socialism, laid by the heel, chained up
as a house-dog to snap at the Marxist rebels and so keep clear

the path for a thoroughly reactionary solution of the crisis.

Meanwhile the Brown Shirt leaders, thrust into the background
with only minor parts at that Potsdam festival, ground their

teeth and swore to drive their reactionary rivals out of every

position and achieve their own dominance and revolution.

It seems probable, nevertheless, that the National Socialists

entered into their deal with the monarchists in 1933 not only

with a definite purpose but with their eyes open to the risks they

were running, determining, however, to seize every opportunity
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the alliance brought them ; the reactionaries, on the other hand,

and the army seem to have been blind to the risks of their associa-

tion with their incalculable partner. In the autumn of 1933 it

became evident that the National Socialist movement was losing

none of its mass support through its revolutionary course, but,

on the contrary, had begun to strike root very effectively for

that very reason ; it was too late, however, to counter it without

a great deal of bloodshed. The party was firmly entrenched in

the positions it had occupied, and had fortified them as the basis

of its own power. An army commander to whom I expressed

my concern in that autumn replied that if the German people

were ready to put up with the treatment they were getting, there

was nothing that could be done. With her withdrawal from the

League of Nations, Germany had, moreover, entered a zone of

very serious dangers. The most urgent task was to pass through
it as quickly as possible and to arm in the shortest possible time.

It was no time for internal dissension. Had there been any dis-

orders, the army would undoubtedly have been ready to inter-

vene; but it felt no call to act on its own initiative. It had no

concern for its own existence ; it knew that it was strong enough
to prevent revolutionism and subversive propaganda from pene-

trating its own sphere. In the background stood the unbroken

authority of old Marshal Hindenburg, which could be brought
to bear at any time to produce a rapid change without risk, should

the internal situation really become threatening. The army did

not regard the situation as dangerous though the President him-

self was very much dissatisfied with the course of events, and espe-

cially disapproved of the struggle with the churches. The open-

ing of that struggle, the attack on the independence of the Evan-

gelical church, the annulment of the election of Bishop von

Bodelschwingh and the appointment of Bishop Miiller in his

place, and the launching of the German Christian movement

all this was of deep concern to the aged President, and disturbed

him much more than political events, of the true scope of which

he had little conception, and some of which, including the Gleich-
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schaltung and the acts of terrorism, he believed to be unavoid-

able. In spite of Hindenburg's growing antipathy to the National

Socialist regime, the fiction of the Potsdam celebrations was kept

up; his advisers deprecated any change. Men like Meissner

very quickly gauged the strength of the National Socialist move-

ment more accurately than the Generals and the monarchists

did. They were ready for a second deal with it, for the sake of

the opportunities it offered them. They were concerned for what

was to happen after the death of the frail old President.

Hindenburg regarded himself as regent for William II. In

his eyes the deal of 1933 was a resolute move in the direction

of the restoration of the monarchy ; and it was so not only in his

eyes but, at first, in fact. Hindenburg had for years been the

integrating element that held the State together, and the whole

"combination" of 1933 had rested on his authority. Under his

authority the restoration of the monarchy seemed not only pos-

sible but the logical ultimate objective. But his death not only

made the restoration of the monarchy once more a debatable

subject but brought the risk of a breach between the army and

the monarchists on one side, now a leaderless group, and on the

other side the National Socialists with their unscrupulous but

strictly disciplined leaders. What should then have been done

was to assure the return to monarchy under a new Constitution.

But nothing was attempted. It was not even decided by the mon-

archists whether with the death of the President the moment had

come for the announcement of the restoration of the monarchy,
or whether it would be better to allow an interim period to elapse,

since no one wanted to bring back the exiled monarch, while

the candidature of a grandson of his in his lifetime was out of

the question. Still greater was the lack of agreement as to the

constitutional form of the new State, which must be organized

primarily with a view to the one overriding element of totalitarian

preparedness for war. Thus the future lay in the hands of the

National Socialists as the most united single party.

The Reichswehr looked on at this development, but was itself
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so divided in outlook that it allowed matters to take their course.

The army leaders imagined that they could nevertheless hold

the threads in their hands and guide events in accordance with

their own views. They regarded the alliance with National

Socialism as a temporary measure. They had not the slightest

idea of allowing it to become the permanent ruler of the nation.

After six months of the new regime the army leaders still re-

garded the National Socialists as a propaganda body and an

expedient for temporary service, readily removable. Meanwhile

the army could devote itself to its urgent and exacting task of

rapid rearmament.

Under the protection of the army, National Socialism grew
formidable. Its leaders knew that it would win. They were deter-

mined to establish themselves in power, and they were well aware

of the destiny their partners in the deal of 1933 had in view for

them. The determination of the leaders, shared by thousands

of their assistants, to "dig themselves in" accounts for the many
charges of corruption and the countless completely unscrupulous

accusations brought against honorable men: the purpose was

to render their posts vacant so as to fill them with National Social-

ists. So the party extended and entrenched its power. Plain

advice was given from above throughout the party, down to the

lowest ranks, to seize every post that could in any way be got

hold of ; this was a matter of life and death to the party. While

the reactionaries still imagined that they had the means of

retaining power because they held the key positions in their

hands, many important functions of the executive were being

taken over by the National Socialists. While the Reichswehr

was organizing the nucleus units of the great new army and pro-

viding the nation with the instrument of power, the National

Socialist party built up its own power and took possession of the

machinery of the State.

That is the explanation of the capitulation of the army, so

far as home politics were concerned. But there was also a reason
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connected with foreign policy. It must not be forgotten that,

throughout the years of rearmament, the grave risk of foreign

intervention, if Germany showed the slightest sign of internal

weakness, weighed on all concerned. There can be no doubt that

had a distinction been drawn abroad between the points at which

the justified determination in Germany to right the wrongs suf-

fered was revealed, and those at which revolutionary purposes

were at work, there would have been a totally different develop-

ment in Germany.
For all that, I know many of the details, some from my own

experience, of the serious effort made by the army leaders, and

those in close political touch with them, throughout 1934, and

even later, to change the course by radical means, to dissolve

the party, to set up a temporary military dictatorship, and

under its protection to replace by a true State the machinery

of forcible rule set up by the party, to introduce constitutional

though not parliamentary conditions, and to restore liberty of

the person. There is no need to dwell now on the personal inade-

quacies and the fatal errors that resulted in the postponement

of this plan. Two considerations played a part in the postpone-

ment the undeniable tactical superiority of the National Social-

ist leadership, with its greater rapidity of action ; and the total

inexperience of respectable members of society in the conspira-

torial methods of proceeding which were necessarily involved.

But the army cannot be absolved from blame for its failure:

it was unwilling to take the initiative, it wanted others to make

the first move, and it wanted the famous fifty-one per cent guar-

antee of safety. It treated the whole affair, moreover, at a time

when success was still possible, with a good deal of lofty indiffer-

ence and with an equally lofty assumption that whatever hap-

pened it would be able to control the course of events at will. One

of Hindenburg's East Prussian intimates told me how after the

events of June 30th, 1934, the President actually comforted and

praised the distracted Hitler, telling him that no birth was
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exempt from pains and bleeding. It is true that Hindenburg
had been given an entirely one-sided picture of what had hap-

pened.

Then came Hindenburg's death and the army's oath of loyalty

to Hitler. These years had three practical tasks the comple-

tion of rearmament, the breaking of the Versailles front, and

the preservation of the German economic system. Success de-

pended on the avoidance of all serious internal political disturb-

ances. The sense of responsibility for the prevention of the col-

lapse of all the efforts that were being made, involving the prob-

ability of infinite chaos, crippled the freedom of decision of the

army. But the main reasons for its capitulation in August 1934

were the absence of any adequate and clearly envisaged plan of

its own and the lack of initiative in high quarters. At least the

sovereignty of the army remained inviolate. With the co-exist-

ence of two independent realms a tolerable situation was pro-

duced, at all events for the period of the building up of the

army. No attention was paid, however, to the facts that the

nation was slowly but inescapably being revolutionized, its past

elements of public order disbanded, and the army itself revolu-

tionized from within. In the years following the introduction of

universal compulsory military service the victory of the revolu-

tion over tradition, though almost invisible, steadily became a

fact, a fact of decisive and vital importance for the nation. With

its growing importance as a military instrument, the army stead-

ily lost its decisive political influence. Its incorporation in the

"dynamic" revolution proceeded silently but unceasingly.

THE NATIONAL TASK OP THE ARMY LEADERS

No one can yet say whether this means that the National

Socialist dictatorship has finally imposed its destructive regime
on the army. For the present the settlement of the conflict of

January 1938 means that the party has gained time. But does

it also mean that the army has gained time? It must be feared
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that it does not. The only power that exists in revolutionary

times is that of a reliable organization that can be called instantly

into action at any time. The Reichswehr was an organization

of this type firmly in the hands of its leaders, but it was without

an adequate special service arm. This should have been pro-

vided in 1934, but was not. It is no longer possible to see how

the omission can now be made good. It is impossible to impro-
vise special revolutionary or counter-revolutionary units under

the eyes of the ruling power in the midst of a state of crisis.

The omission is inexplicable, especially in view of the breaking

of the army's monopoly of armed force by the formation of the

S.S., the party's "Black Guards." This force itself has the mani-

fest function of serving at all times as a revolutionary or counter-

revolutionary instrument ready for instant action, a nucleus

organization that does in truth make the party unassailable.

Clearly there is nothing of comparable strength that can be

brought against it.

The present regime seems thus to be in an almost impregnable
situation. The S.S. leaders have the advantage of all the revo-

lutionary experience of recent years in Germany and abroad.

To all appearance, other bodies took no account of this experi-

ence. It seems extremely doubtful whether it is not now too

late for the army leaders to develop their own anti-revolutionary

tactics, and to create the only effective means of quickly getting

rid of the evil conditions in Germany without a vast national

upheaval. , But has the army really the will to get rid of the pres-

ent regime and end the revolution, even if it had the means of

doing so without a civil war? The desire probably exists among
considerable sections of the army leaders (the desire, rather

than the will) ; but other sections, the strength of which is by
no means clear, are for steadily pursuing the revolutionary

course. Both groups are faced with the great mass of the offi-

cers who think only in terms of their own careers, under the influ-

ence of the typically middle class anxiety for security, and
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without a trace of the aristocratic outlook. It may be that the

army is holding back not in order to strike at the right moment

but simply because of its divisions of opinion. Or it may be un-

able, and with better justification than before 1933, to decide

at what point to move. Is there, in that case, any other means

of lifting Germany out of her present situation? Is there any

authority which could recall the army to its own traditions?

There is one, and one alone: the restoration of a German

monarchy, which could summon the army and the overwhelming

majority of the nation to oppose the nihilist revolution and to

seek a just and peaceful reordering of the State, progressively

replacing dictatorial powers by new principles and institutions

of freedom and justice. It is well known that this solution has

already been envisaged in the past. Under it the army would

at first be omnipotent, and would then gradually delegate its

rights and duties to organs of the State or to self-governing

bodies. The National Socialist Party would then be not only a

superfluous but an injurious element, with no national function;

its dissolution would be the obvious condition for the continued

development of genuine organs of the State and self-governing

bodies. But the army would be able to succeed in this special

task of re-creation of the State only if it had a genuine authority

at its back the authority of a Christian monarchy. It can only

exert its renovating influence in the State if it is not purely an

instrument of power but also the organ of the historic traditions

of the nation. It can end the revolution only through the exalted

figure of the monarch.

It was, in any case, the patriotic duty of the army to under-

take this national task. It is so more than ever to-day.

The decision that is now taken by the German army leaders

will affect not only the destiny of the German nation, the form

of its existence, dictatorial, revolutionary, or reactionary ; it will

be a decision either for peace and the restoration of the monarchy
or for war and permanent revolution. The army leaders cannot

indefinitely maintain their present position. Time is working
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against them. Either they will enforce a fundamental change
of the whole system or they will be compelled to capitulate. Un-

less they capitulate and allow things to take their course they

must come forward openly with the claim to restore order and

must summon the nation to collaborate with them.

The developments of recent years suggest, however, that the

supreme army leaders are afraid of responsibility. Is not this

the true explanation of the strange developments in the army
that led up to the events preceding February 4th, 1938? Must

we not speak also of unscrupulousness ? Can we, six years after

the deal of 1933, separate army and party, the laws and the

prophets of one and the same order? Is the army free from

responsibility for all that has happened, at least from responsi-

bility for passive acceptance or neutrality? How can its leaders

expect to be exempt from blame for their years of toleration

of the ruining of the character of the nation with concentration

camps and oppressive legislation and miscarriages of justice,

with acts of terrorism and every sort of physical and material

oppression?

The elements that must end the revolution are ripening slowly

and with difficulty in Germany. But while there is no sign of

any direct reaction to the horrifying events of these years, they

have brought perplexity of spirit and deep qualms of conscience

to more men than is apparent on the surface. It must not be

forgotten that it was a long time before many of the things

that have been happening in the Third Reich became of com-

mon knowledge. All those who have had the misfortune to play

any part, whether active or passive, in events in Germany have

undergone a sort of tragic purification. The new cry for a

return to the standards of Christianity and a Christian monarchy
is thus not to be dismissed as reactionary: it has deeper and

more genuine motives. The army appears to have the clearest

conception of the true situation of the German people, if only

because it has still the means of exacting a measure of atten-

tion to its views. But it also stands to suffer most from the
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destruction of the two elements of the Conservative outlook:

it stands or falls with the monarchy and with Christianity in

Germany.

ACHERONTA MOVEBO*

"Things might have become even worse." Such is the soothing

argument with which those who know exactly what is going on

in Germany, but cannot summon up the courage to end it al-

though they have the means in their hands, elude their responsi-

bilities. Such an attitude, amid so desperate a national situation

as the present, is inexcusable. The public need induced the army
leaders in 1932-33 at least to act incorrectly and to prepare the

way for a coup ; the present incomparably graver situation must

release all men from their oaths, and all the more so since the

present political leaders have often enough claimed that the vital

interests of the nation override all formal commitments or obliga-

tions. One thing is beyond any question: if the army leaders

take no action, they will pass out of existence as certainly as the

other elements of the nation outside the totalitarian party have

done. They must not imagine that in the totalitarian State they

will be of the same importance as in the past. They will not even

continue to exist, they will not be wanted even as instructors.

They will be swept away with the rest of the old order, to make

room for a new organization of "leaders."

That will mean the unhonored end of the Prussian and Ger-

man armies. Their Generals will themselves have been the de-

stroyers of the glorious tradition of several centuries of German

history. The destruction that not even defeat in the great world

war could effect, the leaders of the army will themselves bring

about, because, as a whole, they lacked courage and pluck, reso-

lution and strength of will. The German armies will come to

their end, but not on the battlefields. The Prussian army will

die the craven death of the suicide, because, apparently, the noble

and soldierly spirit of its officers has been quenched. Its place

* Flectere si nequeo superos, Acheronta movebo. Aeneid, vii, 312.
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will be taken by a revolutionary mercenary army with neither

past nor future, neither conscience nor religion.

War in the world of to-day is not only inevitable, it has come ;

it is at present in the midst of its first phase. The permanent
war of our day began seven years ago, with the first bombard-

ment of Shanghai by the Japanese, at the very moment when

the Disarmament Conference was in session at Geneva. Since

then the war has continued, spreading into new theatres, dying
down there and flaring up elsewhere until the whole world is

being drawn in. This new world war threatens to become an open
world revolution, a sanguinary and universal revolution of un-

ending civil wars. National passions may seem to take the

place of those of the "class war," but these last will return in

full force as an element of destruction. Behind the coming great

wars there rises already the figure of world-wide revolution as

the one shaper of the destiny of mankind.
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A Peace Policy ofjustice

INJURIA TEMPORUM

AMONG certain groups in Germany of intellectual conformers

to National Socialism there was talk for a long time of a great

change in National Socialist policy in the direction of peace.

Hitler, they said until the occupation of Austria had grown
to greatness in his foreign policy. He had long thrown off all

the dross of revolutionary recklessness. He held ready in the

background a great peace policy, a plan for a constructive recon-

ciliation in Europe. It was only awaiting the completion of Ger-

man rearmament. Then, on the strength of her indisputable

power and her impregnable position, Germany would be ready
for a lasting peace and a new European order. This naturally

implied the recognition of certain German rights and the removal

of certain grievances. But National Socialism had renounced

all adventurous plans both in the West and in the East. In two

or three years
5 time an accommodation with the Western Powers

was certain to come, a new system of pacts that would bring

Europe peace and security, prosperity and the means of growth.

Germany would then be prepared to return to membership in

the world's economic system and to re-enter the international

credit market; she would devalue the mark to effect the adjust-

ment which must come sooner or later between her currency and

those of the Western Powers. She would then, in her recov-
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ered position of power, be the center of a permanent European

peace.

Then, too, all the internal tasks which had had to be deferred

during these years of struggle would be taken up, above all the

reframing of the Constitution. It would naturally become possi-

ble to relax the stern restriction of the freedom of the person,

and all temporary invasions of legality would disappear. Na-

tional Socialism would be able to turn to the tasks nearest to its

heart, the increasing of the prosperity of the people and the

ending of social dissensions. It would at last be able to devote

itself to housing, which for a time had had to be allowed to fall

into arrear, to the return to the land, to the creation of a new

farming community, and to all the tasks which it regarded as

forming its own peculiar mission.

Thus, it was argued, National Socialism had not the slightest

intention of offering the world a permanent revolutionary men-

ace. It was its honorable part to carry conviction by its exam-

ple and to stir other nations to emulation. Nothing was farther

from its intention than territorial conquests. Only in entirely

exceptional cases revolutionary developments, for instance, in

Russia, or, perhaps, France would Germany be bound to inter-

vene and safeguard her vital rights. And such cases could be

calmly awaited: National Socialism was now so strong that

nothing could bring it down.

This view corresponded to the confident hopes entertained by
nationalist and Conservative circles in Germany, and shared by

Germany's friends in foreign countries, up to September 1938.

Similar considerations manifestly inspired certain efforts made

by the Western Powers to assist Germany in the peaceful pursuit

of her policy, and to cut short the revolutionary period of her

unilateral removal of the last vestiges of the Versailles order by
themselves joining in a legal process of more peaceful change.

Thus the British and French attitude in the German-Czecho-

slovak conflict concerning the Sudeten territory followed logically

from an evident purpose of defining and meeting within certain
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limits, as an act of justice, the claims Germany might put for-

ward in respect to the dictated peace of Versailles. The desire

of the National Socialist regime for peace would thus be met

half-way, or alternatively its lack of good will clearly established.

This is beyond question a bold and patient policy, broadly con-

ceived and certainly just. It is not to be discouraged by argu-

ments concerning the inadequate security of verbal assurances

or written pacts; for it recognizes that a nation which is still

fighting its way out of so hard a situation as Germany's has a sort

of right to proceed to extremes in self-defence even in these polit-

ical matters. It is true that statements have been made on the

British side which suggest that, while this policy has been care-

fully considered, it proceeds from a thoroughly sceptical view

of the assistance rendered by National Socialism up to the pres-

ent to any future policy of peace. When on September 27th,

1938, Mr. Chamberlain spoke, obviously in reference to Ger-

many, of a nation that has "made up its mind to dominate the

world by fear of its force," and when he described the German

attitude as "unreasonable," he was clearly under no illusions as

to the past Germany policy, but his very candor showed that lie

was ready to encourage a change in its character, in spite of the

British unmasking of Hitler's intentions in regard to the Sude-

tens, and immediately after it.

It would, indeed, be easy to conceive that, after making an

end of what Bismarck called the injuria temporum, the weakening
and hedging-in of Germany, a great German policy would de-

clare a sincere determination to follow a course of peaceful recon-

struction in collaboration with other nations. I am thinking of

Bismarck's definition of the limitations of German policy (Ge-

danken und Erinnerungen, Vol. II, page 267) : "My ideal aim,

after we have recovered our unity within the frontiers attainable,

has always been to gain the confidence not only of the less power-
ful European States but also of the Great Powers in the intention

of German policy, once it has made good the injuria temporum,
the splitting up of the nation, to pursue peace and justice."
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But what is the new injuria temporum? What is justice in the

new work for peace? Is it the formation of a Greater Germany

by the incorporation of the German groups in the territories

bordering on Germany? Does the Third Reich confine itself to

the peaceful use of its newly-won strength ; does it see in the past

annulments of oppressive elements in the Treaty of Versailles

the conclusion of this course of treaty revision in external affairs?

In this connection it is worth while to recall another passage of

Bismarck's. He says: "We should endeavor to diminish the

annoyance which our growth to an actual Great Power has caused

by the manifestly peaceful use of our influence, so as to convince

the world that a German hegemony in Europe is more serviceable

and more impartial, and also less injurious to the freedom of

others, than a French, Russian, or English hegemony would be."

This should indicate the conditions for a German peace policy

in Europe in our own day also. The criterion of German policy

lies in the use Germany will make of her recovered influence.

If it is used in the spirit of impartiality, of "honorable and peace-

loving" leadership, which Bismarck inculcated, German policy

will be truly constructive and will attract support, even if at

first it meets with opposition and mistrust. No nation need be

disturbed by the fact that the older order no longer exists;

the only disturbing question is what is to follow it.

But this gives their symptomatic importance to all the con-

stituent elements of political life in the Third Reich. Are these

the elements of the new order these authoritarian devices, this

disciplining and restricting and totalitarian Gleichschaltung, this

regimentation and centralization and bureaucratization, these

methods of terrorism and oppression, physical and mental? The

political state of a country is not an isolated fact ; the standards

in internal policy are closely connected with the aims of external

policy.

The things that have happened up to the present may be justi-

fied by the injuria temporum, by the difficult situation of the

Reich, by the necessity for the leaders of taking unexpected and
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unilateral action as the one condition of success. They do not

necessarily prove that the regime is and will always remain nihil-

istic and subversive and filled with unbounded imperialist ambi-

tions. If the permanence of the revolutionary character of Na-

tional Socialism is to be demonstrated, special criteria must be

produced. Do these exist?

CONCLUSION OR PERPETUATION OF THE REVOLUTION?

We have to distinguish between two things. Hitler's will to

peace is an undeniable fact. But that does not for a moment

imply that he can have no intention of pursuing a revolution of

unknown scope in foreign policy and of trying to set up a world

empire. The two things are not incompatible. Hitler certainly

has no desire to introduce war into the life of the nations as

their normal condition, whatever may be the current theories

in Germany. His conception is rather the bloodless war for which

he coined his phrase of "broadened strategy." And in this he

remains true to the doctrine of Clausewitz that as a rule the sim-

ple existence of a strong army is sufficient for the achievement

of aims in foreign policy affecting a weaker opponent. Thus

German peaceful professions may actually be as sincerely meant

as is ever possible in politics. Even the renunciation of terri-

torial claims may in a certain sense correspond to real intentions.

For what has still to come in Central Europe will be the logical

outcome of Germany's preponderance of power, which is such

that she can now dispense with territorial changes without suf-

fering any loss of power. Further territorial changes are en-

tirely unnecessary for the achievement of German hegemony,
which would be attainable even in the West less through annexa-

tions than through the incorporation of existing States in a

German federal system.

But the renunciation of warlike operations and territorial

changes does not by any means sum up the actual aims of Na-

tional Socialism. The question is what will Hitler do with the

hegemony he has virtually attained in Europe, or at least in
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Eastern Europe. What are the actual aims of National Social-

ism in foreign policy? Hegemony can be exercised peacefully

and with moderation, as the passage quoted from Bismarck

shows. But it can also have very different implications. And
there can be no question that National Socialism proposes to

use its European predominance in a totally different way from

that envisaged by Bismarck.

What Germany is aiming at is not revanche, not the restora-

tion of the frontiers of 1914, but "total revision," "a completely

different order" (G. Wirsing, 1934) ; a "rerwm innovatio" a

"new rejuvenation of the world," in Burckhardt's words. The

German nation cannot "permit itself" "yet another confine-

ment within a small space" in "a period of great spaces, hasten-

ing forward precipitately with seven-league boots" (Haus-

hofer).* Does not a rejuvenation take place always through the

incursion of crude and misshapen forces, whose subconscious pres-

sure only gradually gives place to a conscious will?

Not the conclusion but the perpetuation of the revolution is

the characteristic of the peak of German foreign policy attained

in the autumn of 1938. And this elementary fact will not be

altered by any treaty agreements, any proclamations, any more

than the speech made by Hitler in the Reichstag after June 30th,

1934, ended the revolution within Germany.**
But can there be in the field of practical policy such a thing

as a will to unlimited revolution? What useful thing can pro-

* Kein nochmaliges kleimftumiges Zurtlck-bleiben [hinter einer] grossraumigen jah mit

Siebenmeilenstiefeln voran eilenden Zeit gestatten.
** For that matter, Hitler's political declarations always serve as political weapons; they

are never simple communications of facts or even of a purpose. I cannot refrain from

quoting a few statements on which subsequent happenings have amounted to an eloquent
comment. February 1st, 1934: "The statements according to which Germany has the

intention of violating the frontier of the Austrian State are senseless and entirely ground-
less." March 31st, 1935: "Germany has neither the intention nor the desire to intervene

hi the internal politics of Austria, still less to annex Austria." March 7th, 1936: "Ger-

many has no further territorial claims of any sort in Europe." Everyone will remember
how the solemn undertaking to respect the Czechoslovak frontier given at the time of

the occupation of Austria was followed barely six months later by the attack on the ex-

istence of Czechoslovakia. The practical politician will thus be more inclined to ask

himself what is the political purpose of Hitler's peace declarations and peace pacts than

to accept them at their face value.
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ceed from it? That is certainly the question the ordinary citizen

asks of all the incomprehensible measures of National Socialism ;

and it has led him into a futile waiting for an inner change in

the movement, for its ripening. But if ever a phrase spoken by
National Socialists was entirely candid and in accordance with

the facts, it was Goebbels's phrase about the rare moment having

come for the redistribution of the world.

Hitler's realism deceives the onlooker. This man, who can

calculate with such icy clarity, who can await the right moment,
who feels his way forward, one might say, with mastery, who

is constantly testing and trying the weak spots a man who so

realistically examines everything surely cannot at the same time

be a fantast simply out to overturn everything, trusting himself

to a limitless movement that is to bear him to some dimly sensed

new order. And yet this duality is in fact the essential charac-

teristic of those great "destroyers" of whom Jakob Burckhardt

writes. Men of this type are "inventive in destruction," they have

a flair for the weak points, the points at which they can apply

pressure in order to bring down the old order. And it is their

destiny to do this until a really creative will opposes them or

until their environment is exhausted. These are the men of great

tactical gifts. They are also the men possessed of demons, of

second sight, dreamers urged on by visions, who regard them-

selves as men like unto gods, and who live in an unreal world in

spite of all the realism they can assume on occasion.

National Socialist policy has only impulses, no fixed political

aims impulses and a system of tactics. There is no degree of

saturation in the political aims of National Socialism : there can

be none. Thus, nothing can be more irrational than to ask what

are the final demands of its "dynamic" foreign policy.

In particular, therefore, it is not correct to regard the new

German foreign policy as simply the final form of the policy

of the Pan-Germans. The foreign policy of the Third Reich

goes beyond the most extreme limits any nation has consciously

set itself in the past. It is supposed to be a "peace policy of
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justice" but: "A new peace shall make Germany 'mistress of

the globe,
5 a peace not hanging on the palm fronds of lachry-

mose pacifist womenfolk, but established by the victorious sword

of a master race that takes over the world in the service of a

higher civilization." Such is the main political principle of Na-

tional Socialism as expressed by Rosenberg. Hitler's language
is rather more general, but it conveys no less ambitious per-

spectives.
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The Aims
of

the Revolution in
Foreign

Policy

POLITICAL DEVICES AND TRENDS

IN order to get to the pith of the National Socialist ideas in for-

eign policy, we must turn to other sources than the popular
literature of the movement, Mein Kampf and the rest. There is

no need even to consider the various groups in the Third Reich

that concern themselves with foreign policy. The slight differ-

ences between them are of less importance than in the past. Dif-

ferences exist, indeed, only in regard to pace and, here and there,

method. And in any case an inquiry into these differences is a

labor we may spare ourselves, for in the last resort it is Hitler

who decides and, in this field, does indeed "lead." He is beyond

question the master in this field ; he is also the only one who has

carried to the pitch of virtuosity the pursuit of tactical elasticity.

The old party members, the provincial leaders, play a rela-

tively unimportant part in foreign policy, though here and there

are men who are listened to, such as, strangely enough, Hitler's

"Benjamin," Herr Foerster, of Danzig, who counts as a sort of

expert on eastern questions. Rosenberg, once the party's supreme

"expert," counts less, at all events in the determination of for-

eign policy, than he did during the "period of struggle." His

views have long ceased to carry the day. The group around
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Hess, together with, for instance, Ribbentrop in spite of some

blunders, and Bohle, carry much more weight. The official ex-

perts, and such men as von Neurath, are used only as advisers

on formalities, on the modification and adjustment of the over-

smart policy of the regime, and on polishing the phraseology of

drafts. One name deserves special mention, that of Professor

Haushofer, retired Major-General, now president of the German

Academy. With his school of "geopolitics" he has contributed

a great deal to the clarification of the intentions of the regime
on foreign policy. Exceptional weight must be attached to his

statements, because he has given expression to many aspirations

and intentions of the regime with almost criminal candor.

Two errors must be guarded against at the outset. Intensive

settlement in the east of Europe in territory won for Germany
is no longer the central aim of National Socialist foreign policy.

The idea existed and still exists in some minds, but it is no

longer of any importance. The impossibility of agricultural

colonization in its historic form of eastward expansion has long
become clear even to the romantics of the "Blood and Soil" myth ;

the potential settlers do not exist in sufficient number ; and, what

is more, that method is inconsistent with the actual imperialist

policy of the regime. All imperialisms detach a nation from its

own soil and mobilize it. The actual slogan of the "dynamic"

policy is not the return to the land but imperial expansion into

a Greater Germany carved out of Europe. And, secondly, the

idea of making an end of the military power of France in a final

struggle, and reducing that "hereditary enemy" to secondary

political importance in consonance with its diminishing popula-

tion, is no longer regarded as a primary political task. These

aims, mentioned in Mein Kampf and in the older popular litera-

ture of the party, have largely been put out of date by the course

of events, or at all events have been allowed to fall into the back-

ground. They do not touch the essence of National Socialist

policy, the popular formulation of which may be summed up in

the familiar lines of a marching song of the Hitler Youth:
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"Heute gehort uns Deutschland,*

Morgen die ganze Welt "

"To-day we own Germany, to-morrow all the world."

A further change is that armed action stands less in the fore-

front of political means. Here as elsewhere we see the ripening

of Hitler's political genius since the issue of his standard work:

open violence, putsch, revolution, war, are replaced now by
subtler methods of application of force. This development seems

to be still proceeding, in foreign as in internal policy. The new

policy is prepared by means of tactics, of a growing arsenal

of political expedients, handled with infinite ability. Here again

it is tactics that are the revealing element, rather than doctrines

and theories and ostensible aims, or than assurances and solemn

agreements, resolutions, pacts, and axes. Tactics reveal the actual

revolutionary pressure more plainly than all these day-to-day

political expedients.

THE MYSTICAL, DOCTRINE OF ELBOW-ROOM AND OF

THE PRESSURE OF POPULATION

The prime force in foreign policy, according to the "organic-

biological" Weltanschauung or philosophy of the National So-

cialist educators, is the urge to territorial expansion, involving

the revolutionary use of the pressure of the population of a grow-

ing nation. This pressure takes no account of established condi-

tions or mere legal titles. It is a struggle for existence, brutal

and lawless the right of the stronger to eliminate or subjugate

the weaker. Rival national wills and national energies, say these

theorists, determine the boundaries between nations and the dis-

tribution of territory. All else is fancy. Thus National Social-

ism, in its return to this primal law and its elimination of false

doctrine, is a liberating force, at all events for all nations with

vitality. "Plenty of room," said Ratzel long ago, "helps to main-

tain life." This, comments Haushofer, is "the state-biological

* The original version was "Heute hort," etc. ("To-day Germany hears us"), but

"gehdrt" ("we own Germany") is the current version. Translator.
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rule of life put into classic form." There is, he adds, a "natural

right to room to live" which may properly be brought to bear

"against owners of great spaces who have not the capacity to

develop their reserves of space."

Opportunities of expansion for a nation of strong vitality are

provided, we learn, only through the forfeiture of great spaces

by their holders. This forfeiture is the strongest characteristic

of our day. It can be hastened by appropriate methods. This

shows the "inevitability of the struggle for existence" between

nations. "In a world," writes Haushofer, "which is slowly begin-

ning once more to recognize the inevitability of the struggle for

existence . . . only two elements of self-preservation take front

rank* in the mechanism of the world," the net food-supplying

capacity of a nation's soil and the possession of the indispensable

raw materials. Here we have in our hands already the current

small coin of present-day politics.

Of equal importance in the foreign policy of the "biological"

Weltanschauung is the pressure of population. "Excessive pres-

sure of population" becomes "an explosive in the existing world

order." Haushofer writes of a "danger of suffocation of Europe

proper." "The question that concerns us very closely, what to

do with the Germans, Poles, Czechs, who will exist in ten, fifty,

a hundred years' time ... is plainly quite far from the

thoughts of all who are busy with the petty pursuits of parlia-

ments." The relief of this pressure of population by home coloni-

zation is no more than an emergency alternative to territorial

expansion. The breaking up of estates within the country does

nothing to relieve the pressure. It leads quickly to the Chinese

ideal of the small peasant, living at the margin of subsistence

and with no interest in life outside his plot of land. Consequently

National Socialism has virtually abandoned the policy of home

colonization. Since, however, all space in Europe is over-filled,

and even territorial conquest in Europe could not remove the

pressure of population, the "dynamic" policy must never rest

* Stehen nur zwei Qrundlagen . . . obenan.
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content with frontier revision and partial solutions, but must

seek a general solution, a "redistribution of the world. 5'

Only

so, we are to understand, can the problems be really solved with

justice, giving nations territory in proportion to their vitality,

territory which must be taken from the dying nations. Simply
for aims of this sort, the sacrifice of the lives of another two mil-

lion young men may yet again become justifiable so the Fiihrer

has declared, in discussing the eastern territorial policy with his

colleagues.

The danger of suffocation through insufficiency of space is

coupled with an equal danger of exhaustion of the nation through

insufficiency of population. The nation must be kept at its numer-

ical strength; the growth of its population must be promoted

by all possible means. It is no paradox, but a relation of cause

and effect, that brings the specter of racial extinction close behind

territorial constriction and over-population. Over our present

European civilization hovers the nightmare of the downfall and

depopulation of the ancient world. Japan artificially restricted

her population for centuries by means of strict social regula-

tions ; but this policy is no longer possible for Japan, which has

shown such unexampled growth during its imperialist epoch,

nor for the European nations. "Precisely in the coming quarter

of a century," says Haushofer, "increase of population and provi-

sion of room to live . . . are of critical importance for the future

of a people in competition with the rest of the human race." The

course of events since 1914 should make it perfectly clear to every

German "why he must pursue a racial policy." Thus lack of

territory cannot be compensated by birth restriction. Any nation

that wants to endure must promote the growth of its population

by all possible means, no matter how small its territory. The pos-

sibility of renewal and rejuvenation of a nation, says Haushofer,

is a fact. Thus foreign policy also yields not only the need but

the possibility of a "doctrine of racial permanence through racial

preservation." The tasks inculcated by this doctrine, which may
be summed up as the tasks of the "racial State," are racial
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eugenic selection, racial hygiene, and, in so far as territorial pol-

icy is affected or conditioned by these, not only the provision of

a healthy balance between town and country within the existing

national territory, but, above all, the expansion of this territory.

The dying-out of a population through birth restriction would

certainly solve the territorial problem and many political prob-

lems bound up with it, but only at the price of the self-surrender

of the nation. In England, according to these racial theorists,

the prospect of sinking to the level of a small nation within a cen-

tury is found actually attractive ; but, they declare, a nation full

of vitality and of faith in its future will see in the steadily increas-

ing number of its members the guarantee of its future and the seal

of its dominion. Once more, as under mercantilism, population is

regarded as the great element of wealth ; but now it is not popu-
lation in itself, but the racially purified, homogeneous population

of a nation. The growth of the nation is demanded not only by
its will to live but by its will to power. Without growth the dy-

namic pressure it can exert ceases. Without this pressure its

dynamic policy is crippled. So the ideas of this policy move in a

great circle and revolve upon themselves. The dynamic policy

grows out of the pressure of population and the effort at expan-

sion. But if this policy is to be continually pursued, a popula-

tion policy is required in order to increase this pressure.

National Socialism does not confine its doctrine of the vital need

for territorial expansion to Germany. Herr Goebbels envisages

the rare moment when a redistribution of the world will come.

The advantages of this revolution, he considers, would be open
to all nations that have less to lose than to gain. This is the fan-

fare with which the dynamic foreign policy of National Socialism

goes into action.

THE LOST DOMINION AND THE DYING NATION

It is not idle to pursue these ideas. They are not mere word-

stringing or fancifulness. They are attractive and in their

materialistic simplicity full of meaning for the masses. They are
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fundamental to National Socialist foreign policy. They are

fundamental also for its judgment of its opponents. Accepting
the "biological" basis of its foreign policy, the consideration of

the diminishing vital energy of Western Europe must produce

quite definite conclusions. Here are excessive spaces, with ex-

hausted nations occupying them, or at all events nations troubled

with a birth-rate falling to nothing. Sooner or later, therefore,

these nations must yield before stronger ones and cede their excess

territory to them. Here are the regions destined to forfeiture,

here, and not in the East with its big birth-rate. Here, in-

evitably, policy will become negative, devoted merely to holding

on to possessions, to assuring existence, a policy backed by no

power of resistance. The political leaders of the upward-striving

nations may count confidently on this weakness, running scarcely

any risk in tactics of unlimited daring. The situation is similar to

that of the middle class population of Germany, which capitu-

lated at once to National Socialism. Here again it has nothing
but the pseudo-great to bring down. And the secret of success is

to have recognized the absence of substance in their power. Only

along these lines is the confident judgment of the National So-

cialists on the weakness of the British position, and on the inevi-

table doom of France as a Great Power, intelligible.

What changes of population there have been, for instance,

since the classic period of French predominance, three hundred

years ago! Then France had as many inhabitants as the whole

of Europe east of the Rhine and west of the frontier of the Russia

of that day. Then the empty spaces were in the East. During
the Napoleonic wars the situation was still favorable to France.

But to-day she has only half as many inhabitants as Germany.

Undeniably National Socialism has touched the weak spots in

the Western nations with such arguments as these. M. Flandin,

an ex-Prime Minister of France, has recently made use of the

same arguments. Regarded from the point of view of popu-

lation, the great nations of the West have no future. This gives

the nations that are still growing their certainty of victory, and
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their tremendous ambitions for the future. It was not so much

any marvellous tactical ability or vast intelligence service that

enabled Hitler to carry put his bold policy of the late summer of

1938 with success, as the confidence of judgment resulting from

the knowledge of the biological facts.

Scarcely any other opinion is given currency by the National

Socialists with such diligence as their belief in the doom of the

British Empire; they regard its downfall as already an accom-

plished fact. "As an imperial body the British Empire is as

dead as the Roman," said an American journalist, N. Pfeffer,

shortly after the Great War. The Germans go farther. They
no longer ask with Pfeffer what is the strength of the spiritual

bonds that hold the Empire together ; they come straight to the

recognition of the fact of the "subsidence of the British main

islands after the fashion of Venice," as Haushofer expresses it.

It is the last and almost inevitable stage "in a curve of dismem-

berment." The "aging Empire" has grown "tired." "Does it

still possess the energy for so great a resolve?" asks Haushofer,

"... or is it resting already with flagging energies on the

enjoyment of rights?" An inclination to pacifism at the wrong
moment is, in Haushofer's view, a special "symptom of the flag-

ging English will to empire."

Haushofer, like many other of the National Socialist "intel-

lectuals," never tires of variations on the theme of the doomed

British Empire. England has lost the "flair for rule" in the old,

genuine sense. This, at all events, was the interpretation given
to the placing of the Dominions on a basis of equality in 1926

"the most conspicuous surrender of power." "While apparently
at the height of power in territory controlled and in population,"
the Empire suffered a "drastic change of form into a more and

more loosely developing association of States." Haushofer's

"geopolitical" disciples return again and again to the funda-

mental importance of this fact, of England's passive renuncia-

tion of world dominion.

German public opinion is, on the whole, kept free from anti-
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British feeling by the present regime ; since Munich it has been

decidedly pro-British. The party leaders consider that the old

"Gott strafe England" is no longer needed. England has lost

the Great War, and cannot venture on another. She is no longer

in a position to defend her rule by arms. The time has come,

therefore, to admit younger elements to world rule. The new

Germany might be ready to take upon her own shoulders the

"white man's burden" which has grown too heavy for England's
tired shoulders. But Germany's junior partnership must not

mean merely that the German nation would fight England's
battles for her; it must be a partnership in which the younger

partner takes over the actual conduct of business.

"England needs peace; only if peace is maintained can she

continue for a while to hold her greatly shaken position in the

world." Such was the opinion expressed years ago by General

von Seeckt. It has long been a foremost political axiom of Na-

tional Socialist foreign policy that England can no longer

venture on a war, and that she may therefore be offered any
affront with impunity. Von Bethmann-Hollweg used to say as

Chancellor that he regarded his highest task as that of "appease-

ment" (kcdmieren) . This, it is considered by the party leaders, is

to-day the only maxim left for England. And there seems good
reason for supposing that the policy of "appeasement" will be

equally ineffectual in this case.

Every policy depends on some initiative that has to be kept

up for a considerable time. The British initiative was the vol-

untary disarmament which was kept up for years. After this

course, which must be interpreted as the expression of a flagging

determination, further developments followed logically step by

step. A voluntary abandonment of the means of power at a time

of the rise of new Powers is more than remissness; it is the

symbolic expression of a voluntary abdication. "The two terri-

torially mightiest pari-ideas of the world are attacking the con-

tinuance of this empire," says Haushofer ; and yet England cuts

down her armaments. In face of these developments the only
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"long-range aim of the British world empire is the maintenance

of its position in culture, power, and economic life." This,

says Haushofer, means the extinction of the will to live, the sur-

render of the will to power.

One of the essential features of National Socialist relations with

England is the fact that, alongside a certain sense of racial kin-

ship and the desire for an alliance, there exists a very plain dislike

of England. Yet the political conviction is repeatedly expressed

in Mein Kampf that Germany needs to maintain friendly rela-

tions with England. In this respect rational reflection is

countered by deep-seated feelings, not only among the party
leaders but largely throughout the party! The German dislike

of England is derived directly from the ideas of anti-Semitism.

The Englishman in his Puritanism, saturated with the spirit of

the Old Testament, has become the chief representative of capi-

talism which, in the eyes of National Socialists, is the prin-

cipal Jewish achievement; thus, the British Empire is a Jewish

empire, an empire in which the typically Jewish way of thinking,

guidance by economic considerations, the spirit of profit-making,

dominates. The liberalism of the English mind is the essential

and almost insuperable obstacle to an alliance between Germany
and England. In the past the English were despised (and imi-

tated) as the nation of shopkeepers; their cant and "perfidy"

were denounced ; but the present regime in Germany goes farther.

The English through their Puritans have become the nation that

appropriated the promise to Israel, and they are Judaized

through and through. England is to blame for the dominance of

the Jewish spirit in Europe. England has made this identification

of economic success with the blessing of God the ethical frame-

work of her public morality and civic virtues. England is Judah.

This is the character the national propaganda against England
will one day assume, when it is found necessary in the Third

Reich to prepare for a struggle. Until recently the regime was

currying for favor, but already the lines just described are being

followed among National Socialists in private discussions of Al-
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bion's latest perfidy. England, they are sure, can no longer hold

her ground if the German-British issue is put to the test of fire

and sword. That is the great and decisive improvement in Ger-

many's position as compared with 1914. England is now only a

pseudo-Power. It will be well, if possible, to make an end of her

fictitious power by peaceful evolution. But if there must be an

appeal to arms there is no need to fear it. The very day war

broke out, it would become manifest that Great Britain had al-

ready lost her world dominion.

France is a "dying nation," both physically and politically.

A charming people, likable, perhaps even happy, relieved now

of every political task. But a nation with no purpose and there-

fore of no importance. There is no animosity in this assessment.

German feelings have changed radically from the pan-German

hostility of pre-war days. France's past friends in Germany,
and even her friends of to-day, share the general view. An East

European politician spoke to me rather rhetorically of the odor

of death over Paris "not yet actuality, but prophetic." The

French nation, say leading National Socialists, is no longer the

nation of esprit and elan, but a sober, tenacious, economical,

and with all its grace a dry and humdrum people, with no uplift,

no passion, without the magnificence and the ambition of the

classic French. It is no longer the nation that made French

history, a small nation with a great spiritual and political heri-

tage: it is merely a second-class nation on the periphery of

Europe, long since excluded from the European centers of future

dynamic development, and forced on to the defensive. In any

case, an attractive nation, deserving of pity, a nation that may
be left to itself, since time is working inexorably against it.

The Franco-German question will settle itself one day on the

day when it is demonstrated that France, too, is only a pseudo-

Power, incapable of assisting her friends and allies.

Mem Kampf expressed the National Socialist view that "the

destruction of the French military power in the West" was nec-

essary as the "condition for a free hand in the East." When
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Mem Kampf was being written, France's power was still re-

garded as so considerable that an armed conflict between France

and Germany seemed indispensable in order to gain "security in

our rear ... for the increase of living space for our people

in Europe." To-day, after a few years of National Socialist

foreign policy, it seems possible that a final war with France for

hegemony in Europe may be unnecessary. In a few years, said

Hitler in 1934, Germany would be in a situation enabling her to

reap by bloodless means even in the West the fruits of her re-

armament. Ten years ago he had said that the Germans could

not accept the existing order in the West, and France must be

ruthlessly destroyed in a "final decisive struggle." Now, how-

ever, there are entirely new chances for Germany to induce

France, the dying nation, voluntarily to abandon her past role

in Europe. This sober and sensible nation, no longer dreaming
of glory and heroism, a nation of petty bourgeois, would be

much too clear-headed to fail to see the uselessness of a renewed

struggle with Germany.
It is known that this line of thought has for a long time ruled

among the leading members of the party, and that it largely

determined the policy pursued against Austria and Czecho-

slovakia. There is no hatred of the French nation. On the con-

trary, even among persons whose weakness does not lie in the

direction of impartial judgment of opponents, I have found the

French referred to with unqualified respect as soldiers. But it

was joined to an equally great contempt of the political aims of

the nation. France's importance in history, it was universally

considered, had come to an end with the Great War. The nation

was no longer capable of anything beyond a heroic resistance

in national defence; it would never again develop readiness to

take the offensive. Its elcm had been broken for all time. It

was inconceivable that French expeditionary forces should play

a part of any importance in a foreign war. There was no longer,

a prominent politician said to me, any need to isolate or encircle
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France, as Germany was suspected of intending; France was

voluntarily isolating herself. She could do nothing else. And

this estimate dates from years before the autumn of 1938. In

his purpose of destroying France, or at all events decisively

vanquishing her, Hitler stood alone, said my informant, among
the German people. A war with France would be extremely

unpopular. There was no feeling in Germany of hereditary

enmity or desire for revanche. The intention was simply to try

to weaken France without bloodshed, to manoeuvre her out of

her positions, perhaps to declare her Government to be the enemy
of the people, but to show sympathy with the people. Internal

tension and dissension may be expected. There is finally a pos-

sibility of coming forward as "liberator" of the French nation,

just as Napoleon marched into the old Germany. And the destiny

of the French military power might well be the same as that of

Czechoslovakia capitulation without the Maginot line having

the opportunity of demonstrating its strength.

CHANGE IN THE IMPORTANCE OF SMALL STATES

Billow recalls in his Memoirs a conversation between von

Jagow, State Secretary for Foreign Affairs, and Jules Cambon,
the French Ambassador at Berlin, in which Jagow expressed his

opinion in regard to the future of the small nations of Europe,

particularly Belgium, a few months before the outbreak of the

Great War. He did not suggest that Belgium's great colonial

empire was too heavy a burden for so small a State, but he re-

garded it as certain that, in the coming recasting of Europe, the

small States would no longer be able to lead an independent exis-

tence as in the past. The peace treaties applied exactly the

opposite principle, that of the right of self-determination of

nations. But, says Haushofer, this "step back for the benefit of

the small-area States" is only apparent. Ratzel's laws of the

territorial growth of States and the movement toward continu-

ally greater areas remain in force. "Small-area formations"
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are for Haushofer "forms of dissolution and evaporation."

Their tendency to "large-area amalgamations" is "one of the

surest signs of the prevalence of processes of acceleration in

world politics." "In regard to the assessments of size of such

independent areas, world politics have undergone a develop-

ment of enormous power and destructive force in a relatively

short time." It is a gross illusion to regard the "bits of States"

of the "Central and Intermediate European zones of wreckage
... as really independent existences in world politics." "Inade-

quate world-political extent of area," says Haushofer,* is a

curse. The shadow of inadequacy of this sort lies, according to

Haushofer, "over the nucleus countries of the Belgian and Dutch

colonial empires, to say nothing of Portugal; over Denmark,
the Baltic States, Switzerland and Greece: all of these, in view

of their extent of area, are no longer capable of really inde-

pendent world politics." The small States are faced inexorably

with the choice between deciding to place themselves under the

protection of the Western Powers, which have enough to do to

protect themselves, or to federate with the new dynamic Powers.

An independent existence is practically denied to them from now

on. As regards protection from the Western Powers, it is be-

coming increasingly doubtful how far they can rely on a policy

of collective security even for their own protection.

Can the small States play any part of their own amid the

interplay of imperialist forces in the future? The change in the

importance of the small States is a fact of revolutionary political

significance, and one which is being vigorously publicized by
National Socialist propaganda. The treatment of Czechoslo-

vakia turned this fact to practical effect. The smaller States

are no longer politically independent in reality: the Munich
conference demonstrated that beyond cavil. And that revolu-

tionary precedent has laid the whole structure of Europe in

ruins. What happened to Czechoslovakia may happen to-morrow
* Die unxultingliche wdtpolitische Raumweite. These quotations from General Haushofer

are in the curious language of "geopolitics." "Intermediate" means between Germany
and Russia. Translator.
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to any other State, no matter how long it has been in existence.

This means in effect that the great areas now being carved out

must be recognized to be the one and only structural element of

the future. But, since it is recognized that there are degrees of

sovereignty, the small States are required henceforth to seek the

friendship of a protector.

PROTECTORATE AND SOVEREIGNTY

For the isolated small States, with their narrow individualism,

there appears now, say the "geopoliticians", to be only one means

of salvation, a pseudo-independence, purchased by the friend-

ship of a protector and subservience to him, within an amalga-
mation of wide areas under the leadership of a Great State.

Union can only be brought about by superior force. That is the

teaching of the twenty wasted years of the independence and

undue significance of the many small States of Europe. An

agreement can be achieved by other means besides good will.

No one knew that better than Bismarck. In his footsteps, but

by methods that differ radically from those by which he created

the second Reich, the small States will be forced by a more or

less voluntary protectorate into vassalage to the resolute dy-

namic Powers that are now rising. It may be decidedly open to

question which is the more lasting, an Anschluss out of love or

compulsion. One thing, however, is certain: a State without

greatly superior force has no power of attracting States of less

power ; for they want two things : not only respect of their inde-

pendence but above all a buttress. Thus they are inclined to

seek the strength they lack from a State more powerful than

their peers. The practical politician will therefore easily agree

that, for instance, Count Kalnoky was right when he said that

the friendship of the South Slav peoples was an uncertain factor,

and that a union of fear or of material interests works better than

a union of love, since those motives are more reliable than love,

which in any case always comes in the end.

Thus there comes into existence for the great and resolute
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nations a new idea of leadership and the opportunity of peaceful

expansion across neighboring territory. "How can we return

to our old torn-up territorial right?" asks Haushofer. "Hand in

hand with the right of self-determination and in respect for it;

or in opposition to it, in worship of force, as has been alleged

against us?" It all depends on how the right of self-determina-

tion is interpreted. There are some new and very "realist"

methods of interpretation in currency.

THE SHADOW OVER THE OLD COLONIAL POWERS

The destruction of the old political order has also affected,

we are told, the great areas that are only independent in appear-

ance. The day of the old-style colonial Powers is past, just as is

that of the small States of Europe. Such is the view of the Na-

tional Socialist politicians. Not only is the British Empire be-

ginning to break up, and its member States to drift in other

directions; the French colonial empire can no longer be main-

tained intact. Least of all can the small Powers with vast colonial

possessions count on continuing to hold these possessions while

great European nations are left to suffocate in their confined

situation, without the smallest colonial possession. These con-

trasts cannot but produce an explosion that will shatter and

revolutionize the existing order. The old colonial Powers are

"no longer able to set forth distant aims ; they can only maintain

retrospective claims to rights based on past robbery," to quote

Haushofer once again. These Powers no longer have sufficient

forces to defend their possessions. Still less can they defend

them morally. They are entirely without persuasive ideas ; their

insistence on rights is so thin and feeble an argument that it

illustrates the entire hollowness of the existing world order.

Powers which are no longer capable of continually adding, mate-

rially and spiritually, to their possessions by superior will and

creative energy, are ripe for abdication. The fate of the old

colonial Powers is, therefore, independently of the growing
material difficulties of maintaining their rule, sealed through
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their spiritual sterility they are unable either to take up a

resolute stands as masters of colonial territory, or to turn to

use such ideas as those of the movements for union among the

colored races. They are allowing the primacy of the white

race of rulers to fall out of their weak hands, instead of sub-

jecting the colored world in the colonial territories to the Euro-

pean white race, by means of new ideas, under new forms of

domination. New principles of order can proceed only from the

revolutionary dynamic Powers. Such principles proceed from

Italy's Mediterranean conception. They are still more manifest

in the ideas of National Socialism. These will be summoned to

the reshaping and reordering of the political structure of the

world, far beyond European territory.

The self-determination movement, says Haushofer, "is de-

stroying colonial rulership" (Herrentwm, the gift of ruling as

lord and master). "The self-determination movement, at first

conceived only as a lying means of fighting Germany, and as one

that would be easy subsequently to bring to an end, is now on

the march as truth, and is destroying colonial rulership wherever

it spreads in lordly style over alien territory." The process of

the formation of national States is extending now to colonial

territories and to the colored world. "There can be no going back

on this critical change." "To-day these great areas are fighting

a hopeless rearguard action in the world." Only a new rulership

and racial sense can be of any help. Thus national States and

other great territorial formations are growing on what has

hitherto been colonial territory ; and they will shake off not only

the political but the economic domination of the white nations.

The economic system has taken almost everywhere the form of

State Socialism. Thus in Turkey, Persia, Afghanistan, the eco-

nomic system has been reconstructed through the nationalization

of minerals, and through monopolies and customs tariffs, in the

interest of political liberty and independence. The whole com-

plex of semi-sovereign States and nations will follow along this

path of national revolution, with the aid of economic reconstruc-
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tion on the lines of State Socialism. These will provide new

centers of propaganda by example, which will inevitably exert a

subversive influence on the existing colonial territories.

What has been written here of colonial territory applies with

still more force to the Russian realm. Soviet Russia, as a revo-

lutionary Socialist State, is the enemy of the National Socialist

forces of order ; but it is more. As a great territorial formation,

it is a standing menace to Europe. The principle of self-deter-

mination applies also to Russia. The Russian problem can be

solved only in accordance with European, that is to say, Ger-

man, ideas. The great process that began with the German vic-

tories in the World War, and with the truly historic secession of

the western territories from Russia, a secession of world im-

portance, must be carried to the conclusion that was prevented

by the loss of the War and by the Bolshevik dictatorship. Not

only the Russian border territories but the whole of Russia must

be broken up into its components. Those components are the nat-

ural imperial territory of Germany.

THE RENOVATING POWERS

Germany's revolutionary task embraces the West as well as

the East of Europe. It concerns both the colonial territories and

the great Eurasian hinterland. It will also embrace the great

American spaces which are still far from political and social,

racial and economic equilibrium. For the German nation is

faced not with a mere set of petty political tasks but with a new

ordering of life. Germany is the leading renovating Power.

The distinction between the "renovating" and "resisting"

Powers, the Machte der Erneuerung or Powers working for

renewal and the Machte der Beharrung or Powers merely hold-

ing on to what they have, is one of the most effective principles of

National Socialist foreign policy. The latter Powers are charged
not only with weakness and inactivity but with holding posses-

sions to which they have no right. This distinction has unques-

tionably an important propagandist efficacy. It is combined with
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a sound psychological estimate of one of the principal weaknesses

in the present general constitution of Europe. It seizes the bull

by the horns, so to speak, in connection with one of the main

European problems. There is undoubtedly a certain identity

of destiny between the have-nots of the Danube basin and the

east of Europe which might bring them into community of in-

terest with Germany. It is clear that, in Haushofer's words,

"the members of Central and Intermediate Europe, cut off ...
alike from oversea and overland territorial gain ... sit on the

same bough with the German national soil* in territorial policy,

and are unceasingly . . . proceeding toward the same cramped

destiny." National Socialism, "extended as a dynamic doctrine

throughout the world," would simply mean "either freedom

for every duly qualified emigrant to migrate throughout the

planet, in all areas still free and undersettled, which he can

raise to a higher level by his arrival, or equitable reallocation

of unused areas to areas already national-socialistically organ-
ized (nationalsozialistisch durchgegliederte Raume)" In this

way the renovating Powers become virtually "restorers of natu-

ral right." Needless to say, "the Powers of holding-on and

possession will have furnished themselves with every legal

claim . . . and the restorers of natural right will be denounced

as breakers of the peace." These are plausible and generally

effective phrases. "A matter of course, returning again and

again in world politics for thousands of years past," is the re-

placement of the Powers that are holding on to their possessions

by dynamic landless Powers with a determination to make their

way in the world as England and France once, when they were

rising Powers, tore scraps from the body of the Spanish world

empire and the Habsburg monarchy. Only when placed in rela-

tion to these broad historical processes does the revolutionary

will of dynamism in foreign policy reveal itself. "The prepara-

tion for achievement," for the hour of realization of these aims,

as Haushofer calls the total mobilization and armament of the

* Mit dem deuttchen VoUuboden raumpolititch auf einem Ait ritxen Trans.
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dynamic Powers, arouses "fear for their foreign policy among all

those who have a bad conscience ; this means, of course, the past

lords of wide, undeveloped spaces."

THE RESISTING POWERS

What can the resisting Powers do to defend themselves from

this new creative will? What, after all, are these Powers but

encirclement associations? "From this fear," says Haushofer,

"there come encirclement associations against the bearers of

every demand for the future, whether Bulgaria, Germany, Italy,

Japan, or Hungary." The "resisting Powers" are above all

England and France. On them depend at present the small

States of "Intermediate Europe," the small, buttress-needing

colonial Powers, the Scandinavian States, and Switzerland.

Actually all new States or States that have grown greater

through the world war belong to this group: the Succession

States of Austria-Hungary, the Border States, Poland. But in

the Near East and the South-east the resisting tendencies, con-

sisting in the defence of unearned possessions acquired through

Germany's defeat, cut across dynamic tendencies existing in the

same States in their quality of young nations, tendencies arising

from their pressure of population, their constricted territory,

and their poverty-stricken existence. There is thus every proba-

bility, indeed it is virtually certain, that all these dependent

States, these unsatiated small nations, will sooner or later enter

the ranks of the renovating Powers, because it is only so that they
can have prospects of a tolerable existence. They will join the

dynamic Powers even if this involves a restriction of their sover-

eignty or the sacrifice implied in certain frontier revisions.

It is obvious that a foreign policy on this sort of basis can

have little intention of seriously coming to terms with the re-

sisting Powers. It is uncertain in any case whether England
could not ultimately be attracted to the side of the renovating
Powers. A good many elements in Great Britain have remained

undemoralized by the democratic poison. England might still
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be capable of renewal in spirit, and might find her way back to

the great driving forces, the will to rule, out of which the grandi-

ose creation of the Empire proceeded. England is not comfort-

able at the head of the resisting Powers. This is beyond doubt

the reason why her policy has been so full of inconsistencies and

weaknesses in recent years. To bring over this "evolutionary"

England, "always ready for metamorphosis at the right mo-

ment," into membership in the front of renovating Powers, alike

by friendly advances and by menaces, is the persistent effort of

important groups in the new Germany. The English nation too

will regain health from contact with the new dynamism. For

the possessing Powers are sterile. Their thinking and their pol-

icy are confined to rigid juridical categories. They have shut

themselves out of the creative life that is movement. Their in-

evitable fate is extinction and the loss of their possessions. Their

policy is an anxious clinging to what they have, barren of ideas,

passive, defensive. In a world of unceasing revolutionary move-

ment, they will automatically grow steadily weaker. Defence in

their case is the first stage of defeat. The renunciation of expan-
sion is renunciation of life itself. Consequently the resisting

Powers, the "demoplutocracies," are doomed to ultimate liquida-

tion and the transfer of their effects to Powers which are able to

do useful work with them and make something of them.

THE NEW DOCTRINE OF RULERSHIP

What are the conditions of dominion? Is it possible for great

areas to be ruled as the possessing Powers are trying to rule

them, without the heavy hand, without the will to dominion,

without the sense of a world mission ? World significance and the

call to rule over great areas emanate only from "the will to rule

over alien territories and people," is Haushofer's reply. It is

doubtful "whether such a will to rule exists at all among the

resisting Powers. It seems more likely that the essential charac-

teristic of the resisting Powers, which also explains their hesita-

tion and weakness, is the lack of a will to rule." In all world
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empires founded, says Haushofer, "in addition to the imperial

idea or simply the idea of economic exploitation there lives also

a philosophic or religious sense of a world mission . . . without

such an ideological content all efforts of this sort come much

more quickly to a stop." Both signs of capacity to rule great

areas are lacking in the possessing Powers the will to rule and

the spiritual sense of a world mission. Both signs, on the other

hand, are evident in the dynamic Powers. A nation's urge to

expand is the natural expression of its healthy growth. The

sense of a mission is a legitimate manifestation of the will to

rule. It is the will to the spiritual domination of the world.

National Socialism is busy setting up this very domination.

National Socialism recommends itself to a nation of rulers so

old and experienced, but temporarily weary and slackening, as

the British, especially by the effective political element of a new

doctrine of rulership. Behind the make-believe of its nationalist

and Socialist doctrines, National Socialism unquestionably sets

out to be a new ruling element, capable of providing the ideologi-

cal basis for the ruler's standpoint in colonial territory. It may
even be that it is not too much to say that the new German policy

is meeting with approval in certain realist political groups in

England for the very reason that it expresses a clear will to

rule, in contrast with the doctrine of equality, with all its corol-

laries of self-determination, national dismemberment, and con-

cern for all shades of national and religious thought, a doctrine

that weakens every empire. The National Socialist foreign

policy is able to represent both elements a new doctrine of rul-

ership and at the same time the subversive principle, entirely

destructive of European rule in the colored world, of the right

of peoples to self-determination. The German statements make it

very clear that it would be Germany's mission in her own interest

to place herself in the colonial territories as elsewhere at the head

of the proletarian nations, and that she would do so if hindered

in applying the new doctrine of rulership to her own as a ruling

race.
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The doctrine of race, as yet developed only in regard to Jewry,
offers inexhaustible opportunities of domination and of pro-

viding an ideological basis for a realist will to power in colonial

territory. Only on the basis of the doctrine of race can demo-

cratic ideas be ideologically combated, only this basis can

provide the strength of will, the ruthlessness, and freedom

from all "humanitarian folly," necessary for the control of

great territories and the defence of the privileged position of the

white race in the world. The new political doctrine facilitates,

so to speak, the work of ruling. The racial doctrine, the doctrine

of the inequality of men and races, sweeps away all the sentiment

acquired under the burden of centuries by so reflective and sen-

sitive a race of rulers, rather feminine in their sensibility, as the

Anglo-Saxons. If they still like to consider it their special mis-

sion to bear the "white man's burden," nothing is better calcu-

lated to facilitate their task than the new racial doctrine, the

new rulership of the dynamic nations.

It would be instructive to regard the persistent policy of anti-

Semitism from the point of view of this idea of a doctrine of

rulership. We must distinguish between a popular conception

for the masses and a special interpretation for the elite. Among
the S.S. and the leaders of the S.A., anti-Semitism is deliberately

regarded as a "school of rulership." The Jew is the "colored

man," the declasse of Europe, the politically disfranchised "sub-

man." A humane attitude toward him is the sign of unfitness

to rule. For this reason insensitiveness and absolute cruelty are

deliberately practiced.- Soft-heartedness has to be driven out

and brutality provided, so to speak, with a good conscience.

There is a right to brutality the Pan-Germans used to de-

clare this unequivocally. "France, the dying nation, can be so

prostrated by us, that she will never rise again, and we shall do

it! England, if fortune is kind to us, we can reduce to an in-

nocuous island-State" such were the German war aims as

defined by Class. But need we define the new doctrine of ruler-

ship in such foolish terms as this tragi-comic pan-German
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Justizratf Haushofer sketches the new style of colonial policy

cautiously, as a policy that should have nothing to do with

exploitation and oppression, but would find its justification sim-

ply in the ideas of leadership. A leadership, it is true, that

has nothing to do with the old "trusteeship" for the colored

population. What is advocated, with brutal candor, by Na-

tional Socialist politicians is a policy of depopulation. With

this, as a harsh but necessary expedient of the new will to rule,

goes the "shifting of population," an expedient by means of which

social or national minorities are now beginning to be destroyed

by administrative measures. As yet this expedient has found

practical application only in regard to the Jews. Perhaps we

shall next see it applied to the Czech population of the remainder

of Bohemia; old National Socialist plans provided for the re-

moval of the Czechs to Siberia, in order to secure room for coloni-

zation by a solid German community.

GERMANY'S ROLE AS A WORLD POWER

New rulership, world influence, world transformation, world

hegemony this is the direction of the principles of German

foreign policy thus far considered. But they do not aim at a

Greater Germany, they are not content with the place of Ger-

many as an element of order in Central Europe; they are not

by any means confined to "overland" conceptions, as Haushofer

calls them. The "faith in a role of leadership in world policy"

inspires the German activities. The "mystical faith in a world

mission which ... at times of slowly crippling pressure throws

itself into an unheard-of inner strengthening and steeling, in

order to be ready at the given moment for the highest achieve-

ment," is Haushofer's description of the actual nerve of the new

German political purpose. "For we have not much more time to

allow the energy of movement of the world Powers and the speed

with which they are marching toward their immediate and remote

objectives, and their thrust, already begun, through the old Great

Power groups ... to pass us by, without being clear in our
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minds that in this approaching settlement the destiny of our

people and Reich will be determined for centuries, perhaps for

ever." The German situation leaves the nation no political choice.

Dynamic movement is necessarily more important for us in world

politics than a static condition, a condition of holding on.

Again and again in her past history Germany was prevented,

says Haushofer, from gaining her "full stature." Early in the

Middle Ages there began for the Reich the process of dismem-

berment which may now be observed in the British Empire.

Thus, Germany found no satisfactory solution for the Baltic

territories; the result was the existing irrational territorial sys-

tem. So in the past with the separation of the Netherlands from

the Reich, the transfer of the Flemings to the Romance empire,

the cutting off of Switzerland, of the Danish territories, the

old federative German Empire, from which all these members

wrested their independence, came to ruin through the lack of the

will to rule. The lesson the National Socialists draw from Ger-

many's past is that dismemberment can only be prevented by

rigid centralization. The developments in the British Empire
seem to their historians to be a repetition of the error of the old

German Reich. The second Reich, the Germany of Bismarck

and William II, tried to avoid that error. National Socialism

sees its own great significance in its gift to the nation of im-

perial ambitions. The Germany of William II threatened British

life at its most sensitive points. But it lacked the actual sense

of a mission. The essence of the German mission to-day is the

consciousness of being the chosen people with a permanent and

universal task. Germany no longer menaces Britain; she is

seizing the leadership only because the British nation has become

feeble and weary. The young German imperialism of pre-war

days was an attempt to solve our pressing population problems

without suffering a continual loss by emigration ; the new German

will to world hegemony is the definite resolve to transform the

world order under German leadership.

Germany's new growth is breaking all the resistance of rival
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Powers, as the germ will split the hardest stone. But that which

is growing up with Germany is not an imperialism of the style

of the end of the nineteenth century. The coming order will be

an upheaval of dimensions at present inconceivable. It will not

be the empire of a single nation, spread over subject territories

and races. It will be a common achievement of all nations,

disciplined under the rigid leadership of the one chosen nation

in a common realization of a world mission. The new hegemony
of the leading World Power of the future has nothing to do with

the ideas of a liberal imperialism based on economic exploita-

tion. The old songs may still be heard. But those have deaf ears

who cannot hear something different, something deeply in

earnest, something demonic and impelling now underlying the

favorite slogans of the right to a redistribution of the world,

of Germany's mission, of the feeble old hypocrite England, and

of the "finished" France. The creative will now intervening

manifests a harshness in its ends and its means that Europe has

not seen for centuries.

NATION AND EMPIRE

It is no longer a question of an imperialism built up by a

national State. The forces of the Liberal national State have

become inadequate for the dimensions of the tasks to be coped
with. Another mobilization of forces is required. The new great

organized territories crystallize around Powers that are prepared
to undertake the protection of others. The qualification for

forming great new imperial territories is the capacity of a great

State to weave around itself a garland of protected associate

States. Only when that has been done can there be any talk of a

world court, "the miserable farce of which is being played to-

day," says Ernst Jiinger, "by the League of Nations." A true

League of Nations will grow up round the new imperial Great

Powers a real accumulation of power centrally exercised.

Once more it becomes necessary at a critical point to distin-

guish in National Socialist policy between that which is make-
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believe and that which is reality. The actual political aim of

National Socialism is a domination stretching far beyond all

national limits. The recognition of this throws an entirely new

light on the reincorporation of Austria and of the Sudeten

territory in the German Reich. The Holy Roman Empire of the

German nation "it has really come !" So, in an ostensible out-

burst of romantic candor, Hitler brought the National Social-

ist Congress of 1937, the "Congress of Work," to a close. That

which centuries of German history and many generations of

despairing patriots had longed for and tried to win, was now,

apparently, attained. But this was no more than the propa-

gandist camouflage of a practical policy with altogether dif-

ferent aims those of territorial expansion and increase of

power. The immediate concern behind the scenes was for the

conversion of Austria into what Germany had already become, a

submerged population, the obedient subject and instrument of

dynamism. The ordinary middle class German still imagines

that the nationalism of National Socialism is essentially that of

the nineteenth century. But National Socialism has usurped
ideas and phrases in order to bring into existence other things

than those for which they have hitherto stood. The Greater

Germany of National Socialism is most certainly not what we

and our forefathers envisaged. The earlier movement for na-

tional unity and expansion, the Greater Germany movement,

was inspired by an idea of liberation, a free union of related

elements amid respect for alien ones. The ostensible national

unity of to-day, the "Volksgemeinschaft," is a unity under

duress. It is a summons to the individual from a merciless

regime. It has nothing to do with liberation either of the nation

or of the individual ; on the contrary, it is the sharpest disciplin-

ing and Gleichschaltung, or forcing into conformity, of nation

and individual. It also means the claim to dominion, and the

ranking of nations in accordance with their population and

power. It means the rule of force and a regime of privilege. In

this sphere there is no development of liberty, no federative asso-
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elation, but only the central power exercising hegemony and the

garland of subordinate nations round it. Greater Germany be-

comes not the peaceful center of Europe, but the starting-point

of a coming vast empire. It is not the self-fulfilment of the na-

tion at long last, but the claim that it shall lose itself once more

in the adventurous pursuit of a monstrous world dominion.

Thus there is nothing romantic, visionary, unreal and childish,

about these activities. They are, on the contrary, a cool utiliza-

tion of the political slogans of the opponent in order to build up
and extend the power of National Socialism in such a way as to

defeat in advance any reasoned objection. It is certainly im-

possible for this expansion of power to be challenged by the

States that stood at the Peace Conference for the principles of

the national State and of the right of peoples to self-determina-

tion. Yet the whole purpose of this Greater Germany is the

expansion of power. Its creation enables the dynamism of the

Third Reich to apply its policy of expansion at the point that

permits the strongest and deepest blow to be struck at the

heart of the opposed order. In this national policy Hitler may
have been moved partly by certain romantic ideas. What is more

important is the fact that this policy of make-believe was able

to exploit a national movement.

German policy stands to-day, says Haushofer, "in the shadow

of the Holy Roman Empire of the German nation," just as the

great shadow of Rome looms up at the back of the new Italy.

"The fear of its return in some of the territories it formerly

overshadowed" is still, he considers, a vital element in world

policy. This shadow, he says, lies not so much over the South-

east of Europe as "in the West of the German national soil (even

if we take no account of France), at least over the language
frontier that lies to-day far beyond the frontier of the Reich and

the defensive frontier, which embraced Flanders German Bel-

gium Luxembourg German Lorraine and Alsace. Beyond

these, however, lay . . . the present French West Flanders, the

Burgundian heritage, the recollection that imperial power once
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ruled here as far as the Mediterranean, that Besanfon, Lyons
were cities of the Empire, Savoy an important pass country of

the Empire, Switzerland ... a part of the Empire." If we

follow this outline of a Greater Germany with Haushofer, the

National Socialist plan of national union is evidently not ful-

filled either by the reincorporation of Austria or by the incorpo-

ration of the Sudeten territory, to say nothing of a few little

groups of Germans over the frontier. Flanders, Burgundy, Al-

sace, Luxembourg, Lorraine, Switzerland these are not Greater

Germany; they represent the empire of a race in Europe. Na-

tional Socialism claims that the national unity of the German

nation can only be achieved by the formation of a European

empire on a German foundation : no humanist League of Nations,

no pacifist, anemic pan-Europe, but a Greater Germany, on

which non-Germanic nations may lean in so far as they adjust

themselves to the political forms of the National Socialist type of

domination. That is the National Socialist conception of the

achievement of German unity.

This unity need not involve sanguinary struggles. It needs

none in the view of the creator of this conception. It will be for

other States to recognize the inevitable necessity of this Greater

German Empire, and peacefully to look on at its formation.

CAPACITY FOR SELF-DETERMINATION; CELLS OF EUROPEAN

DEVELOPMENT

The European revolution of National Socialism and the re-

covery of Germany would have made no progress if Italy had

not acted. It seems to be entirely due to certain chance develop-

ments, perhaps we may call them mistakes of the democratic

Powers, that Italy is to-day one end of the world-dominating

axis. But is it mere chance? Haushofer asked, not so long ago:

"Where does Italy stand? Where is she going? Is she really

entirely a renovating Power, as her Fascism declares, or is her

Mediterranean situation forcing her back into the ranks of the

old-style colonial Powers, to the Geneva League?" But Italy
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herself could not have developed alone into a renovating Power.

Thus the meeting between Italy and Germany was of fateful

importance to both. Their union is irreplaceable, perhaps also

indissoluble. Italy gave dynamism political style and rhythm
and inner control. But Germany first gave it the consciousness

of its great revolutionary task in foreign policy. Only the asso-

ciation between the two provided the opportunity of action on a

grand scale. These circumstances are illuminating, but the in-

ference is rarely drawn in Germany that the country's advance

would have had a substantially different aspect without this axis

alliance, which was by no means a foregone conclusion. This

shows how weak and casual were the foundations of this whole

policy.

- What is astonishing is Hitler's foresight in working for the

German-Italian association. He met at first with almost a dis-

dainful reception from Mussolini, but he did not allow himself

to be deterred by that. He even overlooked the hurt to his own

feelings. It was unquestionably German dynamism that was the

suitor in this German-Italian alliance. So there came into being

a sort of league of the proletarian nations against the possessing

Powers. It was only with the alliance between Germany and

Italy that the sterile political talk of revision turned into the

political determination to achieve a total reordering and redis-

tribution of the world.

"Cells" or points of departure "of future European develop-

ment" is the name Haushofer has given to the political problems

of interest to National Socialist dynamism, including the prob-

lems of Lithuania, Hungary, and the Ukraine. In contrast to

these points of departure there are those small national groups
of the past which have regained their independence. The con-

ception of "capacity for self-determination" must be given prece-

dence over a merely theoretical "right of self-determination."

For "bits of country" (Teillandschaften) cannot exhibit any ca-

pacity for self-determination. This applies to all "spatially con-

stricted, small and thinly-peopled forms of life,"
* such as are
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revealed by most of the "States of the western and eastern Euro-

pean intermediate girdles." The "wretched state of Germany's
relations with most of eastern Europe and the way Intermediate

Europe has been split up" are mainly due to the failure to per-

ceive the lack of capacity for self-determination of these "bits of

country." Haushofer demands, accordingly, "a well-conceived

political and publicist handling of these two conceptions: the

right of self-determination and the capacity for self-determina-

tion." For it would offer great opportunities of success and

might reveal very dangerous weaknesses. In this connection he

comes to one of the most important points of departure of dy-

namic development, a "skeleton in the cupboard," as he calls it,

affecting the Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Rou-

mania "the Ukrainian, Ruthenian, Little Russian, or Red

Russian question." It has much the same importance as had

Poland when that country was partitioned between Russia, Aus-

tria-Hungary, and Prussia. "The territories, if any, out of

which new solutions of the Ukrainian question could arise are of

Eurasian dimensions," he says, laconically. For the forty million

Ukrainians, "sections of whom have disappeared as short-range

aims in Poland and Czechoslovakia and Roumania, while the larg-

est section exists in semi-independence within the Soviet Union,"

would nevertheless play "a part in certain long-range aims of

Great Powers against the Soviets." This raises the wartime ideas

of making the Volga the backbone of the Great Russian State

and the Dnieper that of a Ukrainian State. As long ago as 1917

the German army command in the East had declared in propa-

ganda literature that anyone who wanted to liberate Germany

permanently from the Russian menace must turn his thoughts to

the Ukraine and awaken that country into independent life. But

it must not be associated in any way with Poland. It may inci-

dentally be mentioned that these ideas date from long ago, and

were discussed during the Crimean War. At that time their

purpose was to counter Russia's eastern plans. Bunsen wrote a

* Volkaachwachen Leberuformen.
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memorandum on the subject. It was the time of anti-Russian

orientation in Prussia under Moritz August von Bethmann.

Thus the points of departure of future European dynamics
are subject to the two principles of capacity for and right of self-

determination. This offers an excellent means of forcible solution

under the guise of obedience to a just political principle. Either

argument may be brought into the foreground at will the right

of self-determination if the German group in Czechoslovakia is

in question, or the lack of capacity for self-determination in

such a "bit of country" as Lithuania or White Russia or Slo-

vakia; even of the Czechs, indeed, within a rump State of Bo-

hemia. Rid of its German group and cut off from its Slovak

section, this Bohemian torso might be capable of functioning

only as a dependent "bit of country" within the Greater German

Reich. The provisions of the treaties of the Paris suburb set up
no permanent order but were only a vain and now collapsing at-

tempt to revive "vestiges of the past." Cells of future develop-

ment exist wherever the revolutionary dynamic will can intervene

politically, that is to say, wherever the past order can be de-

stroyed. "Opportunities of advance" can come "for those who

have been cheated of room to live" only out of the forfeiture of

"excessively large areas." Or, it might be added, out of the

union of non-independent "bits of country," which could not be

allowed a right of self-determination because they have not the

capacity for self-determination. "In this sense the final aim of

National Socialism," says Rudolf Hess, "is certainly the applica-

tion of sound common sense." So says Haushofer ; and Hess is his

disciple.

DEFENCE UNION

It is useful to recall the political ideas of the War years in

order to find an explanation of the present aims of National

Socialism in regard to the east of Europe. Professor Sering, in

the introduction to his book, published in 1917, on the signifi-

cance of western Russia to the development of Central Europe
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(Westrussland in seiner Bedeutung fur die Entwicklwng Mit-

teleuropas), writes that it would be contrary to German inten-

tions to try to set up an empire ; "what is proposed is rather to

unite the States of the sections of Europe around the nucleus

strengthened by the War, for the joint defence of their inde-

pendence. In such defence unions lies the basis also for the

participation with equal rights and the free development of the

smaller nations." These are exactly the practical ideas of the

future political activity of the Third Reich outside the central

German national territory for the formation of a sort of federa-

tion of States. The "strengthened nucleus" for the joint defence

of the independence of these States is the Greater Germany
within the frontiers temporarily fixed after March 13th, 1938,

and after September, 1938. This nucleus is strengthened by the

national discipline of National Socialism and the principle of

the new control. Thus strengthened, Greater Germany is in a

position to offer a real support to all States joining her, and the

guarantee of their independence, subject only to a few servitudes.

After the protection on paper offered by collective security has

proved an illusion in face of the "realist" aggression of the dy-

namic States, the powerful protection of a guarantee offered by

Germany in a union for joint protection and defence makes an

end of an intolerable situation of insecurity for the smaller

States.

"The defence union," continues Sering, "will require com-

pleting by an economic alliance for those nations which comply
with the conditions for this closer association through their

proximity and interdependence." Here it is necessary to pro-

ceed cautiously. "Much will be attainable by the elastic forms

of free economic associations." It may be expected that after

the completion of a temporary stage in the formation of the

nucleus of the new order, attempts will be made by Germany, on

the lines of these or similar ideas, at an extensive reorganization

of Central Europe and the Near East. These efforts may be

entirely analogous to the peaceful efforts to set up a Zollverein
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within the German Federation. Pressure and menace on one

side, material advantages offered on the other, will quickly in-

duce States left to themselves, and consequently in a difficult

situation, to come to terms. "There is no other real safeguard

against the empires that are being built up, and no other guar-

antee of the peaceful preservation of equality of rights, than

the construction of a permanent economic, military, and mari-

time equilibrium." So Sering, twenty years ago, idealized the

task of the defence union and its future peaceful efficacy. It is

easy for National Socialism to make the task of insuring against

the world revolution threatened from the East and against the

liberalistic decay advancing from the West its exclusive task in

the coming new federation of States.

Germany has done her utmost to delay the dynamic solution

of the problems in the east and north-east. These are by no

means confined to Danzig; they include Memel and the whole

of Lithuania, the Baltic States, and influence in the "corner-

stone of the expanded Central Europe," Finland. The primary
task is the safeguarding of the Baltic and of the "glacis country"

facing Soviet Russia. The great question here is how the neces-

sary safeguarding of the German north-east flank can be recon-

ciled with similar tendencies on Poland's part, arising out of her

"geopolitical" situation. Can Poland allow Lithuania to fall

under German influence? Is a peaceful solution possible here,

similar to that between Germany and Italy in the Danube basin ?

This could only be so if Poland resolutely joins the dynamic
front. It has been assumed in many quarters that Germany
and Poland have already come to an agreement on certain lines,

that Germany wants to develop in the south-eastern direction,

and that in consequence she is leaving to Poland the organiza-

tion of the north-east, and of an intermediate girdle between

Russia and Germany as far south as the Danube. I think these

ideas go too far. But the future of Europe will depend very

largely on whether Poland becomes a partner of the axis Powers,

and whether Germany renounces her aspirations in the north-
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east in favour of Poland, finding her own security for the north-

eastern flank in the introduction of Scandinavia into the Ger-

man sphere of influence.

The fate of Danzig and of the Polish or rather the Vistula

corridor will then be no longer a problem of any difficulty. The

great difficulty, and the fundamental change since the War, lies

in the fact that Poland now belongs on a basis of population to

the great States, and that her incorporation in a "defence union"

is scarcely possible. She has very deliberate Great-Power aims

of her own, and could at most be admitted to partnership in an

extended axis, with admitted rights if not equality of rights

assuming that she follows her own "geopolitical" lines of develop-

ment. It need not be assumed that German policy could not be

sufficiently generous, in view of greater and more comprehensive

aims, to allow Poland a free hand for expansion in the zone of

power "geopolitically" natural to her.

If Poland were definitely brought within the realm of dynam-

ism, Germany would have to give up her aspirations in the

north-east, the so-called "Prussian task," and also all idea of

reducing Poland to the rank of a Mittelstaat or secondary State,

to the dimensions envisaged by Germany in the Great War. It

does not seem that the National Socialist leaders are ready to

agree to an apportionment of interests with Poland in the same

way as with Italy. The past twenty years of Poland's existence

as a State have confirmed in the opinion of some influential

groups in Germany the view formerly held in another political

quarter, that Poland is suffering above all from the size and

unproductiveness of the territory under her rule, which involves

her in expenditure beyond her means in maintaining her position

as a great military State. In any case, the National Socialist

policy in regard to Poland is neither clear nor consistent.

Above all, to permit Poland to play the part of a Great Power

in the east would conflict with Hitler's "Testament," in which he

declares that he would never "tolerate" the existence of a second

military Power in the east. There would be little point in
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manoeuvring the greatest military Power in the west, France,

into voluntary capitulation, only to allow another to grow up in

the east.

The conception of a novel alliance on an essentially military

basis and with rigid authoritarian leadership, not to say domina-

tion, from a center, is only possible through the overwhelming

superiority of power of the central State over all its allies. The

existence of another Great Power garlanded with States under

its leadership would lead to a repetition of the historic relation

between Austria and Prussia in the old German Federation.

Consequently, in spite of all territorial assurances, German

hegemony implies the necessity sooner or later of reducing Poland

to her barest ethnographic frontiers, with a population of eight-

een to twenty-two millions.

ANTI-EUROPE

But this new federative principle of the defence union will also

embrace the girdle of States in the west and north of Europe.

The new "Teuton Empire of the German Nation" will include

both the "sub-Teuton zone of fragments" of the east and south-

east, and also the original areas of Teuton colonization in the

north ; in addition, it will include the western members of the old

Reich, the Holy Roman Empire, which were lost through weak-

ness. In the zone of fragments the process of history resulted in

an atomization down to the smallest national units. It was impos-

sible for a separate State idea to establish itself here. The ex-

pedient of a dynasty, to make good the lacking State element, is

now out of date. A State can thus only be made by means of

the two elements, overwhelming power and a special political

ideology, represented by National Socialist Germany. In the

smaller States of the north, on the other hand, remains are dis-

cernible of past historic processes; these States owe their inde-

pendence to the balance of power between the rival Great Powers.

It is natural that they should lose their independence the moment

an overwhelming will to power makes its appearance. Here again
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it is the new power-center of the Third Reich that intends to

make out of the petrified elements of a superannuated process

living members of a new order. For these States also there is only

one solution that can "liberate" them from the sterility of isola-

tion within petty confines annexation.

In west, east, and north the German nucleus-Reich is sur-

rounded by national States of semi-sovereign character. All of

them depend on the State in their center. From it they receive

their impulses. They are no longer state individualities; they

form a collectivity. It is not a "union" that results, not a federa-

tion; it will be a "following," precisely in the sense of National

Socialist home policy. And the discipline of this union results

not from free agreement but from the principle of leadership and

of absolute authority. In return, the members of this union gain

great material advantages. It is taken for granted that the

colonial empires brought in by some of these States will be ad-

ministered for the benefit of all members. The advantages of the

great area of the union and of its adequate possession of raw

materials must be shared by all alike. Economic advantages will

be offered in compensation for the sacrifice of political rights.

There will be not a few who will welcome this development, espe-

cially when the effects of the social policy of the regime on the

standard of existence of the masses, at present overshadowed by
the Four Year Plan, are revealed.

This would, in very truth, be the territorial and spiritual dis-

solution of Europe. A few of the principal linjcs in its past

unity would be thrown back on themselves France, and Eng-
land. Italy would form the nucleus of an empire of her own in

the Mediterranean area. Europe would cease to exist. And, in-

deed, the National Socialist policy is deliberately directed toward

the destruction of the historic, political, and economic unity of

Europe.
There is logic in the idea of the political destruction of the

conception of Europe. Only with the banning of this conception

is the way really clear for entirely new territorial aggregations,
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stretching far beyond the limits of the Continent. The first

nation to found its power almost entirely on territory outside

Europe was the British. In this way, according to the National

Socialist view, England was the first European Power to break

away spiritually from Europe. The other Power that does not

belong to Europe is Russia. But Russia has not so much politi-

cally broken away from Europe as been driven out, to form an

Asiatic Power. Thus in its idea of politically banning Europe
National Socialism can quote historic precedents. The firmest

bulwarks of the pre-war political system were, as Zehrer has

expressed it, the solidarity of the Great Powers and the idea of

equality of rights; and the essence of the National Socialist

destruction of Europe is the refusal to recognize either solidarity

or equality of rights as constituent principles of the political

order. The Power that re-entered active political life with the

declaration that it intended to regain its full equality of rights

among the possessing Powers has thus become one of those that

deny the validity of equality of rights as a political principle.

This denial determines its attitude to the small nations, and

gives it the means of fresh activity in the colonial sphere. But

this denial also destroys the structure of Europe, which rests on

the idea of the equality of rights of nations independently of

their population or power. The denial thus destroys the soli-

darity of the European nations, which in any case was deeply

shaken by the Great War. Perhaps it may be said conversely

that, because equality of rights and solidarity stand in the way
of the rise of National Socialism to new world empire, Europe as

a political reality must be destroyed.

THE NEW CONTOURS OF THE WORLD

Are the new contours of the world becoming clearer to-day?

It is a mistake to regard National Socialist policy as confined to

central and intermediate Europe, the Near East, and the German

groups over the frontier on east and west. The German-Italian-

Japanese bloc reveals decidedly different political tendencies.
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These tendencies embrace the whole globe. To adhere to the

text of Mein Kampf and think in terms of eastern European
colonization would be to have an entirely absurd misconception

of the scope of the political aims of National Socialism. We may
be thoroughly sure that the political leaders of the Third Reich

are far too clear-sighted not to be well aware that for more than

a hundred years the face of the German nation has been turned

westwards, and that it had given up the idea of territorial acqui-

sitions in the east long before the War, in spite of all the efforts

at colonization of the Prussian Settlement Commission. It is pure

utopianism to figure a German Drang nach dem Osten in the

form of solid German colonies newly set up in the Russian or

Siberian steppes. The urbanized Germans can no longer be

induced to undertake the hard labor of pioneering in the wide

spaces of eastern Europe, far from civilization, in sufficient

numbers to Germanize those territories. What is possible is,

perhaps, German large-scale farming with the labor of alien

races; or industrial expansion; or, perhaps, agricultural settle-

ment in the thinly populated but economically and climatically

favored areas of eastern and northern France. Imperialism

does not mean a return to the land, at least for the ruling nation.

From the mass of new plans there emerge the outlines of a

radically changed world. North Africa, Asia Minor, the Near

East seem naturally to tend towards the new Mediterranean em-

pire. Northern and eastern Europe, and northern Asia beyond

them, tend toward the German sphere. But this does not exclude

the possibility that new imperial lines may develop in the direc-

tion of South and Central Africa, South America, and the

Pacific.

There are two conceptions in the Third Reich that demand

special attention. They are not made the subject of industrious

propaganda, but they may be deduced from statements made by

political leaders which deserve to be taken seriously. One con-

ception is that of overland expansion the Danube basin,

Turkey, Asia Minor, India. The other is indicated by the "geo-
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political" line from Flushing to Vladivostok. Both conceptions

are connected with the search for raw materials, for strategic and

economic key positions of hegemony, or of a wide-spread empire.

The first conception would collide with Italian ambitions. It

has few supporters outside the quarters of the old German

Nationalists and Conservatives. The second, however, is possible

on the basis of a practical division of interests not only with Italy

but with England, which could in this way be brought into the

community of the renovating Powers. The first conception

would have to be carried out at the expense not only of France

but of England ; the second would, so to speak, open the way to

a possible new distribution of the world which would enable

England to be brought in as a partner. The contours of this

new distribution would run more or less on these lines : the British

world empire overseas; the Mediterranean-Africa-Asia Minor

empire of Italy, including as dependents all the French African

territories, Pan-Arabia, and all the countries wished by the

Mediterranean; finally the American continental bloc, and the

Pacific empire of Japan.
Until recently, the National Socialists were ready to admit

England as a partner on equal terms in the redistribution of the

world ; but not France. In the National Socialist view Germany,

Italy, and England were alone of approximately equal rank as

European Powers. Their territorial possessions and ambitions

could be defined without collision of interests. Europe is to be

partitioned into the Eurasian continental coalition, under Ger-

man hegemony, and the Mediterranean area, exclusively under

Italy ; England is to be excluded from Europe and to renounce

interest in European problems, retiring with her once European
island kingdom and transferring her empire entirely to her over-

sea possessions and her Dominions. Whether England will be

required to declare herself disinterested in the Mediterranean, in

Asia Minor, and in the Arabian and North African regions is

left to Italy to determine. England will probably be ready to do

this as soon as France has been defeated, if not before. Such
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countries as Spain and Greece fall entirely into the Italian sphere

of influence. The new delimitation of frontiers will pass through
France and Switzerland, which will lose their unity as States.

Other countries, like Yugoslavia, will be taken out of double

spheres of influence and incorporated in a single one, in this case

that of Italy.

Such are the broad lines of the colossal foreign policy which

would correspond in dimensions and in forcefulness with the

colossal buildings and rites of the dictatorial regime. Only these

dimensions, as Hitler has declared outright, justify the effort of a

whole nation until exhaustion threatens. Those who heard this

conception developed, at a time when preventive wars against

Germany's armament seemed to threaten, could only regard it as

absurd bombast. I confess that that was my own feeling. To-day
it seems less unlikely to be put into practice.

The continental area under German leadership demands the

liquidation of Russia in her present form. This aim needs ideo-

logical camouflage. The enthusiasm of the masses must be

aroused. And it is necessary to gain allies, and to divert atten-

tion from preparatory moves. For, before Russia can be liqui-

dated, the French pseudo-hegemony must be liquidated, the

Russo-French "outer fort" Czechoslovakia must be destroyed,

and France must be isolated and partitioned. And it is no less

essential to bring effective pressure upon the States of the in-

termediate European girdle, in order to set up a new common

structure before the dissolution of Russia permits the new great

Eurasion federation of States to be formed. The Reich will cer-

tainly be ready to maintain the existence of the States joining

it, with a few exceptions, in a restricted form.

But and it is important to bear this in mind if National

Socialism fails in its first aims in Central and Western Europe, in

the isolation and partition of France, and the bringing of Eng-
land into the front formed by the renovating Powers, it will be

able instead to ally itself with Bolshevik Russia and to undertake

the partition of the world from the opposite pole. There are
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many well-known political elements who desire a solution of this

sort, as avoiding the loss of time involved in proceeding by way
of Central and Western Europe. If Germany and Russia were to

join together, the Western Powers and the small States would be

compelled to capitulate without a struggle. There is a good
deal of evidence that this policy might prove attractive for rea-

sons of internal politics. In any case, dynamism sees in the volte-

face of an alliance with Soviet Russia a last chance which might

be of incalculable revolutionary effect.

But yet another question arises: can the dynamic revolution

stop at a sharing of the world? Must not the struggle for

existence in foreign politics continue until the final world domi-

nation of a single nation? The triumvirate sharing the world in

the age of Caesarism is always no more than a preliminary to the

decisive final struggle for exclusive rule. Thus at the back of

Germany's continental empire stands the will to absolute

dominion in the world, the technical means of which are no longer

lacking as hitherto. England, crippled as a European Power by
the occupation or Anschluss of Holland and Belgium, will not

escape the dismemberment of her empire even by concluding a

pact with the Third Reich. Italy, even as a vast Mediterranean

empire, will not be equal to a crossing of swords with the Ger-

manic union. And America is already at the outset of internal

convulsions produced by a war of ideologies. Here, too, a change

may easily come, incredible as it seems as yet, which will convert

American opposition into willing discipleship. In the National

Socialist view the political situation in America is unstable and

can be developed into an outright revolution ; to do this is both a

tactical aim of National Socialism, in order to hold America

aloof from Europe, and a political one, in order to bring both

North and South America into the new order. By its ubiquity
and its tactics of universal menace, National Socialism is prepar-

ing to occupy the key positions for colonial domination, for

domination of the great sea routes, and for the domination of

America and the Pacific. The German aim of a solid Central
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African colonial empire emerged a considerable time ago. All

this explains how the initial Anglophile attitude of National So-

cialism is turning into a continually growing antagonism, which

is due to much more than simple resentment over Chamberlain's

restraint of Hitler's aggressiveness in 1938. Already the break-

ing up of the British Empire is becoming clearly outlined as one

of the fundamental aims of the National Socialist policy of world

revolution.

When Goethe witnessed the cannonade at Valmy, witnessed

its cessation and the retreat of the coalition armies, he knew that

he had been present at a turning point of world history. Had
the French a similar feeling when the German armies marched

into the Rhineland? If they did, they had incomparably more

reason for it than Goethe had. For they were at the outset, it

would seem, not only of the disappearance of France as a Great

Power, and the downfall of the British power, but of the break-

ing up of Europe. But is this anything of which the Germans

can be glad and proud? In their new world not only Europe but

the great individual nations will disappear. With them Ger-

many herself will perish.



The March to Revolution

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

ALL this arsenal of political weapons, these plans and objectives

of National Socialism, will be regarded with some scepticism.

What do they all amount to in practical politics? Broadcast

with exaggerated candor, and brought in the German profes-

sorial fashion within a pseudo-scientific system, all these "geo-

political" doctrines may amount to no more than an attempt to

provide for a section of the German educated public a rationale

for political aims of expansion, and to prepare this public for

willing self-sacrifice in the interest of the nation. The redistri-

bution of the world, a vast imperial territory reaching from

Flushing to Vladivostok, Utopias of this sort may be useful as

elements of propaganda, but they cannot be regarded as actual

political aims with any title to be taken seriously by politicians.

What, then, are the broad lines of the real National Socialist

policy?

To begin with, this vast candor is of the very nature of dic-

torial foreign policy. It has justified itself in practice. The

impossible, the incredible succeeds : the open declaration of actual

aims proves their best camouflage.

Let me mention that I am speaking from experience. On more

than one occasion, contrary to my own warnings, I have been

forced to admit that a sovereign contempt for all discretion has
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been rewarded in foreign policy with complete success. The most

candid of revelations of aims in foreign policy have been dis-

missed as "going off at the deep end" by the very people who,

for their own sakes, had the best of all reasons for listening with

careful attention. The propagandist character of National So-

cialist tactics requires a broad and popular exposition of the

aims of the regime. The listener abroad finds it inconceivable

that anyone really entertaining such plans could have the inno-

cence to avow them. But it is not innocence it is the subtlest

cunning. It is just as effective, in the opposite direction, as the

practice of the famous maxim of Mein Kampf that any lie will

be believed if it is big enough. Any truth will be disbelieved, if

it is big enough.

National Socialist policy is in any case much more candid than

that of the democracies, with their Governments' secret diplo-

macy and cautious and elaborate shepherding of public opinion.

We must therefore make up our minds that all the aims and

tendencies described in the preceding section represent actual

practical intentions. This applies especially to the principal

aim, the redistribution of the world. Simple and popularized as

this aim sounds, and impossible to take seriously as practical

politics, it represents nevertheless the actual purpose of the

regime. This is what makes any interpretation of National So-

cialist policy so difficult: there is no rational approach to its

essential elements. Perhaps one needs to be a National Socialist

in order to grasp the full destructive menace of the movement.

I should like to mention here, by way of elucidation of the

actual revolutionary path of National Socialism, certain prac-

tical problems with which I came into contact. I must mention

at the outset that those of us, whether National Socialists or

Nationalists and Conservatives, who had to work with the regime,

were by no means clear at first as to the direction that was

intended to be taken, or rather was bound to be taken. I cannot

say whether any of those members of the Cabinet, and diplomats

and civil servants in responsible positions who are not National
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Socialists are still in any doubt about the course that is being

pursued. I cannot assume that any of them are, for it was plain

to all thinking persons as long ago as 1934. But it may be that

those who in the past were opposed to this course have been

reconciled to the National Socialist revolution because it has

brought certain successes for the nation. For my own part, it

was the gradual recognition of the destructive tendency and the

growing radicalization of National Socialist policy as a whole

that led me at Danzig ultimately to dissociate myself from it.

In the Reich matters were different in so far as almost down to

the present time there has been an expectation that the army
would enforce a change, and those who were in favor of a more

rational policy felt that it was particularly incumbent on them

to remain in office to serve as a corrective for any excessively

adventurous policy. These attitudes are intelligible, but they

are mistaken, because they ignore the revolutionary character

of the movement. What was needed was a resolute stand against

it and a counter-revolution before it was too late.

There were really only two possible methods by which Germany
could burst the bonds of the Versailles Treaty and regain her

due place in Europe. One may be called the European solu-

tion to make Germany the protagonist of the ideas of right

ostensibly but not really underlying the League of Nations and

certain treaties. This would have involved placing herself at

the head of the small nations of Eastern Europe, but without

any "Eastern Locarno" under the guarantee of the Western

Powers, who had arrogated to themselves the position of a world

judicature. The collective pact system of Geneva did no more

than perpetuate an intolerable situation in Eastern and Central

Europe. But a number of bilateral pacts between Germany and

her neighbors would have removed the dangers of war, recogniz-

ing frontiers or regulating them by peaceful agreement, and

permitting Germany to establish her economic and political

influence over the partner to each pact. It would have been right

and reasonable for Germany to be granted economic and political
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advantages in return for her renunciation of claims for frontier

revision.

It may be objected that this is the National Socialist policy.

It was originally, and had it been adhered to it would have

brought Germany assured and lasting successes ; but it was given

up for a totally different policy, one of revolution. The essential

question for the future was the spirit in which Germany would

pursue a policy of accommodation of this sort, whether the terms

of alliance would be equitable, leaving Germany's partner full

sovereignty and full participation in the benefits of the treaty,

or whether Germany's purpose was to set up a dictatorial "pro-
tection" of States reduced to semi-sovereignty.

Until late in the summer of 1933 the general lines of the

foreign policy of the German leaders were not clear to anybody.
No decision in any direction seemed to have been taken. What

happened at first was day-to-day policy inspired by no great

conception, directed merely to making sure of rearmament, get-

ting rid of the pacts, and preventing any important coalition

against Germany. The leaders were pursuing tactical aims alone.

The agreement with Poland was one of these.

Was there no possibility, at least in the autumn of 1933, of a

"European" settlement of outstanding political questions in the

foreign policy of the Third Reich? At Geneva Dr. Goebbels,

the Propaganda Minister, asked me to see him at his hotel, in

order to discuss the possibility of intensifying German-Polish

relations; and I tried to put before him on this occasion the

lines of a general "European" settlement. Colonel Beck had

made a point of publicly showing friendly courtesy to the Ger-

man delegates, in order to emphasize the possibility of an agree-

ment between Poland and Germany. I invited him to lunch at

Beausjour; he came, and soon afterwards there took place a

meeting with Goebbels which attracted a good deal of notice.

Goebbels, who had been praised as a man of "Latin mentality" by
some of the foreign papers, had sat for a short time on the front

center benches at the Assembly of the League, his slight figure
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contrasting with that of his neighbor, the jovial Baron von

Neurath; Goebbels was there as Hitler's observer. At that time

sections of foreign opinion were still ready to regard the Na-

tional Socialist activities as no more than the crudity and awk-

wardness and extravagance of vigorous youth. General Smuts,

as president of the Assembly, had praised the new national dis-

cipline which some nations were imposing on themselves. Goeb-

bels had spoken at great length to Paul-Boncour, through an

interpreter, at a dinner, and explained to him the peaceful social

and political aims of the German movement. He had also spoken
to the Press a speech that aroused a good deal of interest but

was on the whole disappointing.

I gave Goebbels my impressions of the possibilities of Ger-

man-Polish treaty relations, and went on to the subject of a

peaceful, evolutionary solution of the Eastern European prob-

lems ; but I was met with entire disagreement. I pointed out that

Poland could virtually serve as the key to a broad conception of

German foreign policy; Goebbels talked down to me with his

characteristic arrogance and air of intellectualism the al-

liances that mattered to Germany, he said, were in an entirely

different direction. There was no possibility of an evolutionary

emergence from the fetters of Versailles, because it was not the

Versailles Treaty alone that had to be got rid of. He went on to

pour contempt on the League Assembly. He talked of the "hol-

lowness" of the whole enterprise, the general irresolution and

ineffectiveness, which would permit us to go much farther, which,

indeed, simply invited strong measures. These people could

only be impressed by brutality : they were too anemic to resort to

brutality themselves.

Soon after this Germany withdrew not only from the Dis-

armament Conference but from the League. "C'est la guerre,"

shouted the angry journalists in the lobbies. The members of

the German delegation to Geneva were themselves dismayed.

They had to pack up and go literally helter-skelter. This was

the first important event in the National Socialist style in the
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field of foreign policy. The pace was set by Hitler. There were

violent quarrels behind the scenes. The decision to leave the

League was forced on the professional diplomats against their

strong representations, amid the wildest temperamental out-

breaks. Members of the German delegation at Geneva with

whom I was acquainted were at their wits' end. This was the

incursion of dynamism into a world of fictitious security.

But is not every state of legality, every treaty relation, a

fictitious security ? It was not the fact of Germany's withdrawal

from the League that marked the beginning of the revolutionary

course in foreign policy, but the way it was done. Germany
had decided for drama, for dictation, for surprise moves, for

marching. The withdrawal from the League was thoroughly
characteristic of the National Socialist Fiihrer. The move and

its manner were a frontal attack not on the Versailles treaty

front but on the principles of legality and faith in treaties.

Nothing would have been more natural than to follow this

resolute turning away from Western European political ideas

with an attempt to create another system of treaties of alliance,

which would be a positive achievement to set against the "ficti-

tious" system of Geneva. The affairs of Danzig kept me at

Geneva after the German delegation had left, and I had the

opportunity of observing the international effect of Germany's
move. The psychological effect seemed to me so menacing that

I felt it to be of importance that Germany, while rejecting the

ineffective principles of the League, should declare her adhe-

sion to the idea of firm and unambiguous treaty conditions on

the basis of the inviolability of legality. It seemed evident that

in this way she could have separated Great Britain from France.

With some States calling for war and playing with the idea of

preventive sanctions, it seemed to be particularly advisable, as a

matter of prudence, that Germany should remove every terri-

torial occasion for war, sterilizing the frontier problem by

building up a system of pacts on the basis of the inviolability

of frontiers.
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On my way back from Geneva I took the opportunity of point-

ing out to Hitler in Berlin the precarious situation in which

Danzig was placed by Germany's withdrawal from the League,
and of urging that the sharpest discipline should be required,

in consequence, of the party formations, since only the avoidance

of incidents would enable us to emerge in safety from the danger
zone which had now been entered. I found Hitler in a state of

extraordinary optimism, though Germany's situation seemed to

offer little warrant for cheerfulness. In this mood Hitler is

simply out of reach of critical argument. Our tete-a-tete lasted

for more than an hour, but I only succeeded in getting in a few

words about my anxieties. I objected that the abrupt with-

drawal from the League seemed to expose the German armament

and national policy to unnecessary risks; Hitler replied with

long expositions of the need for a liberating act, which would

restore Germany's freedom of action once for all. What was

wanted was not careful consideration of what logic might seem

to dictate, but an act that carried people away, a clear and

straightforward "No" in reply to the lying intriguers, evidenc-

ing the resolute determination to make a fresh start. Whether

this was discreet or not, the nation only understood acts of this

sort, not haggling and bargaining. The nation had had enough
of being led by the nose. He went on to talk of the "poison of

Liberalism." The old democracies had, perhaps, more or less

got used to it, and so might be able to stand it. But for Ger-

many, a young and still uncontaminated nation, the poison was

fatal. It was like syphilis. When that disease first came to

Europe "from America," it had almost always proved fatal. But

where it was reintroduced again and again through generations

the body might, he said, acquire immunity; the disease would

become harmless. It had been necessary to tear the German na-

tion away from all these poisonous, dangerous associations if it

was not to perish after all. He then went into the subject of

"tectonic collapse," the eruptions and landslides in the European
social system far-flung geological similies, with which he il-
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lustrated the need for Germany's emergence from the isolation

of a quiet zone in an environment of the utmost activity.

It was a new experience for me to find, instead of a matter-

of-fact discussion of the risks facing us and the steps to be taken

to deal with them, that I had to listen to a vehement monologue,
in which the subject on which I had asked for an audience came

only now and then to the surface, and, even when it did, rarely

for any practical purpose. This, however, is a deliberately culti-

vated technique which I found employed also by others of the

great. It is a deliberate method of preventing any rational con-

sideration of a question. It places the visitor in a subordinate

position in which he is reduced to listening, with very little oppor-

tunity of making any effective use of the arguments he has to

offer. He is put off with an emphatically administered lecture

conveying an opinion already formed and fixed, in comparison
with which his faintly ventured objections are loftily dismissed

as entirely superficial. This technique at all events establishes

the superiority of the personage granting the audience.

The situation at Danzig in the autumn of 1933 was particu-

larly precarious. Incidents had been produced by the lawlessness

of the Storm Troopers which would have given legitimate

grounds for the intervention at any time of the Polish army.

It was well known that Poland had prepared a plan for the

restoration, by three stages, of constitutional conditions in the

Free City, and that she was in a position to carry it out when-

ever she thought fit. The German forces were not then strong

enough to prevent Poland from doing this, or to justify the risk

of an armed conflict with Poland. I had consulted the German

military authority concerned, and he had made it perfectly

plain that this was so. The situation had by no means been

improved by Germany's withdrawal from the League. Ger-

many was pursuing a very dangerous course. In this situation

the sanguine spirit of the Fiihrer was not so much the outcome

of magnificent resolution and faith as of a readiness for a gamble

that needlessly jeopardized the future of the nation. That it
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succeeded is no answer to the criticism. The reasons why Ger-

many's opponents did not intervene, and why they induced

Poland not to upset the Versailles system of peace treaties by

any act of violence, are plain now for all to see. One was an

erroneous estimate of National Socialism, which was not seen

to be the directionless revolution that it really was, with a cam-

ouflage at that time of nationalism. It was supposed that it

would give place to a more moderate nationalism and would

quickly divest itself of its evil elements. The bourgeois partners

of National Socialism in Germany had shared the same hope. In

this interview, however, Hitler's sovereign contempt for every

argument in favor of caution made me suspect that Germany's
withdrawal from the League was not so much a clever political

move, aimed at gaining freedom of action, as the beginning of a

revolutionary course that would tear Germany once for all out of

the existing social and political order, the beginning of revolu-

tionary dynamism.
On the morning of that fateful day at Geneva I had met a

well-known American journalist, von W., who knew Hitler per-

sonally. It was being rumored that Germany intended to leave

the Disarmament Conference. Mr. von W. declared that Hitler

could obtain by ordinary means everything, absolutely every-

thing, he wanted, and that it would be a vast blunder to enter a

revolutionary course, which would inevitably lead just where

the first German imperialism had ended. But the irrevocable

launching of the nation on a revolutionary course was the sole

purpose of that abrupt and much-misunderstood step. The great

danger for National Socialism was an early ripening of moderate

nationalist ambitions. That would have made National Social-

ism a superfluity. Its leaders were forced to launch the nation

on an incalculable wave of revolutionism in order to maintain

their own power.

Later on the day of my audience with Hitler it became per-

fectly plain to me that this was the explanation of Germany's
withdrawal from the League. I had the opportunity of taking
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part that afternoon in a "leaders' conference" in the Prussian

Herrenhaus or House of Lords. I had the satisfaction of finding

that the Fiihrer had paid attention to my representations; he

emphatically demanded absolute discipline on the part of all the

party formations: absolute correctness was essential in order to

give foreign Powers no ground for aggression. He declared that

if anyone jeopardized Germany's armament by insubordina-

tion, he would have him shot, regardless of persons. But for the

rest the Fiihrer's declarations showed that he was prepared to

go to any length. Never, he said, should Germany return to the

corrupt and putrefying company of the democracies, doomed as

they were to death and destruction. Germany had cast herself

adrift from that world for ever. Arguments which were ad-

vanced only years later in public speeches were put at length

before this meeting the arguments that Germany was prepar-

ing the way for a gigantic revolution ; in this struggle all things

must be permissible; the nation must be ready to put up with

losses ; what had to be done was not to act "reasonably" but so

as to make the whole nation ready for unhesitating obedience;

what had to be done was to act not reasonably but all together.

He had torn to pieces the whole fabric of treaties of a lying,

fraudulent, criminal system. The world would have to make up
its mind to follow Germany.

Hitler had told me that morning what was his view of the

value of treaties. He was ready, he said, to sign anything. He
was ready to guarantee any frontier and to conclude a non-

aggression pact with anyone. It was a simpleton's idea not to

avail oneself of expedients of this sort because the day might
come when some formal agreement would have to be broken.

Every pact sworn to was broken or became out of date sooner

or later. Anyone who was so fussy that he had to consult his

conscience about whether he could keep to a pact, whatever the

pact and whatever the situation, was a fool. Why not please

other people and ease one's own position by signing pacts, if

the other people thought that got them anywhere or settled any-
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thing? He could conclude any treaty in good faith, and yet be

ready to break it in cold blood the next day, if that was in the

interest of the future of Germany.
In this connection the Fiihrer spoke of the non-aggression pact

which had been concluded with Poland the preceding May.
He had concluded it, he said, as a matter of course, and it had

been a useful step. I took the opportunity to return to the

subject of the possibilities of stable relations between Germany
and Poland, on which I had already touched. I mentioned the

statements Polish statesmen had made on the subject of the

supposed German aspirations in the Ukraine, and on Rosen-

berg's ideas, which were open to strong objection, and I tried to

emphasize the importance of preventing any threatened en-

circlement, which in my opinion could at that time be done

only through good relations with Poland. The arguments made

more impression on the Fiihrer than they had done at Geneva

on the Propaganda Minister. Hitler seemed to see in Poland a

rival whose realist assessment of the general European situation

and whose freedom from Western European democratic ideas

might make her dangerous. As for the Western European poli-

ticians, he could not say enough in contempt of their unimagina-

tiveness, hypocrisy, cowardice, and irresolution. He repeated

his desire, which he had already conveyed to me earlier, for a

personal meeting with Marshal Pilsudsky.

POLAND

The National Socialist policy in regard to Poland was an

improvised policy. That it was possible to take such a line is

remarkable enough. The party leaders went deliberately out-

side their program. The agreement with Poland was in entire

contradiction with the apparent aims of any nationalist Ger-

man foreign policy. But, in spite of this beginning of an un-

deniably important development in foreign policy, National

Socialism failed to make of it what it might have done, a firm
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collaboration with Poland in a number of important elements of

policy, in comparison with which the frontier issues were of

minor importance.

As early as the summer of 1933, after my state visit to War-

saw, the Fiihrer instructed me to convey his desire for a meet-

ing with Pilsudsky. This confidential mission was certainly out-

side my sphere, but it might be possible for me to come to the

subject on an unofficial visit to the Marshal. I had tried to

arrange this in connection with the affairs of Danzig, soon after

the conclusion of the first agreements between Danzig and Po-

land, in order to assist the progress of the negotiations for the

settlement of outstanding issues. In spite, however, of official

and unofficial suggestions, nearly four months passed before a

visit to Pilsudsky became technically possible. In the meantime

there had come the dramatic German withdrawal from the

League ; there had been incidents at Danzig, threatening tension,

and ideas of taking action against Germany. At the beginning
of December the situation had cleared sufficiently for the visit

to take place.

The Marshal, bearing already the visible traces of incurable

disease, gave me the opportunity of a thorough discussion. On
his side the conversation was mainly concerned with National

Socialism as the new political form of the German nation; he

spoke with notable candor. It seemed to me that he was seri-

ously considering the question of closer relations with Germany,
but was critical of her and as yet undecided, evidently sharing

the doubts expressed to me by many Polish Ministers: what

were Germany's real aims and intentions? He made a very direct

reference to certain particularly striking features of the National

Socialist regime, expressing doubts in connection with them as to

the stability of the conditions in Germany; this suggested that

he would be glad to join in a serious effort to achieve a settlement

of German-Polish issues, if conditions really were stable in Ger-

many, and that his only hesitation was due to the character of
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the National Socialist dictatorship. Herr Hitler, said the Mar-

shal repeatedly, was taking too many risks. He had not changed
the German nation, and would not change it by the methods he

was adopting. He might seem to be doing so, but all the difficul-

ties remained; they had only been driven below the surface. In

due course they would reappear.

The Marshal referred to his own difficulties in training the

Polish nation. He had been trying for years, but he could not

say that he had succeeded. His arm was too weak. He added

that he was kept fully informed of events in Germany and in the

National Socialist Party. He went on to speak of a fundamental

mistake made by Hitler: he came too much into the foreground,

with the result that in the end he would have to bear full respon-

sibility himself. Only once had he, Pilsudsky, come farther out

of his reserve than he intended. Since then he had had to come

more into the open than was desirable. Reserve reveals the

master: he repeated this phrase of Goethe's again and again,

and declared that moderation was the only path to lasting suc-

cess. The taming of a people demanded, of course, a mas-

ter. He recalled the classic story of Alexander and Bucephalus,

and said that a noble horse will willingly bear a good rider, but

will throw off a bad one. No doubt the Marshal did not mean

to say that he regarded the leader of the National Socialist

Party as a bad rider, but the way he referred to the revolution-

ary movement in Germany, to the excessive use of dictatorial

measures, indicated that he saw the real weakness of the regime
in an unnatural and unhealthy exaggeration of measures which

in themselves might for a time be salutary. He softened his crit-

icism by the reference to his own mistakes. But the way he re-

ferred to his action in 1926 suggested that he had most carefully

avoided what Hitler had carried fanatically to excess out-and-

out dictatorship, which Pilsudsky regarded as injurious and in-

secure, because it destroys all the regenerative elements. For the

rest, the Marshal found means of declining the Fiihrer's sugges-

tion of a meeting. Hitler's idea was a meeting at the frontier,
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from car to car; and Pilsudsky considered that there would be

"technical difficulties."

There might be something that could be learned from an op-

ponent's remarks ; in any case, I felt that I ought not to keep from

Hitler the criticisms made during this conversation. His reply

was characteristic. With a notable determination to delude

himself, he referred at once to events in East Prussia, where a

cheerful civil war was blossoming at the time, with all sorts of

party formations involved. Pilsudsky, said Hitler, had been in-

fluenced by the temporary disturbances in East Prussia. So

Hitler waved aside all serious objections, refused to take the

trouble to consider them. I have heard of other cases in which

the Fiihrer refused to listen to criticism. I assume, therefore,

that my experience is not unique. This romantic trait in Hitler's

problematic nature, this cry with Kleist, "Don't upset my intui-

tion !" the determination to rely on the certainties provided by

auto-suggestion, has been made good use of by the place-hunters

and sycophants in the interests of their own careers.

After my report Hitler asked me abruptly whether Poland

would remain neutral if he got to work in the West. I confess

that I was rather agitated by this question, -after Germany had

only just come safely through the first danger zone, the danger
of a preventive war in which Poland had a particularly close in-

terest. With relations with Poland still obscure, such a question

was entirely idle. The only practical question would have been how

treaty relations could be established with Poland so as to cover

Germany's rear even without pressure on Poland from Soviet

Russia. I took the opportunity to put before Hitler my views on

the possibilities of further improving the normal conditions now

arrived at with Poland, after a period of latent conflict, by con-

cluding a positive pact. The answer I received was: "I am, of

course, very glad to be able to pursue my eastern policy with

Poland, instead of against her as in the past." That cut short my
opportunity of discussing the possibility of a policy of alliance

with Poland, an alliance which might well have been attainable
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both then and later. Poland had very practical reasons for such a

policy, if her partner were not too eager to pluck its fruits,

which would have taken a considerable time to ripen. At my first

official visit to Warsaw, in July 1933, I was asked by the Polish

authorities to use my influence to prevent the public discussion of

such stupid ideas as those of Rosenberg on the Ukraine. They
were, for that matter, by no means Rosenberg's alone. No less

inconvenient was the ventilation of the idea of "exchanging" the

Corridor for, say, Lithuania. Perhaps the German-Polish fron-

tier issue could find a solution later; it was certainly not the

question on which to begin. The first aim in a policy of peaceful

revision, in which Germany could naturally bring her weight to

bear, would be economic and political collaboration, and the fron-

tier problem would come at the end if it ever became necessary to

discuss it.

If, on the other hand, the deferring of the frontier problem
were regarded as merely a camouflage imposed by the precarious

political situation, and propaganda were carried on on that

basis, it would never be possible to follow up a non-aggression

pact with the creation of really tolerable relations. Here again
National Socialism threw away its chance. In its propaganda it

not only never made any secret of its revisionist aims, but never

even troubled to make out a plausible case for them. This is true

in spite of occasional formal promises to recognize the Corridor.

And while a German will compare promises of this sort with

subsequent performance, the foreign politician can do the same.

Behind the Polish readiness for an accommodation with Ger-

many stood the same motive as with Germany, the fear of isola-

tion. In Poland's case there was also, perhaps, the element of

disappointment at the inactivity of the Western European
Powers and their lack of understanding of acts regarded by
Poland as necessary to her security. The first moves in her new

policy were accompanied by a rather emphatic demonstration

that she could do without the patronage of Western Europe, and

could pursue her own path in the opposite direction to that of
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the past, if she were left in the lurch by the League of Nations

and the Western Powers in regard to her most urgent needs. But

this was no reason why Germany should not try to arrive at an

understanding with Poland, so long as excessive expectations

were not entertained. She could have promoted the drifting

away of Poland from the Western Powers by offering her clear

economic and material advantages. Poland, with no colonizable

territory to spare and few important raw materials, could not

be of anything like the importance to Germany of the South-

east of Europe; but her political weight was very considerable.

A real political understanding with Poland would probably have

had very important consequences in the area known as "Inter-

mediate Europe," the area between Germany and Russia. The

first condition for this was the abandonment of any claim to

hegemony and the clear demonstration of readiness to remove

grievances on both sides, even those concerning the frontier.

Such an agreement could have produced a very serviceable

"axis," whkh might have formed the nucleus around which a

greater "union" could have crystallized in the East and South-

east, with results of the utmost importance. It would have

opposed to the Soviet Union another union in accordance with

Poland's own ideas. No doubt the Polish idea of a pact with

Germany was inspired not by these ideas but by that of diverting

German pressure to the West and the South-east. That this

would actually have been its result has been proved by the fact

that Germany's occupation with the South-east of Europe has

sensibly lightened the pressure on the North-east.

The fundamental element in German-Polish relations is the

rivalry between the former Prussian ambition, taken over by the

new Reich, and the Polish: both claim the same territory.

Neither ambition is nationalist, and the only solution for either

is the creation of a super-national State or federation. This does

not exclude but, on the contrary, absolutely demands co-opera-

tion between the two States in a common "protectorate" to use

Haushofer's word (Obhut) over this territory. But Poland
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has not been assessed at her true importance by Germany. In

order to rebuild and extend the old German influence in the East,

it would be essential to gain Polish friendship and prevent the

formation of a great Slav bloc in between Russia and Germany,
with a population equalling or exceeding that of Germany.

In none of its political ideas does National Socialism reveal

more clearly than in its Polish policy, which is regarded as a

masterpiece of the Fuhrer's, that it is depriving itself of the

fruits of its efforts and achieving the opposite of what it set out

to achieve. It may be taken as certain that Poland is farther

than ever from any inclination to conduct a common policy with

Germany, and is cautiously but tenaciously pursuing her own

plan of an independent organization of the "intermediate" Euro-

pean territory, the territory between Germany and Russia, and

is thus in process of excluding Germany from the East. Ger-

many could not even have counted with assurance on Polish

neutrality in her political conflict in the past summer with the

Western Powers. Had she candidly renounced frontier revisions,

Germany might in past years have gained a political influence

which would have far more than outweighed the sacrifice. As

President of Danzig I advocated by speaking and writing the

idea of a "sterilization of the frontier." I took an opportunity

of placing my ideas of a constructive policy in the East, partic-

ularly in regard to Poland, before Dr. Schacht, President of

the Reichsbank, and at the time a man of great influence. On
another occasion, in a lecture to an invited audience at Essen, I

tried to show the economic side of an agreement with Poland,

and to bring to the fore a rather more broad-minded conception

than that of the maxim that it is high treason to be of service to

a rival. Frequently on such occasions I was faced with the ques-

tion whether I wanted to reverse the policy which Prussia had

pursued for a century and a half. The obvious answer was that

the time had passed for talking of "Prussian" policy. Schacht

made it plain that his interests lay mainly in the South-east; but
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he declared himself ready to grant long-term credits to industry

for the intensification of economic relations with Poland. This

policy would have demanded patience and delicate handling ; but

it very soon became clear that this was fatal. National Socialism

demanded immediate returns and could not wait.

What, then, were Germany's real aims in the East? Nobody
knew. Hitler had no desire for any clear conception to be formed.

The Polish policy remained improvisatory, a policy of merely

seizing each opportunity of getting what there was to be got.

Here again Hitler's policy is in reality much simpler than the

outsider would imagine. It is directed to gaining time, settling

nothing definitely, and "meeting the requirements of the mo-

ment," in Colonel Beck's words. This may be called realism by
those who prefer the term, but it is more accurate to call it oppor-

tunism, a policy of taking advantage of every opportunity for

revolutionary development. It shows the total sterility of Na-

tional Socialism, which can only destroy.

But if the German policy was not clear, was the Polish policy

any clearer? Poland, too, as is now plain, was out to gain time.

It was expected that the National Socialist movement would

soon work itself out. It was also, it would seem, hoped that Ger-

many would continue her successes until she was so glaringly

in the wrong that a coalition would come into existence against

her and would settle the outstanding problems with no advan-

tage to Germany. Thus, to gain time was in any case a useful

achievement.

The attempt at National Socialist practical policy failed in

the case of Poland, or at all events made no progress, because

the extremist character of the revolution permits no limitations,

and so carries the day even against the political leaders. The

same failure attended the Danzig policy. And in this case the

opportunity existed of a broad attempt at a practical solution of

the special political problems, a solution which would have cost

National Socialism nothing, if revolutionary destruction at home
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and abroad had not mattered more to it than all the advantages

of a far-seeing conception.

UNIVERSAL UNSETTLEMENT

The political plans for the East remained in suspense; Ger-

many's relations with Poland did not ripen. Against Russia

there developed a wild propagandist campaign that made any
German-Russian alliance temporarily out of the question. With

Italy, Germany came only slowly and painfully to terms, in spite

of the assumed sympathy between the two dictatorial systems.

The prospect of good relations with England described in Mem
Kampf as essential grew remoter instead of nearer. The road to

the Southeast seemed to be blocked by Austria. What direction

could be taken by the revolutionary course abruptly entered on at

Geneva?

It took every direction. It established countless Stiitzpunkte

or key positions. New ones came constantly into existence. No

place was too remote for the revolutionary course, which was

directed at the same time to the centers of power and influence.

The rejection of the legal and treaty basis of Geneva was not the

prelude to any great political plan, but to the propaganda of

revolutionary National Socialism. This was a carefully planned

step, and politically a very clever one; it owed its effectiveness

to the inconspicuousness of its organization ; even where this was

noticed it was dismissed as due merely to the National Socialist

desire for publicity. When its real intention became evident, it

was too late for effective counter-measures. There was repeated

in the field of foreign policy what had happened years earlier in

home politics a slow, unnoticed development, quite ineffective

until a favorable political situation brought the years of effort

to sudden fruition. National Socialist strategic doctrine teaches

that a blow must only be struck where the revolutionary situation

is ripe. But the ripening in a foreign country is not to be merely
awaited but promoted by all possible means. Warlike action

begins in peace time with the establishment of revolutionary
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Stiitzpwnkte, or key positions, all over the country concerned.

But every country is concerned. No country is without impor-
tance as a field for the promoting of the dynamic revolution,

whether Brazil or the Pacific islands, China or the United States.

I may recall Hitler's indication to friends of the "broadened

strategy," which armed National Socialism with the elements

of victory on a hitherto undreamed-of scale, and decided the

issue of war while there was still peace.

Nothing is more characteristic than this march of the Ger-

man revolution through the world; nothing, perhaps, marks the

revolutionary character of National Socialism more plainly than

the sending out of apostles under the leadership of Herr Bohle,

the head of the National Socialist Auslandsorganlsation (For-

eign Organization) . The march into the world did not take place

by chance, or simply through the ambition of young men to play
a part though the National Socialist leaders always take care-

ful account of ambitions and personal rivalries. This march

into the world was organized with immense resources. It resulted

in the formation of a vast network, an international propa-

ganda and revolutionary organization, making use of middle class

personages who were not initiated into its actual purposes ; that

was not essential.

This universal preparedness has already brought National

Socialism an undoubted tactical success. But the real successes

have yet to come. The extent of the network is shown by partici-

pation in politics of National Socialists in Spain and Brazil, in

the Far East and in Africa, in Asia Minor and in the United

States, and, of course, in all European countries.

At the back of this policy of Stiitzpunkte lies the deliberate

plan of promoting revolutionary dynamism all over the world.

This is the actual plan of National Socialism in foreign policy

universal political unsettlement. Not everywhere is the aim

military or strategic, as in Spain or Scandinavia. But ultimately

the military situation is affected everywhere. And it is only by its

ubiquity, its interference in every problem of the world, that
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National Socialism can attain the maximum of power and in-

fluence which is its aim.

Inevitably the nationalist partners of National Socialism and

the official German diplomats failed at first to comprehend this

plan. The introduction of Bohle, the head of the Auslands-

organisation, into the Foreign Ministry marks the decisive vic-

tory of the "dynamic" style of carrying on foreign policy over

the style of the professional diplomats. Among the National So-

cialist leaders there are some who have doubts of this policy;

Rosenberg is one of these, and it is certainly this that has resulted

in his falling into the background. Ruthless dynamism has won

against all other political conceptions of aims and methods.

This is the natural outcome of the doctrinelessness of the whole

German revolution. The foreign policy of National Socialism

consists simply of universal unsettlement : it is revolution for its

own sake. And this characteristic prevails over all else, over all

that might confine the revolution within assigned paths and to

definite purposes. Accordingly, all day-to-day arrangements,

axes, friendships, pacts, even enmities, are only of tactical im-

portance. And the party pushes into the background those of

its members who are insufficiently "revolutionary," insufficiently

elastic to see power as the one aim of the movement, and univer-

sal unsettlement as its one method.

In this connection I recall a discussion concerning the impor-

tance of the creation of unrest as a weapon of the movement, at

a lunch with Hitler in the summer of 1933 ; Hitler himself, how-

ever, took no part in it. Among those present was Prince August

Wilhelm, who almost always lunched with Hitler at that time;

with him were Goebbels, Schirach (the youth leader), Hofmann

(Hitler's friend and photographer), Hanfstaengl (Hitler's press

secretary), and other prominent persons. The conversation

began with the Ukraine ; it was claimed that here the creation of

internal unrest would easily provide an opportunity of interven-

tion. So far as I remember, there was a discussion of the en-

tourage of the ex-hetman, Skoropadsky, who was held in reserve
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for any emergency by certain political circles in Germany, but

was not entirely approved of by the National Socialists. Some-

one said that in every State discord should be stirred up to such

an extent that the State could easily be brought down. Objec-

tions were raised, but it was contended that it was all a question

of money and organization. It cost more in the West than in the

East ; that was the only difference. There were no convictions in

democracies, real convictions, for which men would stake their

existence. That was the point at which to work fear or the

hope of gain would sooner or later bring capitulation in every

case. There were plenty of men to be found in any country, as

many as were wanted, to launch any particular movement;

plenty in every grade of society and of every degree of educa-

tion. Once a beginning had been made, each country would

look after itself. The people without convictions were always

defeatist: it was useless, they would say, to resist. No money

spent in this way was wasted : it meant that fewer army divisions

would need to be sent in the end.

Democracies, it was pointed out, were helpless against this

sort of attack : it was in the nature of things that they should be,

for the only way to prevent it was to become authoritarian.

Dictatorships were largely protected against these weapons.

This placed them in a stronger moral position which might go
far to counterbalance inferiority in armament. It was objected

that this set limits to the efficacy of this political expedient,

since very serious conflicts might come with non-democratic

States which were immune to this device of stirring up discord.

A characteristic conclusion was drawn from this consideration:

our opponents would always be democracies and democracies

alone, for the simple reason that they were vulnerable. We must

always go in search of weaker opponents, and make friends of

the dangerous ones. This sounded rather like a cheap joke. The

man who said it, in all earnestness, was Hanfstaengl, next to

whom I was sitting. Not until later did I discover that he had

only been trying to give in a simpler form the views of the
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Fiihrer. I never heard a more naive admission of the character

of the "dynamic" political movements.

It is the Germans abroad that are made the medium of these

activities, directed from the German Foreign Ministry by Herr

Bohle. They are forced in a new and liighly revolutionary way
into political action, as bearers of "dynamism" into the country

whose guests they are, and as Stiitzpurikte, key positions, for

the preparation of revolution. And in the East and South-east of

Europe, where streams of German colonists have flowed for

centuries into the territory of other nations, this peculiar ele-

ment of Germans abroad is manifestly trained, and at times used

already, for the organization of control in what is to become a

great alliance of States, and for continuing in a wider field the

work the party has done within the German Reich upon State

and society. They are to be a factor in the Gleichschaltung, the

forcing into conformity, of the population among whom they

live, disciplining, watching, and influencing down to the most

intimate details of private life. They are to be the propagators
of unceasing "training" in the National Socialist philosophy.

The most recent developments in Czechoslovakia, since the

Munich agreement, have demonstrated that the long years of

preparatory propaganda and organization were intended to serve

the aim, only now revealed, of German hegemony.
For those politicians who are convinced that the German

nation, and with it the Germans abroad, will have to struggle for

existence long after the National Socialist episode in German

history has ended, this policy of ruinous exploitation of the

groups of Germans abroad whether these are still of German or

even of foreign nationality is a cause of deep anxiety. The

Germans abroad, especially the German national groups in the

States of the South-east of Europe and the Near East, have been

a magnificent asset in the policy of alliances, which is alone worth

pursuing; and for this very reason they should be spared from

political interference, and kept free from all German chauvinism.

The National Socialist conception of universal unsettlement
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may, perhaps, not unfairly be described as both political tactics

and a political aim. Means and end are here one and the same

thing. This is the characteristic expression of the doctrineless-

ness and directionlessness of National Socialist revolutionary

"dynamism." Rosenberg, as already mentioned, is opposed to

this: he has a fixed conception of foreign policy with clearly

defined aims. His unfortunate excursions into practical politics

are beside the issue : he is not a man of action, an organizer, but

his political ideas form a logical system. His picture of the world

is a connected whole, and it has had a decided effect on the many
people who in their youth had come under the influence of Hous-

ton Stewart Chamberlain. Whatever the value of his ideas, they

are consistent with one another. But consistency is of no interest

to "dynamism."
Hitler has manifestly moved away from Rosenberg's ideas,

just as he has moved away from the ideas of the first economic

"experts" of the movement. The radicalization of National

Socialism into dynamism is like Salome's dance : one veil of ideol-

ogy is cast off after another. Rosenberg's foreign policy is too

dogmatic, too static, to be in tune with the present day. Hitler's

policy to-day is entirely a policy of stirring up universal unrest,

with the actual aims of the regime kept undefined. This absence

of principle suits his gift of recognizing and promptly seizing

every political opportunity for increasing his power.

For all that, Rosenberg's ideas continue to count. In this book

I have repeatedly made use of them in describing National

Socialist tendencies in foreign policy, without always actually

quoting him. His conception of a Nordic Pan-Europe is gen-

erally accepted where definite political aims are still considered

necessary. "Nordic Europe is the solution for the future, with a

German Central Europe, a racial and national State, as the

central Power on the Continent, a safeguard of the South and

South-east ; the Scandinavian States with Finland as a secondary

alliance for the safeguarding of the North-east, and Great

Britain as the safeguard of the West and overseas, at the points
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where this is requisite in the interest of the Nordic man." Such

is the main feature of Rosenberg's conception as expounded in

his Mythos des XX. Jdhrhunderts a "German-Scandinavian

coalition," and "an alliance between this coalition and England."
This political coalition is directed against Russia, "to prevent

the materialization of a Mongrel peril in the East." The posi-

tive aim is "to provide soil for a hundred million Germans."

Here we have everything that characterized the early National

Socialist ideas in foreign policy: the anti-Russian attitude, the

idea of the preservation of the Germanic race, the coalition of

Nordic peoples, the alliance with England as racially akin, and

the "Eastern territorial policy," providing a free path and ter-

ritory for the Drang nach dem Osten.

All this unquestionably belongs to the past of National Social-

ism. It is much too unambitious, unrevolutionary, respectable,

static, to interest the politicians who to-day determine the tactics

of the Third Reich. It is the policy of a settled order, with defin-

ite and limited aims. It is national, racial, not dynamic. And
it has been overtaken by the pace of revolutionary development.

As leader of a special Danzig "Kontor" or section in the

Liibeck "Nordische Gesellschaft," I had occasion in 1934 to come

into close contact with Rosenberg and some of his colleagues at a

"Nordic Congress" at Liibeck. The meetings were of the most

insignificant sort. An authors' hostel was opened for the cultiva-

tion of Nordic-German cultural relations. There were two

speeches in the Liibeck market-place, and a private session in the

town hall. At this last Hildebrandt, provincial leader and an

ex-farm laborer, delivered an abstruse speech; another delegate

spoke, with endless repetition, on the subject of the economics

of imperialism, and other speakers delivered thoroughly "respec-

table" addresses. This thorough "respectability" marked all

of Rosenberg's demonstrations. I remember another, a solemn

announcement of the idea of the "orders" as the fundamental

idea of the State. Classical music, by candle-light, introduced

and followed a respectable, literary lecture by Rosenberg on the
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history of the Teutonic Order in Prussia and the modern idea of

orders ; it was all read in the style of any of the despised provin-

cial politicians of pre-National Socialist times. But the environ-

ment was thoroughly aesthetic flickering shadows in the arches

of the former guest-chambers of the castle of the Order at Ma-

rienburg; midnight music in the Marienkirche at Liibeck, the

exterior of the church being floodlit. Thoroughly respectable

aesthetic glamour, early twentieth century.

No, Rosenberg is no revolutionary, and those who study him

gain an inadequate idea of National Socialism, in spite of all the

revolutionary temper of his writings. The radical dynamism
into which National Socialism has developed is a dangerous,

destructive fever, which spreads at an uncanny rate. Alfred

Rosenberg's National Socialism would have been a harmless arm-

chair adventure, if it had not had the dangerous influence that

proceeds from the German habit of omnivorous reading in con-

nection with a "system."

I mention this to show that National Socialist policy has

grown much more radical, so that it would be a mistake to rely

on its literary apostles. In foreign as in home policy the Third

Reich is in the midst of the second phase of the nihilist re-

volution, in which the "racial" element has largely been thrown

off. The nihilist foreign policy of the National Socialism of to-

day uses ideas only as a mask, and has no philosophical basis.

The vehemence with which National Socialism pursued its

"racial" policy of bringing the German groups beyond the

frontier into a "Greater Germany" misled opinion as to the true

character of its dynamic foreign policy. Its policy is anything
rather than a belated recapitulation of political ideals of

national unity carried over from nineteenth century liberalism.

It is, indeed, a conversion of familiar and recognized political

motives to other purposes. Any examination of the practical

proceedings of the National Socialists will confirm this. No more

revealing example of the simply anti-historic work of National

Socialism could be conceived than the "fulfilment" of a pre-
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tended centuries-old national aspiration in the occupation of

Austria, with the cynical extermination that has followed of a

historical heritage dating back 700 years. Austria has been

treated under the German occupation precisely as any military

occupying force treats its occupied territory, with complete in-

difference to its national individuality, as a means to the ends

of the occupying State.

The same is true of the "reuniting" of the Sudeten Germans

with the Reich. It is possible to regard the founding of a

Czechoslovak national State with a good deal of scepticism. It

is possible to be sceptical with regard to the "fiction" of a Czecho-

slovak "nation," in view of the historic divergences between

Czechs and Slovaks. The very arguments brought against us

Germans, that blood relationship, common origin, similarity of

speech, are not politically overriding elements in face of centuries

of state and other historic associations with other nations, may be

brought against the claims of a united Czechoslovak nation.

But even if there does not seem to be any compelling reason for

maintaining the existence of the Versailles-made Czechoslovak

national State, which contained in miniature all the problems

of the old Austria-Hungary, the National Socialist policy against

Czechoslovakia can only be described as self-destroying. It was

obvious that it was intended to occupy and partition the whole of

Czechoslovakia, as has since been done; and this was bound to

prevent the very thing which could alone be of service to a Ger-

man policy which aimed at gaining, through the growth of con-

fidence, something more than merely a frontier territory with

a few millions of Germans.

Any observer of the methods preferred by National Socialism

is driven to the conclusion that the actual ideal of the regime is

domination. The idea of a peaceful territory controlled by

treaty relations under German leadership is given the lie by
these methods of violence. The methods of National Social-

ism reveal its true tendencies with documentary clarity. No
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commonwealth of nations can be produced by these methods,

but only a regime of domination over oppressed nations,

oppressed like Germany's own sister nation, Austria. If the

methods of military occupation cannot be dispensed with in

the case of Austria, still less, obviously, could they be in that

of the Slav peoples. Who can believe in any German inten-

tion of pursuing the method of peaceful federation in Central

Europe?
It was precisely these considerations that an Austrian friend

put before me in the spring of 1934, asking me to use my
connections with the Fiihrer and other persons in the party in

the interest of a peaceful arrangement with Austria. The

methods of the National Socialist campaign in and against

Austria could only destroy, he said, the possibility of the con-

tinuance of the German nation on its past historic lines. There

was no difficulty about forcibly annexing Austria ; sooner or later

it could be done without risk. But what would have been achieved

by that? Germany would simply have given a clear indication

of the lines on which she proposed to proceed in the future. This

could not but throw away, trifle away, all that she was in process

of gaining by her rearmament and her recovery of the means of

political activity. Anything else might be endurable, even a

long estrangement between the two German States; but one

thing must at all costs be avoided a forcible solution. That

would destroy the future of the German nation. It would have to

continue on that path, the path of violence. And every thinking

person knew where that would lead.

The man who laid these anxieties of his before me was one

who would recently have been called a Betontnationaler, one of

the group who described themselves as of "emphatically na-

tional" outlook. He was ready for the pursuance of an identical

foreign policy by the two States, but independently of one

another. He pointed to opportunities of a gradual but sincere

improvement of German-Austrian relations. He emphasized
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Dollfuss's good will and approachability. It is beside the ques-

tion that he was optimistic in regard to the possibility of moder-

ating National Socialism. The essential point is that there was

no one in the Reich who succeeded in making use of this or any
similar attempt at mediation in order to compel the leaders of

the party to seek a solution of the German-Austrian problem on

reasonable lines. I have already referred to my own failure to

induce the army leaders to move in the matter. A year before my
attempt, shortly after the imposition of the $250 fine on all

Germans visiting Austria, a fine imposed against the opposition

of the Foreign Ministry, I had had the opportunity of noticing

how emotional was the Fiihrer's attitude to this problem, how

gratified he was to have the opportunity of a quarrel with

Austria, how delighted to be using force against her. What

subsequently happened in Austria, in 1938, and the way it

happened, was a self-condemnation of National Socialist policy,

a clear revelation by the leaders themselves of purposes and

methods which to this day have not been candidly admitted.

Now, in the complete destruction of the Czechoslovak State,

six months after the formal agreement not to occupy the Czech

territories, we have in effect a completely cynical admission that

in this revision of European frontiers no importance is attached

either to considerations of national kinship or to those of the past

history of a State, or to anything but imperialist pursuit of

power. Germany's future policy will remain permanently com-

promised by the destruction of Austria and Czechoslovakia.

In these acts Germany has stamped the character of Tier whole

political course. She has heaped up a mass of suspicion and, in-

deed, of hatred of her, which can be no trifle even though, as the

National Socialists demonstrate at every step, they can afford a

brutal candor about their aims and have at their back a nation

robbed of its power of judgment. Germany has, moreover, set

herself entirely in the wrong even where she had the advantage
of unanswerable moral claims to the restoration of her sover-

eignty. She has given the moral advantage to her opponents
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in every outstanding issue, and provided them with startling

arguments in the "moral war" against her, with which to weaken

the unity of her people in any new armed conflict.

How close we were to such a conflict, against a united world

coalition, was shown by the developments preceding the Munich

agreement, and will be shown even more clearly by the develop-

ments following the occupation of Bohemia and Moravia. Were
it not for the English will to peace, Germany's situation would

be so desperate that only a radical change in her foreign policy

could save her.

THE RUSSIAN CARD

But was not a chance of this sort, the conclusion of an alliance

with Soviet Russia, always held in reserve as a resource in ex-

treme emergency? The anti-Soviet policy of National Socialism

seems so much a matter of established doctrine that a return to

the old pro-alliance conception of the Reichswehr might seem

impossible for the Third Reich. But, as I have frequently indi-

cated, that is not so. The new Thirty Years' War in which we

are engaged may, in spite of its supposed ideological character,

become the war of permanent changes of front. And it may well

be that, sooner or later, Germany will deliberately seek an alli-

ance with Soviet Russia. And not with any Fascist "Young
Russia," as many German politicians imagine, seeing in the rela-

tions between Stalinism and the monarchist Young Russian

&nigrs a logical phase in the development towards a new Tsarism

with which they could treat.

The dividing lines between the various dictatorial ideologies

are, in any case, very indefinite, no more than a matter of con-

venience of interpretation. In the spring of 1937, before the

huge crop of executions in the Russian army, a number of provin-

cial German newspapers were surprisingly busy with Russian

events, which were being interpreted as revealing a new develop-

ment of Nationalism in the Bolshevik State, and its purging of

Jewish elements and of doctrinaire revolutionists. There were
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full accounts of Stalinist anti-Semitism, and much was made of

the alleged emergence of the authoritarian idea of a new Tsarism,

together with a new Nationalism. I do not know whether all

this was a kite flown by the Propaganda Ministry or a gamble

by other groups. But nobody who has had any insight into the

elasticity of the unscrupulous power-policy of the regime will

have any doubt that a right-about turn in foreign policy would

not be a matter of the slightest difficulty either for the Propa-

ganda Ministry or for any of the masters of the completely

muzzled German nation.

The continuation of a Russian policy was by no means un-

popular among the National Socialist leaders. Apart from

Rosenberg, there were few prominent members of the party who

would not have preferred a Russian to the Polish pact. I had

several discussions with Koch, of East Prussia, one of Gregor
Strasser's men, a keen supporter of a Russian policy, on the

limitations and possibilities of that policy. The party never,

indeed, cut off all connection with Russia. My own view was that,

at least in the economic field, the connection should not be allowed

to be completely broken off, and I found Hitler in entire agree-

ment with this. But, he argued, I should never get anywhere,

and certainly never in politics. The Soviet leaders were a set of

pettifogging Jews, and there was no getting anything out of

them.

The Bolshevik leaders defended the strange plan of an associa-

tion between the Soviet Union and Germany, in discussing it

with members of their party, by arguing that it could only benefit

the proletariat if capitalist, militarist Germany built up the

indispensable armaments industry for the Soviet Union. But in

1933 any close alliance with Russia for aims of offence was only

to be had at the price of a "second," a Socialist, revolution in

Germany. I assume that Hitler recognized this, and that he

considered that the time was not ripe for that revolution. Un-

doubtedly there are important military groups which would not
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shrink from it. For many of the younger generation of Nation-

alists there is no longer anything alarming about that perspec-

tive.

Hitler's aversion from an alliance with the Soviet Union is due,

however, clearly to another consideration that if the National

Socialist methods of domination are, perhaps, the equal of the

Bolshevik methods, they are in no way superior to them. A
German-Russian alliance would certainly bring the danger of the

conversion of a National Socialist into a Bolshevik hegemony. As

yet Hitler has found no opponent who could stand up to his

political methods. This gives him the sense he personally needs

of absolute superiority. Soviet Russia would be as dangerous as

a partner as it is as an enemy ; it would be a partner immune to

the wiles of National Socialism, as the bourgeois world is not.

The army was enthusiastically for the alliance, which offered

the inestimable advantage of covering Germany's rear. It favored

an alliance for practical reasons, just as the Western democra-

cies are trying to-day to avoid the formation of ideological coali-

tions and arc in favor of political collaboration with National

Socialism, independently of any revolutionary consequences that

might result in the event of war. The Reichswehr, similarly, is

not deterred from accepting the practical advantages of an

alliance by the risk of the revolutionary infection of Germany
in wartime.

Hitler was compelled by the political intrigues of the early

years to trim his sails, until he had full possession of power and

could venture on a revolutionary course in internal politics.

Now, however, with Wehrwirtschaft and Autarkic (the subordin-

ation of the whole economic system of the country to military

requirements and, as a part of this, the organization of national

economic self-sufficiency as far as possible) , the economic system

and the social order have been largely approximated to the

Bolshevik system with, it is true, certain important exceptions.

There are thus no difficulties left in the way of alliance with
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the Soviet Union. That alliance is the great revolutionary coup
in foreign policy at which controlling elements in the National

Socialist leadership have long been aiming.

But such an alliance with Russia, at a critical moment like that

of September 1938, would in any case have meant the proclama-

tion of the second, the Socialist, revolution, which Hitler, in spite

of his declaration in 1934 that the revolution was over, still holds

in reserve. (Everybody who heard the secret interpretation of

the events of June 30th, 1934, is aware that he does so.) This

alliance may also be brought about by difficulties in the internal

political and economic situation, or simply by a slowing down

of the revolutionary development essential to the maintenance of

National Socialism in power. The decision to offer this alliance

has been closer, and will be closer in the future, than is suspected

either in Germany or abroad. The decision is the easier since it

is that favored by the military experts, who are not alive to the

wider issues involved, just as they were not at the time of the

"combination" of 1933.

A German-Russian alliance means simply the confluence of

two streams which run toward the same sea, the sea of world

revolution. National Socialism will submit to Gleichschdttung

with the Bolshevik world revolution, or will subject that revolu-

tion to Gleichschaltung with itself : it amounts either way to much
the same thing. It will be no ordinary coalition between two

Powers for normal practical purposes. Germany and Russia,

if they come together, will radically transform the world. That

alliance is Hitler's great coming stroke.

THE ROAD TO THE RAW MATERIALS AND KEY POSITIONS OP

DOMINION

This policy does not mean the end of the past eastern policy

of National Socialism. But that policy will no longer be pursued
for its own sake, as proposed in Mein Kampf. It will provide one

of the means of a comprehensive world policy, the policy of

access to raw materials. Behind the romanticism of the Drang
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nach dem Osten, with its reminiscences of Marienburg, of

knightly orders, of trekking peasants and continual fighting and

adventure and travels among pagans, lies the very real necessity

of finding a way out of the problem, hitherto insoluble, of the

completely inadequate food supply of the German nation. With-

out a sufficient food supply the nation would lead a shadow exis-

tence, politically unfree, robbed of the roots of its power.

Criticism of National Socialism has often been easy because it

has been directed merely to the ideological surface and has paid
no attention to the underlying motives, which would probably

repay consideration. Beyond question there lie beneath the prin-

cipal short-range aims of National Socialist policy vital prob-

lems of a military, strategic nature, or concerning the elementary

safety of the nation. When these problems are put forward in

the purely scientific way in which the army leaders present them,

it is difficult to see how the short-range practical policy of Na-

tional Socialism could be directed along any very different lines

from those which are being pursued. The method adopted may
not be necessary, but the practical aims could not be different. It

was Ludendorff who during the Great War regarded the "grain

route" as of such importance that he adjusted his strategic

conceptions to it. Thus, after the Roumanian declaration of war,

Wallachia was occupied on account of the food situation. So

with the "oil route." Here again Ludendorff states that it was

for the sake of oil that he had in the end to occupy Transcau-

casia. It is the "raw material routes" that determine the short-

range aims and some of the long-range aims of National Social-

ism. This is a heritage of the Great War. And these paths are

compulsory so long as the method of assurance of victory has

to be determined for the coming second world war by the political

conceptions that ruled in the first one.

Here again it is military conceptions that determine National

Socialist policy. While the road to the grain, oil, and ore sources

determines the short-range German foreign policy, it is the road

to the strategic key positions for the domination or harassing of
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power-sources and communications that already determines pol-

icy in certain regards, and, indeed, directs it in the very opposite

direction to the National Socialist program.

SHORT-RANGE AND LONG-RANGE AIMS

"Confined and frustrated Powers can still pursue distant aims

amid the tenacious pursuit of near ones, and approach the former

the more closely the less they speak about them," says Hausho-

fer. This distinction between proximate and distant aims is

revealing. To say little is not one of the favorite habits of

National Socialists. But, in spite of the cynical candor with

which the party regularly speaks in public about its compromis-

ing plans, it has said remarkably little about its ultimate aims.

There are plausible reasons for this, and others which are less

obvious. One of the plausible explanations is that the mass of

party members and the mass of the public find it much more dif-

ficult to appreciate the reasons for setting foot in Brazil or South

Africa than for a punitive expedition in the East or South-east

of Europe. Distant aims would be thoroughly unpopular, as is

clear from the general dislike of the enterprise in Spain, though it

is of the highest military importance. But there is another rea-

son, a very simple one : the National Socialists do not know what

are their ultimate aims. The universal political uneasiness is

accounted for by the readiness of the National Socialists to in-

tervene wherever opportunity offers, to make use of every op-

portunity of the increase of their power. There is, indeed, only

one National Socialist long-range aim to be ready to put in an

appearance, and claim equality of rights, and force compliance

with its claims, in every problem in world politics. The practical

aims are largely freibleibend, to use the language of the business

man subject to change without notice. They will be suited to

the tactical conditions of the moment. They may run to a colonial

empire, or a great continental sphere of domination reaching

from Flushing to Vladivostok, or a South American empire or
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one in the South Seas. "Above all," says Haushofer in warning,

following Ratzel, "never stake all the plans for the future on a

single card." The ideal of high policy, he considers, lies in

"discovering the right connection between continental and oceanic

periods." There must be no disregard of "oceanic geopolitics"

through over-attention to inland problems.

The characteristic of this policy is continual unsettling activ-

ity, which gives the opportunity every now and then for a stroke.

No order, no balance, no neighborliness between nations is

aimed at, but fundamental disharmony. No new equilibrium can

be attained, no matter what concessions are made to National So-

cialism by other nations or what successes it achieves. The

essential aim is preparedness, with the determination to push on-

wards and emerge from central European, continental confine-

ment: an unscrupulous, doctrineless determination to seize any-

thing and to be ready to do anything that serves the increase of

power and dominion. It is a conquistador policy. With the revo-

lutionary breaking-up of all elements of order in the world, the

chances increase of succeeding, if not in every enterprise, at all

events in some. National Socialists in high places declare that

this is one of those periods that come only at intervals of cen-

turies, a period of revolutionary change in the world, in which,

amid the general insecurity, every resolute stroke has good

prospects of success. It is the period of a modern type of buc-

caneer and filibuster, of semi-legalized elements of disturbance

who are followed by the flag if they succeed.

Such ideas make it intelligible that one of the main concerns

of the "dynamic" policy of National Socialism must be not

merely to keep the world in its state of crisis and quasi-revolution

but to produce open revolutionary unrest. For it is only in such

conditions that the "young" nations can hope to secure their

places in the sun. Hence, too, the almost naive indignation at

British "hypocrisy" in condemning Germany as out for plunder

while Great Britain owes her own empire to nothing but san-
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guinary force and cunning. "All life is robbery," declare the

National Socialists with Hebbel, and they are unable to compre-

hend why things that were permissible three and four centuries

ago, and down to the imperialist era of the last century, should no

longer be permissible.

It is only in its long-range aim that the world-revolutionary

character of National Socialist foreign policy is revealed. It is

regarded as a shocking aim in the respectable world of the satur-

ated nations, in the offices and counting-houses in which the

methods of the buccaneers or even the imperialism of the East

India Company have made way for more civilized, but, many
people think, no less brutal and sanguinary methods of imperial-

ist exploitation. It is necessary to take account of the whole

emotional complex of a nation that for centuries has come off

badly, in order to realize that National Socialism is making pro-

vision not so much for the belated fulfilment of a constantly

frustrated national aspiration to unity, as for the intoxicating

adventure of imperialism, the conquest of colored races, the

stilling of the hunger for dominion which the nations of the

West were able to satisfy long ago, in a less scrupulous age.

Among educated National Socialists such as those in Hess's

circle there is an unshakable conviction that the coming epoch

of world development will witness a German domination, whereas

the last epoch was one of English domination. In the German

nation there are a love of adventure and a youthful determina-

tion, joined to intelligence and energy, that cannot but be of

service in the wide spaces of a colonial empire, and will be of

immense importance to Germany. Active young Germans of all

classes are waiting for the opening of the gates to a hard but

varied and adventurous life as colonists.

With these youths' energies at its back, National Socialism

pursues its policy of undefined long-range aims. And this policy

is bound to be all the more radically revolutionary in character

since its purpose is so undefined, consisting of a determination

to keep everywhere on the watch for opportunities of pushing
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forward and occupying positions, of making headway and build-

ing a German empire out of scraps of older empires, just as Eng-
land and France did with the Spanish empire. This is the pur-

pose of all the preparations for a sanguinary general conflict, of

the universal mobilization and the Wehrwirtschaft. A new war

will not be against European Powers but against world empires,

and the victorious continental Power will transfer to its own

shoulders the dominions of those vanquished empires.

Confinement to a small territory, says Haushofer, is not a fate

with which there is any need to put up. There are examples that

show that "only he who thinks in terms of small territories need

remain the owner of small territories." Those who look for op-

portunities of a "large-territory long-range policy" are virtually

sure of victory over a "confined-territory and small-territory out-

look." Germany, Italy, Japan have "a most important long-

range aim in common," thinks Haushofer "to collect as many
racial and national comrades as possible under their flag . . .

to assure breathing space for the too thickly crowded population

of the mother-country for the future as well."

Just as Great Britain is only attached to Europe, so the Med-

iterranean Grossraum (or wide territory under central control)

will lie only partly in Europe. It will unite the European coastal

areas of the Mediterranean with North Africa and Asia Minor

into a new whole, which will be no more European than is the

British Empire. A German Grossraum can only be envisaged

on similar lines. It has its roots in Central Europe, perhaps it

will also bring in northern Europe; in any case, its national

and racial basis is of indeterminate size ; but its real growth will

lie in other continents.

THE WILL TO ANARCHY

The ultimate aim is the maximum of power and dominion.

The means is general subversion, the destruction of the exist-

ing order so as to have a free hand for the building of a new

and greater dominion. But behind this is the intention no longer
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to be confined to Europe. Obviously it is impossible to state all

these aims in precise terms. They are influenced by considera-

tions of military and strategic policy, and by the all-pervading

urge to revolutionary destruction; but they are also influenced

by just claims to the rectification of frontiers and the expan-

sion of the national life. This whole policy breaks with all cus-

tomary standards; the political categories of the past are no

longer relevant to it. It is idle, indeed, to try to give a rational

interpretation to an irrational urge to active interference in

every country of the world.

The central ideal of this urge is the redistribution of the

world. So at least it is envisaged by the German Minister of

Propaganda. And it is no mere chance that it was Goebbels,

the Jacobin, who spoke of the rare moment of the redistribution

of the world. "Redistribution" is the old ideal of demagogic
Socialism. Redistribution, whether at home at the expense of the

rich or abroad through the expropriation of defeated enemies

the idea is the same, the magic idea of "sharing out."

This is external revolution, the deliberate application of revo-

lutionary forces to foreign policy. The political method of the

"putsch," itself revolutionary, was first employed under the Wei-

mar Republic; now it has become the essence of the regime's

foreign policy of universal unsettlement. The aim of this foreign

policy is the revolutionary redistribution of the world and crea-

tion of a German Grossraum, in which everyone will have a share,

and the wealth of which will offer very different prospects from

those of the sharing out of poor little poverty-stricken Ger-

many, which cannot be made any larger by dividing it up.

National Socialism discovers many pretexts for its political

actions; but behind them all stands, plain for all to see, the

nihilist revolution.

This will to universal unsettlement, this urge to the accumu-

lation of power and dominion, this foreign policy of unbounded

dynamism, is, in plain English, nothing else than the expres-
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sion of a will to anarchy. The unfortunate Edgar J. Jung,
von Papen's murdered secretary, noted years ago in his Herr-

schaft der Minderwertigen ("Ochlocracy") an "inclination of

Western civilization to anarchy." Anarchy, he said, was only

restricted formally by Fascism, not in reality. The same judg-
ment was expressed to me by Marshal Pilsudsky in regard to

National Socialism it altered externals but made no real

change. This claim to the redistribution of the world is no

longer the just desire of a nation for room to live and move.

The mobilization of all the resources of the nation is not for the

ending of the injuria temporum. Dynamism is the will to an-

archy. Not the ending of revolution but the final and complete

fulfilment of revolution in Western civilization, its extreme ex-

pression such is the essential aim of National Socialism.

Between this will to anarchy as the first condition for the

creation of a new order, and the conservative progress to higher

forms of our Western civilization, there can be no compromise.

Time cannot bridge the gap between these two tendencies; it

can only widen it. Dynamism has performed the unquestion-

able service of forcing us all to clear our minds and determine

our attitude.

For us Germans, the issue is plain and simple. Everyone who

is still capable of thinking for himself must know that National

Socialism is leading us to self-destruction. The revolutionary

character of its foreign policy must inevitably lead to cam-

paigns which will exhaust the nation. In opposition to its bound-

less aims and revolutionary methods, the plain question must

be asked what lasting benefit they can bring the nation. Even

if the Third Reich achieves complete success in the redistribu-

tion of the world, if after a series of further successes and ulti-

mate victory it sets up its hegemony, in the nature of things

this can mean nothing but a permanent military occupation

of subjugated territories, with all the accompanying violence

and terrorism. But there is no escaping the logical conclusion
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that the day will come when this effort brings exhaustion and

the military occupying force is crippled. This will in all proba-

bility happen much sooner than the apparent rapid growth of

power might suggest. For the German nation is overtaxed,

exhausted by its training before the race begins, and really ill.

But when its power is crippled, what then?



4

Toward Maximum Power and Dominion

TECHNIQUE AND TACTICS

LET us survey the technique and tactics Hitler has employed on

his temporarily successful course. How has it all been possible?

A nation almost unarmed, with millions unemployed, enmeshed

in a treaty system that left it almost unable to stir without the

risk of sanctions, has now, after barely six years, become the

mightiest military Power in Europe, with scarcely challenged

hegemony. It has torn up the treaties, and stands unassailable,

in the expectation of world empire and of a power growing to

an unsurpassable maximum. It is not an achievement anyone

can belittle ; and the German would have least occasion of all for

quarreling with it, were it not coupled with very grave poten-

tialities.

The elements of victory have unquestionably been a firm

and tenacious will, enormous elasticity and alertness, undoubt-

ing enthusiasm, inventiveness in destruction, and a strength of

nerve that withstood every test longer than the opponents; a

gift of divination, an impulsiveness supplied at all times with

the power for immediate action, for sudden thrusts at enemy

positions; a readiness to seize on every slightest sign of weak-

ness and to see it approaching; an ungenerous persistency that

allowed no breathing-space and recognized no rules. And all

this would have failed of its great success if the opponents had
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not been ready to accept the fact of Germany's recovery and

merely put up occasional resistance to its methods. Germany's

rapid gains of territory are also to be explained by the fact

that many positions had been voluntarily evacuated by her op-

ponents. Hitler found a situation already ripened.

Is this the full explanation? Far from it, I think. An oppo-
nent who does not wish to make a stand does not that imply
much more than his mere recognition that the state of things

he was defending is no longer worth defending? Is not Hitler's

real achievement his recognition of the actual weakness of Ger-

many's opponents, of the unreality of their power? Is not this

the secret of his success and of his unerring judgment? The

German nation has no desire for war, or for revolution, or for

anything connected with "dynamism." It wants peace and quiet,

as the masses do in all countries. But have not all leading na-

tions, in all history, led because a controlling upper class had

the ability to hold in check the right and natural pacifism of

the masses? And is it not the very sign of their retirement

from the making of world history that the Western democracies

are without an upper class of this sort that actually controls

its nation? It may fairly be said that the recognition of this

fact is the essential starting point of the "dynamic" nations

that personal control of technique and tactics in foreign policy

alone provides the power to strike a decisive blow. In this way

unquestioned personal ability makes use of existing sources of

power in the adroit handling of a political situation. Hitler

might act to all appearance against nature and against all prob-

abilities; but he always acted in such a way as to have all the

actual operative elements behind him and working for him. He
swam with the stream.

This is no depreciation of his achievement, and it is still no

complete explanation of it. It would be a crude mistake to

ascribe entirely to superior and unscrupulous technique things

for which there are deeper reasons. Certainly National Social-

ism had very significant fighting methods of its own, and they
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go far to reveal its true character. But they would not have

been certain of success if they had not had the general political

and moral situation in their favor. From "political undermin-

ing" to "violent expulsion," as Haushofer says with such re-

markable candor, "there are new forms of supplanting in the

peaceful struggle of nationalities," and there are new "means

of moral warfare with its unsettling effect, new and hitherto

undreamed-of means of propaganda."
Haushofer regards it as a particularly effective method in

an ambitious and far-seeing German foreign policy to await

"the opportunity for a decisive surprise attack" at a "ripe, late

hour." Tout vient a celui qui salt attendre, he writes, quoting
Billow's favorite maxim. The new policy watches its oppor-

tunity for intervention anywhere. It will intervene at any time ;

and whether it can give a plausible reason or not. It will not

be afraid to appear, as in the colonial question, inconsistent.

It proceeds from the fundamental conviction that the universal

revolution can be kept in progress only by constant activity. It

will therefore seize every opportunity of perpetuating political

unsettlement, knowing that even the remotest problems are so

closely interconnected that this unsettlement in any case hastens

the general revolutionary break-up of the old order. Its only

care is lest conditions should grow static. For the new German

policy there are no longer any political problems that do not

matter. Everything is important and significant to it. It can-

not declare itself uninterested in any part of the world or in

any world problem. It must make it its task to be everywhere,

influencing political problems in the direction of general sub-

version.

The treatment of the Austrian problem, and especially of

the Czechoslovak problem, with its technically masterly tactics

of continually pushing up the claims advanced until the final

moment for claiming everything, shows the tactical method of

the Third Reich plainly even to those who have no general

acquaintance with National Socialism. But the method has been
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the same since the National Socialist movement first existed.

For those who were familiar with this method, neither the Aus-

trian nor the Czechoslovak settlement brought any surprises,

except in regard to the attitude of the other parties concerned.

The separation of problems, their isolation from possible com-

plications, the splitting up of each problem into stages with

the continual declaration that the stage reached is the last,

the immediate advancing of the firing line the moment a posi-

tion has been captured (we can only describe the process in

military terms), the concentration of all forces at a single point

all these are familiar tactical elements. It is not even sur-

prising any longer to find the opponents' ideology used against

them, as with the right of self-determination and the principle

of nationality. Nor is it anything new to find that the actual

aim is never mentioned, that it is never the same as the ostensible

aim. The only thing that is astonishing is that all this continues

to work, that these devices are not even yet played out. In

spite of the transparency of the tactics employed, the opponents

of National Socialism still continue to be misled by them. They
still enter into negotiations with the National Socialists, al-

though it has been plain for a long time past that, as Hitler

himself has said, he who negotiates is lost. Following that prin-

ciple, Hitler himself at once puts up his price, to the confusion

of his opponent. Always to be ready to pounce, never to allow

the opponent the initiative, never to permit himself to be pushed
into the defensive all these devices are so transparent that the

one and only incomprehensible thing is the eternal readiness of

the opponents to be taken in. The readiness to take any risk

has brought victory. Already we may speak of a law of dimin-

ishing risks in Hitler's future enterprises. Each advantage won

reduces the future risk.

But what is the revolutionary element in all this?

It is essential to draw a distinction between Hitler's own highly

individual technique, developed and applied by him alone and
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consequently inimitable, and the actual guiding principle of

these tactics, revolutionary and destructive. The personal ele-

ment, which has rightly established his claim to leadership in

the party, and which has made him the teacher of all his pala-

dins, is his infinite dexterity and elasticity and his readiness

at any moment to bring a sort of medium's gift into touch with

the elements of a problem and to interpret them. Personal also

is the iron resolution, the ruthlessness and harshness, wrung
from a nature inclined to slackness and in need of quiet for con-

templation, and accordingly liable to be carried to excess. The

gift Hitler unquestionably possesses of waiting for the right

moment, a gift which has been misinterpreted as irresolution

and passivity, is only the expression of his inability to come

to a decision until an inner voice speaks to him on his problems,

and he has the sense that the right moment has arrived. He
has the two contrasting qualities of a supreme capacity for

cool calculation and the irrational gift of intuition. He has the

revolutionary temperament. At any time when he is without

all this his technique is unfruitful, and he makes mistakes. It

is always opposition, an enemy, that awakes these qualities.

This arouses his sense of superiority, on which he is dependent,

his confidence in his giant's power over the "dwarfs" around

him. Thus he is nothing without his opponents, his betes noires,

the democracies, the "respectable" people, quiet and orderly but

comfort-seeking and irresolute. It is these elements that made

him. Anyone who has seen how Hitler will almost deliberately

grow heated over some small issue in conversation, will raise his

voice and begin to gesticulate excessively, so raising himself out

of a lethargic dullness in order to say something; how he will

grow indignant or rapturous in the effort to fight his way out

of mental shackles, will realize that similarly in great questions

it is not cool calculation and superior tactical ability alone that

bring him success, but that he needs these emotional outbreaks

in order to maintain his combative intensity and to gain his
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power of influencing by suggestion, to which almost everyone

who meets him succumbs, the foreign statesman no less than the

German citizen.

And so it is exactly with the revolutionizing character of the

whole of the National Socialist policy. The revolutionary ele-

ment does not lie in the use of force, the cunning methods of

menace that reduce men to despair, the unscrupulous technique

of direct action and of the fait accompli, but in the singleness

of aim underlying all these means and methods. German Con-

servatives and Nationalists defended their capitulation to Na-

tional Socialism by saying that there was much that was open to

objection in National Socialism, its methods were reprehensible,

non-moral as one Minister expressed it, but on the whole the

National Socialist course was the right one for Germany. The

truth is almost the opposite : National Socialism has some splen-

did achievements to its credit, and even much of its work in for-

eign policy cannot be seriously objected to from the national

standpoint, having in view the difficulties with which Germany
has had to contend; but its general course is mistaken, unfruit-

ful, and in the long run infinitely disastrous.

Everything it does is done in the spirit of revolutionary de-

struction, of the "unmasking" of "false" gods and "wrong"

systems. And the process is being carried to the length of the

"unmasking" of every element of order, until that total anarchy

is reached out of which the phoenix of the "biological" order is

expected to rise. This is not the constructive work of a great

creative spirit, but the cunning capitalization of a process of

annihilation. Hitlerist policy lives upon this unmasking process ;

it fires its revolutionary spirit with the continual discovery of

new masks to be removed. The liberation from wrong ideas and

principles is certainly no matter for regret. Still less will it be

regretted by the German, who suffered years of humiliation

under the political ideas for which the Western Powers stood

with smug self-approval. But National Socialism is not destroy-

ing merely these ideas; it is also destroying the elements of
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every spiritual order, and preventing the creation of any new

one. The secret of its success is the willingness of its opponents
to agree with it in this. The Powers are abdicating because

they are losing the instinctive sense of their own Tightness.

There is no reason to suppose that with increasing knowledge
or ripening judgment the Fiihrer will ever revise the ideas that

have been operative thus far in the National Socialist revolu-

tion. At the back of all the efforts to dispose of National Social-

ism, to tame it, to give it opportunities of changing for the

better, and accordingly to avoid a final struggle with it, espe-

cially a moral struggle, for that is what is really in question,

lies an arrogant belittlement of what is happening in Germany.
At the time of the Algeciras Conference the British plenipoten-

tiary, Sir Arthur Nicolson, expressed the opinion that the Ger-

mans were playing a double game, and he said that the reason

was that they did not know what they wanted. There have been

critics of German foreign policy since January 30th, 1933, who

have offered a similar explanation of it. Their inference has

been that Germany must be given friendly help in order to in-

duce her to moderate her course. But where under William II

there was weakness and lack of definite policy, to-day there are

carefully considered and systematically pursued tactics. The

German aims are indefinite to-day only because they are infinite.

HITLER'S TRIUMPH

If a German, even one who is critical of the National Socialist

regime in other respects, is offered any criticism of its foreign

policy, he will be sure to reply with this question: Could any
other German policy, especially in so short a time, have so com-

pletely destroyed the whole fabric of the peace of Versailles,

and so bloodlessly, and, in addition, have created a state unity

such as has never before existed in the history of the German

nation? Was not this, he will ask, a masterly performance, a

historic achievement of age-long importance? A political regime

must be forgiven anything and everything if it can show such
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successes. All the sacrifices, all the restrictions and harshnesses

and the loss of liberty, find their justification in what the Third

Reich has achieved in six years, an achievement beyond the wild-

est anticipations. So he will argue.

Naturally I share this approval of all that has been achieved

by National Socialist policy in satisfying the vital needs of the

German nation in face of an intolerable treaty situation. We
are considering here the justification not for the national policy

but for its methods and the limits set to it. And, above all, we

are concerned with the question whether National Socialist pol-

icy can still be regarded as a national policy, whether what is

happening to-day and what will certainly happen to-morrow

serves the nation or merely the building up of the power of a

revolutionary movement which, in the long run, is bound to turn

against the nation and rend it. The dramatic events of August
and September, 1938, showed plainly the direction in which

Hitler is steering. If war did not come (and after initial suc-

cesses it would in all probability have brought a German defeat),

it was due to a readiness to give way on the part of Germany's

opponents which to a German is beyond comprehension. A meas-

ure of military unpreparedness may have played a part in this,

but there were certainly other considerations as well, and these

were not what the National Socialists assume. But one thing is

beyond any question, that Hitler did not take into account, in-

deed refused to take into account, the actual situation of a uni-

versal coalition against Germany. He went blindly into a situa-

tion out of which he was helped only by the desire of his op-

ponents for peace, and in which he played into the opponents'

hands all the trump cards of moral superiority, so that it would

have been an easy matter for them to mobilize the world against

Germany, at a time when Czechoslovakia was intact, with Russia's

hundred and fifty millions and a whole world at her back.

For a man of Hitler's past, living in a world of resentment

and vengefulness, this autumn of 1938 was a triumph of truly

"gigantic scope," to use his language. Three times the Prime
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Minister of Great Britain appeared before him, and at Munich,

shortly afterwards, the four leading statesmen of the greatest

European States except Soviet Russia met to approve and con-

secrate his triumph. The last democratically governed State in

central Europe, the model State among those formed at Ver-

sailles, still remained on the map ; but it had ceased to count as

a military and therefore as a political factor. This happened
under the guise of an admission of Germany's just national de-

mands and of obedience to the principle of the self-determination

of nations.

Barely six months later the German Fiihrer, with one of the

"lightning strokes" of which he is so fond, occupied the capital

of that State. He incorporated in the Reich the principal prov-

inces of the State, great and wealthy regions, inhabited by non-

Germans. He formed these into a protectorate under his own rule.

He presented other parts of the State to its neighbors or took

them under his own protection, leaving them but the shadow of

independence. And all this in spite of solemn assurances he had

given less than six months earlier in regard to the independence

and future territorial integrity of this State. At the moment

when he gave those assurances, as he openly declared before the

Reichstag on April 28th, 1939, he was already firmly resolved to

make this fresh annexation. And not on account of the right of

nations to self-determination, or in accordance with the principle

of nationality, but simply because the annexation was required

by the need of the German nation for "room to live" the real

reason being that the step was prompted by his pursuit of power,

his imperialist ambition for world hegemony.

This was indeed a tremendous victory. When Hitler recounted

in that speech the quantities of military booty he had been able

to seize in Czechoslovakia, it was many times the amount of the

most famous successes of the war of a quarter of a century earlier.

And, to crown the triumph, it had been bloodless.

But there is another side to this triumph. Already it is clear

that this last act, the occupation of Prague, has brought into
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active operation the revulsion of which there were signs beneath

all the jubilation over the peace preserved by the Munich agree-

ment. At that time a great war coalition against Hitler was

avoided, but the moral credit for that lay exclusively with the

allies. That agreement had itself been a breach of solemn under-

takings and pacts, but the breach had been enforced by a moral

responsibility both for the past and the future. When Hitler

drove into the snow-covered streets of Prague and entered the

venerable Hradschin Palace, his triumph was already the greatest

of moral defeats. The moral trump cards had been played into

the hands of his opponents, whose cause was just. He had set

himself once for all in the wrong, and had destroyed the German

case.

Was this necessary, was it inevitable? Did it serve the vital

interests of the German nation? Was it not a flaunting of the

fact that what had been pursued was simply power and the

conquest of strategic positions, which Germany's "leaders" had

won at the cost of the well-being and the future of Germany?
These men talked of the need of the German nation for elbow-

room and room to grow, of the struggle for existence. Had they

not made a most dangerous mistake in attributing the willing-

ness of the Western Powers for peace in those days at Munich

to weakness and fear? Was it not likely that there was more at

the back of the acquiescence of the democracies than mere lack

of resolution?

The whole "biological" basis of German foreign policy is as

fallacious as the hobby-horse of "geopolitics." It is not true

that England and France have "abdicated." Both nations may
well be suffering from weariness, but the German nation should

be able to realize better than any other how quickly such weari-

ness can be thrown off by regenerative forces which may give

those nations a very different aspect.

The crisis that came on March 15th, 1939, was not the last.

And the signs of a great coalition that began to appear after

the Munich meeting were not the last. Germany will have to
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take continual note of them from now on. This coalition may
be formed only at the last moment, and may include States

regarded by Germany as allies and friends. No one will expect

her opponents to be unable to adopt the surprise methods of

National Socialism. Then Germany may have no choice but to

capitulate or go to war. And capitulation would mean internal

collapse. The policy of striving after the maximum of power
and dominion rests on the most disastrous misconception of the

distribution of forces and of the real nature of effective force.

THE CRISIS

Since the appearance of the first German edition of this book

in the autumn of 1938, the political situation has altered con-

siderably. The sketch I then gave of probable developments has

not proved ill-founded. "Hitler," I wrote, "may push on in the

South-east. With the Gleichschaltung of Slovakia he will menace

the flanks of Poland and Hungary and will have the means of

pushing on into the Ukraine. He will make it more difficult for

a 'sanitary girdle' to be created in this quarter, and by action in

Lithuania and Finland he could bring down the north-east pillar

of the 'Intermediate Europe' between Germany and Russia. But

there is no reason to suppose that his action would be restricted to

the East and South-east ; it may with equal likelihood be directed

to the complete encirclement of France until she is immobilized,

and to taking advantage of that situation so long as Poland's

neutrality seems assured. He may move against Poland herself,

in order to rectify the Polish frontier, to improve the strategic

situation, and to recover the irreplaceable port of Danzig. Hol-

land, Belgium, Denmark may suffer prophylactic occupation,

and may be forced into a close alliance with Germany. As bases

for the operations of the German forces, they would completely

isolate England and exclude her from Europe ; she may even be

condemned to the loss of her empire."

The occupation of Prague and the incorporation of Bohemia

and Moravia in the "Lebensrawm" of Greater Germany could
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surprise no one but those who were still under the illusion that

National Socialist foreign policy was capable of changing and

ripening. World opinion may see in this step of Hitler's a

critical blunder of his, but it is mistaken. This step lay directly

in line with his general conception of foreign policy. The only

surprising thing about it, at all events for the National Social-

ists, is the reaction to it abroad: foreign opinion is at last be-

ginning to realize the actual aims of National Socialism and

its tactical method. The National Socialists are not to be de-

terred by this foreign reaction ; they merely regret that it places

further difficulties in their way. Nothing, not even the threat

of world war, will deter them from their course. This greatly

increases the risk of war, a risk which the Munich agreement

removed for a bare six months. But if it is doubtful whether the

efforts to form a great defensive coalition against Germany and

Italy will succeed in preventing war ; they may limit the duration

and therefore the number of victims of a war.

Two things are certain: Hitler has many opportunities of

working for increased power and dominion; but his opponents

have scarcely fewer opportunities of defence. Germany has im-

proved her position. But her mastery of Czechoslovakia is by no

means the mastery of the world. As a base for aircraft, Posen is

no farther from Berlin than Prague. The reduction of the "out-

lying fort" of Czechoslovakia does not dispose of the possibility

of similarly strong and equally troublesome resistance develop-

ing at other points. The difficulties also are growing for Ger-

many difficulties which cannot be removed by violence but

only by superior leadership. It must not be forgotten that the

German has no gifts as a conspirator, while the Slav, whose terri-

tory Germany is now entering, is a master of that revolutionary

craft. It is true that the hope of entrapping Germany in a

convenient quarter by voluntarily permitting her to advance

into the South-east is delusive. It would be too simple a solution

for the West to leave Germany and Russia, the two great mili-
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tary and revolutionary Powers, to bleed to death in one another's

jaws.

Poland's future policy will be of great importance. Will she

succeed in welding together the proposed coalition of independ-
ent States, and in making it militarily formidable, in time for it

to become a factor of importance?

In this connection it was asked in the German edition of this

book in the autumn of 1938 whether Poland would be compelled
to take part in a campaign against Russia. It was suggested
that Hitler might easily be able to force Poland to choose between

joining in the march against Russia and suffering a new parti-

tion between Russia and Germany. Since then it has been revealed

by Polish quarters that in March 1939 a German proposal was

actually made to Poland to join in an attack on Russia and share

the proceeds. This offer was made in connection with the resettle-

ment of the Danzig question. Evidently, however, Germany
omitted to offer at the same time adequate compensation for

Danzig, on the principle Colonel Beck laid down in his speech

of May 5th, 1939. At an earlier stage Memel might have

sufficed, if at the same time Germany had declared her disin-

terestedness in the Baltic States and the North-east of Europe
in general. But since the occupation of Prague it must have

become plain to Poland that Hitler would never agree to a

genuine partition of interests between Germany and Poland,

that all his promises and offers would be no more than tactical

expedients, valid only until his next move, and that if he were

allowed the slightest chance the military power of Poland would

suffer the same fate as that of Czechoslovakia.

The offer of a joint campaign against Russia was made condi-

tional upon strict Polish neutrality if Germany should become

involved with the Western Powers. It was a naive request, for it

must have been clear to Poland that if Germany were successful

in that struggle she would be at Germany's mercy. Thus the

important thing for Poland after the occupation of Prague was
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that she was no longer isolated in face of Germany, as she had

been, for instance, in February 1939; while Germany had no

real opportunity of alliance with Soviet Russia. After her under-

standing with England Poland had a free hand which gave her a

new chance of pursuing her policy of creating an independent

coalition of States.

On the occasion of his journey to Bucharest in 1937, Colonel

Beck authorized his Foreign Ministry to write: "A practical

outlook on outstanding problems, which pays attention to the

requirements of the moment, is beginning to take the place of

the abstract and nebulous conceptions of the past." We are at

the outset of a period in which it will be thoroughly realized that

all things are in flux in foreign affairs, new situations are develop-

ing, and instead of prematurely forming fixed policies the one

maxim must be to profit by every opportunity that comes. No
one can any longer afford the luxury of doctrinaire fads and

fancies. But the "due distinction between the higher ideals of

international co-operation and the sense of realities," as Colonel

Beck's Foreign Ministry wrote, does not imply capitulation to

National Socialism. It needs all the deafness of present-day

Germany to the essential nuances in policy to register in such

cool language as Colonel Beck's any kinship with the exalted

revolutionism of Goebbels's "redistribution of the world." The

nations of the East and South-east of Europe will never volun-

tarily march alongside this Germany; if they join her at all it

will be only in order to escape from the danger of aggression in

one quarter or another. And in Poland the value of Hitler's

assurances is perfectly well known.

In the German edition of this book, it was pointed out that

there was a risk that Germany might suddenly find herself faced

with an exceedingly formidable coalition, at the very moment

when her situation had grown more difficult, as it inevitably

would. Her maximum of power would then turn into a maximum
of embarrassment and perplexity. This coalition has now become

a reality of the first political importance. Its backbone is a new
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France, which has experienced a remarkable recovery, almost a

national rebirth, instead of the revolutionary dissolution expected

by Hitler. This coalition is led by an equally changed Great

Britain, aroused out of a certain indifference and now, rather

late but all the more energetically, carrying out an enormous

program of rearmament including, in spite of past tradition, the

introduction of universal military service. As regards these two

nations it looks as if National Socialist policy, with its "psycho-

logical war" and its tactics of "universal unsettlement," has

attained the exact opposite of the result aimed at. No one will

to-day venture to describe France as a dying nation or to speak
of Britain's lost empire.

Poland has joined this new coalition, taking a clear stand

against Germany. But the most surprising factor in this new

defence front is the adhesion of the Soviet Union, perhaps the

heaviest blow of all, since it makes no longer possible the alliance

of the three dictatorships for which there was at least a plausible

case so long as Russia was kept at arms' length by the Western

Powers. The Entente Cordiale and its circle of allies has quickly

been resuscitated. There has sprung up again almost in a night

the whole front before which Germany succumbed twenty years

ago. The small neutral States, too, forced at present to take a

cautious line on account of the dangerous proximity of the Reich,

will stand on the side of the democracies at latest on the day of

the outbreak of war ; they will very likely, in any case, be driven

to do so by the pressure of National Socialist aggression. Thus

Germany will realize the full extent of her isolation only on the

day on which it has become too late for any change of course,

and the mechanism of a general mobilization has been irrevocably

set going.

Finally, the United States have spoken. In the form of an

offer for the preservation of peace, President Roosevelt has

made it plain that America's inexhaustible material resources

will be at the disposal of Germany's opponents in any emergency.

This crushing fact, revealing that once more a main element in
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the National Socialist calculations had been wrongly assessed,

produced a reaction in Germany that was not surprising; but

the nature of the reaction was none the less irrational, even if

Hitler had no alternative but to reject the offer, since it would

have compelled him to negotiate on a plane on which he would

have been unable to maintain his footing. No cunning misinter-

pretation, no open or veiled allusion to President Wilson, can

hide the fact that Roosevelt's demand for a guarantee on behalf

of thirty States placed Hitler in a difficult tactical situation,

forcing him for the first time on to the defensive and into ac-

ceptance of the opponent's initiative, a new and perhaps a serious

situation for him. He will have no choice but to recognize the

peaceful aim of the great new coalition, to make much of his

own will to peace, and to cut down his immediate political ob-

jectives.

It is quite possible that Hitler will make a show of resigning

himself to the situation, and will be ready to offer sacrifice to

peace, amid a great flow of rhetoric. On this the Western Powers

may make a few concessions, probably of no great importance,

and equally probably insufficient to satisfy Hitler even for the

moment. In this case it is to be feared that National Socialism

will draw back a few steps only in order to return to the attack

with increased vigor. But the favorite surprise tactics of the

dictators are largely played out. And, while it is doubtful how

long the Western Powers can endure the present pace in rearma-

ment, the question of capital importance is how long Germany
can.

It may therefore be regarded as probable that, in spite of the

great new coalition and of the risk of a new world war, Hitler

will make only a short tactical pause, followed by a new lightning

stroke, which still has possibilities of success. It seems to be no

longer in the power of the National Socialist leaders to decide

whether they shall return to a policy of peace and economic co-

operation, even if the Western Powers were to come half-way to

meet them. The National Socialist regime is now the prisoner of
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its own system of domination. It can no more dispense with its

pursuit of hegemony than with its government by violence at

home. It is following the law of its existence, and cannot be

diverted from its path either by threats or by good will.

Thus the only chance of the secure re-establishment of peace
lies in the removal of the National Socialist regime. It is certain

that the Western Powers will not act on this principle ; they will

wait to see whether the German nation is willing and able to

change its leaders. A day will then come when the whole nation

will be held responsible for the acts of its Government. Un-

questionably the attitude of the West toward Germany has con-

siderably stiffened. The moment does not seem to be far off at

which the new coalition will emerge from its present defensive to

deliver an ultimatum, not with any purposes of conquest, but to

demand guarantees from Germany in regard to peace, disarma-

ment, and the evacuation of certain occupied territories. Such a

policy seems inevitable because the democracies are not in a

position to support the enormous burdens of a permanent mobil-

ization, and because the cost of armaments is so murderous that

it will compel the consideration at least of their potential use in

psychological warfare. That means recourse to the methods of

menace by superior material resources, the tactics which National

Socialism has itself employed being brought to bear against it.

When that time comes, it is to be feared that it will no longer be

possible to distinguish between National Socialist imperialism

and the German nation, and that the nation will be compelled to

pay as a whole the bill for its seven years' debauch.

This stiffening of the attitude toward Germany will also find

expression in the assessment of what can be allowed to the

German nation for "Lebensraum" "room to live." Until now

Danzig has been regarded as unquestionably German on account

of its national character, and England, at all events, has been

inclined to regard its return to Germany as equitable. But the

new National Socialist political theory of "room to live," which

has just been given a practical demonstration in the partition
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of Czechoslovakia, leads in a different direction; for it will be

impossible to deny that from the point of view of "room to live"

a country is not habitable without access to the sea, and that

means that Danzig should go to Poland.

The dangers that show themselves here are regarded by the

National Socialist leaders as reasons for an early fight. The

decisive element in regard to countering any such inclination

on Germany's part may be Italy's attitude. Her great oppor-

tunity, we may fairly say her only opportunity, lies in returning

to the Western alliance system, repeating her move of 1915.

In spite of the Gestapo regime in Italy and the German troops

on all the Italian frontiers, Italy is no dependable ally of Ger-

many. The relations between the German and Italian peoples

are far from cordial; and nothing would be more unpopular in

Germany than a war jointly with Italy to enable her, as the

masses see it in Germany, to reap the reward for her betrayal of

1915. In addition to this, there are strong divergences of view

in regard to the political aims of the two authoritarian States.

The natural place of Italy is with Colonel Beck's "sanitary

girdle" Poland, Hungary, Roumania. But such a deviation in

Italian policy, which would be a mortal threat to Germany, is

unlikely except in time of emergency.

Hitler, at all events, considers that he still has some trumps
in his hand. Any temporary slackening in the policy of the

Western Powers might quickly induce him to play these cards.

The critical point to-day is again Danzig, as at the outset of

the National Socialist regime. Even a compromise solution of

this problem will only be of a transitory nature. It is not the

German city or the German peasantry around it that matter, but

the extremely important strategic point of the estuary of the

Vistula and the Bay of Danzig. Germany is concerned for the

territorial reuniting of East Prussia with the Reich by the

abolition of the Corridor. But Danzig is also indispensable to

the long-range aims of National Socialism as a naval basis for
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the domination of the Baltic and a basis of operations against

Poland.

It is significant of the unfruitfulness of National Socialist

policy that after so many successes this political problem of

Danzig can jeopardize the whole work of the past seven years.

The reason is that Hitler has not been able to lay the foundation

for a really great and lasting success, the securing of Germany's
Eastern flank in order to give her a free hand in the West; or

the disinterestedness of the West in face of a fair and construc-

tive German policy in the East. Neutrality or alliance could

certainly have been secured from the eastern States by even a

meagre measure of fairness in regard to their vital needs and

their claim to political independence. But Hitler is incapable

of a genuinely creative policy ; his purely tactical gifts are ex-

hausted in manipulations which produce mere quasi-successes

like the German-Polish agreement, or in spasmodic acts of vio-

lence like the occupation of Austria and Czechoslovakia. When
National Socialism came into power, Germany's opponents were

unable to organize a common front against Hitler; to-day this

has been produced by the political course followed by National

Socialism itself. Thus, measured by the National Socialists' own

standards, their whole effort has been in vain.

But the question that is of interest to-day is whether Hitler's

power is so great that he has no need of political expedients to

assure the neutrality of the eastern States of Europe but can

compel it by military means. It may be that this is so. After

the Munich agreement Hitler proposed to win the neutrality

of these States by a few vague and non-committal assurances,

and to secure necessary raw materials by means of pressure and

promises. In the first months of the winter of 1938-39 the

National Socialist leaders imagined that they could reckon at

once (that is to say, without first incorporating the rest of

Czechoslovakia, with Hungary and Poland, in the German sys-

tem of alliances) on the neutrality of the eastern States, and
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that they could thus strike a decisive blow at the West. The

German assurances were evidently in regard to the participa-

tion of the eastern States in any colonial territory Germany

might gain, and to a "general solution" of the Jewish question,

a very difficult one in some of the eastern States. Thus, in con-

nection with an occupation of Holland, and, perhaps, of Belgium,

and with action in the Mediterranean, the colonial question was

to be brought to the forefront in a great new political campaign.
But here there was revealed for the first time, and in a way

that simply disposed of the proposal, the miscalculation in the

Hitlerist policy of violence. By his strokes in foreign affairs in

much the same way as in internal affairs Hitler had burked

certain questions of foreign policy, not solved them. They con-

tinued to operate below the surface. The factor of insecurity

produced by the existence of a Czechoslovakia that had become

Germany's mortal enemy in the heart of German territory, and

also indications that the neutrality of the other eastern States

in the event of war could not be depended on, compelled the

regime to proceed further with its brutal policy of violence by

making an end of Czechoslovakia and by attempting to encircle

Poland, before the operations in the West could begin. This,

however, interfered with preparations for excluding England
from European politics and encircling France. Unable to hasten

the negotiations for the neutrality of the eastern States suffi-

ciently to secure this before the operations started in the

Mediterranean and in North Africa which were to cut off Eng-
land and France from their connection by sea with their empires,

the regime was reduced to tackling both of the plans for strategic

offensives simultaneously. This threw the political action into

disorder. Hitler began improvising; all the problems presented

themselves, so to speak, in a body, and complicated one another.

The stroke that was to have freed Hitler from every menace, the

occupation of Prague, destroyed the opportunity, essential to

him, of tackling his problems one by one.

In spite of this, Hitler could still act, taking on himself the
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full risk of a world war: by threatening England and France

in the Mediterranean and from Spain he could progressively

improve his general situation by a lightning change of direction

of his thrusts, since he still seems to have a monopoly of rapidity
and resolution in action. The occupation of Danzig would not

of itself make the Corridor untenable; in the opinion of the

Polish National Socialists it would, however, place Poland at

once on the defensive, throwing her back on the Bug-Narev-
Vistula line. Surprise thrusts in the direction of Roumania and

Yugoslavia could be carried out with such effect that they might

produce the desired result before the coalition had decided what

to do. These thrusts would bring Germany raw materials and,

in Yugoslavia, the occupation of territories strategically impor-
tant as outlets. And before the West had had time to face the

new situation, Poland would be threatened also from the Carpa-
thians and checkmated. The resources of the axis Powers would

then be available for a blow on the West, enabling Holland,

Belgium, and Denmark to be occupied in addition to action in

the Mediterranean, and bringing fresh triumphs for Germany.
It cannot be denied that in rapidity of action Hitler still has

certain chances of success. He will avail himself of them without

scruple, and he will take the risk of world war in the event of

the Western Powers refusing to give way in face of his lightning

blows. For the wresting from France of some of her northern

territories is still envisaged; none of the long-range aims Hitler

has exhibited in the past has been given up. It is only necessary

to glance at the latest literature, maps and instructions, the

publications of the Hitler Youth in the last six months, or the

latest articles of General Haushofer: the aim is the hierarchical

organization of the nations of Europe around Germany, whether

past members of the Holy Roman Empire or remnants of the

"sub-Teuton zone of fragments" in the east, with protectorates

and alliances of various types; the weakening of Great Britain

and destruction of her empire, the setting up of a colonial empire

in Africa, and thrusts against South America and the Pacific:
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union with Russia or annexation of Russian territory; and, in

the end, world dominion.

Against all these aspirations it may be contended that Hitler's

policy has already been checked by the Munich agreement. In

spite of the losses this agreement brought in appearance to the

Western Powers, it produced an unanticipated effect against

Hitler, especially through a change of feeling in Germany. If he

had taken Prague in September 1938, as he intended at the time,

and occupied the whole of Czechoslovakia, penetrating to Car-

pathian Ruthenia, and facing Poland along the Carpathians, he

would have overcome all obstacles ; he would have compelled the

eastern States to observe neutrality if not to enter an alliance with

Germany; Poland might have joined the alliance under the influ-

ence of the French attitude. Hitler could then have turned

against the West. The settlement between National Socialist im-

perialism and the Western Powers would then have involved the

sacrifice of innumerable lives ; it is unlikely that operations on the

same scale will now or in the future be necessary to seal Germany's
defeat. It is evident that the British policy was the outcome

neither of weakness nor of insufficient consideration.

What are the reasons for the attitude taken up from the first

toward National Socialism by the Western Powers ? It has been

suggested that they fully expected Germany's recovery, and so

welcomed and even assisted the National Socialist movement as

likely sooner or later to be Germany's ruin. In certain political

quarters, it is suggested, nothing would have been viewed with

more alarm than a Conservative, monarchist Government in

Germany that had learned the lesson of the errors of the pre-

war period and had acquired moderation in political aims and

methods: faced with a Government of this sort, the West would

have been impotent to prevent German hegemony over the small

nations, especially those of the East, which would not merely

have accepted it but even have welcomed it. Revolutionary

National Socialism, on the other hand, with its absurd and

repellent racial doctrines, would be shunned by other nations,
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and an imperialist German hegemony would meet with the ut-

most resentment, even if internal disorders did not prevent

Germany from ever getting so far.

It is of no great importance whether this policy was actually

entertained at any time. If it was, it was a very mistaken one.

For a restoration of the monarchy in Germany would, after the

experiences of the Great War, have virtually guaranteed stable

conditions and excluded any adventurous foreign policy. A
restored monarchy would have accepted and adhered to a peace-

able settlement that removed Germany's just grievances. The
National Socialist revolution, on the other hand, while it must

sooner or later end with Germany's defeat, will first have

wreaked immeasurable destruction. It would have been disas-

trous folly to have made to the National Socialist revolution

advances that had been denied to a moderate nationalist Govern-

ment, so preventing the Conservatives and Nationalists from

parting from National Socialism to achieve their own solution

of a restored monarchy. This much is certain, that the present

course will end in Germany's ruin. The only thing that is not

certain is the actual road that will be pursued to ruin and the

number of victims with which it will be strewn.

All that can be said with certainty is that the pace will grow
and the problems to be faced will accumulate, until there will

be no way out save by a radical change of course. No revolu-

tion can last for ever. Those institutions alone can be perma-

nent that serve spiritual and not "biological" principles, that

serve justice and equity, and voluntarily accept limits to their

own authority. Not a maximum of power and dominion, but of

freedom and justice, is the proper aim of any reordering of

Europe.

A EUROPEAN SOLUTION

Not only the tactical situation into which Germany has come

demands criticism; the whole idea of an order resting on arbi-

trary force, of a world empire to be kept together by the methods
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of domination now practised within Germany, is absurd and

entirely impracticable. A permanent system of imperial rule

cannot be maintained by such methods. The much-abused Eng-
land with her imagined loss of dominion has kept up with the

times better than the "dynamic" nations, with their parade of

brave new ideas which in truth are retrogressive and antiquated.

The violent methods of arbitrary rule may show results that for

a time are superficially imposing, but in the long run these

methods are unfruitful and end in self-destruction. The vital

error of National Socialist policy lies in its return to played-out

methods and aims, the fruitlessness of which has been demon-

strated ages ago. The party has contented itself with re-trying

with vastly increased resources a policy that has failed again

and again in the past, as though any mistake would succeed if

it were big enough. If the Third Reich is to go for inspiration

to the old first Reich, the Holy Roman Empire, it might at least,

perhaps, usefully recall the essential principle of medieval West-

ern civilization, that the sovereignty of the component States

of an empire was not restricted by a universal potestas of the

emperor, but only by a genuine auctoritas which was so strong

that sovereigns bowed to it. No one can deny that the British

Empire, with its methods of government based on freedom and

consent, and with the moral authority of its center, comes very

close to an almost spiritual conception of the State and social

order.

Undoubtedly the attitude of the present leaders of the German

nation is the outcome of twenty years in which the nation felt that

it had nothing more to lose. The resort of "despairing patriots"

to a radically revolutionary course was not surprising, but it

was by no means inevitable. There were plain reasons for the

ultimate predominance of destructive over creative tendencies

in the foreign policy of German Nationalism, one being the

complete political sterility of the so-called victor Powers. This

it is, together with internal developments in Germany, that
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paved the way for the revolutionary foreign policy which to-day
is unceasingly being pursued by National Socialism.

The German nation, said Count Brockdorff-Rantzau in reply

to the Versailles terms of peace, was ready to face its hard des-

tiny, "if the agreed bases of peace are not interfered with. A
peace that cannot be defended before the world in the name of

justice would arouse continually renewed resistance." And

Philipp Scheidemann said at Weimar on May 12th, 1919: "An

unparalleled brutalization of moral conceptions would be the

result of a Treaty of Versailles on these lines." It was this Social

Democrat, and not a bourgeois Nationalist, who called the peace

treaty the most gruesome and murderous of witches' hammers,

"with which a great nation is to be pounded into confessing its

own unworthiness." It is impossible to ignore the connection

between present events and those of twenty years ago. Those

events explain not only the objects of the present German for-

eign policy but its methods. This is not an attempt to shift the

responsibility, but it shows cause and effect.

Nothing is more depressing than to realize that, ten years

before the National Socialist seizure of power, the Young Con-

servatives of Germany had a home and foreign policy immeasur-

ably superior to that of the present regime of violence, and

envisaged Germany's recovery only in connection with a universal

idea of right, with a "European solution." Nothing was more

horrifying to conservative nationalists than the gradual recogni-

tion that the "national rising," with which they had associated

themselves to that end, was in reality a cynical, nihilist revolu-

tion, the negation of their own ideals.

As early as the Schober-Curtius plan of an Austro-German

Customs union, the ideas of a modern development of federative

principles as the means of solution of German-Austrian and

Central European problems had been accepted by nationalist

opinion in Germany. Nationalists in both countries who had

outgrown the idea of German claims to hegemony began increas-
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ingly to accept the general principle of federalism, as an alter-

native to the unsatisfactory idea of "national democracy" of

Western Europe. To recall this is to realize the depth of the

fall to the brutal operations of National Socialism. The solu-

tions which the National Socialists claim to have achieved, or

to intend to achieve, have nothing to do with the vital needs of

the nation, even if their economic penetration of the South-

east of Europe succeeds.

The purpose that took Germany eastward was not merely

economic, merely a question of markets and raw material sources.

Here lay a political mission of a European order of which Ger-

many was at all times conscious. Here the soil was prepared for

the elaboration of supernational ideas. East of the Rhine no

nation has ripened into a historic State. When the doctrine of

nationality emerged in the nineteenth century, no State in this

region, apart from Switzerland, was so well established as to

withstand the assault of revolutionism. Not even the rigidly

organized Prussian State was able to stand against the principle

of nationality. The historic meaning of Bismarck's foundation

of the German Empire was the absorption of the supernational,

superdenominational Prussian State into a German national

State which accepted the Prussian forms. In the Habsburg mon-

archy the idea of the State was too ill-represented and too little

accepted to enable that State to be established on firm founda-

tions with the aid of the federative principle, whether the na-

tional principle were ignored or incorporated. The historic forces

of State-formation have had no more than intermittent play in

the East. And it is now too late in this whole region for any

supernational State-formation of the type that built up the

great States of the West of Europe in the seventeenth century.

The national States have ripened into permanence. It is neces-

sary, therefore, to find new principles of a supernational order,

which will take existing conditions into account and develop a

neutral constitutional system as the crown of the national basic

elements. It was up to Germany to find a federative solution of
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this sort, to recover her past stature by its advocacy, and to

maintain her just claim for leadership within the system.

Nothing is more alien to this process than the National Social-

ist plan of founding a central Power on the basis of the principle

of nationality, and forcibly creating a pseudo-State. The Na-

tional Socialist application of the principle of nationality is

fatal to the principle. National Socialism has, therefore, already
abandoned it, and is replacing it by the conception of race wher-

ever it is trying to build up instead of destroying. There is

nothing scientific about this racial principle ; it is simply a polit-

ical expedient. The principle of nationality was always revolu-

tionary, in opposition to the historic idea of the State. It is a

return to natural, indeed biological, considerations, in opposi-

tion to the intellectual basis of the historic State. The racial

conception has this characteristic in still greater measure. It

is therefore as unsuitable as could be as the basis for a constitu-

tional system. Thus it only increases the revolutionary effects

of the basis of nationality, instead of overcoming them. The

historic State is always an artificial, that is to say a deliberate,

creation, an overcoming of Nature. Nothing is more irrational

than the charge of artificiality levelled against, for instance,

Czechoslovakia. The weakness of that State was not its delib-

erate creation but its confined territory. For the federative

system, a deliberately created and, if you will, an "artificial"

system, can in our day be instituted only in the liberating spa-

ciousness of a great territory, an independent economic area.

National Socialism could not attempt to provide a "European"
solution for the problems of German foreign policy because, as

a revolutionary principle, it is not fitted to do so, and because

it does not recognize the inviolability of justice and freedom.

The efforts to induce it to seek such a solution are condemned

in advance to failure. And their prospect is not improved now

that they are being made not by German conservative poli-

ticians, but by those of foreign States. These efforts amount

to trying to induce the German revolution, which meanwhile
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has become much more extreme, to abandon its actual principle

of existence and transform itself into its opposite. There is

only one way of arriving at a "European" conception in German

foreign policy to end the revolution.

It is not surprising if the Western Powers, who had only just

emerged from a maze of mistaken political doctrine, and who

were five or six years behindhand in recognizing the faulty con-

struction and the fundamental weakness of the League of Na-

tions, prefer to-day to have nothing to do with the dangerous

weapon of political ideologies. Whether we like it or not, the

European problems are only capable of solution by the use or

potential use of force. Perhaps the outbreak of a sanguinary
world revolution can be delayed by the creation of a new and

elastic equilibrium in Europe. But European problems will not

be affected by this ; they will continue to live their own life until

each finds its particular solution evolutionary or revolution-

ary, and, if the latter, certainly at the cost of much bloodshed.

Thus the prevention of a vast collapse of Western civilization

seems possible only through the rebirth of a constitutional sys-

tem for Europe.
An appeal for peace would have to be accompanied by a num-

ber of concrete proposals. It would have to be dependent on

the assumption of fair play and open dealing. All that has so

far come before the public on these lines, such as Sir Norman

AngelPs plan, is inadequate, because it is concerned mainly with

the procedure for eliminating the use of force, instead of dealing

with the material problems. This peace concerns not only the

ordering of Europe itself but that of the colonial territories as

a common sphere of European existence. The neo-imperialism

of the "dynamic" nations can only be effectively countered by

demonstrating that it is a return to nineteenth-century princi-

ples, now obsolete, and irrelevant to the new type of solutions

demanded by the political and economic conditions of the pres-

ent time. Just as Great Britain, in the continual evolution of

her Empire, has shown by her actual practice that revolution
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and anarchy can be forestalled by timely change, so the current

ideas of colonial systems can be revised on the lines of common

exploitation. It may be that ideas of this sort lie at the back of

the latest British effort to come to an agreement with Ger-

many. But this effort, however praiseworthy, is bound to fail

because of the unreliability of the existing regime as a partner.

It would have been better not to make the effort until another

partner could be approached. What is wanted is not so much
the cession of colonies and raw material sources from the "have"

to the "have-not" nations, as a form of unrestricted coloniza-

tion and unrestricted right of access to economic resources for

all European States, which would remove the difference between

"haves' 5 and "have-nots" and make an end of revolutionary ten-

sion. Similar conservative, anti-revolutionary solutions could

be elaborated for the whole field of "dynamic" tendencies, coun-

tering the destructive trends of a progressive world revolution.

The elements of a genuine and lasting European order can,

however, be brought together only within a new general system

of justice and equity. Thus the revolution can only be brought
to an end by the united efforts of the nations of Europe, not by
those of any one nation. But, certain as it is that the Versailles

order is not the general system that can stem world revolution,

it is equally certain that Germany's recovery cannot be estab-

lished by force and violence. Moderation, not the tactical cun-

ning of a revolutionary temperament, is the secret of any prac-

ticable European solution. If Hitler were to achieve modera-

tion, to find the great "constructive peace settlement" that was

talked about at first, then, indeed, our judgment of National

Socialism would be mistaken, and we should gladly recognize

that we had been in error and had failed to recognize human

greatness. Hitler would then indeed be the great man he is

imagined to be by an uncritical nation. But that would logically

involve appeasement also within the Reich, with differences

resolved no longer by force and domination but by free discus-

sion. It would involve reconciliation with opponents and gen-
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erosity toward those who in honest conviction stood out against

the regime. Such acts of generosity are usual on the part even

of dictators and tyrants in the hour of success; this German

dictator has shown no sign of generosity even toward the noblest

of his opponents. When in all these years has he performed one

single act of reconciliation or generosity or good-heartedness

towards an opponent? Only generosity can bring healing and

reconciliation in the end, and close wounds which, if really great

things were at issue, were perhaps inevitable. Then, too, all the

things that are of the essence of the present regime would have

to go violence, terrorism, thraldom, and the daily quota of

engineered enthusiasm and unison under duress. Then justice

and the liberty of the person, freedom of thought and speech

and action, the freedom of the immortal spirit of man, would

have to be readmitted into Germany.
But how could all this be possible? Would it not mean the

abdication of National Socialism? Would it not mean an end of

the despicable crime of organized anti-Semitism with its spread-

ing of ruin and its legalized robbery? Would it not mean the

readmission of impartial justice and the banning of the very

principle of violence? Would it not mean the confession that

the "organic-biological" philosophy of the regime is cheap non-

sense? That the racial doctrine is an offence against humanity,
the fight against Christianity a barbarism?

No! Hitler can no more make peace in Europe, or even ac-

cept it, than he can make an end of his own "dynamism." The

one depends on the other. Just as National Socialist revolu-

tionism can only work destruction in Germany, so in foreign

relations it can only produce war and revolution.

If anything has been gained at all in these years of oppres-

sion, it is the recognition they have forced on us of the ele-

mentary fact that there is such a thing as impartial justice,

and that the doctrine of violence and the exclusive pursuit of

power lead inevitably to revolution and destruction. Certainly

this recognition is not yet universal. It may be that the nations
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that in the past regarded themselves as executors of a moral

mission, and abandoned this mission at a critical moment, must

pass through a period of unprincipled "realism" before they come

to this recognition. Nevertheless, there is coming into existence

a new Europe of a totally different sort from that of the "real-

ists." It may be that the whole continent must first be shaken

by yet another great and universal upheaval, which will leave no

country unscathed. And it is not improbable that we shall wit-

ness a period of material and moral capitulation, in which States

will compete for the favor of the mightiest, as the princes of

the Confederation of the Rhine did before Napoleon. The

precedents of Austria and Czechoslovakia have legitimized a

procedure of which the results are incalculable. Yet, amid

this rapid march of anarchy, the nations will bethink themselves

sooner or later of their own and Europe's historic forces, the

constituent principles of our Western civilization its past free-

doms, national, political, intellectual, spiritual. Then, in spite

of all anti-European onslaughts, a rejuvenated Europe will at

last arise, and endure.

That is why the political activities of the National Socialist

"Third Reich" are so entirely unfruitful. To-day, so long as

there are still vestiges of a past order to be destroyed, it is per-

haps moving with the stream of political development, and is

able to register easy successes. But later it will become evident

that everything that it has credited itself with building is weak

and rickety, because it runs contrary to nature, contrary to the

deepest of men's instincts, contrary to the whole spirit of Euro-

pean civilization.

Never did a Government have a finer chance of serving both

the recovery of its own nation and the creation of a common

supernational order than the new German Government of Jan-

uary 1933. A powerful Germany, ready to assume leadership in

honorable and statesman-like collaboration with the smaller

States, instead of dominating them, would have had in its hands

the key positions of European advance. This opportunity, which
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would have given Germany the prospect of initiatives of a

very different and far superior sort to the present, was realized

at the time. It was realized by some of the German National-

ists and especially the Young Conservatives; by Edgar J.

Jung, von Papen's private secretary, by the Herrenklub, and

by some influential practical politicians. I directed my own

efforts along these lines. It was no Utopian effort. But it was

the direct opposite of the course pursued by National Socialist

nihilism. In 1933 it was by no means inevitable that this doc-

trineless nihilist revolution should obtain the mastery over the

nation and its future. By violent means National Socialism

has for the present determined Germany's course both at home

and abroad. But its victory need not be final. Even to-day it is

possible resolutely to make an end of the revolution, to over-

come the drift to anarchy, and to return not only in home but

in foreign policy to the ideas which, as is even plainer to-day

than six years ago, alone offer the possibility of a permanent
restoration of Germany's rank in Europe, and of avoiding the

war which would bring world revolution irrevocably into being.

"We, perhaps with the whole of the world to-day," said the

Prussian Conservative von Radowitz, friend of the King of

Prussia at the time of the first German revolution, "shall not

regain healthy political existence or find any sure footing amid

the ferment of the times, until the governments frankly and

freely disavow the perilous heritage of the revolution, that true

shirt of Nessus, modern state absolutism; and until they bear

witness by word and deed that it is only the service of the idea of

right, and the preservation of peace at home and abroad, that

God has imposed on rulers as their duty."
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